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CHAPTER-1 

INTRODUCTION 



1. Preliminaries 

CHAPTER 

1 

Introduction 

On the May 8th 1973, an agreement was signed at Gangtok 

between the Chogyal, the leaders of the political parties representing 

the people of Sikkim and the Government of India. The Agreement 

provided for a Legislative Assembly for Sikkim elected on the basis 

adult franchise, an Executive Council responsible to the Assembly 

and safeguards for minorities. Under the Agreement, India was to 

provide the head of the administration (Chief Executive) to ensure 

democratization, communal harrnony and social development. 

Assembly was to be elected every four years on the basis of adult 

franchise under the supervision of Election Commission of India. 

Following the Tripartite Agreement, elections were held from 

April 15 to 19, 197 4, under the supervision of the Chief Election 

Commission of India. According to the parity formula, fifteen seats 

were allotted to the Bhutia- Lepchas and the remaining fifteen to the 

Nepalese including one for the scheduled caste. Soon, both sides 

demanded separate seats for the monks. As a result thirty-two 

member Assembly was provided with two reserved seats one for the 

scheduled caste and other for the monastries (Sangha).The sangha 

constituency is a unique feature of not only Sikkim but also for the 

whole of India. It is reserved seat for the representation of the 

monasteries of Sikkim as a whole and their Lamas. This maintained 

parity, the scheduled caste being of Nepali origin and the monk 

coming from the Bhutia-Lepcha group.Kazi Lhendup Dorjee's party 

Sikkim Congress swept the polls by winning thirty-one seats out of 

the thirty two seats. He was sworn in on the 23rd of July as the Chief 
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Minister of the State. And thus, the Country passed on from 

autocracy to democracy. 

The Government of Sikkim wanted to have closer ties with 

India and on 5th September 1974, the Constitution (Thirty-fifth 

amendment) was passed in the Parliament of India to up-grade the 

status of Sikkim from a protectorate to an associate state of the 

Indian Union. The 'Associate State' idea was a unique constitutional 

arrangement. 

The Chogyal did not like the new set up. He was also 

dissatisfied with his status as a constitutional head of the state of 

which he was an absolute ruler till the other day. He initiated an 

attitude of confrontation with the popular ministry headed by KazL 

The difference between the Chogyal and the Assembly got aggravated 

to such an extent, that the Sikkim Assembly unanimously adopted a 

resolution on lOth April, 1975, abolishing the institution of the 

Chogyal and declaring Sikkim as a constituent unit of India. The 

Assembly also resolved to submit its resolution to the people of 

Sikkim by way of a general referendum. Majority of votes were cast in 

favor of the resolution. Consequently, the Lok Sabha and the Rajya 

Sabha passed the Thirty-Sixth Constitution Amendment Bill, which 

received the assent of the President on 16th May 1975 and made 

Sikkim the 22nd state of the Indian Union. 

A new chapter was added in Sikkim's history bringing to an 

end more than three hundred year old monarchy headed by Chogyal 

Palden Thondup Namgyal the last ruler of the Namgyal dynasty. In 

the last 38 years many unexpected changes altered the basic 

character of Sikkim's unique personality as one knew it in 1973. The 

very nature of Sikkim policy began to be viewed de-linked to its past 

and a new content was added to it. The post merger era brought 

about a painful process of conversion to the political and economic 

[2] 
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culture of an Indian state. The merger brought in a system of 

governance and institutions which were foreign to the Sikkimese 

tradition. Immediately after the merger, Sikkim adopted unicameral 

legislative system in the name of Sikkim Legislative Assembly. It also 

got one seat each in Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha. The members of 

Sikkim Legislative Assembly are directly elected by the people on the 

basis of 'one man- one vote' and universal adult franchise. It was 

much in contrast with the traditional communal voting system. 

Following the resignation of Kazi's ministry on 17.8.1979 due 

to defection in the ruling party and subsequent failure 

constitutional machinery, President's rule was imposed for the first 

time in Sikkim in 1979. Immediately after the imposition 

President's rule, since the Houses of the Parliament were not 1n 

session, the election was to be held on the 12th October, 1979. 

More than seven political parties and independent candidates 

were in fray. National parties such as Indian National Congress 

(U)(INC), Janta Party (JP), Communist Party of India (Marxist) CPI 

(M), regional parties viz; Sikkim Janta Parishad (SJP), Sikkim 

Congress (Revolutionary)(SCR), Sikkim Prajatantra Congress (SPC), 

Sikkim Schedule Caste League (SSCL) and other independents 

contested the 1979 election. SJP founded and led by Nar Bahadur 

Bhandari was able to secure majority and formed a new government 

for the first time based on a regional party. In 1981 the SJP joined 

the Congress (I) and became the Sikkim Pradesh Congress (I). In the 

midst of healthy political signs in Sikkim under the leadership of 

N.B. Bhandari, there occurred the most unfortunate and 

undemocratic dismissal of Bhandari as Chief Minister of Sikkim in 

May 1984 by the then Governor of Sikkim H.J. Taleyar Khan on the 

ground that he had lost the support of the M.L.A's. B.B. Gurung 

from Congress (I) was installed as the third Chief Minister but his 

ministry lasted for only 13 days. As a result of the failure of the 

[3] 
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constitutional machinery, Sikkim was once again brought under 

President's rule for the second time in the year 1984. 

No sooner Bhandari was dismissed; he left Congress (I) in 

disgust along with his majority of legislators. He hoisted his own red 

and white flag and founded a new regional party namely Sikkim 

Sangram Parishad (SSP) with elephant as its election symbol which 

won 31 of the 32 seats in the general elections in 1984.In the 

election to the State Legislative Assembly held in the year 1989, 

Congress (I), two regional parties namely SSP and the SCR and many 

independent candidates contested. In all the constituencies 

Bhandari's SSP was declared elected secunng all 32 seats in the 

State Assembly. This was a record in the government and politics 

not only Sikkim but also in the country. 

On 17th May 1994, dissidents toppled the Bhandari 

Government on the controversial issue of income tax concessions to 

the tribals. Mr. Sanchaman Limboo was installed as the Chief 

Minister as head of the party called the Sikkim Sangram Parishad 

(Sanchaman).In the Assembly election held on 17th November 1994, 

a regional party, Sikkim Democratic Front (SDF) came to power and 

its leader Mr. Pawan Chamling was installed as the Chief Minister of 

Sikkim. In 1999 the SDF was returned to power and again in 2004 

and 2009. 

During Bhandadri's regime, the opposition confronted with the 

government on matters of policies and functions even at least in the 

first term. In the second and third terms although there were no 

strong opposition parties, there were oppositions within the Party 

which later wrecked the very foundation of SSP and Chamling's 

SDF gave a tough competition for power to SSP in the 1994 elections. 

But in Chamling's regime, which is from 1994 till date, not a single 

strong party has formed which can compete with SDF and give voters 

[4] 
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an alternative nor there does opposition force within the Party. SDF 

has in fact out ruled the SSP. If we look at the performance graph of 

SDF in four consecutive elections, it has improved from better to 

best. In April 2004 his party won with unprecedented verdict both in 

terms of percentage of votes polled and the number of seats won. In 

2009 election too, the party won all the 32 Assembly seats. The party 

is ruling in Sikkim with absolute majority. The entire nation 1s 

debating on anti-incumbency factors, whereas in Sikkim there 1s 

nothing but pro-incumbency trend. 

One reason for this pro-incumbency factor and one-party rule 

u1 Sikkim can be attributed to the lack of strong opposition. 

Opposition in Sikkim is weak because they tend to grow and decay 

like mushrooms particularly at the time of elections. They always 

play politics outside the Legislature. This is one reason why they 

mostly fail to gain people's confidence. Even national political parties 

play a seasonal role. Both national and regional parties except the 

ruling party utterly lack in organizational structure. Above all, 

opposition financial condition is also too poor to run the party office. 

The phenomenal feature of politics of Sikkim is that opposition has 

been virtually non-existent both from the regional as well as national 

political parties although opposition has to be there to play a 

constructive politics of checks and balances. But it has to be kept in 

mind that Sikkim is too young to be equated with party politics and 

oppositions of other states. 

2. Research Objectives 

The primary objective of the proposed study is to make an 

intense study for deeper understanding of political democracy in 

Sikkim. It is to understand whether political democracy has taken its 

root in Sikkimese society and to analyze how it has evolved in Sikkim 

over the years. It is also to analyze political development in Sikkim 
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under the leadership of different political leaders in post merger era 

and in this connection, it is to analyze a peculiar system of one -

party -system and one - man - rule in Sikkim for almost 38 years. 

The objective is also to analyze the reason behind the political 

domination of the SSP and the SDF for a long period in the politics of 

Sikkim and the impact of their rules on the state policies and 

politics. The other related objective of the proposed research work 

will be to compare and contrast the ruling of these two prominent 

political parties. 

These areas have not been covered and received adequate 

attention from research scholars and the academia working on 

Sikkim earlier. The study on these particular areas would help us to 

understand the state of the State after the merger till present day. 

More particularly the study will try to understand the performances, 

governance and achievements of the SSP and the SDF as a regional 

party and their role to bring about political democracy in Sikkim. 

3. Statement of the Problem 

SJP led by Bhandari swept the 1979 elections with 17 

Assembly seats including 1 Sangha seat and formed the government. 

Since then, from 1979-1994, Sikkim's politics was almost dominated 

by Bhandari and his party, SJP (1979-1984) and SSP (1984-1994). 

Thus for 15 years Bhandari was the uncrowned monarch of Sikkim 

(Chakravartti, 1994). After the end of Bhandari's regime, SDF led by 

Pawan Chamling swept the polls by winning 19 out of 32 seats and 

formed the government in 1994. In the same manner like SSP, SDF 

also dominated the Sikkim's politics from 1994 till date. The victory 

of SJP and later the SSP and SDF without much resistance means 

that there was and still is a one -party -system and one- man- rule 

in Sikkim for almost 38 years. 
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Though both the parties ruled for not less than fifteen years, 

there 1s reported difference between the rules of these two parties. 

Sikkim became democratic and democratic structures were 

established smce 1975, but it was only in name-sake. The 

percentage of illiteracy was very high, and the Sikkimese did not 

know what political consciousness was. With this background, Kazi 

was sworn in as the first Chief Minister of Sikkim. Kazi's term was 

basically characterized by trials and errors. Neither the leaders nor 

the public were conscious about democracy and were incompetent 

about democratic norms and principles. 

After Kazi's rule, Bhandari came to power. His rule was 

dictatorial and he is termed as despot. Bhandari demanded complete 

submission to his authority. State terrorism was rampantly active 

everywhere against which nobody dared to raise a voice of dissent as 

it was repressed for good. He did not tolerate any criticism from both 

within and outside the party. (Kazi, 1993) Not a single organization 

had been granted recognition by the Parishad government even if 

there were some social organization and political parties; they had to 

either join him or were silenced. The press was also asked to behave 

properly or face consequences (Kazi, 1993). It was alleged that the 

administration, the bureaucracy and the police force tortured public 

to no end. Bhandari wanted to control all the people by coercion and 

physical torture. He tried to establish hegemony of one reign, one 

leader, one party and one language in Sikkim (Bhutia, 1999). This is 

how one - party system, one-man-rule and reign of terror began in 

Sikkim (Kazi, 1993). 

Other political parties could not survive as opposition parties. 

There were assaults, threats, intimidations and constant pressure 

over the press media and use of force and commandos over the 

opposition parties. As a result there was an absence of a strong and 

effective opposition and this led to an absence of democratic 
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atmosphere in Sikkim. The undemocratic rule in Sikkim by Bhandari 

resulted in his and SSP's downfall and led ultimately to the 

emergence of Pawan Chamling and SDF in 1994 who talked about 

political right, freedom and restoration of democracy in Sikkim. SDF 

Government claim to have ended the reign of terror and political 

oppression and the return of the rule of Law. Chamling's government 

can be remembered for bringing pluralism and dissent into the 

political system of Sikkim. Today in Sikkim, opposition parties are 

operating in a far liberalized political environment. (Telegraph, 17 Dec 

1996) 

Keeping the above facts, some questions anse In the mind. 

These are i) what were the reasons behind the domination of SSP 

from1984-1994 and SDF from 1994 -- till date in the politics of 

Sikkim? We shall have to analyze the problem in depth manner to 

answer this question. ii) How are these parties different in their 

policies, programs and strategy? Though SSP and SDF were 

dominant parties in Sikkim, there is a need of proper explanation of 

reasons of dominance of these parties and difference of dominance or 

rule of these parties. This may justify our interest in proposed 

research work since these areas have not been touched by previous 

researchers. 

4. Review of Literature 

Literatures on Sikkim are not very well documented. One can 

lay hands on a very few published literature. The literature available 

on Sikkim can be divided into different categories. Risley's "The 

Gazetteer of Sikkim" (Risley, 1928/ 1993) is one of the earliest 

publications which g1ves an account of early history, physical 

features, vegetation, population, religion and custom and tradition 

etc of Sikkim. It gives a sketch of different rulers of Namgyal dynasty 

of Sikkim and the nature of their governance, their relation with 
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Tibet, Nepal, Bhutan and British India. It also provides the account 

of British policy towards the East Himalayan States, its intention of 

intervention in Sikkim and its different policies and strategies to 

retain political control over Sikkim. Similar early historical accounts 

on Sikkim can be found in the writings of J.D. Hooker, (Hooker, 

1854), J.W.Edgar (Edgar, 1874/2005), Richard Temple (Temple, 

1875} Colman Macaulay, (Macaulay, 1885/ 1977/2005} J.C.White, 

(White, 1909/1999/2007} Coelho (V.H.Coelho, 1971} and other 

works on history of Sikkim can be found in the writings of P R Rao 

(Rao, 1972) Bhattacharya, (Bhattacharya, 1984) Bhanja, (Bhanja, 

1993},Wangyal (Wangyal S. , 2002} Wangchuk and Zulca (Zulca, 

2007) 

Although there were 'social' organisations in Sikkim pnor to 

Indian Independence but the actual political awakening started only 

in late 1940's after the birth of first political party, Sikkim State 

Congress on 7th December, 1947. This event is regarded as the first 

cockcrow of political movement in Sikkim. There are very few 

literatures which deal with political developments in Sikkim since 

1940's and the emergence and growth of different regional political 

parties and development of party- politics in Sikkim. 

The pioneering work in this field is the work of Basnet "A Short 

Political History of Sikkim". (Basnet, 1974) The work is divided into 

two parts. Part I discusses the geography and demography of Sikkim. 

Part II deals with the emergence of political parties, agitation 

launched by the different political parties and sections of the society 

and intervention of the Indian Government in the political affairs of 

Sikkim. However, this book has certain limitations. It deals with the 

interplay of political parties, the Chogyal and the Government of 

India from 1947 to May 1973. It does not cover the political aspects 

of Sikkim from 1973 onwards. 
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Sinha, in his book "Politics of Sikkim - A Sociological Study" 

(Sinha, 1975) provides an analysis of the political development in 

Sikkim and evolution of the significant social forces. He identifies 

sets of the elite, the patricians, Kazis, the neo-rich plebeians, pro

palace bureaucrats, the political leaders and the youth leaders 

leading various social forces. He regarded the lamas, categorized as 

religious elites are responsible for proliferation of communal feelings 

in the society. He evaluates the political process and development in 

Sikkim 1n the post 194 7 period m terms of institutional 

accomplishment and development, transformation of theocracy and 

finally the merger of Sikkim to the Indian Union. The book although 

very useful with valuable information of politics of Sikkim covers only 

the period till 1975 and it investigates the politics of Sikkim from 

sociological perspective. 

Rao (Rao P. R., 1978) discusses about the struggle of the people 

of Sikkim for democratization of their administration, awakening of 

the political consciousness of the people of Sikkim culminating in the 

making of modern Sikkim as the 22nd state of India. To some extent, 

it also deals with the political development in Sikkim in the pre

merger period. It also deals with the influence of Indian 

Independence in Sikkim, democratic aspirations and urges of the 

people of Sikkim. The problem with this account is that it covers the 

political aspects of Sikkim till the pre-merger period. It does not 

throw light about the political process, organization and 

administration and other aspects after 1973. 

Das, who was appointed as Chief Executive In Sikkim from 

1973-197 4 during the agitation had been one of the prime actors in 

the merger. He in his book (Das, 1983) provides the first- hand 

report of the period of turmoil in Sikkim from 1973 till its merger 

with India in 1975. He tried to show in his book how merger of 

Sikkim with India became inevitable. Although tiny, this Himalayan 
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kingdom was very sensitively placed that it could not be ignored by 

India in terms of her security. Das in his book tried to show how 

India took the first opportunity to bring Sikkim under its fold when 

such situation arose and shows how this could have been avoided if 

the Chogyal had played his cards well but he committed some 

mistakes which India had been waiting for years and in this context 

he accounts the key role played by the three dominant and 

powerful women-Indira Gandhi, the Prime Minister of India; Hope 

Cook, the American wife of the Chogyal; and Elisa Maria, the Belgian 

wife of the Kazi. He attempts to answer a number of questions. The 

questions are like (i) was the merger of Sikkim with the Indian Union 

necessary? (ii) Vlas there really a popular uprising against the 

Chogyal in 1973? (iii) What was the role of Delhi in it? (iv) Was the 

May 1973 Agreement not adequate to meet the requirement of a 

democratic set up? (v)Did the Sikkimese give up their identity 

happily? And (v) what has India ultimately gained? He also talked 

about uncertainties of Sikkim's future as an Indian state. This book 

although very informative with valuable appendices is just an 

interpretation of facts and events and is limited to these questions 

only. 

The work of Kotturan George, 'The Himalayan Gateway: 

History and Culture of Sikkim" (George, 1983) underlines the political, 

administrative and economic set up of the people of Sikkim while 

S.K. Jha and Mishra in their work "Sikkim-Govemment and Politics" 

(Jha, 1984) highlights on development of different organs of the 

government in Sikkim in the new democratic set up under the aegis 

of Indian Union. 

Datta Ray In his narrative "Smash and Grab Annexation of 

Sikkim" (Datta-Ray, 1984) recounts how Sikkim was taken over by 

India in a smash and grab raid. He argues that Sikkim was not 

merged but annexed in 1975. He sought to present a detailed 
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account and analysis of the events leading to the annexation of 

Sikkim to the Indian Union, converting the Protectorate into an 

Indian state. He gives the detailed account of controversial "special 

poll" held in 14 April, 1975 which was held to seek opinion of the 

Sikkimese people on the merger of Sikkim with India. The 

documentary evidences, interviews and eye-witness accounts 

provided in the book are very useful and provoke any researcher's 

thoughts to revisit Sikkim's pre-merger period. The limitation of this 

book is that it is somewhat like a biography of the last Chogyal 

Palden Thondup Namgyal. Since the author was a close friend of the 

Chogyal, his stand was against the merger. Besides, the book largely 

deals with the events and political development in Sikkim just before 

the merger and accounts how it was smashed, grabbed and finally 

annexed by the Indian Union. 

Sengupta's "State Government and Politics of Sikkim" 

(Sengupta, 1985) is a comprehensive work on Sikkim's politics and 

government. He traces the political development in Sikkim especially 

after 194 7, conflict between the old monarchical system and the new 

political forces that came up after the Indian independence which 

aspired for Rule of the People, their revolution for democracy in 1973 

that led to the merger of Sikkim with India. The author gives an 

account of the political process and electoral system prevalent till 

1973 and the changes that took place since 1974 till 1984. He also 

gives in depth accounts of the working of political parties, pressure 

groups and governmental organizations like Legislature, Executive 

and Judiciary through different stages of development in Sikkim. 

Moreover, the book provides the comparative study of electoral 

process and the role of political parties in the old and the new system 

of governance and the changing trends of political dynamics reflected 

through the electoral process, political parties and pressure groups 

before and after the merger. However, even though it is a systematic 
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and comprehensive work, it is limited to the political aspects of 

Sikkim up to 1984. 

Like Datta Ray, Rustamji was also a close friend of Chogyal P T 

Namgyal. Hence, his work" Sikkim- A Himalayan Tragedy" (Rustamji, 

1987)) was also somewhat like a bibliographical account of Chogyal. 

Chube in his article "Ethnicity and Politics in Sikkim" in M. K. Raha 

edited «The Himalayan Heritage" (S.K, 1987) gives a valuable account 

of political development in Sikkim after 194 7. He discusses about the 

factional politics in Sikkim in the post merger era as an effect of 

various ethnic and social forces. 

Bhadra's "Sikkim: Democracy and Social Changes", (Bhandra, 

1992} discusses the factors and forces that led to the transformation 

of Sikkim from a theocratic monarchy to democracy. In this context 

the author analyzes the factors that break up traditional societies 

and moves them towards modernization, the models of transition 

and the hurdles of modernization. The author also focuses on the 

different aspects of political development 1n the new state, 

determinants of political developrnent and the functions of different 

agents of political development like education, mass media and the 

role of different social classes in the political development of Sikkim. 

She analyzes the transition of socio-economic condition of Sikkim 

from monarchy to democracy and also analyzes the evolution of 

political parties, their changing roles and transition in electoral 

process in the new set up. The author emphasizes more on social 

forces than political organizations. 

Kazi's "Inside Sikkim Against The Tide' (Kazi, 1993) discusses 

the issues at stake in the tiny Himalayan state and exposes the 

hollowness of the democratic system and values which was thrust on 

the Sikkimese people at the time of the merger in 1975.The book 

largely focuses on how Nar Bahadur Bhandari became the Chief 
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Minister in 1979 promising to restore Sikkim to the Sikkimese and 

remained in power for 14 years. It argues that after the merger of 

Sikkim, instead of democracy there was dictatorship in a democratic 

set up under Bhandari's rule. It brings into focus the supremacy of 

'one-man rule and one-party system 'during Bhandari's rule where 

all the democratic principles were trampled especially how press 

media was suppressed and attacked. It gives an account of how 

Bhandari managed to remain in power for 14 long years and also 

gives a brief account of formation of a new political outfit- Sikkim 

Democratic Front as a counter to Bhandari's Sikkim Sangram 

Parishad. Although the book is well articulated and resourceful in 

terms of politics in Sikkim after the merger but it is more a 

journalistic report and an interpretation of personal events and 

experience which lacks the systematic approach and giVes only a 

general idea of party politics of Sikkim from 1979 to 1992. 

Chakraborty in an article ((Government and Politics of Sikkim" 

m Lama's edited book "Sikkim: Society, Polity, Economy and 

Environment" (Chakaravarthi, 1994) focuses on the development of 

party-politics 1n Sikkim since 1940's.It also analyses the 

constitutional position of Sikkim, political structure, Sons of the Soil 

Policy, Electoral Politics of Sikkim from 1979 to 1989 and 

administration in the state. It also discusses the domination of 

regional political parties in the state. In this article the author shows 

the non-existence of strong opposition political parties unlike other 

states of the Indian Union as phenomenal characteristics of the 

politics of Sikkim. 

Like Kazi, Subba's ''Sikkim, Who Ruined It?" (Subba P. , 1998) 

also gives an account of Bhandari's 14 years rule. He highlights how 

democratic values and principles were tempered under the misrule of 

Bhandari. Chakravarti's "Political Development of Sikkim", 

(Chakravarthi, 2003) deals with the emergence, growth and 
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governance of SSP to some extent. By and large, the book focuses 

among other things on development of Sikkim in the socio-economic 

field. 

Thapa's "Ethnicity, Class and Politics in Sikkim" (Thapa, 2002) 

examines how class and ethnic factors influence the political process 

in the tiny Indian state and how these identities of the Sikkimese are 

maintained and reproduced in the political and social life of the 

people. The work attempts to assess the relative significance of these 

two factors in understanding the political process in the State. This 

thesis is however limited in its focus and looks only at the role of 

classes and ethnic groups in the politics of Sikkim. 

Sinha's work ((Sikkim, Feudal and Democratic" (Sinha A. C., 

2008) analyses how Sikkim has increasingly been exposed to the 

wind of change as a result of the new sense of political identity under 

the Indian Union. The book is divided into three parts. Part one 

deals with the background and social history of emergence of ethnic 

plurality in the Sikkimese society. Part two deals with the feudal and 

democratic elites, their roles in two different phases of Sikkimese 

history. Part three describes the forces and forms of political 

development, the transition of Sikkim from feudal to democratic set 

up. The book focuses on Sikkim's past and present and reports as to 

how the Tibetans, Nepalese, and the British dealt with Sikkim 

leading to eclipse of its autonomous entity. However, this book is 

limited to an extent that it focuses only on social classes especially 

the elites of Sikkim. 

Kazi's book (Kazi J. N., 2009) is a collection of his articles 

published in different publications. His articles largely focuses on the 

unique and distinct identity of Sikkimese people within Indian Union 

promised under Article 371(f) of the Indian Constitution during the 

time of merger in 1975.He talks about the gradual distortion and 
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dilution of the article by the petty politicians and urges India to 

honour its commitments and assurances made to the Sikkimese 

people during the merger period. The articles covers the important 

political events and issues in Sikkim from 1982-2008 and provides a 

record of Sikkimese people demanding the preservation of their 

distinct identity within the framework of the Constitution of India. 

The collection of articles in the book provides a good source of 

reference, but it lacks systematic approach as it is just a compilation 

of journalistic write up. 

Gurung's "Sikkim: Ethnicity and Political Dynamics-A Triadic 

Perspective" (Gurnng, 201 0) provides a very comprehensive and 

systematic work which focuses on ethnicity oriented political 

mobilization in Sikkim and tries to analyze why and how ethnic 

identity consciousness becomes the mechanism of political action 

and how it influences politics. It tries to examine the relation 

between political organizations I institutions and ethnic politics and 

how they use each other for mutual benefits. In this context the book 

analyzes the history and identity of major ethnic groups in Sikkim, 

their condition and the state policies on ethnic groups before the 

merger. It reveals that contrary to the general expectation that 

democratic set up after the merger of Sikkim with India would put an 

end to the prevailing ethnic politics, it has become more prominent 

where even the smaller communities started to assert separate 

political identities. It shows the growth of ethnic politics under 

different leaders and organizations after the merger. Although this 

book is developed very systematically and there is not much research 

gap but the book's primary focus is only on ethnic politics in Sikkim. 

There is no denying that the book covers the interplay of politics 

since its inception till the recent politics but its focus is purely on 

ethnic politics. 
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Shifali Raizada 

Apart from these books there are other books which deal with 

other aspects of Sikkim. The work of T.B. Subba ((Dynamics Of A Hill 

Society"(Subba T., 1989) is a sociological analysis on the Nepalis of 

Sikkim and Darjeeling. In his another work "Politics of Culture" 

(Subba, Politics Of Culture, 1999) he seeks to analyze the emerging 

identity consciousness among the three kirata tribes-Limboos 

(Tsongs),Khambus (Rais) and Yakhas (Dewans) in Nepal and Sikkim. 

Another study on castes and communities of Sikkim is carried out by 

K.S. Singh edited ('People of India -Sikkim" (Singh, 1993) It 1s an 

Anthropological survey which provides the detail profile of three 

major ethnic communities of Sikkim and other sub-cultural groups. 

The work of Wangyal ''Sikkim and Darjeeling-Division and 

Deception" (Wangyal, 2002) provides a historical account of transfer 

of portion of Sikkim (Darjeeling) to the British East India Company. 

He argues that the grant of Darjeeling by the Chogyal of Sikkim to 

the British was not done officially. He focuses that Sikkim and 

Darjeeling are historically inseparable with contiguity of borders and 

common language, culture and religion. He believes that because of 

this peculiar relationship and strong bonding shared by the people of 

these two places arouses apprehension and fear among the majority 

of the people that these two areas will one day amalgamate to form a 

bigger and more a viable state. Relevant documents and quoted 

verbatim regarding Darjeeling and Sikkim are provided for further 

research in this book. Such relevant documents on Sikkim and 

Darjeeling can also be found in Moktan's "Sikkim- Darjeeling: 

Compendium of Documents" (Moktan, 2004). 

The work of Geoffrey Gorer "The Lepchas of Sikkim" 

(Gorer, 1938/ 1996) "Himalayan Village: An Account of The Lepchas of 

Sikkim" (Gorer, 1938) throws of life of Lepcha 
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Community of Sikkim, their religion, law and order, rules of kinship 

and marriage, education and economic backwardness etc .Such 

account can be found in the writings of C.J .Morris (Morris, 1938) 

Fanning's "Lepcha My Vanishing Tribe" (Fanning, 1987) traces the 

cultural history of the Lepchas and the influence of outsiders like 

Buddhists and Christians on Lepcha Culture. K.P. Tamsang in his 

book, ''The Unknown and Untold Reality about the Lepchas" 

(Tamsang, 1983) talks about the distortion of history of evolution of 

Lepchas made by the different writers. R.K.Sprigg's recent work 

"Shedding Some Light on the History, Language and Literatures of the 

Lepchas" (Sprigg, 2005) provides valuable knowledge with 

documentary evidence about history and life of Lepchas in the early 

19th century. Jha's «Ethno-Omithology of Lepchas of Sikkim" (Jha V. 

J., 2012) analyzes the relationship between people and birds. It 

makes an in-depth study of ethno-ornithological traditions of the 

Lepchas an aboriginal group of people of North-East India and 

describes the importance of birds in Lepcha myths of origins and 

their importance in the day-to-day lives of the Lepcha people. The 

works of Chie Nakane (Nakane, 1966}, Bhasin (Bhasin V. , 1989), 

Subba (Subba J. , 1999) deals with tribes and other ethnic groups of 

Sikkim. 

Rahul's "The Himalaya as a frontier", (Rahul, 1978) Sharma's 

"History Geography and Travels of Sikkim and Bhutan", Chaudhary's 

"Sikkim: Geographical Perspectives", (Choudhury, 2006) deal with 

geographical aspect of Sikkim. Bhasin's "Sikkim Himalayas Ecology 

and Resource Development", (Bhasin, 1995) deals with ecology while 

Dasgupta's "Sikkim: Problems and Perspective of Development", 

(Dasgupta, 1992) focuses on socio-economic aspect of post- merger 

Sikkim. He provides a valuable discussion on land reform and 

problems, agricultural problems, mixed farming, forest management, 

industrial growth and resource generation in Sikkim. Another such 

work on socio-economic aspect of Sikkim is provided by Kharel in his 
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"Socio-Economic Condition of Sikkim under Colonial Domination (1889-

1947): An Authenticity Discourse." (Kharel, 2002) But his work is 

based on socio-economic condition of Sikkim before 194 7. Likewise, 

Dutta's "Sikkim since Independence: A Study of Impact of Education 

and Emerging Class Structure'', (Dutta, 1991) attempts to understand 

the process of modernization in Sikkim since 1975 by taking 

education as an index. He traces the history and growth of education 

and analyzes the availability of education facilities. He also analyzes 

the role of education in bringing change in traditional social system 

whereas Mahajan, Majumdar & Agnihotri's work «Educational 

Administration in Sikkim Structures Processes and Future Prospects", 

(Mahajan, 1995) covers different aspects of education in Sikkim in a 

comprehensive manner. It gives description of legal 

education, educational policies of the state and roles different 

governmental and non-governmental bodies towards education in 

Sikkim. It also highlights the problems and prospects of education 

for future development. 

Since Sikkim is a tourist hot spot for its natural beauty many 

books and travelogues are written which explores this aspect of 

Sikkim. Among them, the work of Sattar «Tourism in Sikkim (India): 

Impact on Economy, Society And Environment", (Sattar, 201 0) and 

"Growth of Ecotourism in North Bengal and Sikkim", (Kannakar, 

2011) by Karmakar is noteworthy for academic pursuits. There are 

many other handbooks, guidebooks and travelogues which give 

general information about Sikkim. 

Among the other edited books on Sikkim mention must be 

made of ''The Himalaya:Aspects of Change" edited by F.S. Hall, (Hall, 

1981) ''The Himalayas: Profiles of Modernization and Adaptation'' 

Edited by S. K. Chaube, (Chaube, 1985) «Eastern Himalayas: 

Environment and Economy" edited by R.L. Sarkar and M.P. Lama, 

{Lama, 1986) «Religion and Society in the Himalayas" edited by T.B. 
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Subba & Karubaki Dutta, (Dutta T. S., 1991) series of M.P. Lama 

(ed.), ((Sikkim study series Geography and Environment Volume -1 ", 

((Sikkim study series culture (part I) Vol. 3», "Sikkim study series Food 

and culture Volume - 4", ((Sikkim study series Language and 

Literature Volume - 5", (Lama M. , 2004) ((Human resources, culture, 

amenities, and quality of life in Sikkim : a critique" edited by 

Choudhari, (Choudhari, 2005) and "Sikkim Past and Present" edited 

by Joshi (Joshi, 2004) etc. which deal with multi-disciplinary aspects 

and provides valuable information about the land and its people. 

Apart from the edited books there are some published articles 

which speak volumes about Sikkim. Rose, (Rose, 1969) gives an 

account of relation of India with China, Tibet and Sikkim 

especially focuses on the relation of India with Sikkim since 1950's. 

He analyzes Sikkim as an important border state for India 

considering the proximity of China. R. Rahul in his article "The 

System of Administration in the Himalaya" (R.Rahul, 1969) ·highlights 

on the administrative system of North Eastern Frontier Area: 

Bhutan, Sikkim, Nepal, Uttarakhand, Himachal Pradesh and 

Ladakh. Likewise, N. Ram in his article ((Sikkim Story: Protection to 

Absorption", (N.Ram, 1974) highlights the British interest over the 

Kingdom for trade and border security. It also focuses on Nehru's 

policy on Sikkim, unequal treaty of 1950 between Sikkim and India 

and the popular movement in 1973. Ranjan Gupta's article 

"Sikkim:The Merger with India" (Gupta, 1975) stresses on the merger 

of Sikkim with India and traces the history of political development 

in the kingdom and the changing relations between Sikkim and 

India since 1950's which ultimately paved the way for the merger 

of Sikkim with India. 

U rmila Phadnis in her article "Ethnic Dimension of Sikkimese 

Politics- The 1979 Election", (Phadnis, 1980) g1ves valuable 

information about Sikkimese politics since its inception till 1979. 
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She especially highlights the role of ethnic forces in the 1979 election 

and in this context traces the evolution and growth of different ethnic 

groups in Sikkim. In the same vein Jyotirmoy Chakraborty in his 

article "Elections and Castist Politics" (Chakraborty, 2000) also 

highlights the role of castes and ethnicity in determining election 

results. He analyzes the trend since 1979 till 1999 Assembly 

elections. He makes an important observation that the credibility of 

the candidate and the ethnic balance play a key role in candidate 

selection. Therefore, while selecting the candidate, a leader has to 

consider the ethnic composition of the electoral area and candidate's 

acceptability. Banasmita Bora in her article "Pro-incumbency Factor" 

(Bora, 2004) provides an interesting analysis of pro-incun1bency 

factor and dominance of a single party in Sikkim. She highlights 

trend of replacement of dominance of one party by the 

another party and the absence of competitive party politics in Sikkim 

since 1979. Mukund Giri in his article ({Sikkim: Politics of 

Inclusiveness and One-Party Dominance" (Giri, 2009) also discusses 

about the system of one-party dominance in Sikkim. He argues that 

because of history and social composition of Sikkim, competitive 

politics and multiparty system is yet to make its way into Sikkim's 

politics unlike other states in the country. The peculiar history and 

geography of Sikkim has led to a politics of inclusiveness instead. In 

this context, the author examines the Assembly elections of Sikkim 

from 1994 to 2009. Other articles like «Roots and the Routes of 

Secularism m Sikkim" by Vibha Arora, (Arora, 2006) presents a 

discussion over whether Sikkim has transformed successfully from 

feudal theocracy into a democratic polity or represents the 

ambiguities of a secular democratic polity. She also focuses on 

political history and ethnic profile of Sikkim to understand ethnic 

competition in modern Sikkim. Articles like "Unheard Voices of 

Protest in Sikkim" by Vibha Arora, (Arora, 2007) her another article 

"Gandhigiri in Sikkim" (Arora, 2008) ((Including Vulnerabilities in a 
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Fragile Landscape" by Kanchi Kohli (Kohli, 2011) discuss about the 

protest against the Hydel power projects on the Teesta river. 

5. Research Gap 

From the literature reviewed and analyzed above, it rs clear 

that there are both descriptive and analytical works present 

regarding Sikkim. Most of the work focused on the evolution and 

history of Sikkim. There are some books on geography, econmny and 

culture of Sikkim but there are only few books on politics of Sikkim. 

These books basically focused on the development of politics 

Sikkirn, the factors that led to the formation of political parties 1n 

Sikkim and the role of social and democratic forces its formation. 

Some books entirely focused on the merger of Sikkim with the Indian 

Union. The limitation with the literature is that it provides only a 

general idea and information about the establishment and growth of 

democratic politics in Sikkim. They are not adequate to throw light 

on certain political, social and economic developments in Sikkim 

after the merger; especially political development in Sikkim after Nar 

Bahadur Bhandari led SSP came to power. Although there are some 

articles which provide an account of politics in Sikkim after the 

merger but systematic works narrowly specialized on the political 

development in Sikkim after the merger is rare. 

It is necessary to make an intense study for deeper 

understanding of political democracy in Sikkim. It is also necessary 

to analyze the reason behind the political domination of the SSP and 

then after the SDF in the state policy of Sikkim since 1979 till date 

and the impact of such trend on Sikkim's politics. It should be 

analyzed whether these political parties could ensure democracy and 

social justice and should examine their roles to uphold democracy in 

Sikkim. It is important to understand the state of the state since 

merger till present day. More particularly, it is necessary to evaluate 
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the performance, governance and achievement of different political 

parties that came to power after the merger and their roles to bring 

about political democracy in Sikkim. Our literature review shows 

that these areas have not been covered and received adequate 

attention from research scholars and the academia working on 

Sikkim earlier. 

6. Research Questions 

Keeping the gap in mind the following research questions have 

been selected to undertake the present study. The questions that we 

are interested in are: 

1) What are the reasons of two phases of dominant one 

that is Bhandari's SJP (1979-1984)) and SSP (1984- 1994) 

Chamling's SDF (1994 till date) in Sikkim? 

2) Why is there an absence of effective opposition from both 

national and regional level in Sikkim? 

3) What are the strategies adopted by these two parties to 

maintain their domination over the politics of Sikkim? How 

these two parties are different in their policies, strategies and 

rule? 

4) What are the factors behind the decline of SSP? Why did the 

SSP could not come back to power after 1994? and 

5) What are the factors that led to the emergence of SDF in 1994? 

7. Theoretical Framework 

Sikkim, it seems, requires a different perspective to 

understand succession of dominant one party rule since its tryst 

with democracy from those associated with different, primarily 

Western, trajectories of democratic becoming and functioning of 
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political parties. Below we present the case for such a fresh 

approach. 

Political parties dominate the real world of politics in all 

political systems. They are as says Neumann, "the life - line of 

modern politics". They are an indispensable part of the democratic 

system, in particular. "As long as representative government 

endures, parties will continue to perform certain roles that may be 

described as primordial" to quote Prof. S.E.Finer. In almost every 

modern democracy, whether bourgeois or socialist, developed or 

developing, government by the people becomes in fact government by 

party. Though the written Constitution of India, like many other 

written constitutions of the world do not acknowledge the 

of political parties, yet they are central to our political process. They 

are both inevitable and necessary. They are inevitable because they 

are the only means whereby power can be obtained and exercised in 

an organized way. They are necessary because they have been, to 

adopt Bagehot, the hyphen joining the electorate to government, the 

main transmission belt- through which the demands of the people 

are communicated to the rulers of the state. 

Party has been looked at from different perspectives. Edmund 

Burke, Benjamin Constant and others conceived party as an 

ideological group. According to Burke 'a party is a body of men for 

promoting by their joint endeavors the national interest, upon some 

particular principle in which they are all agreed". Duverger in his 

({Political parties - Their Organization and Activity in the Modem 

State"(Duverger, 1954) argues that often geographical proximity or 

the desire to defend one's profession or personal interest leads to the 

formation of parties; doctrine comes afterwards. Schumpeter in 

"Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy" (Schumpeter, 1950) 

contradicts Burke by saying 'a party is a group whose members 

propose to act in concert in the competitive struggle for political 
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power'. He observed, "The first and the foremost aim of each political 

party is to prevail over the others in order to get into power or to stay 

in it." It is in fact this very goal of attaining political power that 

distinguishes political parties from other groups in the political 

system. 

Max Weber's definition in "The Theory of Social and Economic 

organization" (Weber, 1950) also supports this contention. According 

to him, a political party is 'an associative type of social relationship 

devoted to secure power within a co-operative group for its leaders in 

order to attain ideal or material advantages for its active members 

"which" may consist in the realization of certain objective policies or 

attainment of personal advantage or both. Sartori, in his 

and Party System" (Sartori, 1976) perceive political party as a political 

group that contest at election, and is capable of placing through 

elections (free or non-free), candidates for public office. We may 

therefore quote Bernard Hennessy who in his "Approaches to the 

study of party Organization" (Hennessy, 1968) combines the elements 

of both power and ideology in his definition of political parties. He 

writes: Political parties are social organizations that attempt to 

influence 1) the selection and tenure of the personnel of government 

by putting forward candidates for elective office, 2) the policies of 

government according to some general principles of proclivities upon 

which most of their members agree. 

According to the Marxists, a political party IS the most 

organized and active section of any class or part of that class or 

coalition of classes in a society. Every party speaks in terms of 

nation and social interest. But in a society based upon class 

divisions, the struggle between parties for political power is nothing 

but a struggle between classes for determining the character of the 

government, for determining government policies in their own class 

interest. Engels described parties as "the more or less adequate 
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expression of classes and fractions of classes". Marx and Engles in 

the "Manifesto of the Communist party') (Karl Marx) 1848) wrote, "In 

its struggle against united power of the owning classes the 

proletariat cannot act as a class unless it constitute itself into a 

political party distinct and opposed to all the old political parties 

created by the owning classes", and that "This constitution of the 

political parties is indispensable to ensure the triumph of the social 

revolution and its ultimate goal; the abolition of the classes". They 

opined that the working class must form a party to seize political 

power and establish its dictatorship without which the emancipation 

\vould never be possible. In his "Civil War in France" (Marx, 1871 I 

2012) Marx clearly stated that the chief cause of the failure 

commune was workers' inability to form a party. It is through the 

party, they opined, which would take humanity to a classless society 

that is a communist society. 

Lenin felt the necessity of a united party, because only such an 

organization could succeed in capturing political power and bring 

about socio-economic transformation in society and change the 

world. To him without revolutionary theory there can be no 

revolutionary movement. Only a well organized party can preach and 

propagate it among the workers. He observed that the history of all 

countries shows that the working class, exclusively by its own 

efforts, is able to develop only trade union consciousness. To him the 

party was 'the incarnation of the ties that unite the vanguard 

detachment of the working class with the masses'. The role of 

vanguard fighter can be fulfilled only by a party with an advanced 

theory. It will make workers conscious of the fundamental opposition 

between their class as a whole and the existing social system. Lenin 

states that the party must be small so that it can function swiftly 

and quite effectively. The party must be an "iron party" that it must 

enforce discipline and principles among the members. He envisaged 

party as a combat organization, a kind of ideological- military army. 
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In 'The Urgent Tasks of Our Movement)) (Lenin, 1900/ 1964) he 

emphasized that the party must consist of people 'who will devote to 

the revolution not only their spare evening, but the whole of their 

lives'. Lenin states that the party will consist of professional 

revolutionaries we will take revolutionary activity as the profession. 

He emphasized that the allegiance of these persons to both ideology 

and party shall be beyond all sorts of doubt and suspicion and 

stressed that the basis of party should be "democratic centralism'' 

Mao Zedong understood party in terms of the Marxist 

Leninist revolutionary theory and style. He states that a party 

indispensable for revolution. Without a revolutionary party, 

believed, it was impossible to lead the working class and 

masses of the people to defeat imperialism. Like Lenin he also 

stressed upon party. But he says a mere party organization is not 

enough for the success of revolution, it must adopt a correct line. He 

said- "to lead the revolution to victory, a political party must depend 

on the correctness of its own political line". Mao advised democratic 

centralism to be practiced in the organization of party to stimulate 

the initiative of the party members, to eliminate corruption and 

factionalism and to solidify the party. He emphasized the importance 

of education in democracy, especially within the party to help 

members understand the meaning of a democratic life, the meaning 

of the relationship between democracy and centralism, and the way 

in which democratic centralism should be practiced. 

To Gramsci, the revolutionary party alone had a total 

conception of the world and the commitment needed to instill in the 

masses what he described as critical self- consciousness which 

would lead them to overthrow the existing order and develop a new 

hegemonic socialist culture. Gramsci did not believe in the pure 

spontaneity of the working class- it needed the direction of the 

Communist Party. At the same time, he demanded far greater mass 
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involvement in the formation of party policy. To Gramsci, four points 

are important to construct party, first, the party's ideology. The 

communist party, according to Gramsci, needs complete ideological 

unity in order to be able to fulfill its function as leader of the working 

class in all the situation. And the basis of ideological unity is the 

doctrine of Marxism and Leninism. Secondly, the party must be a 

centralized organization and an iron proletarian discipline must reign 

in its ranks. The centralization and cohesion of the party require that 

there should not exist organized groups within it which take on the 

character of factions. Thirdly, the party must be organized in such a 

way that it can function in contact with the masses, whatever the 

conditions may be. Fourthly, Gramsci is concerned with the strategic 

and tactical capacity of the party, .i.e .. the capacity to organize and 

unify around the proletarian vanguard and the working class all the 

forces necessary for revolutionary victory; and to lead these towards 

the revolution. 

Behavioral theorists like Samuel J. Eldersveld in his "Political 

Parties: A Behavioral Analysis" (Eldersveld, 1964) suggests a 

framework of the structure of political parties that is quite contrary 

to the Robert Michel's thesis of 'oligarchical' control over the party. 

Eldersveld advances the concept of stratarchy (having borrowed the 

phrase from Lasswell and Kaplan's power and society), discusses the 

structural styles of parties, and suggests four theoretical constructs 

or dimensions about political parties. Firstly, the party is a clientele

oriented structure and is always 'potential clientele'- conscious. It is 

open at its base to new recruits for party work as well as to non 

activist supporters. It is often open at the higher level also, and 

indeed, at the elite apex, if such a strategy will profit the party's 

power aspirations. Thus it is permeable and adaptive and reflects 

structurally an inherent tendency towards joint advantage. It 1s 

joined by those who would use it and it mobilizes for the sake of 

power those who would join it. Secondly, the party is an alliance of 
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substructures or sub coalitions. It is adaptive and its character is 

coalitional. The party is a structural system seeking to translate or 

convert (or be converted by) social and economic interests into 

political power directly. In this image, party exists as a conflict 

system. Eldersveld point out that as a power- aspiring group the 

party does not settle conflict. It defers the resolution of conflict, but it 

seeks to stabilize sub coalitional relationships so that the multi 

interests will remain committed to the organization. Thirdly, a special 

type of hierarchy obtains in parties namely, 'stratarchy'. Rather than 

centralized unity of command 'strata commands' exist. Eldersveld 

reasons that the heterogeneity of membership and the sub 

coalitional system make centralized control difficult and even 

unwise. The party to be visualized as a 'reciprocal 

structure'. Contrary to the bureaucratic and authoritarian models 

social organization, the party does not have ordered system of 

authority and influence from top to down. Rather, the basis of the 

authority of party leaders is rapport with the cadres. The party is 

thus characterized as a 'rapport system', rapport between the top 

elite, middle- level cadres and local activists. Finally, Eldersveld sees 

a 'career system' within the party. He sees the party elite as 

consisting of the pluralized sets of separable 'career classes' or 

'career categories', with considerable differentiation 1n 

communicative interchange and self consciousness. The tenure of 

the party cadre is unstable, and personal relationships are 

uncertain. But there are career groups of individuals for whom the 

party means 'status', not 'power' and the continuity of their 

commitment contributes to stability. The party structure thus gives 

rise to a peculiar career system, which because of the continuous 

renewal of career categories, contributes to the stability and 

fulfillment of party goals. 

Lijphart classifies party according to three principal 

dimensions. The first dimension relates to the form of organization 
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which distinguishes between 'mass and cadre party. The Mass 

parties, Lijphart points out, have relatively many formal members 

and are centralized, disciplined and highly oligarchical. It is designed 

to involve the rank- and- file members in the decision making 

process of the party. The organization structure of the party is both 

articulated and detailed. The cadre party on the other hand has a 

much smaller formal membership and lower degree of centralization, 

discipline and oligarchy. Voters in the cadre party have no formal 

ties with the organization nor are they heavily involved in the 

decision making process of the party. Control of the machinery of the 

party rests largely in the hands of elite. The second dimension is 

concerned with the parties' programs which may be ideological or 

pragmatic, and which may reflect a leftist, centrist or rightist 

outlook The third dimension is about the parties' supporters who 

may be defined in socio-economic and other terms. 

There is a difference between one-party, two party and multi

party systems. In the one-party system the people have no choice of 

parties, since only one party exists, the government party. Other 

parties may exist but they are unable, due to their organizational 

weakness, to exert any significant influence upon the functioning of 

the major party. One party system is usually regarded as being 

typically communist phenomenon. The party is placed at the heart of 

the political system, while the organs of the state are reduced to a 

dependent position. The policy process and political leadership 

function almost exclusively through the framework of a single party. 

Examples of single party systems are like in China, erstwhile Soviet 

Union until 1991 and North Korea 

In two-party system there may exist within the country several 

parties but the third parties become unable to prevent two major 

parties from governing alone. In practice two parties obtain close to 

fifty percent of the votes in elections, and either of the two forms the 
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government. There is no party monopoly but "party duopoly", there is 

party competition but it is between two main parties. Sartori points 

out that under the two-party system one party govern alone but not 

indefinitely. Thus alteration in power is the distinguishing features of 

two partism. The two party systems are found in western liberal

democratic political systems, such as The United States, Great 

Britain, New Zealand etc. 

In multi party system more than two major parties exist and 

coalition governments are formed. In multi-party system, Huntington 

points out, 'no party by itself is able either to form a government or 

to stand head and shoulders above its rivals'. Creation of government 

multi-party system is possible only with a coalition of several 

parties. And the stability of government depends on the strength of 

ideological differences among the parties. If the difference of ideology 

is strong the government is extremely unstable. Parties may move 

back and forth from government to opposition in multi-party system. 

India, in the words of Morris Jones is not a 'one party state' 

but it is a 'one dominant party system'. In it numerous parties exists 

and compete for power, and all have equal chance to capture political 

power through elections. But it was a single party, the Congress that 

had managed to remain almost continuously and consistently in 

power both in terms of the number of seats held in the Parliament 

and the State Legislative Assemblies, and in terms of its Immense 

organizational strength. Kothari coined the term the 'congress 

system' to categorize such a party system. To him the Congress party 

was based on a broad consensus and was able to accommodate 

diverse interest and factions. (Kothari, December, 1964.) Jones also 

felt that it was a 'Congress dominated system'. The Congress to him 

was a dominant party in the Parliament, which helped in the 

development of the Indian Parliament. Morris Jones in "The 

Government and politics of India" (Asian Survey, Dec 1964 (W.H, 
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1 964) defines dominance in terms of dominance of the government. 

According to him it is a system in which other parties exist but find 

themselves unable to challenge effectively the dominant party's hold 

on political power. 

The concept of dominance was popularized in the sixties by 

Morris Jones and Rajni Kothari (1964). But it was Maurice Durverger 

who used the expression as early as 1951. Stanley Kochanek in his 

"The Congress Party of India: The Dynamics of One Party Democracy" 

(Kochanek, 1968) agreed with Kothari and Jones regarding the 

nature of the party system in India but argued that with the general 

election of 1967 the party system in India underwent significant 

changes. The general elections of 1967 seemed to bring to an end the 

system of one-party dominance. With the decline of the Congress and 

the loss of monopolistic power, we have developed in India a 

competitive multi-party system. The Congress was replaced as the 

governing party in about half of the Indian states. At the Centre, the 

Congress retained power only with the smallest majority (54% of the 

seats). This proportion was further reduced in 1969. In the light of 

these developments even Rajni Kothari referred to the change from 

one party dominant system to a system of competitive dominance. 

The works of Gassah (1992), Jana & Sarmah (2002), Mehra,Khanna 

and Kueck (2003) Hasan (2004) Yadagiri (2007) and Ziegfeld (2012) 

describe the transition from one party dominant system to a 

multiparty system while focusing on the rise and role of regional 

political parties. 

Apart from these books, there are number of articles which 

trace this transition. An article «Transformation of the Indian Party 

System The 1996 Lok Sabha Elections" by Sudha Pai (Pai, Dec, 1996) 

is note worthy. In her article she argues that it was not the late 

1960's but the 1980's that witnessed the breakdown of the Congress 

party both at the centre and in the states. She highlights two 
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important developments in the Indian party system following the 

breakdown of the Congress System. Firstly, it led to the shift from a 

hegemonic to a competitive multiparty system and an era of unstable 

coalition governments at the national level. Secondly, the emergence 

of distinct state party system, separate from but closely linked to the 

national party system, one in which a regional party is dominant and 

another in which all India and state parties compete for power. 

Ramesh Thakur's "A Changing of the Guard in India" (Thakur, 1998) 

also deals with the same issue. 

Political analysts have given various reasons for the emergence 

of regional parties in the states. To many it has been the decline of 

the party system that has led to formation of state parties in the 

various regions. Not a few have attributed this political phenomenon 

to the excessive centralism and monopolistic politics of the Congress 

and also because of ambitious regional leaders with political skills. 

The regional parties have now become a part of the Indian political 

system. They have come to play an important role in the national, 

state and local politics. There is growing evidence that they can 

ensure stable government in the states. In the North- East India 

several studies have been undertaken on the regional parties, 

particularly Assam Gana Parishad. (Kunda, 2007) However no major 

work has been undertaken on parties like Sikkim Sangram Parishad 

and Sikkim Democratic Front in Sikkim although both of these 

parties have ruled Sikkim for a long period.SSP has ruled Sikkirn for 

15 years and SDF has been in Sikkim's politics for more than 19 

years and has been winning elections for four consecutive terms with 

absolute majority. Under the rule of these two parties, Sikkim has 

undergone a sea change but no research work has been undertaken 

which underscores these two political parties and their rules in 

Sikkim. 
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Democracy 1s a complex phenomenon. The concept of 

democracy is impossible of definition in a way acceptable to 

everyone. It has a multitude of meanings and no one is generally 

accepted. What one person would regard as democracy another 

would deny was a democracy at all. However, there is broad 

agreement that democracy involves the sharing of power among 

different groups of a national society, including a common right to 

express views and to compete for the opportunity to make or 

influence decisions. This is not precisely "consent of the governed", 

as groups may be bound by decisions they oppose. Rather, 

contemporary democracy represents what Robert Dahl has called 

"polyarchy" and other v~;riters "pluralism" -a system that gives legal 

recognition to more than one organization of interests. Democracies 

can differ profoundly, then, with respect to the number and kinds of 

groups that are recognized and the design of the competitive process. 

The essential element is the existence of some kind of feedback and 

adjustment mechanism that forces governments to respond and 

adapt to other viewpoints. (Brash, 1992). In his classic work 

"Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy", Schum peter defined 

democracy as "that institutional arrangement for arriving at political 

decisions in which individuals acquire the power to decide by means 

of a competitive struggle for the- people's vote" (Schumpeter J. , 1950, 

p. 250) 

Democratic system of government is regarded as the best form 

of government in the modern world. Many non democratic countries 

had adopted this system in the past and some countries are still in 

the process of democratization. Like democracy, democratization also 

has multiple meanings. In the broadest sense, democratization refers 

to any change in the direction of more democracy, no matter how 

small. Democratization can thus refer to a minimal improvement in 

an authoritarian regime, but also to the further democratization of 

an existing democracy, what scholars like Schedler labels 
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"completing democracy" or "democratic deepening." In the narrow 

sense, democratization is synonymous with a democratic transition; 

the notion of a democratic transition implies a change of category of 

a country from authoritarian or totalitarian to democratic system. 

Munek defines a democratic transition as "the critical step, when a 

country passes a threshold marked by the introduction of 

competitive elections with mass suffrage for the main political offices 

in the land." (Bogaards, 2010) The global "democratic revolution" was 

termed the wave of democratization by Huntington in the modern 

era. According to him, wave of democratization is a group of 

transitions from nondemocratic to democratic regimes that occurs 

within a specified period and that significantly outnumbers 

transitions in the opposite direction in the same period. Huntington 

identifies three distinct waves of democratization. The first wave 

began in America in the early nineteenth century and culminated at 

the end of World War I with about thirty countries having democratic 

regimes. {Huntington, 1991-1992) The end of the First World War was 

a temporary victory for democracy in Europe, as it was preserved in 

France and temporarily extended to Germany. Likewise, the 

February Revolution in Russia in 1917 inaugurated a few months of 

liberal democracy under Alexander Kerensky until Lenin took over in 

October Mussolini's march on Rome in 1922 began a reverse wave. 

The 1930s became a decade of dictators in Europe and Latin 

America. And in 1942 there were only twelve democracies left in the 

world. 

World War II was ultimately a victory for democracy in Western 

Europe, where representative governments were established that 

reflected the general will of their citizens. The Allied victory in World 

War II and decolonization started a second movement toward 

democracy which, however petered out by the early 1960s when 

about thirty-six countries had democratic regimes. This was then 

followed by a second reverse movement towards authoritarianism, 
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marked most dramatically by military take-overs in Latin America 

and the seizure of power by personal despots such as Ferdinand 

Marcos. (Huntington, 1991-1992) Many countries of Central and 

Eastern Europe became undemocratic Soviet satellite states. In 

Southern Europe, a number of right-wing authoritarian dictatorships 

(most notably in Spain and Portugal) continued to exist. Japan had 

moved towards democracy during the Taisho period during the 

1920s, but it was under effective military rule in the years before and 

during World War II. The country adopted a new constitution during 

the postwar Allied occupation, with initial elections In 1946. 

(http:/ I en. wikipedia.org/wiki/ History_of_democracy) 

World War II also planted seeds of freedom outside Europe and 

.Japan, strengthening anti colonial sentiment worldwide while many 

restive colonies/possessions were promised subsequent 

independence in exchange for their support for embattled colonial 

powers during the war. Most of the former British and French 

colonies were independent by 1965 and at least initially democratic. 

In 1948, the state of Israel declared independence and thus was born 

the first full democracy in the Middle East. India became a 

Democratic Republic in 1950 after achieving independence from 

Great Britain in 194 7. After holding its first national elections in 

1952, India achieved the status of the world's largest liberal 

democracy with universal suffrage which it continues to hold today. 

The process of decolonization created much political upheaval in 

Africa and parts of Asia, with some countries experiencing often 

rapid changes to and from democratic and other forms of 

government. (http:/ /en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_democracy) 

The third wave according to Huntington began in the mid 

1970s in Southern Europe, as a number of right-wing nationalist 

dictatorships fell from power. Then, in the early and mid-1980s it 

spread to Latin America and to Asian countries like Korea, Thailand 
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and the Philippines and then in the late 1980s and early 1990s to 

Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union and parts of sub-Saharan 

Africa. (Huntington, 1991-1992) The communist states in the USSR 

sphere of influence were also replaced with liberal democracies. 

Much of Eastern Europe, Latin America, East and Southeast Asia, 

and several Arab, central Asian and African states, and the not-yet

state that is the Palestinian Authority moved towards greater liberal 

democracy in the 1990s and 2000s. 

In the 21st century, democracy movements have been seen 

across the world. In the Arab world, an unprecedented series of 

major protests occurred with citizens of Egypt, Tunisia, Bahrain, 

Yemen, Jordan, Syria and other countries across the MENA 

region demanding democratic rights. This revolutionary wave was 

given the term Tunisia Effect. The Palestinian Authority also took 

action to address democratic rights. In Iran, following a highly

disputed presidential vote, Iranian citizens held a major series of 

protests calling for change and democratic rights. The 2003 US-led 

invasion of Iraq led to a toppling of Saddam Hussein and a new 

constitution with free and open elections and democratic rights. 

In Asia, in Bhutan, in December 2005, the 4th King Jigme 

Singye Wangchuck announced that the first general elections would 

be held in 2008, and that he would abdicate the throne in favor of 

his eldest son. Bhutan is currently undergoing further changes to 

allow for a constitutional monarchy. In Nepal, 2006 saw the final 

collapse of 240-year-old monarchy after decades of protest against 

monarchy to embrace democracy. In the Maldives protests and 

political pressure led to the government reform which allowed 

democratic rights and presidential elections in 2008. The country 

of Burma (Myanmar) had long been ruled by a military junta, 

however in 2011; the government changed to allow certain voting 

rights and released democracy-leader Aung San Suu Kyi from house 
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arrest. However, Burma still has major human rights problems and 

not full democratic rights. (http:/ I en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ History_of_democracy). 

Democratization may be influenced by many factors such as 

history, culture, economic conditions etc. In "Political Man; The Social 

Bases of Politics" (1958), Seymour Martin Lipset hypothesized that 

democracy was a product of social factors and economic 

preconditions, and in particular, the emergence of strong middle 

class. While some scholars argue that democracy results from 

universal strivings for freedom. In the nineteenth century, many 

political theorists noted the relationship between a market economy 

and democracy. Glassman has documented, "Marxists, classical 

capitalist economists, even monarchists accepted the 

industrial capitalism and parliamentary democracy." Schumpeter 

held that "modern democracy is a product of the capitalist process." 

Moore concluded "No bourgeois, no democracy." Market economy 

including a substantial independent peasantry produces a middle 

class that can stand up against the state and provide the resources 

for independent groups, as many twentieth century scholars such as 

Weber, Schumpeter, Moore, Skocpol and Berger have also concluded. 

Scholars like Therborn, Rueschemeyer and Stephens are of the 

v1ew that while the movement toward a market economy and the 

growth of an independent middle-class have weakened state power 

and enlarged human rights and the rule of law, it has been the 

working class particularly in the West that has demanded the 

expansion of suffrage and the rights of parties. As John Stephens 

noted, "Capitalist development is associated with the rise of 

democracy in part because it is associated with the transformation of 

the class structure strengthening the middle class." Berger from the 

conservative side noted that while there has been no case of political 

democracy that has not been a market economy ..... There have been 

numerous cases of nondemocratic .market economics." Diamond held 
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that capitalism has been a necessary but not sufficient condition. 

(Lipset, 1994) 

Przeworski et al argues that modernization-specially, an 

increase in per capita GDP-is not a causal factor in the process of 

democratization. Rather, they argue, the positive association between 

income and democracy results from the reduced likelihood of more 

modern countries sliding back, as it were, into undemocratic forms 

of government once having (randomly) become democratic. (Epstein 

et al, Democratic Transition) Epstein and his colleagues refuting 

Przeworski opine that higher per capita incomes increase the 

likelihood of a movement away from autocracy as well as decrease 

the likelihood of a movement away from democracy. (David L.Epstein, 

2006).The Asian cases provide a good deal of support for the 

importance of sustained economic growth as the basis for social and 

ultimately political transformation. In South Korea and Taiwan, 

authoritarian, developmentalist regimes obtained some degree of 

legitimacy from sustained economic growth for many decades. 

Eventually this growth produced a broad middle class that grew 

increasingly uncomfortable with paternalistic elites. When these 

middle classes joined with other regime opponents that democratic 

reforms occurred. 

Democracy requires a supportive political culture, the 

acceptance by the citizenry and political elites of principles 

underlying freedom of speech, media, assembly, religion, of the right 

of the opposition parties, of the rule of law, of human rights and the 

like. (Almond, Lipset, Dahl, Diamond) such norms do not evolve 

overnight. The process has been the gradual one. Democracy has 

never developed anywhere by plan, except when it was imposed by a 

democratic conqueror, as in post World War II Germany and Japan. 

From the United States to Northern Europe, freedom, suffrage, and 

the rule of law grew in a piecemeal, not in a planned fashion. (Lipset, 
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1994). Lipset, Huntington, Dahl and others are right to analyze that 

cultural factors appear even more important than economic ones. 

More particularly having once been a British colony is the variable 

most highly correlated with democracy. As Weiner has pointed out, 

beyond the experiences in the America and Australia in the 

nineteenth century, "every country with a population of at least 1 

million (and almost all the smaller countries as well) that has 

emerged from colonial rule and has had a continuous democratic 

experience is a former British colony." For instance, North America 

before the revolution or India and Nigeria in more recent times. 

(Lipset, 1994) 

Historical factors, particularly the history of colonial legacy has 

influenced transformation to democracy in many countries. India's 

independence was an epic struggle for democracy, freedom and 

liberty not only for her own people, but also for people all over the 

world who were suffering from the yoke of colonialism, imperialism 

and fascist rule. Africa's transition to democracy is in fact the 

continent's long history of struggle against slavery, colonialism and 

post-colonial misrule. 

Huntington says that the religious tradition also has been a 

major differentiating factor In transformations to democracy. He 

v1ews that historically there have been negative relationships 

between democracy and Catholicism, Orthodox Christianity, Islam 

and Confucianism; conversely Protestantism and democracy have 

been positively interlinked. These differences have been explained by 

(I) the much greater emphasis on individualism in Protestantism and 

(2) the traditionally close links between religion and the state in the 

other four religions. Tocqueville and Bryce emphasized that de

mocracy is furthered by a separation of religious and political beliefs, 

so that political stands are not required to meet absolute standards 

set down by the church. Scholars from Tocqueville's time to the 
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mid·1970s have observed that among European countries and their 

overseas offspring Protestant countries have been more likely to give 

rise to democratic regimes than Catholic ones. (Lipset, 1994) 

Apart from the internal factors like levels of economic 

development and education, size of the middle classes, history of 

colonial legacy, political culture like the nature and vibrancy of civil 

society, religious factors and the role of specific leaders, observers 

also stress on the role of external forces in determining 

transformation to democracy. Although there seems to be a 

consensus among scholars that the so-called Third Wave of 

democratization has been determined primarily by internal factors, 

scholars are of the view that external factors played a significant role 

in democratizing a nation. Of course, many factors, both internal and 

external may contribute to transition to democracy but in the 

contexts of economic bankruptcy, external support in the form of 

financial aid played a key role. It is particularly relevant to countries 

where transitions were launched in response to mass mobilizations 

calling not only for political reforms, but also for economic 

improvements. In these cases foreign aid is crucial, particularly in 

the early stages of democratization when the states' internal 

capacities have collapsed. Foreign aid encourages and helps solidify 

the domestic sense of confidence and support for the democratic 

process. It can also help new regimes gain social peace, stability and 

prevent military coups or popular uprisings. (Gazibo, 2005) 

In Africa, democratization was not supposed to happen. It had 

too little of what seemed necessary for constitutional democratic 

politics. African countries were too poor, too culturally fragmented 

and insufficiently capitalist: they were not fully penetrated by 

western Christianity and lacked the requisite civic culture. Middle 

classes were usually weak and more bureaucratic than 

entrepreneurial, and they were often co-opted into authoritarian 
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political structures. Working classes, except in a few cases such as 

Zambia and South Africa were embryonic. According to the main 

theories about the prerequisites or favorable conditions for 

democracy, most African countries constituted infertile terrain. 

Scholars like Huntington, Dahl and DiPalma considered prospects of 

democracy in Africa as a whole to be bleak but by the end of 1991 

there was the return of competitive party politics to many of the 

African countries which scholars found 'stunning'. 

By 1995, almost all sub-Saharan African countries introduced 

some measure of political liberalization, and a majority permitted 

competitive elections. This transformation can be traced to three 

significant factors: the weakening of most African states by a 

prolonged fiscal crisis, the increasing control of international 

financial institutions and the allied bilateral agencies of the 

industrialized nations in determining economic policy, and the shift 

of western powers (especially the United States) after the end of the 

cold war from tolerance of an alliance with authoritarian regimes to 

liberalization of their systems. 

"By the late 1980, according to van de Walk more than half the 

nations in sub-Saharan Africa were effectively bankrupt. This 

eventually obliged them to accept highly conditioned loans from the 

IMF and World Bank. Larry Diamond rightly concludes, the power of 

external donors to press for both economic and political reforms was 

nowhere greater than in Africa. Moreover, the power of these donors 

"to induce democratic change through aid conditionality is directly 

proportional to the dependence of the aid recipients or debtors upon 

them and to the unity of the donor community. (Joseph, 1997) 

Scholars who stress the primacy of internal factors behind the 

democratic transitions in African countries tend to underscore the 

strength of domestic political protests and pro- democracy 
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movements. The failures of development, the econom1c cns1s of the 

1980's and 1990's pauperized middle and working classes and the 

disintegration of the postcolonial state's legitimacy and capacity 

started democratic movements in Africa. They also highlight the 

demonstration effects of regional transitions, such as Benin in 

Francophone West Africa, Zambia in southern Africa. The impact of 

the end of the Cold War, the demonstration effects of the collapse of 

Communism in Eastern Europe, and the imposition of structural 

adjustment programmes and political conditional ties by Western 

bilateral and multilateral financial institutions acted as the external 

forces in Africa. 

The routes of transition to democracv were diverse, as were the 
-' 

democratic structures adopted by the countries. Some are 

presidential, some are parliamentary, some embody the Gaullist 

mixture of the two; so also some are two-party, some are multiparty, 

and major differences exist in the nature and strength of the parties 

but the common denominator appears to be a moving away from an 

authoritarian to a participatory system. Of greater importance is that 

in all democratic regimes the principal officers of government are 

chosen through competitive elections in which the bulk of the 

population can participate. 

India's transition to democracy 1n 1940's is mainly due to a 

legacy of British coloniasm. But democracy has not fared as well in 

so many other former British colonies including Pakistan. Therefore, 

as a contrast to this emphasis on colonial legacy, other scholars 

emphasize the role of the Indian nationalist elite and nationalist 

movements in the birth of Indian democracy. (Sarkar, 2001) Scholars 

like Sumit Sarkar while acknowledging some British role emphasizes 

the role Indians played in shaping their own version of democracy. 

India inherited a number of political traits from British rule which 

were significant for India's democratic evolutions but it was the 
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nationalist leaders who adopted the federal structure for India. The 

structure that India adopted after its independence in 194 7 was 

quite distinct from what the British had in mind. When the British 

left India, they maintained that after the lapse of British 

paramountcy in 1947, all the states were free to join either Indian 

Union or Pakistan or remain independent. As a result, these states 

became the part of Indian Union. They gave up their identities of 

princely states and kingdoms and became the unit of Indian federal 

structure. In this way the process of democratization started in these 

states too. However, this was not the case with Sikkim as it did not 

become the part of India along with other states and kingdoms. It 

• • ...1 th T r'l' U . 1 • ' ,.... ~ ~ JOineu -~~e ~n ..... Ian nwn on1y 1n 1 ':l 1 ::>. 

The path of democratization in one country 1s different from 

that in another. However, democratization in Sikkim took not just a 

different but an unusual path. It was not effected through national 

conferences or through military regime nor it was similar to the 

process of its neighbouring country Nepal, where after several 

popular movements for decades to establish democracy people finally 

succeeded in putting an end to the powers of the King in 2006 nor 

like Bhutan, where instead of people demanding for democracy, it 

was gifted by the king out of benevolence. While different factors 

played a determining role in bringing about transition to democracy 

in different countries in the world at different phases; rnost of those 

factors like coloniasm, economic development, rise of the middle 

classes, political culture and external factors like role of international 

financial institutes were not relevant in this tiny kingdom. 

In Sikkim, one of the factor to foster democratization was 

structural condition. The State was devoid of properly planned 

communication network. It lacked comprehensive infrastructures of 

heavy and light industries, the very geography of this tiny state being 

at a disadvantage. It was a thoroughly backward state with 
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insurmountable mountains and inaccessible terrains as its natural 

heritage. The bulk of the state's population was riddled with illiteracy 

and superstition. Only a handful of people were aware of the concept 

of democracy and there was no civil society. Yet there were some 

ambitious leaders who had the confidence of ruling Sikkim as a state 

in a better way. The role of Kazi Lhendup Dorjee, the first Chief 

Minister of Sikkim is worth mentioning in bringing about democracy 

in Sikkim. 

More than any other factor external threat and role of 

outsiders played an important role in Sikkim's transition. Sikkim 

was spurred by very real external threat. She faced hostile neighbors 

from all directions. This threat put pressure on elites who saw both 

state capacity and economic growth as key strategies to maintain 

independence from external, existential threats. In the early years 

Sikkim's foreign contact was entirely with her northern neighbor 

Tibet. Both the countries shared matrimonial relations too but the 

attitude of Tibet was uncertain. With her Himalayan neighbor, 

namely, Bhutan to the east and Nepal in the west, her experience 

had been none too healthy. Bhutanese forces in history invaded 

Sikkim and occupied the capital Rabdantse and Kalimpong was 

snatched from Sikkim. Nepal was no less on the western border. 

They made frequent attacks into Sikkim's territory in their 

expansionist pursuit. They almost succeeded in annihilating it and 

would have perhaps permanently done so had it not been for the 

British who came to the scene well in time. 

British had its own intention regarding Sikkim. Its policy was 

to extend its influence into Sikkim. In that way they hoped not only 

to check the Gorkha expansion but also to establish contact with the 

Tibetans for the expansion of trade. Political scene in Sikkim was 

none too healthy. The authority in Sikkim was also threatened by the 

forces from within. Because of these circumstances, Sikkim could ill-
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afford to shirk off the protection of the British. But when the British 

left India in 194 7 they explicitly refused to transfer paramountcy to 

the new government in New Delhi. An independent Sikkim placed 

herself under India's protection in 1950, entrusting only certain 

aspects of her governance to New Delhi while retaining the essence of 

sovereign authority in Gangtok. The Indian security umbrella 

provided important benefits to Sikkim. It also made possible the 

Sikkimese Constitution. 

Sikkim's transformation was clearly the result of local 

conditions for instance after the independence of India and the 

establishment of popular government in some states encouraged 

some of the organizations to come together for similar movements 

Sikkim. They started demanding for democratic form of government. 

As a result, political parties and elections were authorized during 

1950s but the parties were based on communal lines and there was 

no uniformity of the procedure of elections in Sikkim. It kept 

changing according to the discretion of Chogyal. 

By the beginning of 1970s there already existed multiple 

political parties in Sikkim and these parties started demanding 

democratic system of government. At first, these protests were not 

taken seriously, which was responded with both repression and 

reform. But the general upsurge of 1973 affected both the 

countryside and the capital of the state. The situation became 

serious which later on in 1975 paved the way for advent of 

democracy in Sikkim. The Chogyal with his dynastic history of 333 

years was bundled off to become a part of history. In Sikkim, the 

transitions occurred quite rapidly following the onset of internal 

protest and external threat on the incumbent autocratic regime. 

Although it was ultimately up to local actors to initiate democratic 

movement; but outsiders played a role by providing resources, ideas 

and strategies. In this sense, India has played an important role by 
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providing technical assistance to newly emergmg democratic 

structures even if it had nothing to do with the democratic movement 

itself. 

The popular dissent and demonstration of 1973 in Sikkim was 

to abolish monarchy and to establish democratic form of government 

but Sikkimese had to pay handsomely for democracy. Transition to 

democracy occurred in Sikkim with heavy condition: it had to lose its 

sovereignty and become a part of India for democracy. Although 

Sikkim became a part of India in 1975 through a 'Special poll' which 

was held on 14 April, 1975 to seek public opinion on the issue: the 

abolition of the institution of Chogyal and Sikkim's merger with India 

and the result went overwhelmingly in favor of the merger; some 

Sikkimese admitted that they did not want the Chogyal but they 

wanted even less to be a part of India. They were allowed no choice." 

(Datta-Ray S. K., 1984, pp. 308-309) Hence, Sikkim became a part of 

India by default. A liberated country often adopts democracy as the 

best form of governance the outgoing century has known but what 

happened in Sikkim was just the opposite. Sikkimese had to 

exchange the country for democracy. A merger with India was the 

price the Sikkimese was to pay in exchange for democracy. Probably 

Sikkim's is the dearest democracy in the world. 

On the basis of the above discussion we may hypothesize that 

neither political party in Sikkim nor the political democracy in 

Sikkim have been institutionalized in the real sense of the term. The 

hangovers of monastic-feudalistic past are still strong and political 

leaders cash on the subject culture of the region. The geo-strategic 

factors, particularly China's proximity has eased cash flows from the 

Center that do also help in maintaining status quo in every sense of 

the term. Political dominance of regional political party is an 

inseparable aspect of this process. 
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8. Methodological Consideration 

Methods, techniques and research designs appropriate for any 

given enquiry are controversial not just as to their relative merits and 

demerits but m v1ew of their epistemological as well as 

ontological aspects, the study of which IS the purpose of 

methodology. In the present work we propose to adopt a 

constructivist methodological position. There is an aspect of our 

Constructivist methodological position that needs some elaboration. 

Commonly the methodological textbooks set up a debate between 

relative importance of words vis a vis numbers, or the relative merits 

respectively of quantitative research and qualitative researches while 

leaning closer to words or qualitative tools such as participant 

observation, interview, PRA techniques etc. The present study has a 

thrust towards qualitative research in its methodological orientation 

in the proper sense of qualitative research (Babbie, 2004). It does not 

foreclose use of statistical tools wherever necessary. It may be stated 

in this context that recalcitrance of qualitative methods in regard to 

standards of validity is taken into account. But for this study validity 

and for that to rely on quantitative research may not be a realizable 

goal in view of the present level of information that we have been able 

to assimilate so far. We intend to use the direct sources or personal 

sources of information as well as documentary sources of 

information would be collected to address the research problem of 

the proposed research work. In the personal sources or direct 

sources of information, interviews will be taken with the party 

leaders of SDF, party workers, bureaucrats/retired civil servants, 

senior citizens and the people belonging to different social classes. 

The documentary sources of information include primary and 

secondary sources. The primary sources include both official and 

non-official documents. The official documents are Sikkim 

Government Gazette notifications, circulars, official letters, Assembly 
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and budget proceedings, memorandum of understanding signed 

during the tenure of the government. These official sources can be 

obtained from· various departments, State library, Community 

libraries, District libraries and library of Sikkim Legislative Assembly. 

Non-official documents include party documents, such as party 

literature, election manifestoes, leaflets/pamphlets, biographies, etc. 

which can be obtained from the party office as well as from SDF 

leaders and party workers. The secondary sources are books, 

journals, articles, newspapers etc. related to the study. 

9. Gathering and Analyzing Data 

I here provide an account of data collection and my approach 

to analysis of the data. I start with an account of my several trips to 

meet the leaders of different political parties and non- political 

organizations and proceed to provide an account of data collection 

through interviews and observations as well as documentary 

research and secondary research. 

Interviews with the Leaders 

After I got registered for Ph.D program in mid- 2009, I spent a 

year for collecting documents, literatures and some more books on 

Sikkim. The books which dealt with my subject were rare and there 

was not a single book related to my research work. My mentor had 

already told me about the pros and cons of treading the unbeaten 

track and after going through the few books available, I knew that I 

had to start from the scratch. Since there are not many full fledged 

libraries in the state for academic purpose, I basically relied on 

Sikkim Legislative Assembly Library. In fact, I spent most of the time 

of my initial year in the library. I went through all the proceedings of 

Sikkim Legislative Assembly (SLA) from the first Assembly session to 

the most recent ones to get some clues about politics in Sikkim in 

democratic set up. There were not less than 150 books all full of dust 
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and healthy silver fishes. Perhaps I was the first person to lay hands 

on those books. Those books benefitted me a lot in finding the names 

of legislators, their party affiliations and most importantly, their roles 

in the House. I visited other libraries like Namgyal Institute of 

Tibetology, Gangtok and small community libraries too but those 

libraries did not provide me much needed literatures on my topic. 

The recent history of Sikkim, post 1970 is not well documented. 

Although there are few books but these books deal with only the 

agitation of 1973 up till merger. I had no choice other than relying on 

interpretation of people. For this purpose, I zeroed in on taking 

interviews of people belong to three generations: kingship under 

Chogyals, new born democracy under Kazi and nurturing democracy 

under Bhandari and Chamling. 

I decided to take interviews of two types. One was intensive 

one- on- one interview of conscious, educated citizens and the other 

was random interviews of laymen across the State. For intensive 

interviews I selected the leaders of all existing political parties, ruling 

and opposition both; leaders of different associations based on caste, 

religion, profession and some 1ssue based associations like 

Concerned Citizen of Sikkim,(CCS) Affected Citizen of Tista, 

(ACT)Sikkim Bhutia Lepcha Apex Committee(SIBLAC), leaders of 

Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO) working for child care, 

substance abuse and HIV j AIDS .I had chosen the Ex-MLAs, Ex

MPs, retired bureaucrats, journalists and the members of left out 

business community of Sikkim for my interview. For the random 

interviews, I had chosen respondents from all the four districts of the 

state which will be discussed in greater detail as we progress. 

I contacted minimum 60 leading personalities of different 

fields. Firstly, I noted down the names of some of the political and 

apolitical leaders that I had heard and known. Secondly, I tried to get 

hold of their contact numbers and address. Once the ice was broken 
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and I met the first respondent, meeting others became lot easier for 

me. I asked each respondent to suggest some other names and asked 

for their contact numbers and addresses. Out of 60 people that I had 

approached, most of the people especially women turned down my 

request diplomatically. With a handful, I could not coordinate 

because of their circumstances, some moved out of the State and two 

persons died while in the process of coordination. Finally, I ended up 

taking interviews of 33 people. It took me 18 months to take the 

interviews of all these leaders and common citizens. Accessibility, 

availability and coordination with the leaders were very difficult as 

they all were leading personalities with tight schedule due to their 

share of responsibilities. 

For me there was nothing called targeted field for interviews, I 

went around the length and breadth of Sikkim and sometimes 

outside Sikkim in West Bengal for interviews as they were settled in 

different places. The interviews with these people were not taken at 

once nor there different phases. I had to meet each of them at least 

three times to take their interviews. Sometimes, I have been lucky 

that some leaders suggested my name to another leader and gave me 

the contact numbers but sometimes I literally had to find out their 

residence and stand outside their bunglows for hours for 

appointment. Once I had to stand so long outside one person's 

bunglow that I had to take off my sandal and stand barefoot. 

The first two meetings with the respondents were just to get 

familiar with them. In fact, it was to make them comfortable and win 

their confidence which was a very tough task. Most of them kept 

analyzing me and viewed me with suspicion. In one way, they were 

right to think so. I approached them with a questionnaire which had 

24 questions; most of the questions addressed sensitive issues of 

Sikkim which made them quite curious. They later confessed that 

they thought that I was some paid agent or a questionable person 
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smce nobody before me came asking such daring and sensitive 

questions. In Sikkim, politics is very congested and even if the 

political parties, ruling or opposition does not harm a citizen, there is 

a kind of voluntary terror in the minds of people. And in such a 

political atmosphere when I approached them with my questionnaire, 

I scored kudos from some of them and some just shrugged me off. 

The manner and feeling of being shrugged off was a confidence killer. 

It would take some time for me to digest and regain my confidence to 

approach the next bigwig. 

Whereas most of the probable respondents lived in and around 

Gangtok, some lived far off from the busy life and settled in some 

remote corner of Sikkim. Gangtok town and its surrounding is 

relatively at high altitude, the roads and foot paths are escalating. I 

cannot forget the day I visited Mr. Sherab Palden, former Finance 

Minister's house. The way to his house was very sliding. I thought 

of using a taxi but I didn't know the exact location therefore, I had to 

walk down searching for the place. While walking down the sliding 

road, I had a great fall on the way with my face down. Luckily, I fell 

on the small heap of sand. With my laptop and a sling bag occupying 

both the shoulders, I had to struggle to stand on my feet. 

Taking interviews were really a learning experience, both 

academically and personally. Each interview taught me a new lesson 

of life. I used to start at 6.30 in the morning from Namchi by a 

shared taxi and would reach Gangtok by lO.a.m. travelling almost 79 

km. I used to have breakfast on the way to Gangtok and meet 3-4 

persons back to back and would return at 3.30 p.m. by the last taxi 

to Namchi. In one of such trips, while having breakfast on the way 

side restaurant, I left the bag which contained my laptop along with 

camera, mobile phone and pen drive on the table of that restaurant. I 

realized it only when I reached Gangtok. It would have cost me 

around sixty thousand to buy those things again but the contents in 
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the laptop and pen drive were priceless. I then made a 'U' turn from 

the taxi stand and travelled 2 hours towards Namchi. Luckily, an 

honest man in the restaurant found it and kept it safely. After 

recovering my bag, I again travelled all the way back to Gangtok and 

reached around 3 P.M and took interview of Ex-Chief Minister and 

SPCC President, Nar Bahadur Bhandari. The trouble was worth it. 

In eighteen months, I had to go through thick and thin of life. 

Being the first child, like any other parents; my parent's endless 

pampering made me feel like a small girl even at the age of 26.But 

\x;hen I had to get down the real business all alone, I was met with 

different new and difficult situations. I have always been exclusive 

and reserved in nature and I realize that I was insensitive to other's 

problems too but this research work has transformed me completely. 

This I felt very strongly when I met a person with HIV positive, a 

recovering addict, and a great lady, recipient of Padma Shree, Ms. 

Keepu Lepcha who ran an orphanage. I literally broke down when I 

went to take an interview of a person with HIV positive who ran an 

NGO for such persons. Since it is regarded as social taboo, we found 

no suitable place for interview. Finally, we ended up taking the 

interview in the car itself. Similar case happened with the recovering 

addict. 

During monsoon, heavy rmn pours down in its madness in 

Sikkim. I was accompanied by my friend MJ in the entire monsoon 

as travelling alone would be risky in the rmny season due to 

uncertain landslides and roadblocks. In one of such monsoon In 

2011, I had fixed up the first appointment with a person. We had to 

look for his residence. It was raining cats and dogs outside and the 

umbrella was of no use. Since it was the first meeting I could not 

cancel it and cut a sorry figure, I had to reach there somehow. To 

make the matter worse, we went to the wrong direction and by the 

time we found out the place we were totally drenched and were in no 
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position to sit down and talk. Sympathizing our condition, the 

person himself fixed an appointment the following week. We returned 

home in wet cloths. Again, in one of the monsoon days, we were 

walking hurriedly along the road going to take an interview of a 

person in the morning. A vehicle speed passed us splashing a pool of 

rain water of the sizeable pothole all over our bodies. Our cloths were 

all soiled. We went to a showroom, bought new dresses for ourselves 

and went for an interview. 

This phase was a mixed bag full of funny and pathetic 

situations but each situation was a stepping stone for me. Once I 

went to meet Mrs. Kalawati Subba, the former Assembly Speaker 

regarding my work. I didn't know her residence and sornebody 

showed me her residence from distance. I went to a wrong place. The 

actual place was just above that building. It was such an 

embarrassing moment to have come to the wrong place and enjoy the 

hospitality not meant for us. In the rainy season, we had to face 

many such problems. Fearing falling boulders and leeches we met 

the respondents. Sometimes because of land slide we had to cross 

over the heap of boulders to go to other side of the road so as to 

catch a cab and sometimes we had to take uncarpeted and slippery 

kutcha long road to reach home. If monsoon is rude, winter is no 

better in Sikkim. It is really challenging for anybody to wake up at 5 

in the morning and catch a first service taxi at 6.30 in the winter 

morning. The tap water runs to hurt and the wind bites in winter in 

Sikkim. 

Being a lady researcher, sometimes I had to face awkward 

situations too. Initially, it was quite embarrassing at times when the 

personal secretaries and security guards of the political leaders used 

to look at me quizzically when I used to meet their bosses frequently. 

As time passed their remorseful and respectful attitude said it all. 

Sometimes, the politicians used to try manipulating my opinion and 
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sometimes tried to pressunze me to write things according to their 

views but I did not let them affect my work. The most torturous part 

was to listen to them whole day to know their views and get answers 

to my questions, which would have taken hardly an hour had they 

been precised to answer and not kept talking about their glorious 

past. 

Observation 

In my field work, the answers to most of my questions were 

found in observation. As already mentioned, my questionnaire 

included some burning issues which people wanted to avoid as much 

as possible and even if they answered, they either answered in 

paralanguages or their answers had lots of what we call 'reading 

between the lines'. Amongst these respondents, I found most of the 

politicians mysterious in nature. Their responses were varied. 

Sometimes they were satirical, critical and sometimes free wheeling 

and genuine. I had to observe their reactions, body languages and 

stress in the words and pitch in the voice etc. while answering the 

questions. Luckily, I have video recorded the interviews of each of the 

respondent in my camcorder. Although it was very taxing but I could 

refer to it when and where I had confusions. 

I found the leaders in Sikkim take politics personally, there's 

no segregation between political and personal relations. A party is 

projected as a domain of a single leader. Any party is known by an 

identity of a single individual. More than constitution and ideology of 

any party, the face value of the leader of a particular party matters. 

This is one of the reasons for failure of political parties to come to 

power once voted out as these political parties do not groom 

alternatives or future leaders. A party is not viewed as an 

organization for social welfare but as an organization whose sole aim 

being capturing the seat of power as soon as it is formed. Most 
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parties are formed by the dissident members of existing political 

parties. Once the party is formed, it either forms the government or 

if it loses in the election, its members joins the ruling bandwagon or 

the party disappears from the political scene till the next election but 

it does not function as an opposition party. 

The opposition leaders reasons, it is very expensive in Sikkim 

to run a party. People in Sikkim do not bother about policies and 

ideology of the political parties but expect financial gains from the 

political parties. If these parties do not form the government it 

becomes very difficult for them to maintain their organization and 

fulfill people's expectation. That's why they join the ruling party or 

disappear. On the other hand people have different views on 

opposition. They do not vote opposition parties because the 

opposition parties do not stick to their principles and stands and get 

sold off. Along with the party they sell off people's trust, expectations 

and aspirations too and simple people are left in cold to face the 

consequences for supporting the opposition parties. Thus, in the 

elections people make sure not to vote the opposition parties unless 

the ruling party is dictatorial and there is huge wave of revolution 

against the Government. 

I found most of the political leaders loaded with egos. They 

are some what pompous and liked to discuss about their 

achievements only. Although nobody likes to hear about one's 

failure, that's a human nature but these issues were extra touchy for 

them. I had to be very careful not to bruise their egos while asking 

certain questions as they can be at times cheeky and cocky. These 

leaders are relentless to criticize their rivals. But one strange thing 

that I have noticed is that no body talked about and criticized the 

rival party, its organization, polices programs and ideology etc. Their 

attacks were directed to a particular leader of the party. It was very 
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difficult to remain somber when the leaders called their rivals 'a tiger 

without teeth', 'a paper tiger', 'a wet cat' etc. 

It was equally difficult to get value-neutral opm10ns from 

retired bureaucrats and MPs. These people were the ones who served 

the Government in both Bhandari's and Chamling's regime. They 

had personal choices of political parties. But since Bhandari's SSP 

no longer existed as a regional party, in absence of strong rival 

political party, their choices were limited to either pro-SDF or anti

SDF. Now the third force Sikkim Krantikari Morcha (SKM) led by 

dissident MLA of SDF, Prem Singh Golay has just started to mark its 

presence in Sikkim's politics, these anti-SDF forces are now getting 

expressions in and coming under the new banner-SKM 

I have come to know that the bureaucrats and MPs have to 

perform under pressure and are made to act as per the dictum of the 

Government no matter whichever party comes in power. The 

legislature exerts tremendous pressure on executive. Legislature or 

executive, the merger of Sikkim with the Indian Union is still a 

burning issue amongst them. Although the actors of the merger hold 

that it was necessary firstly, to fulfill high aspirations of the people of 

Sikkim for development. Secondly, Chogyal was already a hurdle to 

the people. He never wanted people of Sikkim to be educated because 

he thought if they get educated then they might challenge monarchy. 

So the only alternative was to join India for Sikkim's development. 

Had there been any other option, Sikkim would not have merged 

with India. But a large section of people feel it was an outright 

usurpation. They are against the way it was merged and as per the 

International Laws, it was regarded illegal. 

I found the word 'merger' is used officially and in public, but in 

private it is generally called 'Annexation'. They say that Sikkimese 

people were unaware about the development and argue that no 
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enlightened citizen would have loved to undergo a transformation of 

a nation to a statehood of another nation. For them, the merger was 

anyway unnecessary as the people of Sikkim had started the process 

of assimilation with India by signing the 8th May Agreement. 

According to the agreement, Sikkim was already a part of India, its 

external affairs, communications, defence and even the internal 

administration was guided by India. Although it is now the accepted 

fact that Sikkim lost its distinct identity for development by adopting 

democratic form of government and now it's a fait accompli but 

section of people still feel that Sikkim could not reap much benefits 

of the merger. The mindset of people could not change. There is still 

a gap between Bhutia-Lepchas and Nepalis and the communal 

politics still plays a vital role. We could not integrate emotionally 

with India either. The Sikkimese - Indian difference is very much in 

force. The latter regarded as outsiders are looked down upon as 

second class citizens and are contemptuously referred to as Madesi 

(plainsman) and 'Dhoti Ghathey (Dhoti clad or Dhoti Knotted) 

different from paharey (hillmen). 

A sizeable percentage of people think there's no democracy 

Sikkim although we have merged for democratic form of government 

.But at the same time they hold that there's no democracy 

because of lack of principles, provisions and set up; it is because of 

lack of consciousness and inability of people to utilize it. Democracy 

ushered in Sikkim too early, people were not ready for it and still are 

not educated regarding democratic practices and still have a feudal 

mindset. For effective functioning of democracy it is necessary to 

have a strong opposition. In absence of opposition in Sikkim, its 

democratic status was highly debated. Few respondents think that 

even in absence of opposition Sikkim is democratic because even if 

there's no opposition political party, opposition comes from other 

sectors like civil society, NGOs, intellectuals etc. So there's 

opposition outside the Assembly which makes a balance. 
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While most of the respondents think that there is space for 

opposition in Sikkim but people have not utilized it. There's no 

opposition inside or outside the Assembly mainly because whether 

the opposition comes from the political parties or social organization 

or from the media in a democracy people have to participate. People 

of Sikkim are fokotes (useless people who always look for free 

rides) .They expect the opposition to speak up in everything. Where 

opposition gets in trouble people do not come to their aid. When the 

social organizations speak on behalf of people, they keep mum. 

When media writes in favour of people and gets in trouble, people 

don't do anything. Therefore, in Sikkim's democracy people are not 

work. That's why opposition does not flourish in Sikkim nor does 

democracy. 

I am told that the best democracy we have experienced was 

before merger, after merging its all fake democracy. Before merger 

there was one Chogyal but after the merger there are 32 Chogyals 

ruling Sikkim. They admit that to large extend there was some sort 

of democracy in Bhandari's as well as in Chamling's time but what 

democracy should be, what people aspire for is absent. I asked a 

person his view on democracy in Sikkim without opposition, he 

replied, "As long as you talk to people good thing about the 

government or neutral issues, people will be there to listen to you, 

but the moment you do the opposite, people start looking over your 

shoulders and even disappear from sight. What does that mean?" As 

mentioned above, some respondents had an opinion that even in 

absence of strong opposition parties in Sikkim, opposition comes 

from outside the Assembly namely, NGOs and other social 

associations. Many respondents refuted this and argued that there 

are many non-political associations: professional, issue based, caste 

based or religion based which can exert pressure on the Government 

but barring few, they are run by government patronage. They cannot 
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keep themselves outside the purview of politics and remain non

political. There is a covered pressure of the government on them 

which handicaps the active functioning of these associations. They 

cannot oppose the government policies even if there is necessity and 

desirability to do so. Talking in this connection, one of the 

respondent stated, "There is no meaning of civil resistance, it can be 

purchased." I have realized that there can be paid politics and paid 

protests too. 

One of such associations is the association of HIV positive 

people. When I met them, I could realize that these people still get 

stigmatized and are treated as a social taboo. They fear that the rate 

of positive people are increasing day by day of which 50% remains 

unreported because of the unsupportive attitude of the people. 

There is an inter relation between the rise of percentage of drug 

addicts and HIV positive people as because most of the time the virus 

is transmitted through sharing of needles among the addicts. More 

than anything else they are worried about their children being 

segregated and stigmatized by the society. They want them to be 

treated at par with the rest of the citizen and want government to 

take stringent steps for this. They argued that if they have the right 

to vote, they have every right to lead a respectable life for, being 

positive is not a crime. They argued that when they form the part of 

the populace and their votes matter in forming the government, why 

should not their grievances matter the Government? They further 

added, in fact these are the matters of grave concern which IS 

weakening our society and the State as a whole from within. 

Drug addicts and recovering addicts also had the similar 

grievances. I realized that most of them had dark phases of life which 

led them into this trap. They do not enjoy using drugs and be the 

victim of substance abuse. They are helpless and struggle each day 

to come out of it and seek moral support from the family and friends. 
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They want the Government and the society to support them rather 

than segregate them. Rather than sending them to the rehabilitation 

centers they want the Government to pass strict laws against the 

drug peddlers to stop easy availability of drugs. I have come to know 

that most of the suicide deaths in Sikkim are because of substance 

abuse and not because of HIV /AIDS. 

When I approached the Women's Associations and some 

leading women in Sikkim, I found women avoided politics as they 

feel it's a male domain. They are not much bothered about political 

affairs in the state unless it affects them directly. By interviewing all 

these respondents, I have observed one more thing in common that 

most of the people barring few in power are of the view that like in 

any other Indian states, money plays important role in Sikkim's 

politics and determines election results but the difference is in 

Sikkim because of its size and population it is easy to manipulate 

votes. There is a strong belief among the people that the first election 

of any party is fought and won genuinely, once the party comes to 

power it manipulates the rest of the election to stay in power. 

Moreover, people are still doubtful about secrecy of ballot boxes and 

Electronic Voting Machines. They feel it is somehow revealed. This is 

the main reason why people deter to vote against the Government 

fearing its consequences even if they are unsatisfied with it. As a 

result, people cannot express their choices in the elections freely 

which leads to continuity of the same party in power. 

10. Tour Narration 

For field survey and sample collection, I have taken 8 out of 32 

constituencies from all four districts. Of those 8 constituencies, two 

are taken from each district -one, where SDF remained most stable 

for the last three consecutive terms and the other, most unstable. 

Since taking samples from entire constituency would have been very 
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difficult; therefore, I have made further division of the constituencies 

into Gram Panchayat Units (GPU) and wards. As a result, I have 8 

wards; 4 most stable and 4 most unstable for field survey. To 

pinpoint these 8 wards, I have first analyzed one stable and one 

sensitive constituency of SDF party from each district. For this, I 

have compared performances of the political parties in the three 

General Assembly Elections that is 1994, 1999 and 2004. I took 

1994 Assembly Elections as a benchmark as SDF party formed the 

government in 1994 for the first time and continuously won in the 

1999, 2004 and 2009 elections. Although it continued to be in power 

even after 2004, I restricted it to 2004 general election as because 

there was delimitation of boundaries of constituencies in 2009.Since 

then, there had been only 1 election. 

On the basis of three general elections' results, I have 

classified such constituencies as the most stable where SDF has won 

In all the general elections with thick marg1n and such 

constituencies as the weakest where it has lost with high percentage 

of votes. However, in the 2004 general election, SDF had a landslide 

victory winning almost all the seats but one. Therefore, in such a 

case, I have classified such constituencies as the strongest where 

SDF has won with a very high margin and classified such 

constituencies as the weakest where SDF has managed to win but 

with slender margins. Each constituency consists minimum of 5 and 

maximum of 10 GPUs. I have further determined the strongest GPUs 

from each of the strongest constituencies and the weakest GPUs 

from each of the weakest constituencies by considering the poll 

percentage of SDF party in the Gram Panchayat Elections. Each GPU 

has minimum of 5 and maximum of 6 wards. GPUs where SDF could 

manage to win in all or in most of the wards were considered 

strongest and those where SDF lost in all or most of the wards, as 

weakest. In some constituencies, SDF has won in all the GPUs and 

wards. To classify the weakest ward, again the least vote percentage 
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of the SDF is taken into consideration as was 1n classifying the 

constituencies. 

I had a tough time to classify the constituencies. All that I 

knew was that there were 32 constituencies in Sikkim. I had no idea 

about the location and boundaries of these constituencies. I had no 

such document in my possession which would have been handy to 

find it out. I browsed for the Report of Election Commission of India 

in the internet but it addressed my problem partially only as the 

report included only the names of the constituencies. I then visited 

the State Election Commission Office, Gangtok but there too, I was 

met with disappointment. The gain was a booklet of Gram Panchayat 

Election, 2007 handed over to me after much pleading and 

persuasion. An official curtly said that the office did not have such 

leisure time to help me and called my endeavor a leisurely pursuit. I 

felt very low and dejected. The booklet that I had collected contained 

names of Gram Panchayat Units and Wards. The district wise name 

of the constituencies was nowhere to be found. The names of GPUs 

and wards written there were alien to me. 

I then decided to approach the Block Administrative Centers 

(BAC) and I first started from my own BAC at Namchi. The Block 

Development Officer (BDO) there was also not in possession of such 

documents. He suggested me to have a talk with every BDO as he 

confirmed that every BDO knew his area well. He handed me the list 

of BACs in Sikkim with the mobile number of respective BDOs. But 

all the BDOs would not have entertained my call, even if they did; 

they would not have answered my quarries over the phone. Again I 

came to the dead end. 

In my pursuit of document providing me the details of 

constituencies and GPUs, I tried to locate each BAC and tried to get 

hold of people working in those BACs. I called up all my relatives and 
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friends scattered all over Sikkim and requested them to visit their 

respective BDOs to get information about the document but there 

was no mention of such document. My network fed me with reliable 

verbal information about the location of constituencies, GPUs and 

wards but I wanted a document. I got hold of one Panchayat 

Directory which had the contact numbers of Panchayats, Zilla 

Panchayats, BDOs and other important offices. I then started calling 

all the Presidents of GPUs and asked them questions about their 

constituencies and wards and enquired about such document. I 

called up almost 150 numbers from that directory. 

I usually rang them in the evening because 1n the day time, 

some were found to be travelling, some attending meetings etc. In the 

evening also a smooth conversation could not be established as some 

were found to be too tired or intoxicated with alcohol. It was very 

difficult to connect people in the extreme north part of Sikkim. Most 

of the time there was no network. When I rang up some Panchayats 

in the evening around 7 .30, they were already asleep. Since it is cold 

there and the place is remote and people have nothing much to do in 

the cold; they usually go to sleep by 7.p.m. I felt very awkward to 

disturb them with my questions. Therefore, I introduced myself and 

asked for their permission to ring them in the morning. 

After talking to so many people over the phone for a week, I 

collected different information from different constituencies. Some 

were correct, some were not. Some people were ignorant like me. 

Some were knowledgeable but as they say, an ignorant person makes 

a knowledgeable confused, same thing was true here. My ignorant 

cross questions made them confused and later they were unsure 

about their previous confident answers too. 

Finding the document which contained information about the 

constituencies was like a wild-goose-chase. I was hopping from one 
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office to another, I checked the Party Offices, called up politicians 

but in vain. In one of such conversation, somebody suggested that 

such document might be available in the office of Rural Management 

and Development Department (RMDD).I went to the district office of 

RMDD and I was told that such document does exist but they did 

not have a copy. This led me to the RMDD office in the Head Quarter, 

Gangtok and met the Joint Secretary and repeated the same story all 

over again. In response, she informed me that they had a single copy 

of that document and that too they were about to send it to someone 

who had filed an RTI. She suggested me to file an RTI too through 

which I could get the document after a month or so. I requested her 

with all the skills I possessed to help me. She in return, told me that 

she would have it photo copied for me provided if the Secretary who 

was supposed to go for a long holiday the next day, gives the green 

signal. 

The book lying elsewhere on the table suddenly became very 

rare and important. I would not be allowed to even have a look at the 

book and copy unless I had an authorization. Finally the Secretary 

allowed me to photocopy the book and I got my copy. It was a eureka 

moment for me as though I had finished my research work. The 

document proved to be really handy. Besides, I had a booklet of 

Gram Panchayats and wards. provided by the Election Commission 

Office. This made my work easier. Soon, I had 8 wards selected for 

my field survey. 

Field Trips 

I first started my field survey from Damthang constituency in 

the south district which happened to be Chamling's constituency for 

24 years and it goes without saying that this constituency was the 

most stable constituency of the SDF party. Damthang is well 

connected and is at a distance of 13 km from Namchi. I thought of 
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starting with the nearest targeted area and s1nce the constituency 

was purely SDF's stronghold I assumed it to be the easiest. But my 

assumption about the place was wrong. I ruled out many possible 

problems in my assumption. In fact, I had the toughest time to 

convince the people at Damthang in my entire field survey 

experience. My questionnaire included some sensitive and burning 

issues of Sikkim; besides Panchayat election was also approaching. 

These people being pro-SDF did not quite like my questionnaire. This 

posed a problem for me. People there were very apprehensive. They 

asked too many questions regarding my motive and intension behind 

visiting them door to door. I was accompanied alternatively by my 

brother, uncle, cousin and a friend in my entire tour. 

The households in this ward were far below the road. We 

walked down a sloppy, muddy path which ran through a cardamom 

field for almost half an hour and came across a small hut. We 

approached them, explained our motive of visit and took an interview 

of the head of that family. I was very excited about this survey as it 

was for the first time I was approaching and interacting with the 

common people regarding Sikkim's politics. The houses were all 

scattered. We had to foot slog the cardamom field for another half an 

hour to find the next respondent. I had made it a point not to take 

two respondents from the same family, extended family or from 

relatives as in such cases, the response of one respondent may get 

influenced by the other or we may not get variety of opinion as a 

particular family and relatives may hold the same opinion. Since I 

wanted to take random samples from the selected area we moved in 

all ways vertically, horizontally and diagonally to get hold of different 

respondents. 

Most of the adults went out for their daily work in the day 

time. Luckily, majority of them were either farmer or laborer which 

ensured that they were around. We went to the fields to meet the 
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farmers and also visited NAREGA sites to meet the laborers. It was at 

times fun and a new experience till our stomachs were full, after 

that was another experience-to walk and slog empty stomach and to 

approach and convince the respondents with smiling face. Most of 

the respondents claimed to have a very good relation with Chamling 

but regretted on their inability to meet him. They accepted the fact 

that there were many shortcomings in the Government. Some 

respondents were such that they did not receive any developmental 

scheme and benefit from the government even in twenty years. But 

they did not deny their love for Chamling and wan ted him to be in 

power even in the next election. The weaknesses in the Government, 

they believed was not because of Chan:1ling but because of 

bureaucrats who were responsible for distribution of schemes and 

implementation of policies of the Government. Bureaucrats were 

termed as 'Daru Puneu' meaning ladles and spatulas. These daru 

puneus, according to them had been partial and biased in ladling out 

and distributing these schemes. 

The senior citizens were either too old, unaware or least 

bothered about Sikkim's political situation, let alone Nation's to 

answer my questions. The few who agreed to answer also did not 

speak up their minds. They relied on their children's nod to answer 

the questions. Youth were reluctant to answer out of fear psychosis 

of losing something valuable if they answer such questions. 

Everybody -young and old in that ward had the same thing to say, "It 

has already been informed to our Panchayats and Zilla Panchayats 

about your visit by now. They will interrogate us about this." After 

the interviews were over, we had to walk uphill to reach the mmn 

road. Walking down the cardamom field was still all right in spite of 

my heavy tumble in the cardamom field while coming down 

considering the fear of snake bite and other poisonous insects in the 

dusk and the nettle shrubs being very rude to us when we grasped 

them mistakably for support while climbing up. 
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The next trip was at Chuba, the most unstable GPU of the 

most unstable constituency, Temi-Tarku in south district. It is 

approximately 25 km from Namchi. We were quite worried about 

visiting the place as there was a clash between the ruling and 

opposition camp few days before our visit. Lower Phong, the ward 

which I had zeroed in was also inaccessible by road; we had to go by 

foot leaving the main road. After a fifteen minutes walk we reached 

our spot. On reaching the location we found the place was remote 

and hence we did not expect a very good response. But it was very 

surprising and pleasing to find that the people there were very 

outspoken. At first they were suspicious about us as the situation 

there wasn't peaceful but once they were convinced about my 

intention, they were more than willing to answer my questions. In 

fact, they appreciated my endeavor and found my questions to be 

factual and much needed one. First, I met one 'Daju' (Nepali term for 

brother) Luckily, he was quite interested in politics and contested 

many a times in the local and state level elections as an independent 

candidate although he lost every time. I took his interview first. By 

the time the interview was over, I took him into my confidence and 

made him agree to guide me through the village. He helped me 

leaving Durga puja ceremony at his home. 

The village was quite big in size with scattered hamlets. Daju 

insisted me to visit an octogenarian who had not only seen transition 

of Sikkim from kingdom to democratic state but had served in the 

democratic set up as a panchayat in all three regimes viz., Kazi, 

Bhandari and Chamling. He was very informative and people relied 

on him for latest local and national news. Hence, he was given a 

name 'Aaj Tak Kaka' shortened as 'Kaka Tak' (Aaj Tak is a leading 

news channel, Kaka-a Nepali term for uncle. Since it was Dushera, I 

had little difficulty in finding people who were not drunk. One or the 

other of the family member was drunk. Even when I got hold of sober 

respondents, the interviews were disturbed by those drunken 
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members. Their acts were so funny that at times it was really 

challenging for me to maintain serious attitude. Except this 

difficulty, people's responses were higher than my expectation. 

People spilt out their grievances and pointed out the weaknesses of 

the government especially its failure to distribute developmental 

schemes and benefits impartially. They complained that they did not 

receive any benefit from the government in nearly 20 years. As 

opposed to my expectation, these people were well informed about 

Sikkim's actual population, Gross Domestic Product (GDP), per 

capita income and foreign and central aids, loans etc. 

Most of the female respondents were illiterate or had just 

attended primary schools. But they were very outspoken and wanted 

to contest in the election if given a chance no matter which party 

that may be. These women had made some interesting observation. 

As against the views of most of the urban and educated women who 

showed strong tendency to vote for female candidate, women from 

this GPU did not want to vote for female candidates. They reasoned, 

firstly, women are very egoistic and are not negotiable and therefore, 

they cannot easily come to consensus of any matter. Secondly, in 

most of the cases, female candidates get married and go to their 

husband's house. Even if a woman is married she may sometimes 

have extra marital affair and get married. In both the cases chances 

are that the female representatives of a particular constituency might 

change her residence after marriage and cannot attend to people's 

day to day problems by staying in another constituency. But if it is a 

male candidate, even if he marries many women, chances are that he 

may not change his residence 

In comparison to Damthang constituency, people in this 

constituency were very outspoken and most of them knew all the 

facts and figures of Sikkim. I was quite surprised and got little 

suspicious too. Different thoughts ran through my mind, jostling 
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with one another. I was evaluating whether they really were 

conscious citizens or I approached some informers of some political 

parties; pretending to be dissatisfied with the government to know 

my intention. Politics in Sikkim is very congested, not just at present 

but since the very beginning of party politics. Barring few towns in 

Sikkim, people here go gaga over even at a sight of 'a snake 

swallowing a frog'. This may be attributed to its size, population and 

laid back attitude of the people as they are dependent and spoon-fed 

by the government. Because of fear of losing freely earned luxury, 

one cannot afford to be outspoken no matter how educated or how 

strong one's social position is. An unintentional and mundane 

cornment can also become of great importance. But here, people did 

speak up freely and frankly. 

My third targeted area was in the east district. I had picked up 

two GPUs from two constituencies of the east district: Khamdong 

and Rakdong Tintek-one most stable and the other most unstable 

respectively. Khamdong GPU of Khamdong constituency is situated 

above Singtam which is approximately 75 km from Namchi. Sumick 

Lingzey is adjacent to Khamdong constituency towards the east. I 

was accompanied by my cousin and a friend and we started at 6.30 

in the morning. We got down at Singtam {one of the small town en 

route to Gangtok) and tried to find vehicles plying to our destination. 

But we were told that the place was not well connected and the cabs, 

not easily available because of the condition of road. We decided to 

hire a local taxi for whole day so that we can get plenty of time to 

spend with people. The taxi driver was very demanding, he charged 

us very high because of the road condition and made it clear in the 

beginning itself that his lunch, snacks and refreshment should be 

taken care of. Since it was during Dushera, it was very difficult to get 

a taxi driven by a sincere and sober driver. He was not sincere but 

was at least sober. Therefore, we complied. The driver was local to 

that place which was his plus point. Khamdong, as told earlier was 
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a not well connected remote village. It was ve:ry difficult for a small 

car to ply on the uncarpeted road. In some places, we had to get 

down and push the car to let it move. In some places like Dhanbari, 

it was impossible to take the vehicle. We had to leave the car and 

walk uphill through the paddy fields on foot to reach our destination. 

Khamdong was a Scheduled Caste concentrated area. They 

were basically Hindus. They usually visited their relatives during 

Dushera. Why I find this worth mentioning is because in some places 

we were misunderstood as their long -ago- seen far off relatives. We 

were almost welcomed by them. But once they came to know our 

true selves. like in other olaces. here too oeoole were skeotic about 
~ ..1. " .JL ..L ..1. 

our visit. They suspected our affiliation to some political parties. 

Naturally, they were not ready to answer my questions. It took some 

time for us to convince them too. 

Although the area was SDF's stronghold, some educated 

people had pent up grievances against the government and wanted 

change in the government for better governance. But majority of 

them were not much educated and therefore, not ve:ry conscious and 

interested in political affairs. All that they knew was that they had to 

support the ruling government. I had a tough time with the senior 

citizens as most of them were illiterate and belonged to the 

generation of monarchy. It was ve:ry difficult to make them 

understand my mission and placing my questionnaire to them was 

like throwing a pearl to the pigs. They belonged to the generation 

where kings were worshipped, questioning the king's supremacy and 

criticizing his rule was a sin. 

In one of such cases, I asked an old man to score Chogyal's 

rule out of 100, he did not understand my question. I simplified the 

question and asked, "Suppose you had 100 rupees, how much will 

you have given to the king considering his work?"The old man 
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laughed out loud and made mockery of me saying, "Have you gone 

mad? Was king a servant? Could anybody tip the king?"! again used 

another tactic and said, "Ok, if you had 100 oranges, how many 

would you have given to the king willingly considering his rule?" He 

again came up with his crazy reply, this time weirdly, "Why would 

the king take oranges from me? Not just 100, he could have 

thousands and thousands of oranges himself." The old man got 

irritated with my weird questions and in return, he was making me 

drive up the walls with his crazy answers. The only difference was 

that he could manifest his anger while I could not. I used many other 

examples like cow, milk, cock, eggs, gold, land etc with endurance to 

make him understand my questions. 

an achievement in itself. 

rr\ 1 1" ~ ~ 1 o comp1ete n1s 1nten11ew was 

One peculiar thing about the respondents at Khamdong was 

most of them preferred to vote for the candidate of their own caste 

whereas in other constituencies people preferred to vote for 

candidate of the favorite party or from local area. Since it was during 

Dushera festival, there was no dearth of food. We got to eat 

whichever house or hut we entered in. Some were very sympathetic 

towards us and were wondering how stern our professor was that he 

did not spare the children even during festivals. We made a long face 

and enjoyed their sympathies. We left the place around 2.30 p.m. 

and moved towards the next constituency, Rakdong Tintek which 

was adjacent to Khamdong constituency. 

Our next stop was Sumick Lingzey GPU which fell under 

Rakdong Tintek constituency, 8 km from Khamdong Constituency. 

One interesting thing about this area was that this GPU was just 

next to Khamdong GPU. The boundary was such that, of the one 

hamlet, half belonged to Khamdong-the most stable constituency 

and the other half to Rakdong Tintek-the most unstable one. The 

boundary had not just divided the constituencies but also people's 
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views and attitudes. Their views towards the government and politics 

were different from each other. Whereas Khamdong's people were 

pro-government, pro-SDF or I would rather say pro-Chamling 

(politics in Sikkim is mostly a one man's show), they blindly 

supported the government; people in Sumick-Lingzey were critical 

and judgmental about the government and its policies. 

The area was Tribal concentrated area majority of which were 

Bhutias. I found their way of life different from other small towns 

although the place was not very far from towns. People there were 

not influenced by western fashion and were mostly seen in 

traditional Bhutia attire, 'Bhaku_'. They generally spoke Rhutia 

language though they could understand Nepali but were not very 

fluent in speaking. Here I faced a communication problem as they 

could neither speak in English nor in Nepali. I sought the help of a 

gentleman who understood both Nepali and their local language, 

Bhutia but English. I translated my questionnaire to him from 

English to Nepali. He then translated it to Bhutia language. The 

responses were again translated to me from Bhutia to Nepali. 

Most of the respondents were interested in contesting In the 

elections from any political party; ruling or opposition. They would 

also like to vote for any candidate who is promising regardless of 

caste, location or party affiliation. But the government employees 

especially ladies denied responding to my questionnaire. At first they 

agreed but later when I asked questions on sensitive issues, they 

called it a quit. Most of the women were guided by their male 

associates to answer the questions; hence their answers were 

influenced by their partners. Luckily, as compared to other GPUs, 

we did not have to put extra effort to convince them. People were 

politically very forward, conscious and were willing to place their 

views. They were not constrained by pre assumed political 
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repercussion. We completed our work by 5.30 p.m. and took a halt in 

Gangtok. 

The most exciting and adventurous trip in the entire tour was 

going to Yuksum constituency in the west which happened to be one 

of the most unstable constituencies in Sikkim. We hit the 

Khichudpalri ward which fell under Tingle Khichudpalri GPU of 

Yuksam constituency We started at 5.30 a.m. in the morning from 

Namchi. Khichudpalri is approximately 95 km from Namchi. We 

woke up at 3 a.m. in the morning, got the food ready to take along as 

we knew that we were heading to one of the off track location and 

every thing that we needed had to be carried along. Besides, it was 

very early in the morning and the few road side restaurants would 

have remained closed. It was a different experience to travel in the 

dawn. It is very refreshing to see the snow capped mountains in 

October shining brilliantly when touched by the morning sun rays 

with the chirpings of birds at the background. 

We reached Pelling at 8.30 a.m. The second capital of Sikkim, 

Rapdense was on the way and I promptly decided to visit that 

historic place although it was difficult to convince my companions as 

we had to walk through a forest for almost half an hour to reach 

there. We were scared of bears and other wild beasts on the way as 

we were the first ones in the morning to tread that path. Besides, the 

bear attacks on human beings even around the towns had occupied 

the front pages of newspapers in Sikkim during that time. In some 

places, trees were so dense that even the sun rays could not 

penetrate When we reached there, the risky walk was worth taking. 

The ruins of the palace of the second capital of Sikkim, Rapdense 

were reminiscence and a witness of many important events of the 

past when Sikkim was a kingdom. It was great to be in the place 

where history was made. The events of the past related to the place 

seemed more vivid and expressive than the limited words in the 
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books. We could not stay there for long as we had to go further and 

we were just the half way through. 

After a short break for refreshment at Felling, we continued 

our journey to Khichudpalri. It was about 26 km from Felling. The 

condition of the road to the west was already horrible, and the road 

to Khichudpalri was even more horrible. The road was literally 

vertical and so slender that it could hardly manage a truck. Yet we 

kept moving uphill until we reached Khichudpalri GPU. I was 

familiar with the names of the GFUs and wards there, thanks to the 

books from Election Commission Office. 

Khichudpalri is a famous pilgrim place for Buddhist. On 

reaching there, we found the place crowded and cheerful with 

tourists, especially foreigners. We approached the nearby police 

outpost to know the exact location of my survey area, Tingle 

Khichudpalri. I was told that the area I was talking about would take 

30-40 minutes uphill for regular commuters to reach there and for 

amateurs, 45minutes to 1 hour on foot. We had an option to hire a 

mule and ride on it. I found the option quite funny considering our 

weights-one no less than the other. We ultimately decided to walk up 

the muddy foot path to reach our destination at the hill top. 

It was already noon when we started our journey from 

Khichudpalri Lake. The pathway was so uphill that after a bare ten 

minutes walk, the police outpost and the road seemed far below. 

Leaving the hustle bustle of that place behind, we penetrated a dense 

jungle where we could see and hear nothing but the forest and the 

unusual sounds of insects. In some places the jungle was so dense 

that the sunrays could not penetrate even in the noon and the dew 

drops trickled down upon us from the tree leaves. The more we 

climbed, the more we found the pathway ascending. We soon became 

thirsty and were gasping; our shirts all wet due to perspiration and 
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dewdrops. We perspired even more because of fear of bears. Looking 

at the jungle, I am sure that there must have been some cute 

looking hairy creatures to give each of us a bear hug. We were lucky 

to have not encountered them. 

After climbing uphill for almost 20 minutes, we found some 

pieces of Sail Rotis (traditional Nepali snacks) lying on the ground 

which gave us a hope that the settlement was nearby. We kept 

climbing up with no sight of hamlets. After another 10-15 minutes, 

we had an encounter with a Dog. Now we were sure that we had 

almost reached. After a walk of bare 5 minutes, we had a glimpse of 

hamlets and could hear the cock's crowing assuring us the presence 

of people around. After a rigorous 45 minutes walk uphill, there was 

a beautiful tableland with a Gumpa (monastery) at the hill top. 

There were approximately 30 scattered households, all of them 

were Buddhists. Their main source of income was providing home 

stay facilities and meditation centers for tourists. I did not expect 

the hamlet in the midst of jungle would be used so brilliantly. At the 

hill top, far from the hustle-bustle of towns, rested a hamlet which 

had its own world, different from the rest of the world. We could see 

a huge snowy mountain range at the backdrop and the holy 

Khichudpalri Lake down below from there. No wonder most of the 

cottages and huts were mainly occupied by the tourists from 

different parts of world like Germany, Italy. The households used 

mules as a mode of transportation and for carrying burdens. 

There I met an interesting octogenarian addressed as 'Pala' by 

everyone (meaning father in Bhutia language.) who was well known 

among the tourists for his home stay. He had witnessed many events 

and development in the erstwhile kingdom of Sikkim and was one of 

the participants in 1973 agitation who saw the transition of Sikkim 

from a kingdom to a state of Indian Union. He enlightened me with 
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the tradition, custom, people and politics of Sikkim during Chogyal's 

rule. He shared his experience of being a subject of the king and a 

citizen of the democratic nation and shared how difficult it was for 

them to shift their allegiance from their king to some unknown power 

and get accustomed with unaccustomed set-up overnight. His 

expenence was noteworthy as such experiences are not written in 

the books. Not just in the past, he was active in politics even after 

the merger. He contested in the general elections as an independent 

candidate from the Sangha seat until the last elections but lost every 

time with a slender margin. He was therefore, very well informed 

about the present day politics of Sikkim. The important thing was he 

could compare and contrast between kingship and 

also the ruling of each government viz., Kazi, 

Chamling. 

democracy 

Bhandari and 

People in this constituency were very docile. They did not want 

to give any interview as such. But once they were convinced, they 

were willing to speak up and place their grievances. They did not 

hesitate to say that they got nothing from the SDF government even 

in almost 20 years. When they were asked about the regimes of other 

rulers-Kazi and Bhandari, they opined that Kazi did nothing 

remarkable as the democratic form of government was new to Sikkim 

and it took sometime for the Sikkimese leaders and people to adjust 

with the system. His regime was basically of 'trial and error'. Most of 

them thought that SSP government was the best and credited it for 

infrastructure development. They said that most of the roads, 

bridges, hospitals, schools and office buildings were built during 

Bhandari's rule. It was during his time according to them, their 

villages were connected by roads, provided water, electricity, schools 

and dispensaries. Chamling's developmental policies and programs 

for them was just a carry forward of what Bhandari had initiated. 
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Since it was a Tribal area, they spoke either Bhutia or Lepcha. 

They could not communicate properly either in Nepali, Hindi or in 

English language. I, on my part could only understand Bhutia but 

could not speak. Luckily, Pala was a blessing in disguise. He had a 

strong command over Bhutia and Lepcha language, but could not 

understand English. I, therefore, translated my questions to Nepali 

language; Pala translated them to their local language, either in 

Bhutia or in Lepcha and again translated the responses of the 

respondents to Nepali language. The process was taxing but I 

thoroughly enjoyed the chain of translation. It took me nearly three 

hours to get their responses. 

The place was lovely and we did not want to return back for 

two reasons. For one, it was not called 'the meditation point' by the 

tourist for nothing. With the Himalayas in front of one's face, green 

pasture and bright October sun was really mesmerizing. Their way of 

life was different from the town dwellers. They were self-sufficient for 

every thing they needed- cereals, meat, dairy, vegetables, fruits etc. 

They got their daily food from their kitchen gardens and orchards 

and sometimes exchanged it with their neighbors. The neighborhood 

was indeed like their extended family. The spirit of competition, ego 

and class maintenance which have now become a prominent feature 

in Sikkimese modern society, especially with the middle class 

families was missing in this village. The society was very well -

knitted and each household knew the inside-out of their neighbor 

and sincerely stood by one another. 

Second reason, why I did not want to come down was because 

of the sloppy and slippery way back. Climbing up was still 

manageable, coming down was more challenging holding the entire 

weight of the body with two legs and the fear of bears in the evening 

will apparently make one's knees go weak. Yet we managed to come 

down. It was already dark around 6 p.m. when we reached the main 
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road. Not wasting a single minute, we left for Pelling where we stayed 

for the night and returned home the following day. 

My last field trip was at Rinchenpong constituency which was 

the most stable constituency in the west district. Rinchenpong is 59 

km form Namchi. My area of field survey was lower Takothang ward. 

The condition of road was horrible and miserable; horrible for the 

first timers and miserable for regular commuters. After reaching the 

spot somehow, we climbed up the road to penetrate the hamlets. As I 

had always tried to cover the entire ward by choosing respondents 

from different hamlets, we had to walk up and down the road to find 

the respondents of different categories. 

People there were very welcoming but they showed their 

reservations after reading or hearing my questionnaire. The 

Panchayat election 1n few days to come was to be blamed to some 

extent for this. They had two thoughts in their minds when we 

approached them with such questions. Firstly, they thought that we 

were sent by opposition political parties for canvassing. Secondly, 

they assumed that we were sent by the ruling party itself to smell a 

rat in the eve of Panchayat elections. Therefore, out of mistrust, they 

could not be sincere with their answers. Hence, I again took a local 

gentleman in my confidence. Although it took lots of hard work to 

make him agree to help us, he guided us to the hamlets around 

which would have taken longer without him and people gave us 

familiar looks because of his company. 

Although the area was SDF's stronghold, the respondents 

strongly wanted change in the government in every five year or at 

least in ten years. They said that they got fed up with the same party 

in power with the same policies for a long time. They suggested that 

the government should be alternated in every election so as to get 

benefits by the people for they believed that a new party comes to 
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power with new policies and programs. They viewed that chance 

should be given to all who wants to serve the state. Most of the 

respondents preferred local candidate to the candidate of their 

favorite party or of their caste in elections provided that the local 

candidate is promising enough. 

The villagers led a Spartan life. Most of them were engaged in 

agricultural farming, some reared cattle. In one of the houses that I 

visited, I was surprised to see the piglets left loose in the house 

which followed the family members front and back. Those piglets 

were so adapt to stay with human beings that when we were offered 

piras (a handmade mat made of corn's dried cover which is used only 

in remote villages) to sit they almost jumped on our laps as though 

they were pets. One thing that I have noticed is that people in 

villages are very welcoming. They leave everything to attend their 

guests. At Rinchenpong too, they plucked fresh fruits from their 

orchard and offered them to us. Some offered us curd, corn etc. 

11. Documentary Research 

Apart from the field work, I have collected a lot of pnmary 

documents from different sources. The documents of correspondence 

between India and Sikkim since the Indian independence till the 

merger of Sikkim with India, a letter dated 7.4.1973 signed by the 

different political leaders requesting for the Indian intervention 

during 1973 agitation, a press release of the Chogyal's visit to Delhi 

dated 26.6.1974 which enclosed a detail discussion between the 

Chogyal and the officials of the ministry of External Affairs of the 

Government of India on the draft "Government of Sikkim Bill 1974", 

a text of address of the Chogyal dated 2.7.1974 to the Sikkim 

Assembly regarding the implications of the draft "Government of 

Sikkim Bill 197 4", the text of telegram dated 9. 9.197 4 from the 

Chogyal of Sikkim to the Chief Minister, Kazi regarding illegality of 
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the draft bill , 197 4 and the text of telegram dated 10.9.197 4 of the 

Chief Minister replying the Chogyal, a copy of a letter dated 

11.9.1974, to the Chief Executive by the Sikkimese students 

questioning Sikkim's status as per the draft bill, 1974, have been 

collected from different sources. Another rare and important 

document is the opinion of M. Hidayatullah, retired Chief Justice of 

India on the merger of Sikkim with India. 

Many documents during Bhandari's rule have been collected 

such as Petition to the Parliament of India for citizenship to all the 

people of Sikkim, 1988, petition for seat reservation in the Assembly 

for Nepalese of Sikkimese origin. Most important among them are the 

documents of series of correspondence between the Finance Minister 

of India, the Prime Minister of India and the Chief Minister of Sikkim, 

Nar Bahadur Bhandari regarding the imposition of Direct Income Tax 

Laws in Sikkim, text of statement of the Member of Parliament, Lok 

Sabha on exemption of Income Tax, document of correspondence 

between the Chief Minister, B.B. Gurung and the Centre after 

forming his government 1n 1984,and the document of 

correspondence between the Chief Minister, Pawan Chamling and 

the Centre after forming his government in 1994. 

Relevant Assembly proceedings since the first Assembly 

session till the recent ones have been collected, other government 

documents like white paper on the direct tax laws in Sikkim, Reports 

of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India on Government of 

Sikkim, State Government Notification on Gram Panchayat 

Election, 2007, State Election Commission Report on General 

Election to Gram Panchayats and Zilla Panchayats, 2007 and State 

Government Notification on Reorganisation of Gram Panchayat Units 

have been collected from official and unofficial sources. Apart from 

this, party literatures, documents and manifestos of different 

political parties particularly of SSP and SDF and relevant older 
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newspaper clippings from different sources have been collected. All 

the documents mentioned above have been collected and analysed to 

authenticate and enrich the present work. 
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2 
The Beginning of Political 

Democracy in Sikkim 

1. The Chogyals and Their Reigns 

The history of Sikkim prior to the 17th century is not well 

documented. It is all blurred and scattered in bits and pieces. It is 

said that Sikkim was covered densely with forests, rnostly 

uninhabited, remote and inaccessible. The Lepchas are considered to 

be the real autochthones of Sikkim. They call themselves as Rongkup 

which means "the son of the snowy peak."They call themselves so 

because the Lepcha tradition says that the first and the foremost 

primogenitors of the lepchas were created by the God from the pure 

snows of Kanchanjunga peak at its pinnacle. They were sent down to 

the fairy land which lay on the lap of Mount Kanchanjunga, assumed 

to be Sikkim. (Risley, 1928), (K.P. Tamsang, 1983) 

One may wonder that although Lepchas are the indigenous 

inhabitants of Sikkim yet it was ruled by Bhutia kings from the very 

beginning to the end of monarchy in Sikkim. But the confusion 

clears as the story unfolds. Tradition tells that somewhere in the 

thirteenth century a prince named Guru Tashi in Tibet with his five 

sons proceeded towards south-west to seek his fortune in Denzong 

"the valley of rice" as directed by his divine vision. They came across 

the Sakya kingdom where the hierarch was engaged in building a 

great monastery. The workers there had not been successful in 

erecting pillars for the monastery. Guru Tashi's eldest son succeeded 

in erecting the pillar and came to be known as Khye Bumsa meaning 

"the superior of ten thousand heroes." 
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Khye Bumsa married the daughter of Sakya king. After the 

death of his father, Khye Bumsa settled in Chumbi valley. Being 

issueless, his lamas advised him to take the blessing of the Chieftain 

and religious head of Lepchas. This is how he came in contact with 

Lepcha chieftain Tetong Tek in Gangtok. With his blessing; Khye 

Bumsa was blessed with three sons. Thereafter, the two chieftains 

entered in a treaty of blood brotherhood at a place called Kabi 

Longtsok which bound the Lepchas and the Bhutias as brothers. 

Khye Bumsa was succeeded by his third son Mipon-Rab. His fourth 

son Guru Tashi shifted his family and tribe to Gangtok. The great 

grandson of Guru Tashi was Phunstok. He was born in 1604 who 

later became the first Chogyal of Sikkim. 

The reason behind his becoming the first Chogyal of Sikkim is 

it is believed that there was split between the Yellow Hat Sect and 

the Red Hat Sect of the Buddhist in Tibet. This event led the three 

celebrated lamas of latter sect to flee from persecution towards 

southwards. After many wanderings they met in a place called 

Norbugang, which was later named as Yoksum meaning the meeting 

place of the three superior ones. They had a mission of converting 

the Lepcha tribe to Buddhism by installing a Buddhist monarchy in 

Sikkim. With this intention they searched for a person named 

Phunstok, the same person who was the great grandson of Guru 

Tashi and consecrated him as the king of the whole country in 1642 

with the title of Chogyal which means the king who rules with 

righteousness. Phunstok was also conferred the surname Namgyal. 

The Capital of Sikkim was established in Yoksum itself. (Risley, 

1928), (Bhanja K. C., 1993), (White, 1909} 

Very little is known of Phunstok Namgyal's reign. He was 

succeeded by his son Tensung Namgyal in 1670. He shifted the 

capital from Yoksum to Rabdenste near present day Gyalshing. His 

reign was not an eventful one. His son Chakdor Namgyal succeeded 
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him in the year 1700. During his reign there were fratricidal wars 

between members of the royal family which resulted in the loss of 

territory of the Kingdom. Chakdor Namgyal's son succeeded him in 

1717. Gyurmed Nmagyal's reign was uneventful. He was succeeded 

by his illegitimate son Phunstok Namgyal in 1733. His reign was 

marked by an increase in the Lepcha influence in the Sikkimese 

Court and the Nepalis frequent attacks on the western borders of 

Sikkim's territory. Phunstok Namgyal was succeeded by his son 

Tenzing Namgyal in 1780. During his reign Sikkim faced the threat 

of invasion from her aggressive and expansionist neighboring 

countries; Bhutan and Nepal. Nepal invaded Sikkim several times 

and occupied large chunks of Sikkimese territory. They attacked 

Rapdenste, the capital and the Chogyal had to flee to Tibet. The 

Chogyal died in Lhasa and his son Tsudphud Namgyal was sent to 

Sikkim in 1793 to succeed him as the monarch. He shifted the 

capital to a place called Tumlong as Rabdanste was considered too 

insecure because of its proximity to the Nepali border. (Risley, 1928) 

Tsughud Namgyal had the longest reign.(1793-1864) His power 

and responsibilities were greatly reduced as a result of the 

penetration of the British power into the Himalayas. It was during 

his reign the treaty of Titalia was signed between Sikkim and British 

on 10.2.1817.With this treaty Sikkim lost her independent status as 

British India by the treaty assumed the position of lords paramount 

of Sikkim and a title to exercise a predominant influence in Sikkim. 

Thus the treaty marked the beginning of British interest in Sikkim. It 

was again during the reign of Tsugphud Namgyal, Darjeeling was 

gifted to British India in 1835, following a lot of pressure from them. 

In his reign the Anglo-Sikkim relation worsened. Because of the 

continuous misconduct of the officers and subjects of Maharaja and 

his failure to provide solution for this led to the tarnishing of 

harmonious Anglo-Sikkim relation which led to invasion and 

conquest of part of Sikkim by a British Force. To obviate future 
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misunderstanding and to continue friendship and alliance with the 

British Government a new treaty was signed on 28th March 1861 at 

Tumlong. (Risley, 1928) (Kotturan, 1983, pp. 62-66) (S.K. Sharma, 

1998, pp. 5-9) The treaty cancelled all the previous treaties between 

the British and Sikkim Governments. Sikkim in fact became a 

protectorate of India through this treaty. (Wangdi, 2011, p. 95) 

(Appendix II) Tsugphud Namgyal was succeeded by his son Sidekong 

Nmagyal in 1863. He ruled for a very brief period (from 1863 to 

1874). But in his rule the Anglo-Sikkim relations was perhaps at its 

best. After the death of Sidekeong, his half brother Thutob, son of 

the fifth wife of Tsudphud Namgyal became the ninth ruler of 

Sikkim. 

Thutob Namgyal's rule was characterized by uncertainty. 

During his reign the British Government encouraged the Nepalese to 

settle in some parts of Sikkim which even led to the large-scale riots 

between original Sikkimese and Nepali settlers at Rhenock in 1880. 

The British intervened and settled the matter which went in favour of 

Nepali settlers. The Maharaja was displeased with the British for its 

decision and he became more inclined towards Tibet. (Kotturan, 

1983, p. 72) In the meantime, the Tibetans occupied the Sikkim 

territory of Lingtu. The British Government warned the Tibetan 

Military Officer that the British Army would occupy Lingtu if it was 

not vacated. The Tibetans instead fortified their positions, claiming 

the area as part of Tibet. When it was asked to the Maharaja Thutob, 

he divulged about an agreement which he had signed in 1886 in 

Galing according to which Sikkim was subject to only China and 

Tibet. This was a terrific blow to the British. In March 1888, the 

British Indian Army under the command of General Graham, 

occupied Lingtu and Tibetans were expelled from Sikkim. The 

members of the Sikkim Royal family were moved to Kalimpong and 

kept under confinement. The British-India Government appointed 

Claude White as the first political officer in Sikkim in 1889 with 
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powers of a de facto ruler. Meanwhile the British initiated an open 

negotiation with the Chinese Government to sort out the confusion 

on the status of Tibet and Sikkim in relation to China. As a result on 

17th March 1890 the Anglo - Chinese convention was signed at 

Calcutta. In this treaty China acknowledged Sikkim as a British 

Protectorate and clearly defined the boundary between Sikkim and 

Tibet and recognized British India's direct control over the internal 

and external affairs of Sikkim and prohibited Sikkim to have direct 

links with any other country without the permission of the British. 

The Maharaja was allowed to return to Sikkim only in February 

1891.But then he found that he was virtually under the supervision 

of the British Political Officer. (Risley, 1928), (Kott'uran, 1983, pp. 73-

75), (Wangdi, 2011, pp. 95-96) 

Sir Thutob Namgyal was succeeded by his son Sidekong Tulku 

1n 1914. Unfortunately he did not live long and died in the same 

year. He was succeeded by his half brother Tashi Namgyal, the 

youngest son of Thutob Namgyal who initiated many reforms in the 

state. He began his reign under the tutelage of Charls Bell who had 

replaced Claude White as the Political Officer. He had a long reign of 

about fifty years spanning the periods of British Raj and independent 

India. It saw many social, economic and political developments in the 

kingdom. 

Indian independence in 194 7 brought new dimension to the 

course of history in Sikkim. The British maintained that after the 

lapse of British paramountcy in 194 7, all the states were free to join 

either Indian Union or Pakistan or remain independent. However, 

whether this was pertinent in case of Sikkim was not clear as 

because Sikkim was never a feudatory "Native State" in the precise 

meaning of that term in British India, but neither was it independent 

or even internally autonomous. The British were under no great 

compulsion to clarify the situation in the absence of effective 
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challenges to their predominant position throughout the eastern 

Himalaya. (Rose, 1969) 

Perhaps the British had allowed a special status to Sikkim 

different from that of Bhutan and Nepal because of its most strategic 

and exposed position in the complex and volatile frontier region 

between South Asia and China and also because Sikkim was the 

major channel of communication between India and Tibet and it was 

also the connecting link between the predominantly Hindu culture 

of the central Himalayas and the Buddhist and animist communities 

in the eastern Himalaya. (Rose, 1969) But that had not prevented 

them from bringing Sikkim under the purview of the Government of 

India Act of 1935. In fact, by that Act Sikkim had been allotted one 

seat in the council of state of the Federal Assembly. It is interesting 

to note here a letter stating the status of Sikkim in this regard, 

quoted in George Kotturan's The Himalayan Gateway; History and 

Culture of Sikkim ', written by Sir Olaf Caroe, who was secretary in 

the external affairs department of the Government of India under 

Lord Linlithgow and Lord Wavell, published in the "Daily Telegraph" 

of London on November 8, 1975, He wrote: "This protectorate status 

does not alter the fact that for decades prior to 194 7 Sikkim had been 

a part of India, its external frontiers being a sector of India's frontiers." 

He further said that the Indian Government representative in Sikkim 

was a political officer equivalent to a resident and not an 

ambassador. (Kotturan, 1983, pp. 91-92) 

A controversy arose almost immediately after independence 

over whether India automatically inherited the paramount rights the 

British had enjoyed in the Border States. India argued that as the 

successor government, it enjoyed all the rights, privileges and 

responsibilities of the British. The Sikkim court disagreed and 

argued that independent India was "new juristic person" which could 

not "claim to be subrogated to the rights and obligations of the 
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British Government." (Rose, 1969) The Sikkimese insisted that the 

Paramountcy had lapsed with British withdrawal from India. 

The new Indian government quickly signed "stand still" 

agreements with Sikkim, Nepal, Bhutan and Tibet. The agreement 

with Sikkim stipulated that all existing agreements, formal or 

informal, in operation on August 15,1947, would be retained until a 

new treaty could be negotiated. The Indian authorities had first 

submitted the "Instrument of Accession" form signed by the rulers of 

the Indian princely states on their merger into the Indian Union. But 

when Sikkim objected to this format, New Delhi agreed to use the 

"stand still" terminology which had been suggested by the Sikkimese. 

This constituted an implicit recognition by India of Sikkim's special 

status as well as providing an early indication that India would not 

insist upon Sikkim's full accession. (Rose, 1969) Jawaharlal Nehru 

while moving a resolution on Sikkim in the Constituent Assembly in 

January 22, 194 7 said, "Sikkim is an Indian state but different from 

others." (Kotturan, 1983, p. 93) Sikkim signed a standstill agreement 

on 27th of February 1948 as an interim arrangement till the new one 

was worked out. (Kotturan, 1983, pp. 93-94), (S.K. Sharma, 1998, p. 

65) 

This agreement was opposed by local parties like Sikkim State 

Congress (SSC) which was formed as a result of inspiration given by 

the Indian independence and the establishment of popular 

government in some states. Meanwhile, a new rival political party 

was also launched by the name of Sikkim National Party (SNP), 

which was pro Maharaja, SSC being people's party. The SSC wanted 

a democratic setup and accession of Sikkim to the Indian Union. In 

fact this party got the Maharaj to agree to install a five member 

interim government including two nominees of his own. The first 

popular government led by Tashi Tshering was therefore installed on 

9th May 1949. But there was a problem over functioning of the 
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ministry. The Maharaja was unwilling to part with his power whereas 

the ministry wanted to run a full-fledged government with the 

Maharaja as a constitutional head. Anticipating the tough situation 

ahead, the Maharaja invited central intervention and the popular 

ministry was dissolved by the Political Officer on 6th June 1949 at 

the request of the Maharaja of Sikkim. (Interview with C.D.Rai, 2012) 

Dr. B.V. Keskar, the then Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs after 

visiting Sikkim and investigating the matter came to the conclusion 

that the state needed a capable administrator to restore normalcy. As 

a result Mr. J.S. Lall, a senior civil servant was appointed as Dewan 

on 11th August 1949. (Kotturan, 1983, p. 97) (1949 with a Difference, 

1973) 

On 5th December 1950 a new treaty was signed between India 

and Sikkim according to which all previous treaties between British 

Government and Sikkim which were still in force between India and 

Sikkim were cancelled. The treaty provided for the status of Sikkim 

as a Protectorate of the Indian Union with Chogyal as the Monarch. 

Defence, Foreign Affairs, communication, maintenance of good 

administration and law and order of Sikkim was to be looked after by 

India. The Postal system and Currency would also be Indian. The 

complete internal administration would be looked after by the 

Chogyal. An Advisory Council representing all the interest to be 

associated with the Dewan (Prime Minister), sent by India and 

institution of a village panchayat system on an elective basis within 

the State was also proposed. (Kotturan, 1983, pp. 97-98) (S.K. 

Sharma, 1998, pp. 66-69) 

The 1950 Treaty had not entirely removed the ambiguity as to 

Sikkim's inter-national status. In most Indian official documents, the 

question of whether Sikkim is an "independent" political entity with 

only certain treaty obligations had been carefully and, presumably, 

deliberately obscured.' Anything that tends to clarify this situation 
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was best avoided. New Delhi refused to designate the Indo-Sikkimese 

border as an international boundary on official Indian maps, despite 

strong and repeated protests from Sikkim. New Delhi was even 

reluctant to address the ruler of Sikkim by his traditional Buddhist 

title, Chogyal (Tibetan for "Religious King" or "Defender of the Faith"), 

reportedly because this emphasized the non-Indian origin of the 

ruling dynasty in the state. The result had been an exaggerated 

sense of frustration in Sikkim. (Rose, 1969) 

Another important reform in the reign of Maharaj Tashi 

Namgyal was the introduction of famous parity formula in which the 

Nepalese who constituted more than 70% of the total population 

were equated with Bhutia-Lepcha (B-L) in the distribution of seat in 

the proposed state council. This formula was very peculiar which will 

be discussed in detail in the subsequent paragraphs. Tashi Namgyal 

died in 1963 and was succeeded by his son Palden Thondup 

Namgyal on 6th December 1963. 

The last Chogyal Palden Thondup Namgyal, the second son of 

Maharaja Sir Tashi Namgyal and Maharani Kunzang Dechen, was 

born in 1923.The Chogyal had his elementary education at Saint 

Joseph's Convent, Kalimpong at the age of six. He had to discontinue 

his education from 1931 to 1935 to train himself for monkhood to 

fulfill the qualification of his being the incarnation of late Maharaja 

Tulku Sidkeong Namgyal. In 1935 he continued his studies at Saint 

Joseph's college, Darjeeling, and completed his studies at Bishop 

Cotton School, Shimla in 194l.He had to change the course of his 

life because of the untimely demise of Prince Paljor, the heir 

apparent who was then serving as an officer in the Royal India Air 

Force. His demise made Palden the heir apparent. Consistent with 

the changed situation, he underwent the Indian Civil service training 

course at Debra Dun in 1942 and returned to his country. 
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The young Crown Prince started taking an active interest in 

the administration of his country. Maharaja Tashi was old and never 

fully recovered from the shock of the untimely death of his eldest son 

and after Maharaja's estrangement with Maharani Kunzang Dechen. 

Maharajkumar Palden Thondup had been called upon to increasingly 

attend to the matters of state on behalf of his father, whose interest 

in official as well as other matters had steadily declined. It was he 

who was able to impress Pundit Jawaharlal Nehru, the Prime 

Minister of India and was instrumental in getting the "Standstill 

Agreement" signed with a government of India. It was he again, who 

had led the Sikkimese delegation which negotiated with the 

Government of India ending up with the treaty of 1950. He ably kept 

the different political forces in check and initiated many social, 

economic and political reforms keeping with the changing time. 

Palden Thondup had married Sangey Deki, a Tibetan beauty, 

from one of the noble families of Tibet. She died in 1957, leaving 

behind two sons and a daughter. After six years as a widower, the 

Maharajkumar married Miss Hope Cooke, an American in March, 

and 1963.0n the 2nd of December, 1963, Maharaja Tashi Namgyal 

died after a short illness and Palden Thondup Namgyal took over the 

functions of the ruler. However, the actual coronation took place only 

on the 4th of April, 1965, coinciding with his forty-second birthday. 

He discarded the title of 'Maharaja' which was imposed by the British 

Raj as in India and adopted his fore father's title of Chogyal. Thus 

became the twelfth consecrated Chogyal of Sikkim. (Sikkim 

Coronation Souvenir, 1963}, (Kotturan, 1983) During his brief period 

of reign, the Chogyal had to face series of political development and 

many challenges; challenges that wrecked the very existence of the 

monarchy in Sikkim. 
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2. Impact of Indian Independence on Politics of Sikkim 

Like other small under-developed countries clamoring and 

struggling for political emancipation, Sikkim too became restless and 

became aware of their political objectives. The birth of SSC (SSC) on 

7th December, 1949 which was the antecedent of political movement 

of Sikkim was the immediate result of Indian independence in 15th 

August 194 7. The party was an amalgamation of some 'social' 

organizations having three points demands i) Abolition of 

Landlordism ii) Formation of interim government as a precursor for a 

democratic form of government iii) The accession of Sikkim to the 

Union of India. The SSC was persistent with its demand of forming 

the interim government and succeeded to form a popular 

government. But the Government lasted only for 29 days because of 

the tension between Maharaja and the interim Government. (Rai, 

2011) (Kotturan, 1983, pp. 94-97) 

Although the Tashi Tshering led popular government was short 

lived yet its impact was far reaching. The experience of this short 

lived government led to the signing of treaty of 1950 between India 

and Sikkim which in turn necessitated the introduction of a system 

of government, associating the representatives of the people through 

the Advisory Council chosen through election, hitherto unknown in 

Sikkim. 

To maintain a balance between two communities: B-L and 

Nepalese in the proposed State Council which would be the 

representatives of the people chosen through election, a system of 

parity was evolved i.e., equal distribution of seats to the two 

communities. Apart from political rights, this parity system became 

the basis of distribution of other social and economic opportunities 

between the two communities (Sengupta N. , 1985, p. 69) The system 

was of peculiar kind where the Nepalese who constituted 70% of the 
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total population were equated with B-L. In March 1953, a 

proclamation was issued, postulating the composition and functions 

of the Legislative Council and Executive Council. The constitutional 

proclamation envisaged a council of seventeen members of which 

twelve would be elected by the people. Of these twelve elective seats, 

six were reserved for Sikkimese B-L people and the rest for the 

Sikkimese of Nepali origin. The remaining five members were to be 

nominated by the Maharaja at his discretion. The principle of 

universal adult franchise was adopted as the mode of election. 

(Sengupta N. , 1985, p. 70) The Nepali candidates were to be directly 

elected by the voters during the elections. But the B-L candidates 

were required to be elected first in a primary election by B-L voters. 

The candidates so elected would then contest in the general election 

to finally qualify where they would be voted by all the B-L voters 

only. (Sengupta N. , 1985, p. 72) 

Sikkim was divided into four territorial constituencies: 

Gangtok, North-Central, Namchi and Pemayangtse for the election of 

twelve representatives. Each constituency was to elect three 

representatives. Out of three representatives, Gangtok and North

Central would elect two B-Land one Nepali representatives, Namchi 

and Pemayangtse would elect two Nepali and one B-L 

representatives. (Sengupta N. J 1985) p. 71) The SNP, the SSC, 

Sikkim Rajya Praja Sammelan and the Sikkim Scheduled Caste 

league took part in the election. (Sengupta N. , 1985, p. 72) All the six 

Bhuita-Lepcha seats were secured by the SNP and all the six Nepali 

seats were secured by the SSC. (Sengupta N. , 1985, p. 73) Five other 

members were nominated by the Maharaja and the first Sikkim 

Council was formed and commenced its session from 7th August, 

1953. (Sengupta N., 1985, p. 75) 

The tenure of the Council was fixed to be three years but the 

next election was held only in 1958. The seats in the council were 
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raised from 17 to 20 in this election. The number of nominated 

members in the Council became six. Two new elective seats, one 

reserved for Sangha, the representative of which would be elected by 

an Electoral College constituted of the lamas and one general seat 

with the whole territory of Sikkim serving as a single constituency 

was introduced. Article 2 (b) of the 1958 royal proclamation 

introduced a peculiar system of voting which was complicated. 

According to this system, the candidate in order to get elected not 

only had to secure the highest number of votes from his community 

but also a minimum of fifteen percent of votes from the other 

community. (Sengupta N. , 1985, p. 76) Despite this system, the SSC 

secured eight seats which included all the 6 Nepali seats, one 

Bhuita-Lepcha seat and the General seat. The SNP secured five B-L 

seats. (Sengupta N. , 1985, p. 80) 

The next election was due 1n 1961 but it was held only in 

1967.The State Council as constituted was allowed to continue in the 

office till the next election. In this election Sikkim was divided into 

five territorial constituencies. These were: 

1) Gangtok Town Constituency- 1 B-Land 1 Nepali Seat. 

2) East Constituency- 1 Nepali and 2 B-L Seats. 

3) South Constituency-1 B-Land 2 Nepali Seats. 

4) West Constituency-1 B-Land 2 Nepali Seats. 

5) North Constituency-1 Nepali and 2 B-L Seats. 

One general constituency and one Sangha constituency was 

maintained as before. The membership of the Council was increased 

from 20 to 24 of which 14 members were to be elected by the 

territorial constituencies. Of these fourteen seats, seven were 

reserved for B-L and the remaining seven for the Nepalese. Three 

members were to be elected from general constituency, of which one 
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was a general seat, one was reserved for the Scheduled Castes and 

the other was reserved for the Tsongs (Limboos). One Sangha seat 

remained as before. The remaining six members were to be 

nominated by the Chogyal. (Sengupta N. , 1985, p. 82) 

The SNP, the SSC, Sikkim National Congress (SNC) (which was 

emerged through the amalgamation of L.D.Kazi's Swatantra Dal, the 

dissident group of SSe and the dissident group of SNP in 1960), the 

Scheduled Caste League participated in the elections. The SNC came 

out as the major party in the Council by securing eight seats out of 

eighteen elective seats. The SNP secured five seats and the SSC 

secured only two seats. The other three seats were secured by the 

representatives of the Tsongs, the Sangha and the Scheduled Caste 

people who did not adhere to any distinct political organization. 

(Sengupta N., 1985, p. 84) 

The fourth Council Election was held in April 1970. (Sengupta, 

1985, p. 86) No new change in the electoral system was introduced 

this time. The same pattern of 1966 was followed. Apart from the 

existing political parties, a new political party formed by Lal Bahadur 

Basnet in the name of Sikkim Janata Party (SJP) also contested in 

the election. SNP secured 7 seats, SNC-5, SSC-4, Sangha-1 and 

General (Tsong) Independent. The newly formed Sikkim Janata Party 

could not secure any seat. (Sengupta N. , 1985, p. 87) 

From the very first election the voting pattern was basically on 

communal lines. By the second election the fact that the SSe and 

the SNP belonging to two distinct communities, the former 

considered as the party of the Nepalis and the latter of B-Ls was 

established. By the third general elections held in March 1967, the 

SNe had become the biggest party in the state. This party led by Kazi 

again came out as the largest single party in the enlarged State 

Council in the 1970 general election. 
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The next election of the State Council was held in January 

1973. The political conditions of the State were gradually becoming 

complex on the eve of the elections. The pro-Darbar forces including 

the SNP were consolidating their position on the one hand, while the 

other political parties were struggling to achieve the long cherished 

goals of democratic government, fundamental rights, written 

constitution, one man one vote, etc. (Sengupta N. , 1985, p. 90}, 

(Datta-Ray S. K., 1984, pp. 159-160). In October 1972, the SSC and 

the Sikkim. Janata Party merged together and thus the Sikkim 

Janata Congress (SJC) was born. The SSC and the Sikkim Janata 

Party merged together and thus the SJC was born. (Datta-Ray S. K., 

1984, p. 164) Against this background of differences and discord, 

three parties, the SNP, the SJC and the SNC contested in the 

election. {Sengupta N. , 1985, p. 90) The SNP secured all the seven B

L seats as well as two Nepali seats. The SNC secured three Nepali 

seats, one general and the Tsongs seat. The SJC got only two Nepali 

seats.l seat went to the independent Scheduled Caste constituency 

and 1 to Sangha. (Sengupta, 1985, p. 91 ), (Datta-Ray S. K., 1 984, p. 

166) For the first time in this election SNP secured two Nepali seats. 

The aftermaths of this election was a wave of unrest in the 

country. There was widespread allegation in the state of the Sikkim 

Darbar having rigged the 1973 polls to the advantage of the SNP. 

(Sengupta N. , 1985, p. 93); (Datta-Ray S. K., 1984, p. 167) The 

leaders of the political parties demanded re-polling in the rigged 

constituencies but the Election Commission bluntly rejected the joint 

request of the political parties. They then decided that the only 

alternative left for them under the circumstances was intensive 

popular agitation. The Sikkim State Congress, SNC and the SJC 

came to the same conclusion and decided to join forces and formed 

the Joint Action Committee (JAC). (Datta-Ray S. K., 1984, p. 175) 
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The Sikkim Darbar precipitated the cns1s by arresting one 

leader, K.C. Pradhan on a charge of sedition on the 26th of March, 

1973. (Datta-Ray S. K., 1984, p. 173) The JAC condemned the arrest 

and submitted to the Chogyal a memorandum containing the 

resolutions passed by the Committee seeking K.C Pradhan's release, 

changes in the electoral system and demanding administrative 

changes in the electoral system and demanding administrative and 

political reforms. (Datta-Ray S. K., 1984, p. 174) 

This was followed by a general upsurge in the Kingdom. Law 

and order completely broke down. The demonstrators were amuck 

creating complete chaos in the capital. In such a situation, the 

Chogyal was desperate and invited the central Government's 

intervention to establish law and order in the state and save the 

situation. He also asked for the senior officer of the Government of 

India to be appointed as head of Sikkim's administration. The 

Political leaders of the movement also requested the Prime Minister 

to intervene quickly and fully before they were massacred. (Datta-Ray 

S. K., 1984, p. 183) 

In order to restore law and order throughout the Kingdom, the 

Chogyal handed over his government to the Political Officer, 

K.S.Bajpai who was the representative of Indian Government. He 

took charge of entire administration of Sikkim on 8th April 1973. 

(Datta-Ray S. K., 1984, p. 185) In response to the request of the 

Chogyal and the political leaders, the Government of India therefore, 

deputed a senior officer Mr. B.S. Das as a Chief Administrator to 

Sikkim. (Das, 1983, p. 1) The imposition of Section 144 of the Indian 

Penal Court was one of the first actions taken by him to restore law 

and order in the kingdom. (Of Courtiers and Colonists, 1974) Das 

initiated talks between the political parties on the one hand and 

Chogyal on the other hand. After a series of negotiations to bring 

about compromise agreeable to the Chogyal and all parties involved, 
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it concluded in an agreement env1sapng a democratic reform with 

closer ties with India. It was the famous Tripartite Agreement of 8 

May, 1973. (Datta-Ray S. K., 1984, pp. 197-200) (Das, 1983, p. 24) 

3. Road to Democracy: The Tripartite Agreement 

On 8 May, 1973, an agreement was signed at Gangtok between 

the Chogyal, the leaders of the Political parties representing the 

people of Sikkim (five representatives each of three main political 

parties of Sikkim, viz., The SJC, the SNC and the SNP) and the 

Government of India. The agreement provided the basis for future 

constitutional set up of Sikkim and its reiation with India. It sought 

to establish a responsible Government in Sikkim with a more 

democratic constitution, guaranteeing fundamental right, rule of law, 

independent judiciary and greater legislative and executive powers 

for the representatives of the people elected on the basis of equitable 

representation of all section of people. The Agreement, most 

importantly provided for a Legislative Assembly for Sikkim elected on 

the basis of adult franchise, an Executive Council responsible to the 

Assembly and safeguards for minorities. Under the Agreement, India 

was to provide the head of the administration (Chief Executive) to 

ensure democratization, good administration communal harmony 

and social development. The Assembly was to be elected every four 

years on the basis of adult franchise under the supervision of the 

Election Commission of India. 

The new Assembly was to be set up on a "One man, one vote" 

franchise, but with a provision that no single group from the Bhutia, 

the Lepcha or the Nepalese will hold a dominant position. The 

Assembly was empowered to legislate and adopt resolutions on 

fourteen enumerated Subjects namely : (a) Education (b) Public 

health (c) excise (d) press and publicity (e) transport (f) bazaars (g) 

forests (h) public works (i) agriculture U) food supplies (k) economic 
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and social · planning including state enterprise (1) home and 

establishment (m) finance and (n) land revenue. The Assembly could 

not discuss or ask questions on the following four topics, namely, the 

Chogyal and the members of the ruling family, matters pending 

before the court of Law, the appointment of the Chief Executive and 

members of the Judiciary, and any matter which concerns the 

responsibilities of the Government of India. The Government of India 

was to be solely responsible for the defence and territorial integrity of 

Sikkim and was to be responsible for the consult and regulations of 

the external relations of Sikkim whether political, economic or 

financial 

A Chief Executive nominated by the Government of India was 

to be appointed by the Chogyal. An Executive Council would be 

constituted of the elected members of the Assembly. They would be 

appointed by the Chogyal on the advice of the Chief Executive. The 

Chief Executive was to preside over the meetings of the Executive 

Council. The Palace establishment and the Sikkim Guard remained 

directly under the Chogyal. 

The Agreement has been summarized by L.B .Basnett, in his 

unpublished book 'The Merger of Sikkim' as «The May 8, Agreement 

was short, vague, and equivocal on many important issues. Within its 

short compass, however, 'the special interest' of the Government of 

India was amply safeguarded. It shifted power from the Chogyal to 

Delhi and confirmed New Delhi's right to take a direct interest in the 

Kingdom's internal affairs. The predominant position of the Chief 

Executive, who had to be a Government of India nominee, ensured 

Indian control in all spheres of the Government. He was not only to be 

the Chief Executive, but also the President of the Sikkim Assembly. 

The Chief Executive shall have all the powers necessary for the 

discharge of his functions and responsibilities,' said clause 8 of the 

Agreement, This ensured unfettered powers to the Chief Executive." 
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({The Chogyal's powers were so curtailed as to reduce him to the 

titular Head of State. The Chief Executive was to keep the Chogyal 

informed and no more. He was supposed to obtain the Chogyal's 

approval of the ({action proposed to be taken" on all important matters, 

«except where immediate action was required." In such a case the 

Chief Executive could take action and obtain the approval later. This 

effectively reduced the Chogyal's power of approval to mere courtesy 

on the part of the Chief Executive. In case of any difference of opinion 

between the Chogyal and the Chief Executive, the matter was to be 

referred to the Government of India, through the Political Officer in 

Sikkim and the Government of India's decision was to be binding." 

He further writes, ((The Chogyal's loss of power was sought to 

be cushioned by allowing his privileges and prerogatives to remain 

intact. Whatever powers the Chogyal lost went to the Government of 

India's appointee. The Assembly, under the May-8 Agreement, as 

under the 1953 Constitutional Proclamation, could not discuss or ask 

questions on the Chogyal and the members of the ruling family. The 

Palace establishment and the Sikkim Guards remained directly under 

the Chogyal but along with it, it was also stated that he would perform 

his functions in accordance with the Constitution, his role was 

nowhere spelt out." 

'The legislative power contemplated by the Agreement for the 

people's representatives fell far short of the ones granted under the 

1953 Proclamation. The Assembly was to have the ({power to propose 

laws and adopt resolutions for the welfare of the people of Sikkim ((on 

a given set of matters, but not to enact them." On the Executive power 

of the Executive Council, he writes, ((The Executive Council under the 

Agreement was to fare no better than the one under the 1 953 

Proclamation. Here again, the Chief Executive was to dominate.'' He 

writes, ((One net gain from May 8 Agreement was the one man one 

vote system. The words ((equitable representation" (in the Assembly) 
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was confounded by ((no section of the population acqwres a 

dominating position due mainly to its ethnic origin" (Basenett.) (Datta

Ray S. K., 1984, pp. 200-202) (Das, 1983, pp. 116-117) 

Although all three parties representing the people of Sikkim 

had demanded responsible government, the May 8 agreement said 

nothing about a party system or the majority group's legislative 

rights. (Datta-Ray S. K., 1984, p. 202) The Sikkimese people did not 

profited from their rising. As soon as the text of the agreement was 

proclaimed, a wave of discontent swept over Sikkim. "Was it for this 

that the people had risen against the Chogyal?" was the question 

everyone asked. It took some time to pacify the matter. Pending the 

Assembly election, an Advisory Council was formed with effect from 

the 1st of August, 1973. It was composed of fifteen members with five 

members taken from each of the three main political parties, the 

SNC, the SNP and the SJC. The election to Sikkim Assembly, as per 

Tripartite Agreement, was scheduled to be held in April, 1974. 

(Basenett.) 

4. The 1974 Election: A New Approach 

The Agreement envisaged that the elections be held under the 

aegis of the Chief Election Commissioner of India. The Agreement 

provided for a thirty member Assembly. The new Assembly was to be 

set up on a "One man, One vote" franchise, but with a provision that 

no single group from the Bhutia, the Lepchas or the Nepalese will 

hold a dominant position. According to the parity formula, fifteen 

seats were allotted to the B-Ls and the remaining fifteen to the 

Nepalese including one for the Scheduled castes. Soon, both the 

sides demanded separate seats for the monks, the Scheduled Castes 

and a caste called the Tsongs, who though Nepalese in origin, 

claimed to be a distinct ethic groups. As a result, the new Assembly 

of thirty- two members instead of thirty was provided with two 
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reserved seats, one for the Scheduled Castes and the other for the 

monasteries. This maintained the parity, the Scheduled Castes being 

of Nepalese origin and the monk coming from the Bhutia-Lepcha 

group. The offer was finally accepted by all the parties. The claim of 

the Tsongs was rejected as they had always been a part of the 

Nepalese. The Sangha (monastries) constituency is a unique feature 

of not only Sikkim but also for the whole of India. It is reserved seat 

for the representation of the monastries of Sikkim as a whole and 

their Lamas. This constituency was to elect one member through an 

electoral college of the Sanghas whose members were not eligible to 

vote for any other constituency. Election to the 31 territorial 

constituencies of the Assembly was to be held on the basis of adult 

suffrage. A candidate, in order to be a member of the Assembly, had 

to be a subject of Sikkim and of 21 yrs of age. The Government of 

Sikkim was to form rules for the conduct of election in consultation 

with the Government of India. (Das, 1983, pp. 39-40}, (Datta-Ray S. 

K., 1984, p. 208), (Sengupta N. , 1985, pp. 93-94) 

The one man one vote system only partially met the people's 

demand for 'non-communal' and democratic system of election. The 

communal character of voting remained strongly entrenched. In fact 

the retention of 'parity' between the B-Land the Nepali communities 

aggravated the communal character under the one man one vote 

system. Under the previous system the voters of a community largely 

determined the election of candidates of their own community. Now, 

in an overwhelmingly large number of constituencies, the Nepalese 

voters by virtue of their numbers were bound to determine the 

election of B-L candidates. And yet the Nepali voters' had limited 

advantages, for they had no choice but to elect B-L candidates of 

their own community in a large number of constituencies where they 

were in a clear majority (Basenett.) 
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This new arrangement was however opposed and criticized by 

some political leaders who apprehended that this arrangement would 

embitter the relations among the communities and would lead to 

political polarization on the basis of race. Tsong were disgruntled 

when they were deprived of separate representation and lumped with 

the Nepalese. Lepchas were also dissatisfied because they were still 

bracketed with Bhutias. (Datta-Ray S. K., 1984, p. 208) The parity 

formula itself was contradictory because on the one hand it promised 

to ensure that no single section of the population acquires a 

dominating position and on the other hand, it assured of "equitable 

representation to all sections of the people on the principle of one-

man one vote" which would 111ean a Nepalese majorit'".f as they -vvere 

large in number. The communal parity granted was illusory that gave 

rise to deep dissatisfaction, which however remained muted for 

simple reason that there was no independent forum or party that 

could take up the issue. 

120 candidates filed nomination papers for election to the 31 

territorial constituencies, one being Sangha constituency. Eventually 

there remained only Eighty-one candidates in the field. Three SNC 

candidates Kazi Lhendup Dorji being one of them were declared 

elected uncontested. Of the 81 candidates, there were only 5 

belonging to the SNP, the SNC had one candidate for each of the 

remaining territorial constituencies, and the rest were independents. 

(Sengupta N. , 1985, p. 94) 

Sikkim went to the polls 1n April, 1974. Voters turned up in 

unprecedented numbers. The SNC swept the poll outstandingly by 

winning 27 seats out of 28 contested of 31 territorial constituencies. 

One seat went to the SNP which in the previous election captured 

half of the 18 elective seats and one Karma Campo Lama who won 

the Sangha seat was also a SNC candidates. For the first time since 

the inception of the Sangha seat, the SNP, whose preserve it had 
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always been failed to wm this seat. As such, the Sikkim Congress 

won all the seats but one. (Sengupta N. , 1985, p. 95) This made Kazi 

the leader of highest stature on the scene. B.S Das in his book 'The 

Sikkim Saga' writes, "The results were a clear indication of the mood 

then prevailing. The Chogyal was both the secular and the religious 

head. But, even the monks ditched him by electing a Sikkim Congress 

candidate." (Das, 1983, p. 43) 

5. Formation of Popular Government and Deformation of 

Namgyal Era 

The Sikkim Assembly held its inaugural session on the lOth 

and 11th of May 197 4.The first President or speaker of the new 

Assembly, B.S.Das administered the oath of all the members in the 

Assembly after which the Chogyal delivered his inaugural address as 

a Constitutional head. Kazi was formally designated as Leader of the 

House. On llt11 May while moving the motion on the vote of thanks, 

Kazi moved one formal resolution for consideration which had a far

reaching implication on the future events in Sikkim. Section C of the 

resolution requested the Government of India to depute immediately 

a constitutional advisor for i) giving a legal and constitutional 

framework for Sikkim ii) defining the powers of the Chogyal, the 

Chief Executive, the Executive Council and of the Assembly and iii) 

recommending to the Indo-Sikkim relationship and for Sikkim's 

participation in the political and economic institution of India. (Das, 

1983, pp. 45-46), (S.K. Sharma, 1998, pp. 103-1 09) The resolution, 

particularly Section C was in violation of May 8 Agreement. Firstly, it 

dealt with the question of the Chogyal which as per the Agreement 

was outside the purview of the Assembly. Secondly, it sought 

Sikkim's participation in the political and economic institutions of 

India. This would make any mentally equipped person to speculate 

as to how this could be possible without Sikkim becoming a part of 
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India? Nevertheless, the Assembly considered and passed the 

resolution unanimously. (Das, 1983, p. 46) 

Accepting the request of the Assembly, the Government of 

India deputed C.R. Rajgopalan, a constitutional expert who visited 

Sikkim, met different groups and sections of the people and the 

Chogyal and discussed about proposed Constitution for Sikkim. After 

his return to Delhi, the Government of India's draft Constitution 

which was called the Government of Sikkim Bill, 197 4 reached 

Sikkim in June, 1974. (Das, 1983, p. 48), (Basenett.) 

The Bill instantly became the centre of controversy, and met 

with vehement protest from the people. It was found to be full of 

loopholes and giving so little to the representatives of the people. The 

objectors demanded that the Constitution Bill be drafted by a 

Constitutional Committee comprising Sikkimese intellectuals with 

the help of a constitutional expert of India. They also insisted that 

the portfolios of Finance, Home and Establishment Departments be 

placed under the people's representatives and not under the Chief 

Executive, Sikkim should have a Prime Minister and not a Chief 

Minister. (Datta-Ray S. K., 1984, pp. 219-228) The objectors, 

particularly, the members of the SNP and other pro-Chogyal groups 

appealed Kazi and other elected members of Sikkim Assembly to 

meticulously weigh the provisions of the Bill with regards to the 

peoples' aspiration for a full-fledged democratic rule and not a 

merger. Section 30(c) of the Bill which enabled legislators to "seek 

participation and representation for the people of Sikkim in the 

political institution of India" was looked upon with great suspicion as 

a prelude to Sikkim's ultimate merger with India. (Datta-Ray S. K., 

1984, p. 218), (Basenett.) 

The Assembly was summoned on 20thJune to consider the 

draft constitution but it was vigorously protested by a crowd of 
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demonstrators which included all sections of people from all walks of 

life. The demonstrators including Government officials and students, 

women and children gheraoed the Assembly hall to prevent the 

Assembly session and in the process braved the lathi charge and 

burst of tear gas of C.R.P.F. R.C Poudyal and N K Subedi, the elected 

members of the Sikkim Assembly went a step forward to begin a 

protest fast against the bill further boosted the atmosphere. {Datta

Ray S. K., 1984, pp. 219-228) 

The Assembly met in the evening and suggesting certain 

amendments approved the draft constitution. {Das, 1983, pp. 50-51), 

(S.K. Sharma, 1998, pp. 11 0-113)(Appendix V) The resolution was 

then forwarded to the Chogyal for his approval on June 24th. But the 

Chogyal opined that since the contents of resolution had far reaching 

implications on Indo-Sikkim relations, he wanted to discuss it with 

Delhi first. He had three demands as spelt out in his letter to the 

then Prime Minister of India. The demands were: the setting up of a 

democratic institution ensuring the maximum participation of the 

people in the Government of Sikkim; safeguarding the legitimate 

interests and responsibilities of Government of India in Sikkim and 

guaranteeing the separate identity of Sikkim. He advised against 

calling the Assembly to session in view of the prevailing tension in 

the Kingdom regarding the Bill. (Appendix-VI) The Chogyal's visit to 

Delhi was unsuccessful. The Assembly was summoned on 28th June 

in deference to Kazi's demand and the Chogyal's views and 

reservations about the Bill were conveyed to the members. In 

response to this, Kazi rumbled, ((This Assembly and the entire people 

of Sikkim are shocked at the tactics adopted by the Chogyal and his 

ill- advised advisers to delay adoption of this Bill." ((The proposed Bill 

is entirely in conformity with the Agreement of May 8, 1973 to which 

the Chogyal is a party." He alleged that the aspirations of people for 

enjoyment of basic and fundamental freedom was threatened by 

nefarious activities of the Palace and the Assembly could no longer 
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wait for the Chogyal to stop his dilatory tactics to prevent the 

enactment of the Bill. Therefore, the Assembly approved the Bill 

unanimously. (S.K. Sharma, 1998, pp. 114-117), (Das, 1983, p. 52) 

(Datta-Ray S. K., 1984, p. 231}, 

The special session of the Assembly was fixed for July 2,1974, 

whereby, the Chogyal wished to address the session and discuss and 

exchange their views on the Bill. The Assembly boycotted this 

session and held that they did not see any reason for any further 

Assembly session as the presence of the Chogyal with his 

revolutionary stand would have proved detrimental to the sse. 
(Basenett.) The Assembly met at 3.45 P.M on July 3 to consider the 

comments of the Chogyal on the Government of Sikkim Bill, 1974, 

prepared by the legal experts which were read out in the Assembly 

on behalf of Chogyal. Having heard the comments, Kazi stated, "We 

do not understand what is to be gained by further delay. Every hour 

that passes is only increasing resentment among the people of Sikkim 

and making more difficult the task of reconciliation and development of 

cooperative functioning amongst us all, which is so urgently needed.'' 

The Assembly again endorsed and adopted the Bill in the form in 

which it was passed on June 28 and again called for the Bill to be 

given effect immediately. (Proceedings of the SLA, July 3 1974, 

Document) The frustrated Chogyal also finally put his seal to the Bill 

on 4th July and it became an act which sealed the fate of Sikkim as a 

separate entity. (Das, 1983, p. 53}, (Datta-Ray S. K., 1984, pp. 231-

237)(Document--The Government of Sikkim Act) 

The act provided for a democratic setup with the Chogyal as its 

constitutional head. The ministry was formed which was due since 

April 1974 due to unusual circumstances on July 23rd 1974, with 

Kazi Lhendup Dorjee as the Chief Minister. (Das, 1983, p. 54) The 

first step of Kazi Lhendup Dorji on assuming office was to request 

Delhi to take suitable action fulfilling the objectives laid down under 
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clause 30 of the .new Constitution, entitled "Association with 

Government of India", to accelerate Sikkim's closer ties and 

representation in the Indian Parliament. This meant the amendment 

of the Indian Constitution as Sikkimese representation in the 

Parliament could only be possible if Sikkim's territory became a part 

of India. (Das, 1983, p. 55) Delhi as a result, sent a draft 

constitutional amendment bill (Thirty- fifth Amendment Act of 1974) 

which stated: 

"After Article 2 of the Constitution, the following shall be 

inserted, namely: 

2A-Sikkim, which comprises the territories specified the 

Tenth schedule, shall be associated with the Union on the terms and 

conditions set out in that schedule" (S.K. Sharma, 1998, p. 98) (35th 

Amendment Act-Document) The Bill was introduced in the Parliament 

and was passed with an overwhelming majority and Sikkim became 

in September 197 4 an associate state of India providing her 

representation in the Indian Parliament. (Das, 1983, p. 56) 

While the Constitution (35th Amendment) Bill was being 

considered by the state legislature of India, opposition to it continued 

in Sikkim. The opposition conducted by students was one of the 

several symptoms of resentment. It organized school boycotts and 

rallies against associate statehood and demanded restoration of the 

Chogyal's power. (Datta-Ray S. K., 1984, pp. 264-65) They wrote letter 

to the Chief Executive, Government of Sikkim to clarify certain points 

of the bill. Their main point was whether the word 'association' 

preserves and maintains the 'separate identity' of Sikkim. Though 

almost all of Sikkim's intelligentsia, government officials, a sizable 

number of the members of the Sikkim Assembly, and the general 

public were inwardly sympathetic to the opposition to the grant of 
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associate status to Sikkim, this sympathetic attitude however 

remained passive. (Basenett.) 

According to the Government of India, Sikkim still retained its 

'autonomy' or personality' for all that had been done was to bring 

Sikkim closer to the Union by giving it 'associate' instead of 

'protectorate' status. (Ram, 1974) N. Ram in his article, "Sikkim Story: 

Protection to Absorption" writes, "If the treaty of 1950 was 'a grossly 

unequal One', by the Government of Sikkim Act, 1974 and the 35th 

Constitution Amendment Bill, the Government of India has bound 

Sikkim hand and foot. By the provisions of the Government of 

Sikkim Act. 1974, the head of the administration in Sikkim is the 

Chief Executive nominated by the Government of India and 

appointed by the Chogyal [Section 28 (I)] The Chief Executive has 

been vested with all powers to ensure "compliance with any decisions 

taken or orders or directions issued by the Government of India in 

the due discharge of its responsibilities" [Sec 28 (3)]. In the event of a 

difference of opinion with the Chogyal-in respect of any matter., the 

decision of the Government of India shall he final" [Section 29 (2) 1. 

The Chief Executive is the President of the Assembly and performs 

all the functions of the Speaker [Section 13(1)]. The Chief Minister 

and the other Minister.; are appointed by the Chogyal "on the advice 

of the Chief Executive" [Article 23 ( 1) 1. The Chief Executive has the 

power to veto legislation covering finance, home, minorities and 

relations between the Chogyal and the Sikkim government. The 

subjects on which the Assembly may "discuss, make 

recommendations or make laws" are carefully specified so as to 

exclude the effective management of even Sikkim's internal affairs. 

(Ram, 1974) 

The Chogyal, had not reconciled himself to the new 

arrangement. He became a figure head linking the constitutional 

arrangement in the new system. He was dissatisfied with his status 
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as a constitutional head of state of which he was an absolute ruler 

till the other day. He tried to wreck the new arrangement by 

initiating an attitude of confrontation with the popular ministry 

headed by Kazi Lhendup Dorji. He sought to erode the credibility of 

the Sikkim Congress by creating internal dissention. (Das, 1983, p. 

59) Kazi, on his part made several representations to the Indian 

Government alleging that the Chogyal's activities were 

unconstitutional, illegal and anti-Indian and stated that the 

Sikkimese would not tolerate any anti-democratic activities and 

alleged that the Chogyal was unnecessarily trying to internationalize 

the Sikkim issue. Kazi then decided to take an extreme step to put 

an end to the Namgyal Dynasty. (Basenett.) But it was the Chogyal 

who finally provided the opportunity to do so. 

In March 1975, the Chogyal was invited 1n his personal 

capacity to the coronation of King Birendra by the royal family of 

Nepal. Delhi cleared his visit, but had second thoughts in the 

eleventh hour realizing that with all the foreign delegations attending 

the coronation, the Chogyal would do mischief. But it was too late to 

prevent his departure. He met Chinese delegation and gave a press 

conference in Kathmandu criticizing Delhi and the SNC leader. There 

was an immediate reaction in Delhi and Gangtok. Kazi came out with 

a counter-attack on the Chogyal stating that he had not reconciled 

himself to the democratic aspirations of his people and had been 

playing a destructive role. It was alleged that the Chogyal had been 

the greatest obstacle in the smooth functioning of the democratic 

government, he and his agents had been doing everything in their 

powers to discredit and weaken the ruling party so that they may 

regain their lost powers. (Datta-Ray S. K., 1984, p. 294}, (Das, 1983, 

p. 61} 

The ruling party thereupon began a campaign for the removal 

of the Chogya:l. The Assembly met and passed a resolution on April 
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10, 1975, demanding removal of the Chogyal as having observed the 

harmful activities of Chogyal designed to restore his autocratic rule 

In Sikkim, stifle democracy, frustrate the establishment of 

responsible government in Sikkim and impede the orderly political 

and economic progress of the people of the Sikkim. It also demanded 

Sikkim's merger with India, enjoying a democratic and fully 

responsible government. It was decided that the aforesaid resolution 

be submitted to the people for their approval. The resolution was put 

to vote and unanimously passed. (Das, 1983, p. 61), (Basenett.) (S.K. 

Sharma, 1998, pp. 124-125) 

On April 14, 1975, the 'Special poll' was held to seek public 

opinion on the issue: the abolition of the institution of Chogyal and 

Sikkim's merger with India. Sunanda k Dutta-Ray writes, "The 

morning of 14 April dawned crisp and clear. Two battalions of armed 

CRP troops, as well as Khorana's (the then police commissioner) 450 

policemen, manned 57 polling booths for an estimated 97, 000 voters." 

"The resolution was printed in English, Nepalese and Sikkimese on 

slips of pink paper. In each polling booth stood a box in the identical 

shade of pink marked "for" and a white one labeled «Against". 

Inevitably, people objected that the same colour had deliberately been 

chosen to mislead the simple into believing that since ballot papers 

were pink, they were meant for the pink boxes supporting the 

resolution. The Sikkimese were not allowed any opportunity to discuss 

the procedure, or digest what was being perpetrated in their name." 

He further states, 'The resolution's wording was also loaded. Some 

Sikkimese admitted that they did not want the Chogyal but they 

wanted even less to be a part of India. They were allowed no choice." 

(Datta-Ray S. K., 1984, pp. 308-309) 

The result went overwhelmingly 1n favour of the merger. 

According to the Government gazettee there was 63 per cent of voters 

turnout. 61,133 numbers of votes were cast, 59,637 favoured the 
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resolution and only 1,496 opposed it. But the ground reality was 

different. Dutta Ray writes, ((Only a thin trickle of voters could be seen 

in Gangtok where the presiding officer told me at the end of the day 

that a mere 453 out of 2,200 registered voters-not even 20.6 percent -

had bothered to tum up. Attendance must have been considerably 

lower in the distant countryside which had scarcely been touched by 

controversy, where the complicated resolution would have been 

unintelligible, and where Kazi's party had no base." Nar Bahadur 

Khatiwada gave an interesting statement on the so called special 

poll. He states, "The events of the 1973 uprising were fresh in the 

minds of the people when elections to the Sikkim assembly in April 

197 4 were announced. After months of electioneering, the elections 

were held on 15 April, but barely 37 per cent of the total electorate 

exercised their franchise. Yet when the "special poll" was held within 

72 hours of announcement surprisingly enough it was claimed that 

over 65 per cent of the voters voted. 

It is an open secret that in a difficult and hilly terrain like 

ours, it would be next to impossible to even reach some of the polling 

booths in the interiors in such a short time. Yet even in the far flung

areas voting is said to have taken place. The results of the poll were 

indeed fantastic, because the whole affair had been so very well stage 

-managed that even though ballot boxes did not reach some of the 

polling booths, there was no difficulty in announcing the results. 

All polling booths were managed by Indian personnel assisted 

by the Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF). The polling for the few 

that turned up at the booths was done by the CRPF on duty. Those 

of the voters who tried to be smart and tried to cast their votes 

themselves were beaten up in the booth itself, and ordered to cast 

the vote in the "red" box-the so called box of the people."He further 

added, "The "special poll" took place under the auspices of the 

Sikkim election commission which had not been vested with any 
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authority to conduct such polls under the Government of Sikkim Act 

197 4 or under any other law of Sikkim. The "special poll" was, 

therefore, unconstitutional and illegal, and forcibly imposed on the 

Sikkimese people. In fact, it was conducted merely to hoodwink some 

of the Hon'ble members of Parliament (in India) who had demanded 

for a "referendum" in Sikkim in course of the debate on the thirty

fifth amendment Bill in parliament in September 1974. 

At the time of the "special poll" the authorities informed the 

people that the poll was being held to find out the people's wishes as 

to whether they still wanted the autocratic rule of the Chogyal or full 

democracy under Kazi. At no stage were the people told that the 

"opinion poll" was taking place to settle the merger issue. The 

Sikkimese were thus befooled and deceived, and so were the hon'ble 

members of Parliament and the people of India as a whole." (Datta

Ray S. K., 1984,pp. 310-311) 

Nevertheless, accepting the verdict of populace expressed in 

the controversial "special poll", the Indian Parliament introduced the 

Constitution (36th Amendment) Bill to convert the kingdom into 

India's twenty-second State.(The cynical rationalization offered for 

the engineering of the 'merger' of Sikkim into the Indian Union was 

that India was extending 'democracy' into an admittedly feudal 

principality. (Hypocricy Unbound, 1978)The Lok Sabha adopted the 

Bill by 299 votes to 11 on 23 April and Rajya Sabha by 175 to 3 on 

26 April. Finally the President of India affixed his signature on the 

Bill on May 16, 1975, thus, making Sikkim the 22nd State of Indian 

Union. (Datta-Ray S. K., 1984, p. 319), (Basenett.) 

With the merger, the historical era of the Chogyal also came to an 

end. The affair of the new State passed on to the Home Ministry from 

the Ministry of External Affairs. B.B. Lal, the Chief Executive, took 

over as the first Governor of Sikkim on May 16 and the India House, 
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formerly a Residency, became Raj Bhawan. (Das, 1983, p. 62), (Dutta

Ray, 1984, p. 321) Thus, 16th May of 1975, saw the disintegration of 

Sikkim as a separate entity and became the twenty-second State of 

the Indian Union, bringing to an end 333 years old "Chogyal 

Regime". 
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1. Transition 

CHAPTER 

3 

Politics in Sikkim after 
the Merger 

Change through the passage of time occurs in every society in 

some or the other way but change in Sikkim from Kingship to 

democracy came abruptly in Sikkim and people were not really 

prepared for the system. Many unexpected changes altered the basic 

character of Sikkim>s unique personality as one knew it in 1973. 

(Das, 1994) The post merger era brought about a painful process of 

conversion to the political and economic culture of an Indian state. 

(Das, 1994). The system of governance and institutions introduced by 

the merger were hitherto unknown to the Sikkimese. B.S.Das writes 

in his book "The Sikkim Saga", <The transfer of governance from the 

Ministry of External Affairs to the Home Ministry of India Government 

itself brought about a big change in style of dealing of India 

Government with personalities and problems of Sikkim. This was the 

first noticeable impact on the Sikkimese." (B.S.Das, 1983, p. 1 03) 

The currents and cross-currents of the political life, the intra

party squabble, intra-community and inter-community 

contradictions, working of the democratic government, and the 

economic development of the state and disappointment of the people, 

all were the features of the politics in Sikkim during the time. Several 

factors generated disappointment both among the elite and the 

common mass. Communalism, which had been a permanent feature 

of the Sikkimese politics, assumed an undesirable form. Distrust, a 

sense of insecurity flowing from their feeling of becoming aliens in 
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their own land, gripped the minds of a section of the people, while 

the flow of outsiders in Sikkim made others uneasy. (Sengupta N. , 

State Government and Politics in Sikkim , 1985, p. 98) . It appeared 

that the merger of Sikkim had always been a burning question in the 

minds of many. However, a huge amount of fund for development, 

people's aspirations for freedom and other advantages of merger 

struck a balance and made Sikkim's transition a smooth one. 

L.B. Basnett, in his unpublished book titled: "Merger of 

Sikkim" writes, ((The ruling coterie, the privileged classes and the 

Bhutia community were shocked during the first few days, but soon 

adapted themselves to the changed circumstances and addressed 

themselves to protecting their own class interests to the extent possible 

under the new dispensation. The Lepchas, who had hitherto been 

down-trodden, looked forward with great expectations to a pampered 

treatment on account of their community having been officially 

recognized as the aboriginal community of Sikkim. The Nepalese of 

Sikkim, who had been used as the 'people' of Sikkim throughout the 

period intervening between the April-1973 movements and the merger 

of Sikkim in India, did not lose anything by the ouster of the Chogyal. 

2. Mergers after the Merger 

Soon after the merger in 1975, the Congress Party of India 

began pressing on the Kazi to merge the SNC with the Congress. As a 

result, it ceremonially merged with the INC in December, 1975 and 

became a state unit of the Congress and came to be known as 

Sikkim Pradesh Congress. The lone National Party representative in 

the Assembly also joined the Congress, making the House single 

party affairs. Practically there was no other party in Sikkim during 

this time. (Sengupta N. , State Government and Politics in Sikkim , 

1 985, p. 166) 
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Very Soon, Congress leadersfrom Delhi had direct involvement 

1n Sikkim Pradesh Congress affairs. The Kazi's leadership of the 

1973 movement against the Chogyal was very different than as a 

Chief Minister and leader of the ruling party 1n 1975. The 

heterogeneous organization of the Sikkim Pradesh Congress could 

not develop any integrity within the party. The internal contradiction 

within the Sikkim Pradesh Congress already started surfacing. Inner 

party conflict, clash of interest, and impact of communalism all these 

found their way in Sikkim's politics. N .B. Khatiwada parted company 

with the Kazi's party along with three other MLAs and formed the 

provincial unit of the Congress for Democracy which later became 

the Sikkim Prajatantra Congress (SPC) in 1977. Khatiwada criticized 

Kazi as a man completely dependant upon the "imported 

bureaucrats" who knew nothing of Sikkim and felt nothing for 

Sikkim. (Sengupta N. , State Government and Politics in Sikkim , 1985, 

pp. 166-167) 

In the midst of all these, the old anti-merger forces were 

reviving and gaining grounds. They depicted Kazi as Delhi's stooge, 

with no mind of his own. Kazi's credibility was eroded considerably 

because of his complete dependence on Delhi even on matters which 

concerned the local administration. The Sikkimese civil servants 

resented kazi's act and maligned him as the Chief Minister. Serious 

rifts on ethnic lines started raising its ugly heads in the Cabinet too. 

(B. S.Das, 1983, p. 1 04) 

During this time a senes of public demonstrations all over 

Sikkim took place in order to protest against the working of the 

Government which culminated in the formation of Sikkim Janata 

Party (later changed its name and became Sikkim Janata parishad) 

by Mr. Nar Bahadur Bhandari, a prominent leader of the United 

Independent Front in the 197 4 elections in the 22nd March, 1977. 

In the meantime, the ~Janata Party came to power at the centre. 
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(Sengupta N. , State Government and Politics in Sikkim , 1985, p. 167) 

Being totally dependent on Delhi Kazi was left with no choice than to 

merge with Janata Party. The Sikkim Congress once again joined 

Janata Party with the exception of one woman MLA Mrs. Hemlata 

Chettri, who remained the lone member of Congress. Thus the 

second merger of the Sikkim Congress occurred. Kazi was dubbed as 

"a man of mergers". (Sengupta N. , State Government and Politics in 

Sikkim , 1985, p. 167), (B. S.Das, 1983, p. 1 05) 

The lone Congress member in the House, Mrs. Hemlata Chettri 

later joined the SPC. The SPC gradually went on increasing its 

strength in the House and later demanded to be recognized as the 

opposition party in the House. Its demand was fulfilled on 23rd 

September 1977 although it was opposed by the ruling party initially. 

(Sengupta N., State Government and Politics in Sikkim, 1985, p. 168) 

After the second merger of the Sikkim Pradesh Congress with 

the new Sikkim Janata Party, Khatiwada promptly joined with the 

anti-merger (Sikkim's merger with India in 1975) forces. He became 

not only a bitter critic of Delhi, but also demanded that Sikkim be 

restored to the status prior to 197 4. He, the strongest supporter of 

the merger, now accused Delhi of subterfuge and colonialism. 

(B. S.Das, 1983, p. 1 05) Kazi Lhendup Dorji who had been the 

undisputed leader of the people, lost his position considerably from 

all sides by this time. 

3. Parity Rejection and Political Resentment 

In such a political situation, the question of Sikkim's first 

election after the merger came into lime light. With the prospect of 

the election round the corner, the issue of seat reservation for 

different communities in the forthcoming election also came up and 

created apprehension in the already disturbed political atmosphere 

of Sikkim. The Government of India contemplated to do away with 
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parity formula of seat reservation between the Bhutia-Lepchas (B-L) 

and the Nepalese and proposed to reserve 12 seats for the B-Ls, one 

for the Sangha and two for the Scheduled Castes. The remaining 17 

seats would be general. (Sengupta N. , State Government and Politics 

in Sikkim, 1985, pp. 99-1 00) 

The equal representation of electoral seats between the two 

major communities in Sikkim, the B-Land the Nepalese was known 

as the parity system evolved in 197 4 in accordance with an 

agreement between the Chogyal and the political parties. (B.S.Das, 

1983, pp. 39-40) This parity had been maintained even in the 

Chogyal's time in whose State Council six seats were reserved for 

each of the two Communities in the 24 member Council. Even in the 

State Assembly elections of 1974, 15 seats were reserved for 

Nepalese, 15 for the B-Ls, one for Schedule Caste and one for 

Sangha. The parity was again maintained in the cabinet, which had 

four Nepali Ministers and four B-Ls, including the Chief Minister, 

who was a Lepcha. Under the new arrangement, however, no seat 

was reserved for the Nepalese even though 12 were reserved for B-Ls. 

Although the amendment also reduced the seats reserved for the B

Ls from 15 to 12, the B-L seats, it may be noted were now not 

reserved exclusively for the B-Ls but included other tribals in the 

State too. B-Ls reserved seats were decreased from 15 to 12, while 

their population increased substantially. (Kazi, 1993, pp. 228-229) 

Nepalese were the worst affected. They could now contest the 

elections only through the 17 general seats. 

The new arrangement evoked criticism not only from the 

opposition Party, SPC but also from a section of the ruling Janata 

Party. The majority of the Nepali leaders whether of the opposition 

parties or of the ruling party became agitated and apprehensive of 

the future of the Nepali people in Sikkim. The Nepalese lost the 

benefit of reservation, while the people from the plains were granted 
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right to contest the general seats. The Bill was introduced in the 

Parliament in the month of May, 1979. A section of the Sikkim 

Janata Party leaders, under the leadership of R.C Poudyal (the then 

Minister in Kazi's Government) became vocal against the Bill and 

called it a Black Bill. (Sengupta N. , State Government and Politics in 

Sikkim, 1985, pp. 175-176) 

With the inclusion of the Indian settlers as Sikkimese citizen, 

the general seats under which the Nepalese were to contest, had 

been practically reduced to equality in numbers, if not less with B-L 

who secured an advantage of twelve reserved seats having been 

notified as scheduled Tribes. It was worse than parity for the 

seventy-five percent who were Nepalese. (B.S.Das, 1983, pp. 106-7) 

The reservation for B-Ls in the Legislative Assembly should have 

been commensurate to their numerical strength (22%) vis-a-vis the 

rest of the population. By this yardstick they should have been 

allocated, at best, 6 or 7 seats, and not 12 as stipulated in the bill. 

The Nepalese contention was that if the Bill was passed as it was it 

would reduce the majority community in the State to a minority in 

the Assembly and elevate the minority community into an effective 

majority. They also apprehended that the right of the Indian 

business community from the plains to contest in the elections 

would mar the chance for Nepalese of bagging all the general seats 

(Phadnis, 1980) 

Mr. Bhandari, President of the SJP, who was opposed to the 

merger with India, also said that anti-Indian feeling would grow if the 

new bill were adopted by the Parliament. (Statesman (Calcutta}, 25 

August 1979). He said that the Centre must remember that the 

Indian Nepalese and Sikkimese Nepalese were not the same. The 

latter had contributed a great deal towards the merger with India. 

But now they were being suspected of having dual loyalties. 

Bhandari further said that the Nepalese had maintained 50:50 parity 
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1n the State Council although the centre had turned the scales 

completely against them. The resentment reached such a height that 

certain leaders started demanding reservation of seats for the 

Nepalese also and demand for disfranchising the plains people was 

getting a momentum. Thus, for the first time the issue of plainsmen 

vs. hill people seemed to surface in the Sikkimese politics which is 

now becoming a prominent issue day by day in Sikkimese politics. 

Poudyal had been very vocal against the Bill but by the middle 

of June, 1979 Poudyal was removed from the state cabinet. 

(Sengupta N. , State Government and Politics in Sikkim , 1 985, p. 1 76) 

He with his suooorters started nubliclv criticizing the leadershin of 
..L..!.. .1. - ..; - ---- L,:) .L 

the ruling party. The crisis within the party gradually precipitated. 

Poudyal held, «It was necessary to have reservation of seats for the 

Nepalese as they were likely to be reduced to minority in near future, 

unless some safeguard were immediately provided." (Sengupta N. , 

State Government and Politics in Sikkim , 1985, p. 176) On July 31, 

1979, Poudyal circulated a petition to the Members of the Parliament 

where he stated that the Bill was brought to the "Parliament without 

the knowledge of the Sikkim Assembly or that of the State Cabinet." 

It was held that the Bill was an attempt to invalidate and nullify the 

sacred commitments given to the Sikkimese people prior to the 

merger. (Sengupta N., State Government and Politics in Sikkim, 1985, 

p. 177) In the mean time, the political developments at New Delhi 

led to the resignation of Desai government, whereupon the Charan 

Singh government was installed. There was a sense of uneasiness in 

the ruling party circles in Sikkim. The dissidents tried to utilize the 

change in their favor. (Sengupta N. , State Government and Politics in 

Sikkim , 1985, p. 177) The new Prime Minister was urged upon to 

undo the injustice committed on the Sikkimese through the Bill 

introduced by the Desai government. (Sengupta N., State Government 

and Politics in Sikkim , 1985, p. 1 77) 
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Due to the new formula of seat reservation, there were two 

groups within the SJP. They gradually drifted apart in spite of the 

fact that possibilities were there to bring about a compromise and to 

patch up the differences. (Sengupta N., State Government and Politics 

in Sikkim , 1985, p. 177) Instead, the dissidents mustered a 

considerable strength to table a no-confidence motion against the 

Kazi ministry. Kazi with only ten MLAs in a 32 member house 

advised the Governor B.B. Lal to dissolve the Assembly on the 

ground that it had already completed its tenure on the 26th April 

before the dissidents tabled the No-Confidence Motion against his 

ministry. (Sengupta N. , State Government and Politics in Sikkim, 

1985,p.178) 

It may be recalled that the life of the Assembly had expired in 

April 1979, the last elections in Sikkim having been held in April 

197 4 when it was not a part of India. On the merger of the kingdom 

with the Indian Union in May, 1975 the original assembly became 

the assembly of the state of Sikkim under the Constitution of India. 

The Governor pre-empting a reported move by a large group of MLAs 

to table a motion in the House to countermand the merger of Sikkim 

with India dissolved the Assembly on 13.8.1979, evoking a sharp 

criticism from the dissident group. (Chaudhuri, 1979) 

The Kazi Government continued for some days and on 

17.8.1979 it resigned. President's Rule was promulgated in Sikkim 

for the first time on 18.8.1979 under Article 356 of the Constitution. 

(Sengupta N., State Government and Politics in Sikkim, 1985, p. 178) 

The Sikkim Janata Party finally suffered the split when 

Mr.B.B.Gurung, the Speaker, Mr. Dm:ji Tsering and B.P. Kharel the 

ex-Ministers and Mr. N.K. Subedi and K.C. Pradhan, both MLAs, 

resigned the primary membership of the party. (Sengupta N. , State 

Government and Politics in Sikkim , 1985, p. 178) In the month of 

September 1979, they came up with a new party called Sikkim 
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Congress (Revolutionary) (SCR) with 'the rising sun' as its symbol. 

R.C. Poudyal was elected as President of the party, Mr. Dorji Tsering 

and Adhiklal Pradhan as Vice Presidents, Mr. K.N Upreti and Jagat 

bandhu Pradhan as General Secretaries and Mr. Katuk Lama as the 

Treasurer. (Sengupta N. , State Government and Politics in Sikkim , 

1985, p. 179) 

Meanwhile at the Centre, the proclamation of President's Rule 

In Sikkim could not be approved by the Parliament since it was 

adjourned sine die following the resignation of the Charan Singh 

Government. With the dissolution of the Lok Sabha, the holding of 

the Assembly election in Sikkim became imperative. Therefore, the 

Election Commission fixed the date of election to be held on the 12th 

October, 1979 (Sengupta N., State Government and Politics in Sikkim, 

1985, p. 179) so that the new ministry could be formed before the 

expiry of the term of President's Rule. 

4. Parties in 1979 Election 

It was the first time that an election in Sikkim was being held 

under the Constitution of India. Viewed 1n the context of 

psychological typologies, the October 1979 election in Sikkim could 

be classified as a critical one in which the depth and intensity of 

electoral participation was higher than ever before and the socio

political imperatives of its pre- election politics led to new groupings 

and alignments. The President, before the election issued an 

Ordinance, called the Representation of the People {Amendment) 

Ordinance, 1979. It stated that the total number of seats in the 

Legislative Assembly of the state of Sikkim should be thirty -two, of 

which twelve seats were reserved for B-L, two seats for the Scheduled 

Caste of the State, one seat for the Sanghal and seventeen seats 

were kept general. No Assembly seat was reserved for the Nepali 

1 
Sangha seat can be counted as 8-L seat as its electoral college comprised of monks coming from B

L group. 
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Community whereas the plains people were g1ven the right to 

franchise. (Sengupta N. , State Government and Politics in Sikkim , 

1985, pp. 100-1 01) 

Seven political parties and independent candidates were in 

fray. National Parties such as INC, Janata Party, (CPI(M) , state 

parties viz, SJP, SCR,SPC , Sikkim Scheduled Caste League (SSCL) 

and other Independents contested the 1979 election. 244 candidates 

from different political parties and independents contested the 

election. The following table shows the number of candidates who 

contested on behalf of the political parties. 

Table 1: Name of Political Parties and Number of Seats 

Contested in the 1979 Election. 

--------------------------------~----------------------

N arne of Party No. of Seats Contested 

r--------------------------------+----------------------4 
1. Sikkim Prajatantra Congress 

2. J anata Party 

3. Sikkim Janata Parishad 

4.Sikkim Congress (Revolutionary) 

5. INC 

6. CPI (M) 

7. SSCL 

32 

30 

31 

27 

12 

2 

2 

(Statistical Report on the Elections to Sikkim Legislative Assembly , 

1979) 

Different political parties had different stand during the 1979 

election. SCR made Bill No. 79 (placed in the Parliament in May 1979 

which they called as <Black Bill') their main election issue. On the 

question of citizenship, the party demanded that all the people living 

in Sikkim till 1970, be given citizenship. It sought the recognition of 

the Nepali Language and its inclusion in the 8th Schedule of the 

Constitution. The SCR could muster the support of a sizable number 
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of Nepali Youths and others who came to Sikkim mainly from 

Darjeeling, Kalimpong, and Doors area in the wake of its merger with 

India. (Sengupta N. , State Government and Politics in Sikkim , 1985, 

p. 103) 

The SJP tried to convince the people that the Kazi Government 

functioned more tyrannically than the Chogyal. It brought into 

limelight different lapses of the Kazi Government. The Party made the 

anti- democratic activities of the Kazi Government, corruption, and 

merger of Sikkim the main issues of their campaign. The party 

promised to establish real democracy in Sikkim. (Sengupta N. , State 

Government and Politics in Sikkim, 1985, pp. 1 03-4) The leaders of 

the SJP, SPC and the SCR were branded as 'desh bechuwas' 

(persons who sold their country). The slogans "Sikkim for Sikkimese" 

and "Sikkirn Farkhaunchu" (Shall bring back Sikkim) were the main 

slogans used by the party in the electioneering. (Source: Interviews of 

senior politicians) 

SPC also pinpointed the different lapses of the Kazi 

Government. The party made the issue of Bill No. 79 and the 

question of land reform as its main election issue. The party 

promised to give maximum representation of the Sikkimese people in 

the administration of the State, if voted to power. It also promised to 

provide better education facilities, improve agriculture, and introduce 

land reforms and to fight for the inclusion of Nepali Language in the 

8th schedule of the Constitution. (Sengupta N. , State Government and 

Politics in Sikkim, 1985, p. 1 04) 

Kazi Lhendup Dorji and his Sikkim Janata Party had been the 

main target of attack of all the opposition parties. The ruling party 

had to counter the accusations leveled against it. The party mainly 

propagated its contribution to Sikkim's developmental activities in 

social, economic and other spheres. The party also condemned the 
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use of the issue of Bill No 79 to create a division among the 

Sikkimese people and the attempt to fan communalism of race, 

religion and caste. The party made anti-communalism the primary 

plank of its election campaign. (Sengupta N. , State Government and 

Politics in Sikkim , 1985, pp. 1 04-1 05) 

The C.P.I (M), which for the first time participated in the 

election in Sikkim, stood for the protection of the peasantry and the 

toiling mass. The party opposed the reservation as undemocratic and 

stressed upon the unity of the ethnic groups. It introduced a new 

element in the electioneering demanding trade union rights for the 

workers and village artisans. The party pledged to exempt all 

agricultural loans of the farmers, to introduce free education up to 

class XII and to implement land reforms as speedily as possible. 

(Sengupta N. , State Government and Politics in Sikkim , 1985, p. _1 05) 

Barring Kazi's Sikkim Janta Party, the election campaign of all 

the local parties and groups were basically anti-Kazi, anti-1979 

Ordinance, anti-merger and anti-plainsmen. Son of the soil policy 

was also very common slogan used by most of the political parties in 

this election. 

5. Sikkim Janata Parishad: First State Party in Power 

The Sikkim Janata Parishad won 16 seats and thereby became 

the single majority party in the Assembly. Except the SPC no other 

party contested the Sangha seat. An independent candidate won 

from the Sangha seat who was supported by both the Janata Party 

and the SJP. The elected Sangha candidate havingjoined the SJP, its 

total strength rose to 17. The SJP, therefore, gained the absolute 

majority in the Assembly. The SCR secured 11 seats, of which Mr 

B.B. Gurung won two seats, one from Chakung and the other from 

Jorethang - Nayabazar constituency. The SPC secured 3 seats. The 

Janata Party was completely routed in the election. It could not 
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secure a single seat in the Assembly. (Sengupta N., State Government 

and Politics in Sikkim, 1985, p. 1 08) (B.B.Gurnng, 2011) 

The following table shows the party performance in the 1979 

Assembly election. 

Table 2: Party Performance in the Assembly Election, 1979 

Name of Party 

1. SJP 

2. SCR 

3. SPC 

4. SJP 

5. INC 

6. SSCL 

I 7. CPI(M) 

l-~-- Independents 

No. of seats secured. 

16 

11 

32 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

1 

(Report on Election to SLA, 1979) 

The election in the Scheduled Caste constituency, Khamdong 

could not be held on the same date due to the death of a contesting 

candidate. Mr. B.B. Gurung of Sikkim Congress (R) having retained 

his MLA-ship from Jorethang constituency and resigned from the 

Chakung constituency, the seat in that constituency was declared 

vacant. (B.B.Gurnng, 2011) (Sengupta N. , State Government and 

Politics in Sikkim , 1985, p. 1 08) 

Of the 12 B-L seats, the Sikkim Janata Party secured eight 

seats, the SCR secured 3 seats and SPC secured 1seat. Out of 17 

general seats, the Sikkim Janata Parishad secured 8 seats, SCR 

secured 7 and the SPC secured 2 seats. One scheduled caste seat, in 

which election took place, was won by the SCR. Thus Sikkim Janata 

2 
The election in Khamdong constituency could not be held on the same date due to the death of 

a contesting candidate. It was held later in 1980 with the Lok Sabha election which was won by 
SPC.Hence, its strength rose to 4 
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Parishad secured the majority of the Bhutia- Lepcha and the general 

seats. (Statistical Report on the General Election to the State 

Legislative Assembly, 1979) 

The election result of 1979 was quite interesting to take note 

of. Only three local parties attracted much support from the 

electorate besides, one Independent candidate for the Sangha seat. 

The national parties such as the INC and the CPM also drew a blank 

and fared badly in the poll. The number of their candidates lost 

security deposits. Even in terms of percentage of votes polled, its 

performance was unexpectedly poor. The ruling party was totally 

wiped out. It was a unique case where the ruling party lost every 

single seat and an unregistered party called the Sikkim Janata 

Parishad under Bhandari's leadership fighting the election as 

"independent" emerged as the new ruling group. (B.S.Das, 1983, p. 

107) 

The result was a clear indication that Kazi's credibility was 

reduced to zero. Kazi who was elected uncontested and who won 31 

out of 32 seats in the 197 4 Assembly elections lost all 32 seats. He 

could not even retain his own seat although he being Lepcha 

contested from reserved B-L constituency in North Sikkim for his 

election. It signified his unpopularity among the masses. 

The causes of the rout of the Janata were manifold. No doubt 

development activities were undertaken during Kazi's regime but 

there was corruption and nepotism at various levels. Coupled with 

this was a gradual disenchantment of the local bureaucracy with the 

Kazi regime particularly because of the influx of a large number of 

officers from the Centre who held the top positions in the 

administration. Also, the party's merger with the Congress and 

subsequently with the Janata had proved rather costly in the 

political terms. Besides, the very symbol of Janata (a man wearing 
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dhoti with a plow) reminded the electorate of the plainsmen who for 

them were "dhotiwallas" about whom many had misgivings 

characteristics of the pattern of interaction between hill people and 

plainsmen. (Phadnis, 1980) 

The 1979 Ordinance for seat reservation also influenced the 

election results to great extent. The Ordinance which reduced the 

number of Bhutia- Lepcha seats from 15 to 12 and which did away 

with the seat reservation for the Nepalese who comprised about 75 

percent of the population was opposed by all except Kazi's Sikkim 

Janata Party. As Kazi was regarded as 'Delhi's Stooge', he was made 

responsible for keeping the 17 seats open to all communities to help 

the Indians to contest. Consequently, the popular mood was reflected 

in election results. (Sengupta N. , State Government and Politics in 

Sikkim , 1985, p. 112) If the Centre had not brought last minutes 

changes on the Assembly seat arrangement in 1979, the Parishad 

could definitely have got more than 17 seats. But because of the new 

arrangement, the Sikkimese people were divided on ethnic lines. 

(Kazi, 1993, p. 217) 

Although, it is said that the SJP was better organized in 

comparison to other parties in Sikkim but what kept the Sikkim 

Janata Parishad ahead of other state parties was its propaganda 

'Sikkim for the Sikkimese' and 'bring back Sikkim' which had helped 

the party to secure a good number of votes. It heavily banked on the 

people's sentiments of de-merger. With this slogan the party could 

also mobilize the votes of supporters of Chogyal. One may relate this 

with the Sikkim Janata Parishad's victory of 8 out of 12 B-L seats. It 

could not secure a good number of Nepali votes because these votes 

were divided among other political parties led by Nepali leaders. 

The election results indicated that the popular mood was 

against the merger. The entire voting was anti-Kazi voting, the 
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majority of which went to the Sikkim Janata Parishad. Another 

indicator of the election results was the strong preference to the state 

parties. Apart from the Sikkim Janata Parishad's impressive win, the 

other parties which shared the vote were local parties. The national 

parties' performances were very poor in the elections. 

Hence, Sikkim Janata Parishad founded and led by Bhandari 

became the first regional party to secure majority and form the 

Government. The Sikkim Janata Parishad leaders viewed the election 

results as a victory of the Sikkimese people who wanted to establish 

their rights and dignity lost during the rule of the Kazi Government. 

It was, they believed, a verdict against corruption and dictatorship of 

the Janata Government. (Sengupta N., State Government and Politics 

in Sikkim, 1985, p. 11 0) 
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State Party Dominance: Case of 
Sikkim Sangram Parishad 

1. Merger of Sikkim Janata Parishad 

Immediately after the assumption of office on 18/10/1979, 

Bhandari found Sikkim politically, economically and socially 

backward. There was no planning process for rapid development of 

Sikkim and there was no communal harmony. His government first 

took steps to meet the basic needs of the general public and 

refurbished the entire administrative set up in accordance with the 

change needed (Nar Bahadur Bhandari, 2011). 

The Parliamentary election took place in Sikkim on the 3rd 

January, 1980. It was the first such election in Sikkim. In 1977 

there was no election, since the candidate was returned uncontested. 

The bye-election to Sikkim Legislative Assembly (SLA) for Khamdong 

and Chakung was also held along with Sikkim Parliamentary 

constituency election in 1980. (Sengupta N. , State Government and 

Politics: Sikkim. , 1985, p. 113) Sikkim J anata Pari shad won all the 

seats and at the centre, Congress (I) returned to power with 

overwhelming majority. (ECI, Statistical Report on the Elections to the 

Lok Sabha, 1980) 

Politics in Sikkim assumed an interesting shape after the 

change in leadership at the centre. All the major political parties 

were in the rat race over the issue of getting recognition of the 

Congress (!).Whereas the opposition parties- SPC, a section of SCR 

as well as Janata Party wanted to join hands and come to power by 

getting support of Congress(I).The ruling party, SJP wanted Centre's 
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recognition to secure its power position and ultimately it was 

recognized by the Central leadership in July 1981.Thus shedding its 

'separate identity of State Party' the SJP merged itself with the 

Congress (I) (Sengupta N. , State Government and Politics: Sikkim. , 

1985, pp. 181-183) Bhandari thus became the second Congress (I) 

Chief Minister of Sikkim despite the fact that he was against the 

Congress at the time of merger. Bhandari held that since merger of 

Sikkim was fait accompli, in order to achieve demands and 

development in Sikkim, his party had to compromise with the 

Congress at the centre and took a bold decision to merge on 

14/07 I 1981 and became the state unit of Congress (I). (Nar Bahadur 

Bhandari, 2011) But the fact is that the local ruling parties in the 

smaller states are vulnerable to such absorption due to the pressure 

exerted by the centre. 

2. The Arbitrary Dismissal 

In the midst of this growing healthy political signs 1n Sikkim 

under the leadership of N .B. Bhandari there occurred the most 

unfortunate and undemocratic dismissal of Bhandari as Chief 

Minister of Sikkim in May 11, 1984 by the then Governor of Sikkim 

H.J. Taleyarkhan supposedly under article 164 (1) of the 

Constitution stating that Bhandari ceases to command his pleasure. 

(Chakaravarti, 1994) It was the most unexpected and surprising 

move taken by the then Governor. The very event once again 

changed the political scenario in Sikkim. 

In his press statement of 11th May 1984, Bhandari stated that 

the tussle between him and the Centre was already brewing for quite 

some time regarding Bhandari's three demands: seat reservation for 

Nepalese in the Assembly, grant of citizenship to "stateless persons" 

and recognition of Nepalese language. (Bhandari, 1984) His 

confrontation with the Centre reached its peak and surfaced during 
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his party Convention at Karfectar, Jorethang, and south Sikkim 

where he openly challenged the Centre to yield to his three demands 

and invited Centre to take immediate action against him which 

compelled Centre to do so. 

It is said that on lOth May, Union Minister of State for Home 

Affairs, P. Venkatasubbaiah and the State Governor asked him to 

give up his demands on reservation of seats for Nepalese in the 

Assembly and grant of citizenship to "stateless persons" or else 

resign. When Bhandari did not compromise with his demands, he 

was dismissed with no reason. (Bhandari, 1984) 

Some seasoned politicians hold that Bhandari's dismissal was 

because of his continuous defiance against the norms and directives 

of the party high command. By this time Bhandari was said to have 

become autocratic in his functioning and dealings with his 

colleagues and corruption had reached a new height. As such centre 

was looking for an opportunity to arm twist Bhandari and clip his 

wings, the Karfectar Convention served the purpose. (B.B. Gurnng, 

2011) (C.D.Rai, 2012) The Centre justified its stand thus: "Bhandari 

was removed as a majority of the State Legislators had lost 

confidence in him against whom several corruption charges had been 

leveled." (Kazi, Sikkim for Sikkimese Distinct Identity within the Union 

, 2009, pp. 63-64) He was asked to step down from chief minister 

ship and when he refused, he was dismissed by the Governor. (Kazi 

J. N., 1993, p. 145) 

The dismissal of Bhandari government did not evoke any 

resentment from the people or the political leaders. The opposition 

parties in the state welcomed the exit of Bhandari Government. It is 

said that Bhandari himself wanted to be dismissed rather than 

resign. His open confrontation with the Centre was viewed as his 

ploy of winning back the support and sympathy of the people to 
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come back to power in the next election as he had lost credibility 

among his colleagues and people by this time. Rift within the party 

was already created regarding the issue of merger of SJP with 

Congress (I) in 1980.The rift was further widened because of 

Bhandari's arrogance and autocratic style of functioning. He had no 

hope with the minority Bhutia-Lepcha electorate too after he failed 

miserably on his slogan, "bring back Sikkim" and "Sikkim for 

Sikkimese". Therefore, he was banking on majority Nepalese by 

appealing to their sentiments. There were other factors like 

corruption charge against him and uncertainty of victory of national 

party like Congress (I) in the coming Assembly elections. (B.B. 

Gurung, 2011), (C.D.Rai, 2012) Hence, it is assumed that this 

dramatic exit was most desired and welcomed by Bhandari. 

Although Bhandari by then had lost the respect and support 

he enjoyed before the merger of SJP with the National Party, 

Congress (I), people cannot ignore Bhandari's struggle and sacrifice 

in the pre-merger era. He had to suffer a lot and was beaten almost 

to death for his pro-Sikkim, anti-merger stand. Bhandari gained 

sympathies from the people for his arbitrary dismissal. His dismissal 

was; therefore, regarded unprecedented and undemocratic in the 

annals of constitutional democracy. 

3. 13 Days Wonder 

After the unfortunate dismissal of Bhandari on May 11, 1984 

the same Governor under the same provision of the Constitution of 

India appointed Mr. B.B. Gurung from Congress (I) who had defected 

into the ruling party from the Congress (R) and who was the Finance 

Minister in the Bhandari Cabinet as the Chief Minister of Sikkim on 

the same day. Thus, B.B. Gurung assumed the office as the Third 

Chief Minister of Sikkim. (Chakaravarti, 1994, p. 1 02) Gurung stated 
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that he became the Chief Minister by an accident as no body could 

dare say no to the party High Command then. (B.B. Gurung, 2011) 

After coming to power, Gurung stated that his Government 

would continue to fight for the just demands of the people, but stated 

that his approach with the centre in dealing with various problems of 

the state would be of "co-operation and consultation and not 

confrontation". (Kazi, Sikkim for Sikkimese Distinct Identity within the 

Union, 2009, p. 76) 

But Bhandari was not a silent spectator. He started to 

mobilize his supporters and threatened to quit the Congress (I).It was 

alleged that Mr. Bhandari was spending huge amount of money to 

win over some of the MLAs to destabilize B.B.Gurung's Ministry. 

Unfortunately, due to constant changes of loyalty and unpredictable 

moves by the MLAs, 17 MLAs defected from the ruling Congress 

Party. (Kazi J. N., 1993, p. 145) This made a situation in which the 

Government of the State could not be carried on in accordance with 

provisions of the Constitution. As a result, Assembly was dissolved 

on 25th May. Gurung's Government hardly survived for a fortnight 

owing to lack of support and instability. Due to the failure of the 

constitutional machinery, the then Governor of Sikkim recommended 

for imposition of President's Rule in the State under Article 356 of 

the Constitution of India on 25th May 1984 till the next State 

Legislative Assembly elections which were held on 5th March 1985. 

(B.B. Gurung, 2011), (Chakaravarti, 1994) 

4. The Birth of Sikkim Sangram Parishad 

Bhandari's dismissal from the chief minister ship acted as a 

mid-wife for the birth of new state political party. No sooner 

Bhandari was dismissed; he left Congress (I) in disgust along with 

his majority of legislators. The toppling of duly elected government 

was not only considered undemocratic and unconstitutional by 
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Bhandari, but considers it as 'the closure of Congress' political 

career in Sikkim.' (Nar Bahadur Bhandari, 2011) After this event, the 

need for the regional party was strongly felt. In an interview with 

Bhandari, he stated that small state like Sikkim get submerged in 

the ocean and as such their existence in such ocean becomes 

insignificant. The central government will be more interested 

promoting the interest of the bigger states with larger number of 

MPs. Sikkim suffered the same fate of a smaller state. But sections of 

people were convinced that the local interest and the local 

sentiments could best be promoted under a strong regional party 

government. As a result, Bhandari came out with a new state 

political outfit called SSP with his own red and white flag and an 

elephant as its election symbol in 1984 (Nar Bahadur Bhandari, 

2011) 

5. Aims and Objectives of the Sikkim Sangram Parishad 

According to the constitution of SSP, the party pledged to bear 

true faith and allegiance to the Constitution of India as by Law 

established and to the principles of Socialism and Secularism and 

Democracy and would uphold the Sovereignty, Unity and Integrity of 

India. It believed in de-centralization of administration through the 

Institution of Panchayati Raj and adhered to the Gandhian 

philosophy. The Party was committed to fight against all anti 

national activities to uphold the Constitution of India. It was also 

committed to fight against any policy of Exploitation, Suppression 

and Oppression and always endeavor to preserve unity and national 

integration of the country. It sought to endeavor for peace, progress 

and communal harmony and give priority to the preservation and 

promotion of backward communities and particularly the ethnic 

scheduled castes and scheduled tribes. It believed in equality of 

opportunity to all and fight against all forms of discrimination on 

grounds of caste, cre~d, gender and religion. It sought to foster unity, 
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friendship and harmony amongst all sections of the people in Sikkim 

and sought to give priority to the welfare of youth, women and 

children. It also sought to preserve, protect and promote the age-old 

customs, traditions and the cultural heritage of the people of Sikkim 

and preserve Sikkimese identity and pursued the 'son of the soil' 

policy. 

6. Organization of the Sikkim Sangram Parishad 

The SSP had two types of membership - Primary and Active 

membership. Primary membership was given to persons who were 

above the age of 18 having firm belief and faith in policies, aims and 

objects of the Parishad and who was not a member of any political 

party and think of interest of the organization above anything else. 

Persons fulfilling those above qualifications were considered eligible 

for Primary Membership of the party and had to fill up the 

membership form and pay Rsl/- minimum as annual membership 

fee. Membership had to be renewed every year failing of which his 

membership was automatically terminated. Active Membership was 

given to primary members who must have remained primary member 

of the Parishad at least for two years and must have been actively 

involved in the implementation of the policies and programmes of the 

SSP. Such persons had to fill up Active Membership form and pay an 

annual membership fee of Rs.l25/- which had to be renewed every 

year. But the President of SSP had the power to grant Active 

Membership to any primary member who may not have fulfilled 

above conditions. 

The SSP had the following Committees: 

a) The All Sikkim Sangram Parishad Committee (ASSPC) 

b) The Central Working Committee (CWC) 

c) The District Working Committee (DWC) 

d) The Working Committee at Panchayat Level. (WCPL) 
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The All Sikkim Sangram Parishad Committee consisted of all 

the office bearers and members of the CWC, the District Working 

Committee and all the Party MLAs and MPs. The strength of this 

Committee should not have exceeded more than 151 members. The 

Committee elected the President for three years term. It met once in 

a year at a time decided upon by the President. The meeting could 

have been called by the President at short notice if he so desired to 

discuss some very important and urgent matters. The meeting of the 

Committee could also have been requisitioned by one third of its 

members by sending a signed one month's notice to the President. 

The Committee deliberated on many important issues included in the 

agenda for discussion by the ewe. Members could ask for inclusion 

of any item in the agenda by sending a request to the General 

Secretary of the ewe at least fifteen days in advance from the date of 

the meeting. All decisions of the committee were taken either 

unanimously or by majority opinions of the members present and 

voting. 

The ewe of the SSP was a high power body consisted of one 

President, one Vice President, Four General Secretaries, two Publicity 

Secretaries, one Treasurer and four Joint Secretaries. Beside these, 

one Office Secretary and all Party MLA's and MP's were the members 

of the Committee. The strength of the committee should not have 

exceeded forty-five members. The CWC deliberated on all the matters 

and take decisions regarding the activities of the SSP. It met at least 

once in two months. Decisions of the Committee was either 

unanimous or by majority opinion of the members present. The 

Committee kept in touch with District and Panchayat Committees of 

the Sangram Parishad and guided them in all their activities. The 

quorum was one third of the total membership of the Committee. 

The President of the Party was placed at the top of the 

Committee. He presided over all the meetings of the All SSP 
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Committee and the CWC. He appointed the Vice President, the 

General Secretaries, the Treasurer, the Joint Secretaries and the 

Publicity Secretaries of the CWC. He appointed the Presidents of the 

DWC and the Committee at Panchayat level. He also had the power 

to remove any office bearer and suspend or remove any member from 

the party. He called the meeting of the All SSP Committee once in a 

year and the meeting of the CWC at least once in two months or any 

time he found necessary. The President had the power to constitute 

any committee for any specific purpose; he guided and directed all 

the activities of the SSP and nominated persons to fill up the vacancy 

in the All Sikkim Sangram Parishad/CWC. 

The President could submit his resignation on grounds of ill 

health or voluntarily without assigning any reason. He had to resign 

if 2 I 3 majority of members of the SSP adopts a motion of no 

confidence against him at a special meeting convened for the 

purpose. He had to submit his resignation to the Vice President. The 

President was automatically removed if he/ she was mentally 

unsound, he/she was declared insolvent by a Court of Law and if 

he/she was convicted for murder. In the event of death, resignation 

or removal of the President, the Vice President acted as the interim 

President for a period not more than forty days and within this 

period, a special meeting of the All SSP had to be held to elect a new 

President. 

Under the supervision of CWC was DWC. It consisted of 

President, Vice President, 2 General Secretaries, 1 Treasurer, 2 Joint 

Secretaries, 1 Publicity Secretary and 14 other members. The 

President at the District level was appointed by the President of SSP. 

The Committee met at least once in two months. It deliberated on 

all matters and take decision regarding the activities of the SSP in 

its district. Decisions of the Committee was either unanimous or by 

majority opinion of the member present .The decision of the 
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Committee received the approval of the President of the SSP before 

implementation. The quorum was half of the total membership of the 

Committee. The Committee had to be in constant touch with the 

head office of the SSP and the Panchayat Committees of the 

Organization. It had to guide the Panchayat Committee in their 

activities. The term of the Working Committee was for three years. 

Under DWC was the Panchayat level Working Committee. It had the 

same functions like District Level Working Committee at the village 

level and was smaller than DWC in terms of membership. 

There was a Parliamentary Board for the selection of 

candidates for elections or by-elections to the State Assembly and 

Parliament. The meeting of the Board was presided over by the 

President. The President nominated 4 members in the Board. In case 

of any difference of opinion about the selection of candidate or 

candidates, the decision of the President was final. There was Youth 

Wing and Women's Wing to harness the enthusiasm of the Youth 

and Women for the welfare of the people of Sikkim. These Wings 

discharged such functions as were assigned by the President. They 

functioned Constituency-wise and Panchayat-wise under the 

direction of the President The President nominated 4 representatives 

each from the Youth Wing and the Women's Wings in the All 

Sikkim Sangram Committee .There was a legal cell to look after 

legal matters pertaining to the Party. There was a Secretary who was 

in charge of the Legal Cell. There was also a Disciplinary Committee 

to look into anti-party activities by any member of the Organization. 

The Committee consisted of not more than 5 members. The 

Committee gave show cause notice to any member including in anti

party activities to explain in writing within 15 days. If no explanation 

came his membership was terminated in consultation with the 

President. The President of the SSP could also take disciplinary 

action on his own against any member including in anti-party 

activities. 
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There was no place for any rival /splinter group in the SSP. 

The ASSP and the CWC was considered relevant organs/bodies by 

the Election Commission for the determination of the relative 

strength of the rival splinter groups of the party in the event of a 

dispute or split taking place in the party. The ASSP had to decide on 

the merger of the organization with another party in its session to be 

specifically called for this very purpose. One month's notice was 

given to all members by the Head Office Secretary about the agenda 

of the session. The decision regarding merger was taken by 2/3 

majority of the members present and voting. The Constitution of the 

SSP had to be amended if any amendment moved at a special 

meeting called for the specific purpose was adopted by 2 j 3 majority 

of members present and voting. To move any amendment one 

month's notice had to be given 1n writing by one third of the 

members of the ASSP. Notice for the amendment had to be 

addressed to the President of the SSP. {The Constitution of Sikkim 

Sangram Parishad, 1984) 

The newly founded SSP contested both December 1984 Lok 

Sabha election and March 1985 Sikkim Assembly election with a 

new manifesto. (Nar Bahadur Bhandari, 2011) In the opening line of 

its election manifesto it stated, "The SSP was born at a time when 

the whole fabric of democratic institutions and constitutional norms 

was endangered following the undemocratic and illegal dismissal of 

Nar Bahadur Bhandari's Government in May, 1984." (Election 

manifesto of SSP for Lok Sabha Election, 1984) It contested the 1984-

85 elections on the following five main issues. 

1. Restore parity and maintain reserved seats for Sikkimese 

Nepalese as originally contained before merger and under 

article 371 F (f) of the Constitution of India. 

11. Citizenship for people rendered stateless in Sikkim and to fix 

the cut off year at 1970. 
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111. A son of the soil safeguard: to preserve local identity to give all 

government jobs and trade license to the Sikkim people. 

1v. Constitutional recognition to Nepali language under VIII 

Schedule of the Indian Constitution. 

v. To alter Centre-State Relations: for demanding more financial 

and political freedom for the States of the Indian Union. 

Moreover, the SSP with a promise to protect and preserve the 

interests and rights of Sikkimese pledged itself to foster communal 

harmony, national integration, secularism and development of 

Sikkim with a focus on safeguarding the edifice of the hard won 

freedom. and dernocracy. (Election rnani.fe'sto of SSP for Lok Sabha 

Election, 1984) 

7. Ticket to Dominance: The 1985 Election 

In the one day poll of March 1985, four national political 

parties such as Congress-!, Janata Party, CPI, CPI(M) and two 

regional parties viz., SSP and SPC, an unregistered political party 

in poll alliance with Himali Congress and the Gorkha League and a 

number of independent candidates contested the election. Congress 

-I had 32 candidates, JP -20, CPI-2, CPI (M)-1, SSP-32, SPC -14 and 

there were 94 Independents. All together there were 195 candidates 

in the fray. In the most prestigious Gangtok Constituency, 12 

candidates including Smt. Dil Kumari Bhandari (SSP) who was the 

first lady of Sikkim were fighting election. Besides there were three 

former Chief Ministers, 14 ex-ministers, an ex-IPS officer, an ex

Chairman of Gangtok Municipal Corporation,2 ex-Secretaries of 

Government of Sikkim and 10 Women candidates who contested 

from various constituencies. (Chakaravarti, 1994, p. 1 04) 

As compared to 1979 and other previous elections, the 1985 

elections demonstrated sophistication in campaigning and a distinct 

political maturity of both the people and political parties. The SSP led 
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by the former Chief Minister N.B. Bhandari swept the polls by 

winning 30 out of 32 seats. He was the only former Chief Minister to 

win this fiercely contested election. All the ten women candidates, an 

ex-IPS, two ex-Secretaries and eight ex-ministers had to bite the 

dust. (Chakaravarti, 1994, p. 104) There were 1, 55,041 numbers of 

electors but only 99435 numbers of electors voted in the election. 

The number of valid votes were 97057and 2378 (2.39% of total votes 

polled) number of votes were rejected. 

Table: 3 Flectors and Their Votes in the AssembJyElection, 1985 

No. of electors 
I 

No. of electors who j No. of valid votes No. of votes 
voted rejected I 

~--~I_s_s_o_4_I ____ ~t=== _______ 9_9 __ 435 ___ jL _____ 9_7o_s_7 __ ~~, _____ 2_3_7~8~--~~~ 
(Statistical Report on General Election to the Legislative Assembly of 

Sikkim, 1985) 

Out of these votes, SSP bagged 60371 votes which constituted 

62.20% of the total votes polled. It helped SSP to sweep 30 out of 32 

seats in the Assembly election leaving its rivals far behind. The 

performance of political parties which contested in the 1985 elections 

is given below: 

Table 4: Party Perfonnance in the Assembly Election, 1985 

Party No. of 
No of candidates elected No. of votes 0/o candidates --

CPI 2 0 25 0.03% 

CPI(M) 1 0 336 0.35% 

INC 32 1 23440 24.15% 

Janata Party 20 0 913 0.94% 

SPC 14 0 438 0.45% 

SSP 32 30 60371 62.20% 

Independents 94 1 11534 11.88% 

Total 195 32 97057 

(Statzstzcal Report on General Election to the Legislative Assembly of 

Sikkim, 1 985) 
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A noteworthy feature of the election of 1985 in Sikkim was the 

victory of a plainsman Balchand Sarda (ex-Chairman of Gangtok 

Municipality) from the prestigious Gangtok constituency. The voters 

in the constituency were equally divided among the Nepalese, tribals 

and the plainsmen. There was also some humiliation and 

embarrassment for Bhandari, who claimed himself to be the 

undisputed leader of the people of Sikkim. Sarda an influential 

businessman from the Marwari community in Gangtok, fought as an 

independent candidate and defeated the SSP candidate Smt. Dil 

Kumari Bhandari, a first lady of Sikkim and one of the strong 

architects of Bhandari's SSP. This was the first time that the member 

from a community, other than the three basic ethnic groups (Bhutia, 

Lepcha, Nepali) had been elected to the State Legislative Assembly. 

(Kazi J. N., 1993, p. 155) There were 8 males and 4 females 

candidates who contested from Gangtok Constituency. The number 

of electors were 9321 (3605 females and 5716 males) but the electors 

who voted dropped to 4 727 which was only 50.71% of total electors. 

Out of 4 727 votes polled from Gangtok Constituency, 4656 

were valid votes and 71 votes ( 1.50% of total votes polled) were 

rejected. The independent candidate Balchand Sarda was able to 

secure 2010 votes while SSP candidate Mrs.Dil Kumari Bhandari 

secured second position by winning 1749 votes. Hence Balchand 

won the prestigious Gangtok constituency by the slender margin of 

261 votes which was 5.61% of total valid votes. 
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Table 5: Votes Polled in Gangtok Constituency in the Assembly 

Election, 1985 

Constituency- 31 Gangtok 

Number of candidates 12 

Number of electors 9321 

Number of electors who voted 4727 

Number of valid votes 4656 

Number of votes rejected 71 

Number of votes secured by independents 2010 

1749 1 Number of votes secured by SSP 

I I 
I Margin 261 _j 

(Statistical Report on General Election to the Legislative Assembly of 

Sikkim, 1985) 

The Congress (I) which toppled the Bhandari Government in 

May 1984 suffered a humiliating defeat with just one candidate, 

Kalzang Gyatso returning from Kabi-Tinda, Scheduled Tribe 

Constituency of north Sikkim. There were 6 male and 1 female 

candidates and 3644 electors. Of those electors, 2408 electors voted 

in the election but only 2263 votes were valid and 145 votes (6.02% 

of total votes polled) were rejected. Congress (I) secured 1102 votes 

leaving behind its primary contender SSP by 339 votes (14.98% of 

Total valid Votes) 
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Table 6: Votes Polled in Kabi Tingda Constituency in the 
Assembly Election, 1985 

Constituency-25 Kabi -Tingda 

Number of candidates 7 

Number of electors 3644 

Number of electors who voted 2408 

Number of valid votes 2263 

Number of votes rejected 145 

Number of votes secured by Congress(!) 1102 

Number of votes secured by SSP 763 

Margin 399 
(Statistical Report on General Election to the Legislative Assembly of 

Sikkim, 1985) 

Except these two constituencies SSP won all the seats. 

Bhandari for the second time assumed office as fourth Chief Minister 

of Sikkim with his 11 members' cabinet team. There were many 

factors why Bhandari's newly formed SSP captured 30 of the 32 

seats in the House. Bhandari's triumphant return was as much due 

to his own popularity as to the totally confused and disorganized 

state of the Congress (I). (Kazi J. N., 1993, p. _Z 55) The SSP depended 

on Bhandari's popularity and the party's "pro'-Sikkimese" 

propaganda, which was based on the three basic demands-seat 

reservation m the State Assembly for all the three ethnic 

communities in Sikkim - Bhutias, Lepchas and Nepalese; grant of 

citizenship to state less person in Sikkim with 1970 as the cut-off 

year and inclusion of Nepali language in the Eighth Schedule of the 

Constitution and the 'sons of the soil' policy. Bhandari projected 

himself as the sole spokesman of the Sikkimese people, whose rights 

were trampled down by the Centre. He could garner the support and 

sympathy of the masses by projecting that he was thrown out of 

office because of his uncompromising stand on the three demands of 

his party. (Gyamtso, 2011), (B.B. Gurung, 2011}, (C.D.Rai, 2012) 

(Pradeep Yonzon, 2012) SSP's emergence to power with landslide 
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victory proved his allegation of unjustified dismissal of his 

government just a couple of months back. 

Due to the untimely assassination of the Congress President 

and Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi who knocked down Bhandri 

led to the taking over of his mother's place by Rajiv Gandhi who was 

a naive leader. His attitude towards Bhandari and Sikkim's politics 

was uncertain which proved to be beneficial for Bhandari and 

harmful for the Congress (I) unit in Sikkim. The situation could have 

been different had Indira Gandhi not been assassinated as Rajiv 

Gandhi did not play any political card with Bhandari. In a way he 

had been lucky. (C.D.Rai, 2012) Jigme N Kazi in his book Inside 

Sikkim Against the Tide writes, ((Bhandari won because he had no 

opposition in the State united enough to ensure that he did not make a 

comeback. He won because he had the necessary resources to defeat 

his adversaries." (Kazi J. N., 1993, p. 158) 

Allegations were also made of grave irregularities in the revised 

voter's list of the Assembly elections. The voters list had increased 

from 1.18 lacs in 1979 to 1.55 lacs prior to the Lok Sabha by

elections in December 1984, showing an increase of about 37,000 

names the period of five years. Many of those listed in the revised 

list were alleged to be "bogus voters" which voted for SSP and helped 

Bhandari to come to power. {Kazi J. N., 1993, pp. 158-160) Apart 

from the basic reasons, Bhandari's comeback was also because the 

majority of Nepalese, irrespective of whichever party they supported 

wanted anyone from their community to take the top post than 

someone from the minority Bhutia-Lepcha community because in 

the erstwhile Kingdom under the Bhutia rule, Nepalese were to play 

secondary roles. (C.D.Rai, 2012) The last hour propaganda of the 

polling was that if the Congress (I) came to power, the next chief 

minister would be from the Bhutia-Lepcha community, (as most of 

the defected MLAs who toppled the Bhandari Government were 
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Bhutia-Lepchas) and if the SSP formed the government, the chief 

minister would definitely be a Nepali. This type of communal and 

emotional appeal sold well to the Nepalese electorate, particularly in 

the rural areas. This was one of the main reasons why many BL 

leaders including Kazi lost in the elections. (Kazi J. N., 1993, p. 162) 

The defeat of prominent tribal leaders, some of them ex

ministers and office bearers of the Congress (I) ,in the March 1985 

Assembly elections, justified the apprehension that though 13 seats 

in the Assembly, including the lone Sangha seat, were reserved for 

the BLs, genuine tribal candidates, who had some standing amongst 

the people, could not be voted as the majority of the voters in the 

reserved constituencies of the tribals were Nepalese. (Kazi J. N., 

1993, p. 164) 

Bhandari after coming to power in March 1985 emerged as a 

new politician. He was more powerful, confident, authoritative and 

somewhat cocky. He demanded complete submission to his 

authority, and he got it. He did not tolerate any criticism from both 

within or outside the party. Political parties and social organizations 

had to either join him or face being silenced forever. The press was 

told to behave or face the consequences. The opposition parties in 

Sikkim completely disappeared from the political scene after their 

debacle in the Assembly elections. By then, it was clear to everyone 

that the era of "one-man-rule and one-party system" had begun. 

(Kazi J. N., 1993, pp. 163-164) 

The charges of corruption against Bhandari by his own 

Congress (I) legislators took an interesting turn after he came back to 

power in March 1984. Although the CBI had already registered 

several corruption cases against Bhandari soon after his ouster from 

chief minister ship in May 1984, the Centre failed to take appropriate 

action against him during the President's Rule in Sikkim which 
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lasted till his comeback in March 1985. (Kazi J. N., 1993, p. 173) 

During the entire term Bhandari had to live under the shadow of CBI 

scare. 

The 'sons of the soil' policy formulated and propagated by the 

Bhandari Government did not make much development. Selling of 

reserved seats for Sikkimese students non-locals, indiscriminate 

allocation and distribution of building sites and trade licenses, 

discrimination regarding grant of scholarships to students, refusal to 

allot work for local contractors on tender basis, favoritism and red

tapism concerning jobs in the Government service, and back-door 

leverage for non-locals to share in the State's administrative and 

economic development plans were a few examples of the Bhandari 

Government's various activities, which did not reflect the 'sons of the 

soil policy' they so passionately propagated before coming to power. 

(KaziJ. N., 1993,p. 201) 

By the time the 1989 election approached, Bhandari gradually lost 

the support of his own party colleagues. They claimed that they were 

Bhandari's genuine supporters, who were with him 'through thick 

and thin' during his political wilderness experience when he was 

constantly harassed by both the Central and State governments for 

his anti-merger stand (Kazi J. N., 1993, p. 201). 

8. The Sweep: Sikkim Legislative Assembly Election 1989 

In the election to the SLA held in the year 1989, Indian 

National Congress (I), two regional parties namely SSP and the Rising 

Sun Party of R.C. Poudyal and many independent candidates 

contested. It was therefore, a four cornered contest. SSP and the 

Rising Sun Party (SCR) were the main rivals as both were regional 

parties. There were altogether 118 candidates who contested in the 

1989 elections. Rising Sun Party had 31 candidates, SSP-32, 

Denzong peoples Chogpi-4 and there were 20 Independent 
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candidates. There were minimum 2 and maximum 6 contestants 

contested from different constituencies. The total registered voters 

were 1, 92,619 (1, 00,942 males and 91677 females) and 139227 

(76874 males and 62353 females) number of electors voted in the 

election. The polling was 72.28%. The number of valid votes were 

133619 and 5608 (4.03% of total polled) were rejected. 

Table 7: Electors and Their Votes in the Assembly Election, 

1989 

Number of Number of electors Number of valid Number of votes I 
Electors who voted votes rejected I 

192619 139227 133619 5608 I 
_j 

(Statistical Report on General Election to The Legislative Assembly of 

Sikkim, 1989) 

All political parties in the state of Sikkim contested elections 

more or less with the same programs based on the basic issues of 

Sikkim such as seat reservation, recognition of Nepali language and 

to promote cordial Centre - State relations. But in all the 

constituencies, Bhandari's SSP was declared elected securing all 32 

seats in the State Assembly. This was a record in the Government 

and politics of not only Sikkim but also in the country. 

(Chakaravarti, 1994, p. 1 05) Though the Rising Sun Party tried its 

best under the leadership of Poudyal but all efforts went in vain. It 

could not secure a single seat. It secured only 11472 votes which is 

8.59% of votes. SSP secured 94078 votes which was 70, 41% of the 

total votes polled. Following table explains the performance of 

different political parties in the election. 
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Table 8: Party Performance in the Assembly Election, 1989 

Party Number of Number of Number of % 
Candidates elected votes 

1)1NC 31 0 24121 18.05% 
2)SCR 31 0 11472 8.59% 
3)SSP 32 32 94078 70,41% 
4)DPC 4 0 298 0.22% 
5)Independents 20 0 3650 2.73% 
Total 118 32 133619 

(Statistical Report on General Election to The Legislative Assembly of 

Sikkim, 1989) 

An interesting feature to note in this election was absence of 

National parties other than Congress. In the 1985 election, there 

were as many as four national parties viz, CPI, CPI (M). Janata Party 

and INC contested the election but in 1989 election these parties 

were absent. In 1985 election there was as many as 195 candidates 

but in 1989 there were only 118 candidates although the number of 

total registered voted were increased by 37,578 members. Yet 

another important feature of this election was the sharp decrease of 

Independents from 94 to 20. Whereas in 1985 election an 

independent candidate Balchand Sarda was able to win from the 

prestigious Gangtok constituency from amongst 12 contenders 

including the first Lady Dil Kumari Bhandari. In 1989 election 

independent had no place in Sikkim's politics. It could not secure a 

single seat and could win only 3650 votes which was 2.73% in total 

number. The number of women candidates also slashed down from 

11 to 5 but this time one women candidate could secure her position 

by winning from Gangtok constituency. 

SSP's soaring victory in the 1989 Assembly election was once 

again because of lack of effective opposition parties. Although R. C. 

Poudyal, after several year of political hibernation made a come back 

and emerged once again, as the number two contender for the race 
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to Mentokgang in 1988 but his party, the Rising Sun1 could not 

capture even a single seat in the election. Though the RSP had a 

large number of staunch and dedicated supporters, due to financial 

constraints, the party's organizational work suffered a lot .. (Kazi J. 

N., 1993, p. 235) 

The Congress (I) on the other hand had better candidates for 

the polls, many of whom were ex-ministers and MLAs, and had the 

needed political experience and base as compared to the RSP and the 

SSP but the party could not turn this into an advantage. Financially 

too, Congress (I) was in better position than the RSP but due to 

internal dissension and squabbling within the party leadership and 

lack of direction hampered the party's poll prospects. (Kazi J. N., 

1993, p. 235) The identity of Congress (I) which was otherwise weak 

was completely smashed in the 1989 election. 

During the elections of 1989 all the political parties had raised 

the issue of seat reservation along with others of ethnic sentiments 

and of social significance. Bhandari projected himself as pro-Nepali 

leader and demanded seat reservations for the Nepalese of Sikkimese 

origin. At the same time he was in favour of keeping the reserved 

seats for the BL intact. In this election, R.C. Poudyal also projected 

himself as pro-Nepali and demanded more reserved seats for the 

Nepalese at par with their numerical strength. As a result he lost the 

faith of the BL community. The third political force the Congress 

remained as a party of the plainsmen. Bhandari emerged as the only 

choice for his non-communal image appealed to the large section of 

the Nepalese as well as Bhutia-Lepcha people of Sikkim. 

(Chakraborty, October,2000) 

Though the SSP had a well knit party unit, its victory in the 

election was as much because of the power-money power, manpower 

1 
It was basically a revival of his old party, the Congress (Revolutionary) which actually merged with 

the Congress (I} in 1984. 
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and the government machinery at its disposal as because of the 

various weaknesses of the opposition parties. Both the Congress (I) 

and the RSP leaders complained about the misuse of official 

machinery and intimidation of their supporters by the ruling party. 

(Kazi J. N., 1993, p. 244) 

Allegations were also made about the massive rigging of the 

election and the opposition's main complaint was that none of the 

ballot boxes had the seal marks of the Congress (I) and RSP 

candidates. The Congress even boycotted the counting and walked 

out of the counting hall in protest. (Kazi J. N., 1993, p. 245) Most of 

the senior politicians and the senior bureaucrats are of the view that 

Bhandari won the 1989 election because of rich resources, muscle 

power and due to the strong emotion created by the Sikkim merger 

issue which was successfully campaigned. (Pradeep Yonzon, 2012) 

(Sonam Wangdi, 2012) (Subba, 2012) 

Nevertheless, the SSP set a new record by capturing all the 32 

seats in the Assembly. The SSP candidates won the election by huge 

margins in almost all the 32 constituencies in the State. The lone 

Lok Sabha seat also went to the SSP candidate, Nandu Thapa who 

defeated his rivals with convincing margin. 

A paragraph from Jigme N Kazi's "Inside Sikkim Against the 

Tide" speak volumes about the election and after. He writes, "Despite 

the opposition's humiliating defeat, the ruling party found it difficult to 

convince the people that their spectacular victory was because of the 

party's popularity in the State. Instead of joy and excitement over the 

outcome of the elections, there was gloom and disappointment 

everywhere. The streets of Gangtok bore a deserted look and were 

devoid of the spirit of jubilation and excitement one normally 

witnesses after the elections." (Kazi J. N., 1993, p. 24 7) 
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9. Sikkim Sangram Parishad and the Opposition Parties 

SJP (SSP was known as SJP then) won 16 out of 31 seats. (one 

Kharndong constituency being vacant due to the death of contesting 

candidate) in 1979 election. In 1985 Assembly election, SSP came to 

power winning 30 out of 32 contested seats.2 seats, one from 

prestigious Gangtok constituency and one from Kabi-Tingda 

constituency went to Balchand Sarda an Independent candidate and 

Kalzang Gyatso an Indian National Congress candidate respectively. 

And in the third Assembly election which was held in 1989, SSP 

came to power with soaring victory, sweeping all the 32 seats. 

SSP formed a government in 1985 taking the support of the 

independent Sangha candidate with which the total strength of 

Parishad rose to 17.14 members remained in the opposition. 

Opposition was rather strong in the SJP Government. It was in fact 

the strongest ever in the democratic history of Sikkim. Opposition 

then in Sikkim consisted of two political parties those are SCR with 

B B Gurung as its leader and SPC with N.B. Khatiwara as its leader. 

They had the strength of 11 and 3 respectively. These parties 

maintained their distinct identity as an opposition and did not form a 

coalition but they were united in their stand as an opposition. 

There was a presence of healthy opposition at least in the first 

term of the SJP Government which criticized the Government not 

just for the sake of criticism but their criticisms were objective 

criticisms. As an active opposition they provided some suggestions 

and alternative to Government's actions and policies where 

appropriate (PSLA, 1981, pp.81,91) and sought to hold them 

accountable for their decisions. They constantly questioned the 

Government's actions, reasons for slow implementation and non

delivery of policies and plans. (PSLA, 1981,pp.1 00,260) They put the 

spotlight on serious issues by moving calling attention notice and 

had them resolved quickly. (PSLA, 1981, p.434) The opposition 

parties debated legislation vigorously in the house to ensure the 
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legislation receives careful consideration. Although no bills in this 

term was ever rejected or sent to Select Committee but some bills 

were not voted by all the members and most of the bills were put to 

vote only after long and intensive discussion about the particular bill 

so that the public gets the benefit by causing government to adopt 

positive policies. 

Being in opposition is not just about opposing the government. 

The then opposition parties thoroughly understood this 

responsibility. They did not fail to appreciate the good works of the 

government. (PSLA 1981 pp. 64-65, 7 4,263) There were occasions 

when oppositions agreed with the Government when there was wider 

public interest in the proposal of the Government and when it had 

wide support of the public. The opposition was strong as well to 

create a furor when one of the ministers, Sherab Palden while 

replying the opposition member, Mr. N B khatiwara stated that "Till 

the Article 371 F is there, according to clause (k) the Indian 

Constitution is not applicable to Sikkim unless and until these old 

rules are repealed or changed by the competent legislature or 

competed authority." (PSLA, 1981, pp.331-332) The opposition leader 

Gurung charged the minister as the statement meant that the 

Chapter III pertaining to Fundamental Rights were also suspended 

for Sikkim. Therefore, he was asked to give clarification and was 

asked to withdraw the statement he had made as it was found to be 

misleading the house. (PSLA, 1981,pp.348,499) 

TJ::le opposition leader B.B. Gurung from SCR also put 

forwarded the motion of No Confidence against the Government after 

only 10 months of formation of Government in the Autumn Session 

of Assembly on September 9, 1980.It was based on three main 

grounds. First, the failure of Parishad Government to fulfill the 

pledges given to the people of Sikkim during election. The 

Government had pledged that 1n case of their coming to power, it 
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would bring about efficiency in every department by uprooting 

corruption, nepotism and favoritism but the government had failed to 

do so according to the opposition party. 

The second issue was that the Parishad Government had 

demonstrated corruption and misuse by encouraging favoritism and 

nepotism in the administration. The opposition alleged that ever 

since the Parishad Government came to power, monopoly and 

misrule had been perpetrated by the Government. There was an 

allegation of misappropriation of the wealth of Sikikimese people. The 

opposition cited some of the case of corruption to prove their 

allegations. Gurung pointed out that not only opposition but the 

members from the ruling party itself were not satisfied with the 

Government. This was made clear from the different resolutions and 

questions placed before the House by them. He also stated that the 

Parishad leader used to say that favoritism and nepotism was 

rampant in the Kazi's Government and if voted to power, the 

parishad Government would not allow any form of nepotism and 

favoritism but it was alleged that those pledges were never translated 

into action. Many backdoor appointments had been made by the 

Parishad Government even after coming to power. The opposition 

leader also provided proofs of such nepotism and favoritism and 

stated that this issue had become so large that provided topic in the 

newspapers. 

Another allegation made by the opposition leader, Gurung 

against the ruling government headed by N.B. Bhandari was that the 

Government was responsible for various omission and commission 

resulting in complete breakdown of law and order in the state. He 

stated that crimes had so much increased that had been reported in 

the <<Eastern Express" daily and also in the crime report. People were 

being murdered, children were being raped and robberies committed 

and no enquiry had been made. It was also pointed out that the 
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crime were committed by police themselves and cases of beating by 

the police were countless in the Parishad Government. 

Another opposition member Mr. N B Khatiwara from SPC also 

added in the failure of the Government to fulfill its promises made to 

people during election speeches. He stated that the Parishad Party 

used to declare that ((Our beloved mother Sikkim and the Sikkimese 

people have been sold out by battisays2. In order to restore the lost 

rights, dignity and the self respect of the Sikkimese and to bring back 

the lost identity of Sikkim, help us with your mandate etc." 

(PSLA, 1980,p.169) Those promises according to him had completely 

vanished. 

Both the leaders of the opposition parties, that is, B B Gurung 

and N B Khatiwara however admitted that the motion of No

Confidence was not against all the members of SJP nor it was 

against the Parishad Party. It was due to irresponsible work by some 

of the Ministers and the motion was intended to create an ideal 

Government. The motion was put to vote. Ten members voted in 

favor and nineteen against. The motion was defeated and passed in 

negative. 

Unlike the first term, in the second term, the opposition party 

in Sikkim was very weak. There were only two opposition members; 

Katuk Bhutia from Indian National Congress and Balchand Sarda, 

an Independent candidate in the Sikkim Assembly. Katuk Bhutia 

won from Kabi Tingda, a Scheduled Tribe constituency of North 

Sikkim despite the fact that he did not have much strong local 

political support as the party he was associated with and contesting 

from was not a regional party and did not have strong political base. 

He secured 1102 votes leaving behind his primary contender SSP by 

339 votes. Balchand Sarda won from the prestigious Gangtok 

2 
Referred to 32 legislators of Kazi's Government who passed the resolution to merge Sikkim with 

India 
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constituency. The victory was quite remarkable for two reasons. 

Firstly, it was a victory of a plainsman; secondly, his primary 

contender was the SSP candidate Smt. Dil Kumari Bhandari, a first 

lady of Sikkim. He secured 2010 votes leaving behind the SSP 

candidate by the slender margin of 261 votes. 

In the previous term the opposition members were almost 

equal in number with the ruling one. They were only one member 

weaker to the ruling government at least in the beginning* .In this 

term it was almost opposite. Although weak, the opposition leaders 

did not stay away from their roles and responsibilities to hold the 

government ans-werable for their actions and performed their usual 

duty to ask questions and hold government responsible to people. 

They did not shed away their duty to point out the weaknesses and 

the failures in the working of the government and provided 

alternative policies and suggestions to the Government. In one of the 

session in 1985, the opposition member Balchand Sarda raised 

question on the misuse of VIP lights. He asked the Chief Minister to 

clarify the House as to why the nominated chairmen who were not 

the elected public representatives were using VIP lights. His 

argument was that those chairmen were not the voice of people and 

if the VIP lights were used in that manner by all the chairmen of 

corporations then Sikkim would be called red light city with nearly 

200 VIPs. (PSLA, 1985,pp.24-28) There was a long discussion on this 

matter. Another opposition leader, Kalzang Gyatso in the same 

sesswn suggested for establishment of Sikkim University for the 

educational benefit of Sikkimese students. He also suggested that for 

good results and quality education, training for teachers should be 

mandatory. 'Son of the Soil' policy should be followed in the 

appointment of teachers. (PSLA, 1985,pp. 60-64) He reiterated the 

same point in the next Assembly session of 1986.He stated that 

teachers were being appointed from the plains for the lower primary 

schools who studied in Hindi medium. Instead of teaching students, 
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they end up learning local languages. This acted as a handicap in 

education system. Therefore, appointment of local teachers was 

suggested. He also suggested for facility of staff quarters so that the 

teachers posted at the interiors may not have difficulty of 

accommodation. A play ground and toilets in each school was a 

must, he suggested. (PSLA, 1986,pp.80-82). Another important area 

he discussed while showing the weakness of the Government and 

offering some valuable suggestion was the Health department. He 

discussed about lack of beds in the hospitals and power failure at 

operation table etc. He opined that if the old and sen1or 

compounders and nurses were sent to Public Health Centers in the 

villages, local patients could be treated there which in turn would 

lessen the rush at main hospitals and the problem of scarcity of beds 

could be taken care of. (PSLA) 1986, pp. 160-161) Thus, the Assembly 

sessions were held as usual but the demanding attitude of the 

opposition members which was remarkable in the 1st term was 

missing in this term. They were more polite and compromising. This 

however could be attributed to the size of the opposition. 

Comparatively, the opposition in this term was very weak but 

considering their size, they played their part well. Although they were 

too weak to make a remarkable difference, they endeavoured to make 

their presence felt. In the third session of Assembly inl985, all the 

questions and supplementary questions in question hour were asked 

by the opposition members. The opposition member, Kalzang Gyatso 

asked the minister-in-charge of Food and Civil supply as to why 

there was scarcity of essential items like rice, edible oil, kerosene, 

sugar, petrol etc. at the time of Durga Puja when they were most 

required. He demanded the ministry concerned to keep sufficient 

stock for at least 2 j 3 months to meet up emergency needs. (PSLA ) 

1985, pp.S-6) He also highlighted the weakness of the government by 

pointing out incomplete work of the rural water supply schemes 

sanctioned and works started during the previous government's time. 
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He stated that the commitment given to cover entire state with 

drinking water scheme in each speech had not been materialized. 

(PSLA, 1985,p. 9) He also pointed out that there was lack of essential 

items like a generator in the state hospital for emergency purpose 

and made the House realize the consequence of lack of arrangement 

for power failure during operation and emergencies. He demanded 

that there must be one by the next session. No other member, ruling 

and opposition raised questions in the question hour. It was also 

remarked by the Speaker and stated "Only Hon'ble Kalzang Gyatso 

has got questions. "Gyatso in turn requested the members from ruling 

party to start bringing questions from next session and lend their co

operations in question hours (PSLA,1985.pp.20-21) 

The budget session of 1986 did not have question hours. In the 

discussion on the 'Motion of Thanks to the Governor's Address', the 

opposition member Kalzang Gyatso could not place his view as the 

discussion was declared over by the Speaker when he desired to 

speak. He then staged a walk out in protest. (PSLA,1986.pp.40-41} 

Since one of the opposition member walked out, other members, 

both ruling and opposition did not participate on discussion on 

general budget. Other affairs of the session remained as usual. No 

major activity which could be termed important from the researcher's 

point of view occurred. In the next session of the year opposition 

members asked questions related to Health, Education etc. For 

instance, the reason for poor performance of students in examination 

and the steps taken by the Government to improve it were asked. 

Questions were also asked to Health minister as to whether there 

were enough beds available for patients in the government hospitals 

and whether qualified personnel and modern equipments for 

diagnosis and treatment of major illness available in the hospitals. 

(PSLA, 1986,pp.1 0-11, 18} 
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But from 1987 onwards, the opposition started declining, 

slowly shedding their responsibilities and making only lukewarm 

efforts. Most of the grants in budget session of 1988 were passed 

without any discussion and there were not much to comment in the 

budget too. Even for the important departments like that of 

Education, Agriculture and Finance, the demands for grants were 

passed without any discussion whereas in the previous year these 

departments were discussed intensively. In the question hours, few 

questions were asked by the opposition members. Those questions 

were nothing but a usual exercise. There was nothing important in 

their arguments to take note of. In some sessions, there were no 

questions at all. Even if there were some, they were raised by the 

members of ruling party only. In the latter part of the term, the 

opposition member B.C. Sarda often remained absent from the 

Assembly Sessions. And in the last day of the session, both the 

opposition members were absent. They were not present even to give 

their consent in the important matters like election of committees. 

Their consent were sought later. (PSLA, 1988,pp.146-150, 157-

158,203,221) 

The August sessiOn of 1988 lasted hardly for half-an -hour. 

The members both from ruling and opposition did not take part in 

any of the Assembly business. All the 10 bills except one, introduced 

in the House were passed unanimously without discussion. The 

situation became such that in one of the session, the speaker urged 

the members to speak and participate in the budget discussion to 

keep the Assembly affairs going. He said, "If you do not discuss on the 

Budget, what should be the reply from the Finance Minister?" 

(PSLA, 1989,p. 73). As there was nothing much to discuss the sessions 

were very short they lasted not even for 1 hour. 

In the third term, since SSP captured all the seats, there was 

no place for opposition. The party members themselves played the 
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dual role of opposition and ruling group. The assembly sessions were 

healthy with debates and discussion. In the previous term, especially 

from 1987, the members both from ruling and opposition showed a 

much laid back attitude towards the assembly affairs. They did not 

take part in many of the debates and discussions. Surprisingly in 

this term, we find more involvement of members in the affairs of the 

house. The absence of opposition did not handicap the assembly 

affairs and did not end within an hour. The sessions were very busy 

with intra-group questions and discussions in effort to keep different 

departments in check and to hold them accountable. Unlike the 

previous term, almost all the members took part in the question 

hours and discussions of the Assernbly. The progress and 

performance of all the important departments like that of Education, 

P.W.D, Animal Husbandry, Health, Forest and Transport etc. were 

discussed in the Assembly. The members pointed out the faults and 

weaknesses of one another and offered suggestions for 

improvements. For instance, one of the member in 1990 Assembly 

Session complained about the total negligence of P.W.D. He stated 

that in some of the constituencies, link roads were not constructed 

even in ten years of formation of the government although those 

people had equal contribution to form the government, build the 

party, ministers and MLAs. He also suggested that fund should be 

used for needful purposes and should not be misused. 

(PSLA, 1990,pp.203-205) While discussing on Education department, 

one member pointed out that there were no basic amenities like 

better school buildings, laboratories, play grounds, latrines and even 

teachers in many of the schools. It was also pointed out by another 

member that in one of the school no examination was held for more 

than four years. It was suggested that serious action was to be taken 

by the concerned ministry to solve those problems. 

(PSLA, 1990,pp.347,364} Likewise in the Health ministry, many 

important suggestions were made by the members. One of the 
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members suggested that in Primary Health Centres, out of two 

doctors, one has to be a female doctor for the check- up and 

treatment of female related health problems. It was also suggested 

that experienced doctors should be sent to remote areas so that the 

poor people might be treated there instead of coming all the way to 

district hospitals. (PSLA, 1990,p.403) 

The successive Assembly sessions of 1990 were also very active 

and busy. All the members participated in the Assembly affairs. 

Various ministries like Education, Tourism, Information and Public 

Relations, PWD and Forests etc. were discussed in this session. In 

the field of education, one of the members suggested that in schools, 

vocational education should be given importance .In his view ,once 

the student passes out school and completes degree college, he 

should be able to earn his living and be self-dependent with the help 

of vocational education even if he does not get a government job. 

Therefore he suggested that such education must be given priority to 

tackle unemployment problems. (PSLA, 1992,p.302-303). In the 

Tourism department, questions were asked whether the profits 

earned by the hotels under the department were satisfactory and 

steps taken by Minister-in-charge to improve it. (PSLA, 1992,pp.36-

40) The members were strict enough to keep various departments in 

check. The minister-in-charge of Information and Public Relations 

was questioned and charged when his department failed to cover the 

winter session of 1991 in the Government journal 'Sikkim Herald'. It 

was pointed out by one of the member that it was the duty of 

department in question to inform the mass about different policies 

and programs adopted by the Government in the Assembly for the 

welfare of people. (PSLA, 1992,pp.416-417) A fuss was created when 

the minister-in-charge of Mines and Geology could not answer 

precisely to the questions raised by the members. 

(PSLA, 1992,pp.347-348). However in this term also no bill was 

rejected. They were passed unanimously without discussions. The 
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demands for grants of some of the ministries v1z. Health, Family 

Welfare and Social Welfare; Sikkim Nationalized Transport and Motor 

Vehicles; Land Revenue Survey and Settlement; Scheduled Castes 

and Scheduled Tribe Welfare and the Chief Minister's own ministries, 

that is, Home, Finance, Establishment, Planning and Development 

were passed without discussion. 

The year 1992 was a very eventful year indeed. Quite a few 

events occurred which had strong impact on Sikkim's politics. These 

events were the precursor for change as politics in Sikkim never 

remained the same then after. Pawan Kumar Chamling, who held the 

portfolio of Information; Public Relation and Printing department was 

removed from the SSP cabinet on 16 June 1992 and also from the 

party on the ground of ideological differences between him and the 

Chief Minister and SSP Supremo Nar Bahadur Bhandari. Chamling's 

expulsion gave birth to the opposition in the Assembly which was 

non-existent in this term till then. He became the lone opposition 

member against all others in the 32 member Legislative Assembly. 

A dramatic moment followed· after his expulsion in one of its 

session which underlined the fact that the real opposition was an 

essential organ in democracy even if there was just one in the entire 

House. It was the Zero hour in the Assembly Session of September 9; 

Chamling was vocal from the very start of question hour and 

demanded time to express his views. He rose to his feet, took out a 

candle from his pocket and lighted it. The Speaker said that it was 

unacceptable by the Assembly norms but Chamling charged that 

'there was utter darkness and confusion in Sikkim, there was no 

democracy and that he was constrained to search out any leftovers 

in the Assembly Hall. He walked around with the candle and finally 

stopped, facing the then Chief Minister. Turning to the Speaker, he 

said, "I am looking for democracy, Sir, in this august gathering. Does it 

exist here? Or is it in the pocket of Chief Minister!" Then, he said, <<J 
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will go to every nook and comer of Sikkim in search of democracy and 

I will search till I find it." He then walked out of the house with the 

candle still aflame. (The Statesman, 6 April 2001},(Bali, 2003, p. 116) 

The 1993 Assembly sessions remained calm. The lone 

opposition member remained absent in all the sessions. The sessions 

witnessed short question hours as compared to previous years. The 

question hours had barely two to four questions of which some of the 

questioners were absent. In fact from 1993 onwards many members 

started remaining absent. The demands for grants of important 

departments like Health, Family Welfare, Social Welfare, Tourism, 

Education, PWD and Finance where large amount of grants were 

earmarked were discussed as usual but the intensity and length of 

discussion as found in previous years was lacking. But the sessions 

in 1994 were equally contrasting to 1993.It was dramatic and 

disturbed. Chamling, who abstained himself from attending the 1993 

Assembly sessions after the zero hour episode of 1992 made his 

comeback in 1994.From the beginning of his journey as an MLA in 

1985,he displayed an impression of a man of few words. He hardly 

raised any question in the question hours and hardly participated in 

the debates and discussions in the House in his political career of 

almost a decade. But it was a different Chamling in 1994.There was 

a complete transformation in his attitude and approach after his 

expulsion and formation of his political party called Sikkim 

Democratic Front on March 4, 1993.A silent listener once he was, 

flooded the question hours with many questions .As a lone but 

responsible and strong opposition member, he put the spotlight on 

every faults and failures of SSP Government and brought in front of 

the House. 

Chamling was very vocal from the beginning of the session. He 

expressed his dissatisfactions and accused SSP with many 

allegations. The main reason for opening of this Pandora's Box was 
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on February 28, 1994 when the SDF party had called a peaceful all 

Sikkim strike to protest against the unusual price hike in the entire 

nation and also against corruption, decline of democracy and human 

rights in Sikkim. The then Chief Minister, Nar Bahadur Bhandari 

declared a shootout order to those who observed and participated in 

the strike. The statement of instructions given by the then Chief 

Minister to his party workers was published in one of the leading 

daily of Sikkim on February 27, 1994 and was also recorded. 

Chamling read out the statement in the zero hour of the Assembly 

session. Bhandari stated, ''Whoever does not go to their duty, I will 

terminate him. Sikkim is just one, no body except I have the right to 

call on strike. Open the shops and oj]!ces; bum them with kerosene 

and petrol if they do not comply. For the first time in Sikkim's history I 

am giving the shootout order to my party workers. Police, do not arrest 

my party men." (PSLA, 1994, pp. 71-73). Chamling regarded it a black 

history of Sikkim and destruction of democracy. When Chamling was 

confronted and asked to stop by the members of ruling party, he 

claimed his right to explain in the Assembly. He asked, "There is 

terrorism in the state already, has it started in the Assembly too?" 

(PSLA, 1994,p. 72). He continued that there was failure of law and 

order in Sikkim and urged that legal action should be taken against 

Bhandari. He again pointed out that police force was replaced by 

Military in Sikkim, many illegal arms and ammunitions were 

supplied and demanded that the Chief Minister should be 

answerable and there should be an enquiry commission. He also 

stated that SSP Government could not secure life and property of 

Sikkimese and that it was proved that the Government was a 

terrorist Government which was to be dismissed immediately. 

(PSLA, 1994,pp. 74-75) 

A silent listener who used to listen while others spoke became 

very outspoken opposition member. In this session others listened to 

him while he spoke. In the discussion of Governor's Address, he 
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ridiculed and made the mockery of the contents of the Address. He 

regarded it misguiding and illusionary to the people of Sikkim. In the 

Address it was stated «The Animal Husbandry has assured an 

important role in raising living standard of the people especially in the 

rural areas. There has been specific increase in production of milk and 

other Livestock products during the year." Chamling refuted the 

statement and alleged that the existing government could not 

progress in this sector even in fifteen long years. He pointed out that 

there was a home market of seven crores of animal products per year 

which the government failed to tab. Instead, the market demands 

were fulfilled by bringing stock from outside. This was regarded as a 

greatest failure of the government. Next was the Forest departn1ent. 

It was stated in the Governor's Address that {(massive a forestation 

program has been carried out in order to increase the forest covers in 

the state. Special attention has been given to rejuvenation of degraded 

forest areas, social and rural fuel wood plantation including a 

wasteland development effort." Chamling rejected it .He regarded it 

totally false and stated, (Today, there has been deforestation, not 

forestation. Here is ministry of deforestation not forestation." 

(PSLA, 1994,pp. 78-79) It was also mentioned in the Address that ((In 

order to bring democracy to the grassroots, steps were taken by the 

Government." Chamling asked, ((Where is democracy? How can we 

take it to the grassroots when the Panchayats as per the rule of SSP is 

busy working on how to make SSP win the election, construct gates to 

welcome the Chief Minister wherever he goes, pasting posters and to 

gather public for party meetings?" He said, ((Panchayats in Sikkim are 

used only for keeps and convenience of the Government. Today, 

Panchayats are weak so is the society of Sikkim." (PSLA, 1994,pp.S0-

81) 

Another statement of the Governor which stated, ((Special 

attention has also been given to rural sanitation with the construction 

of household and institutional latrines in order to improve village 
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sanitation. "Chamling criticized it and ridiculed the policy of the 

government which according to him was just opposite. He said, 

«Today in Sikkim, the Government should provide food and improve 

economic condition of Sikkimese. People are starving and struggling for 

their hand-to-mouth but the Government has provided the latrines 

first. What is the use of latrines when their stomachs are empty?" He 

argued that people in Sikkim were still below poverty line which 

meant that Sikkim and Sikkimese did not progress in real sense. 

Government had failed to increase purchasing power of the people 

.The government was only for handfuls in power but the mass was 

living under poverty line with difficulties. The statement of the 

Government on giving special emphasis on employment generation 

and employment generating programs was also refuted by Chamling. 

He argued, ((If there is any development in Sikkim, it has been the 

development of 'unemployment' (corruption' and (terrorism'." 

He argued that Government talked big and blew own trumpet 

about the progress in education and distribution of free text books 

but the government did not even have its education policy. 

«Distribution of books does not mean distribution of education." He 

said. He further stated that it was very saddening not to have the 

state university even in fifteen years. Because of lack of education 

policy, the Government could not develop competitive attitude and 

could not give quality education. All that the Government could give 

was unemployment. The statement of the then Governor in the 

concluding part of his budgetary speech "My Government's 

commitment to maintain communal harmony and peace, promote and 

protect the interest of the weaker section, women and children and to 

work assiduously for the development of the state," was ridiculed and 

criticized by Chamling. He argued that in the SSP Government, 

communalism was rampant and casteism was encouraged by asking 

people to form associations based on castes. He also highlighted that 

the very government had sent a memorandum to Delhi on 21 
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October, 1993, stating that Christians should 

(PSLA,l994,pp.81-89) Other members of ruling 

be punished. 

party also 

participated over the discussion of the Governor's speech. Few 

supported Chamling and others condemned his remarks. The 

question hours were active with healthy and constructive 

discussions. Different problems and demands of public were placed 

by respective MLA's. The lone opposition member, Chamling came up 

with many questions .His questions were related to almost all the 

departments. He held every minister-in -charge accountable for their 

actions and pointed out their weaknesses. Unlike other sessions, not 

a single demand for grants was passed without discussion. The party 

members themselves discussed and assessed different departments 

when opposition member was absent and when the opposition 

member was present he burdened the role and responsibility of 

opposition group by himself. He stood to represent the entire 

opposition party in the house not just theoretically but practically 

too. 

In the discussion over the demands for grants of different 

department, he placed his views and pointed out the weakness and 

failure of different departments. In the discussion over Industries, he 

stated that the department was not concerned about how to increase 

industrialization in Sikkim so that its economic condition could be 

improved and people could be employed. He stated that the 

department could not make industries viable to produce and grow 

because of its failure to provide home market for the industrial 

products even though there was potential home market in Sikkim. 

(PSLA, 1994,pp.378-379) Next, he asked the Minister-in Charge of 

Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribe Welfare whether the fund 

allotted for tribes were actually used for progress of tribe. He also, 

placed his view that tribal could not be progressive and wealthy just 

by giving donations and sympathies by the Government. They should 

be given their rights and privilege which the Government had denied 
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for fifteen years. He pointed out the condition of Scheduled Caste 

were even worse in Sikkim. They were the victims of evils of 

untouchability still practiced in Sikkim. He stated, they should be 

given social justice, economic and political rights not just sympathies 

(PSLA, 1994,pp.378-379) In the Agricultural department he suggested 

that Government should give primary importance to agriculture as 

Sikkim was an agricultural state where 80 per cent of population 

was dependent on agriculture. The Government should endeavor to 

make Sikkim and Sikkimese self-dependent in agricultural sector. 

(PSLA, 1994,pp.378-379) Chamling stated that there was nothing 

productive in the budget and that the budget was in fact beggar 

budget which had more expenditure and loss than income and 

benefits. He pointed out that the financial discipline and economic 

discipline was lacking in the Government .The budget was in fact not 

in favor of poor Sikkimese but in favor of handful riches and 

businessmen of plains. (PSLA, 1994,pp. 143-146) 

He also tabled a resolution in favour of government employees 

which read: "The government has miserably failed to constitute Pay 

Commission for the last eight years or more which needs to be done 

every five years to safeguard the economic and social condition of the 

government employees of different categories. The wages of the 

different categories of labors also need to be raised and revised in the 

wake of unusual hike in prices of essential commodities and very high 

cost of living. It is therefore resolved that the government takes urgent 

necessary step in this direction to ensure relief to those sections of the 

employees and labors which is long overdue." The resolution was put 

to vote.2 votes were in favor and 23 against. The resolution was 

defeated and passed in negative. (PSLA, 1994,pp.475-480,485) 

The Assembly session of 1994 was indeed most dramatic and 

disturbing since the inception of State Legislative Assembly. Events 

followed one after another in the House. Question hours and 
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budgetary discussions were not enough for Chamling to point out 

faults and failure of the Government and place his ideas in the 

House. He used Zero Hour of the house to point out that because of 

corruption, gift racket and misdeeds of some of the people of Sikkim, 

the centre government had decided to impose income tax on Sikkim 

from 1.4.1995.He argued, because of those irresponsible people the 

entire public of Sikkim was made to bear the brunt for whole life. 

(PSLA,l994,pp.501-503) The members of ruling party did not remain 

quiet either. They said that Chamling should not have kept quiet. 

The members argued that when Chamling knew all the weaknesses 

of the Government he should have been responsible enough to 

highlight and bring the issue when he was in the treasury bench, a 

year and a half back They again questioned Chamling about his 

responsibility as a representative of the people. The budgetary 

discussion went berserk and turned into chaos. The Speaker had to 

request the members to be seated in their place, calm down and 

confine themselves within budget discussion (PSLA, 1994,pp.535-

538). This was the last Assembly session of SSP. By the next session 

of the 1994, SSP was voted out. A new government by the SDF Party 

led by Pawan Kumar Chamling was formed. 

Hence, in the SSP Government, the opposition was very strong 

in the first term. The roles played by them in the Assembly which 

any active opposition party in a healthy democratic government 

should, we can definitely say that a strong opposition was present in 

the first term of SJP Government which played the role of 'watchdog', 

'check and balance' and 'government in waiting' in real sense of term. 

But with the passage of time, the SSP continued strengthening its 

position and opposition continued to decline till it became non

existent. In the first half of the first term, the opposition was strong 

enough to provide an alternative government that it tabled a motion 

of No-Confidence against the Government. But later in the second 

half, many opposition members shifted allegiance and joined the 
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ruling SSP by way of floor crossing. By the end of the term, that is, 

1985, the SSP's strength rose to 29. 

In the second term, there were two opposition members 

amongst the 32 members Assembly. For not more than two years, 

they performed their responsibilities and made their presence felt, 

later they became non-functional and ornamental, performing only 

those tasks which were mandatory and in the third and last term, 

there was not a single opposition member in the House initially. 

However, the sessions were active with healthy debates and 

discussions but were a one party show. The one party show however 

soon ended in June 1992, when Pawan Kumar Chamling, who was 

the cabinet minister of SSP Government was removed from the 

cabinet and the party. He became the lone opposition member 

amongst the 31 odd ruling members in the Assembly. After this 

event, politics in Sikkim took a different course. Assembly sessions 

once again became lively and dramatic with the presence of real 

opposition which had been missing since early 80's.In terms of 

number, the third term of SSP had the weakest opposition. There 

was just one but in terms of strength it was perhaps the strongest. It 

could not have provided an alternative government then in the 

Assembly but it replaced the Government soon after its formations. 

10. Winds of Change 

For the three consecutive terms that is from 1979 to 1989, the 

SSP's rule in Sikkim was unchallenged. In fact, with each term, it 

became stronger. In 1979, it came to power with 17 seats; in 1985 

with 30 seats and in 1989 it gained absolute majority with 32 out of 

32 seats. With the unchallenged power of SSP, came challenging 

problems too. The first and second terms of SSP's rule in Sikkim 

remained comparatively peaceful than the third one. Although there 

were murmured dissatisfactions and passive oppositions earlier, the 
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disturbance in the party started becoming intense towards the end of 

1980's to the early 90's culminating in the important event in 1992 

when Pawan Kumar Chamling who held the portfolio of Information, 

Public Relations and Printing department was removed from the SSP 

party. With this event the wind of change started blowing in Sikkim's 

politics which was otherwise calm. 

The wind of change was strongly felt in Sikkim's politics when 

it started blowing in the opposite direction. Its strongest blow which 

had a far reaching effect not only in Sikkim's politics but also at the 

Centre was when the 15 MLAs of SSP who constituted more than one 

third of the original strength of the SSP Party had unanimously 

decided to split and formed the SSP (Sanchaman) headed by 

Sanchaman Limboo who was also a minister in the Bhandari cabinet 

till a month earlier. The confidence vote was scheduled for May 17, 

1994, in which Bhandari was voted out. 

The grievances of defected members were many. Their pent up 

anger and matters of dissatisfaction were expressed in their speeches 

in the Assembly Session of 17 May, 1994. One of the reasons of 

dissatisfaction was that Bhandari was alleged to have a dictatorial 

attitude. He was said to have ruled undemocratically. There was a 

widening gap between himself and with his ministers and MLAs. 

They could hardly get appointments. Their suggestions were never 

taken into consideration and their gnevances, never redressed. 

(PSLA, 1994,p.137) His rule was alleged to be one man autocratic 

rule. Bhandari was alleged of ruling the state on a divide and rule 

policy. By his double speak and his double standard policies, he 

instigated one community against the other. By playing communal 

cards, the three communities, that is, Bhutia, Lepcha and Nepalese 

were pitted against each other for his personal political benefit which 

led to communal tensions and clashes among the people of Sikkim 

{PSLA, 1994,p.127). Because of this very attitude of his and his 
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policies, allegations were made that Sikkimese people were never 

integrated and united as one. 

His Government was alleged to be characterized by 

lawlessness, injustice and oppression. Bhandari had suppressed law 

and order, rules and regulations to ensure his monopoly in the 

government. Any dissenting voice was not permitted and any step to 

oppose his misdeeds and misrule was faced with dire consequences. 

Dharmadatta Sharma, a front ranking leader of the Congress (I) in 

Sikkim unit who opposed Bhandari's government had to lose his life 

in 1988 (PSLA, 1994,p.l 02) 

The members also alleged that SSP was an institution of 

corruption. Bhandari would choose the so called influential members 

from different communities and together indulge in widespread 

corruption and exploitation of the state's resources. These kind of 

activities according to the dissenting members, provoked the 

imposition of Central Income Tax Act, Wealth Tax and Gift Tax etc. 

(PSLA, 1994,p.48). The introduction of proposed finance Bill by the 

then Finance Minister, Dr. M.M Singh in 1994 became the immediate 

cause of defection. 

The genesis of Direct Income Tax issue started long time back 

1n 1983 when the then Governor Homi ,J.H. Taliyarkan wrote to 

Minister of Home Affairs for extension of Direct Tax Laws (covering 

Income, wealth and Gift Taxes) to Sikkim to supposedly address 

some anomalies in paying income tax under the state Act. (White 

Paper Vol.! on the Direct Tax Laws in Sikkim, 1998) The issue kept 

cropping up from time to time since then. It was alleged by 

opposition leaders that "Bhandari Government indulged in series of 

economic crimes including cigarette scam, gift racket and money 

laundering committed by some unscrupulous people in Sikkim 

further compounded the issue and hastened Center's decision to 
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extend the Central Income Tax to Sikkim" (Telegraph, I-T Bills upsets 

Sikkimese, 29 March, 1994). In a letter dated 4.11.1986 of the 

Department of Revenue, it was mentioned that one of 

the reason of extension of Direct Tax Laws was that the non 

application of Indian Income Tax Act 1961 in the State of Sikkim had 

provided means to unscrupulous tax payers to introduce their 

unaccounted money in India in the name of bogus concerns located 

in Sikkim. 

Although efforts were made by Bhandari Government to resist 

the implementation of the Indian Direct Taxes in Sikkim in various 

forums in spite of its extension and enforcement since 1989-90. 

(Annexture-19)However on account of pressure from Government of 

India, all the members of SSP had to concede for its implementation 

from 1, 4, 1995. · As a result the Finance Bill 1994 was 

introduced, which proposed enforcement of the tax laws to Sikkim 

granting exemption to Bhutia and Lepcha communities of Sikkim. 

But this bill had caused great agitation and resentment in the minds 

of all Sikkimese of Nepali origin. Nepali members of both ruling and 

opposition parties were of the view that they were discriminated by 

leaving out one of the tree ethnic communities including schedules 

caste from the provision of the Bill. The opposition, CPI (M) was of 

the view that taxes should not be introduced on communal lines. 

They stated "Nepalis here are just as poor as any other community. 

Therefore, there should be economic criteria for implementation of 

Income tax". (Telegraph, withdrawl of Sikkim I-T Bill fans discontent, 

13, May, 1994). Both ruling and opposition parties opined that the 

proposed Bill had violated the 1973 (pre-merger) Tripartite 

Agreement. As in the agreement, Nepalis and Bhutia-Lepchas were 

treated as par. And therefore they called for equal treatment and 

protection of all the communities under Article 371 (F) of the 

Constitution. (Telegraph, I-T Bill upsets Sikkimese, 1994), (Telegraph, 

withdrawal of Sikkim I-T Bills fans discontent, 1994) 
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Things became unmanageable for Bhandari when some of his 

key Nepali aides, comprising former senior bureaucrats and SSP 

leaders floated the Sikkim People's Forum to demand tax exemptions 

for their community. Sensing growing resentment among other 

ethnic communities, Bhandari Government in his letter dated May 3, 

1994 to the then Prime Minister, Shri P.V Narasimha Rao made a 

fresh request to treat Nepalese of Sikkimese origin in an equal 

footing with other ethnic communities on the basis of Article 371 {F) 

of the Constitution of India. As the finance bill was at 

the consideration stage, Mrs. D.K Bhandari, M.P (Sikkim) also made 

a representation on May 4, 1994 requesting for some amendment in 

the bill which would be conducive in the interest of the people of 

Sikkim and of Nation as a whole. As a result, the 

Union Finance Minister, Dr, Manmohan Singh, kept the Bill in 

abeyance for it needed closer scrutiny following "a fresh request" 

made by the Sikkim Government for exemption for all Sikkimese. It 

was also made clear that the proposal seeking to exempt tribals 

would also be withdrawn for the time being. 

This immediately provoked the ruling tribal MLAs, who held 

Mr. Bhandari and his MP wife responsible for the Bill's withdrawal. 

Bhandari was accused of snatching away the rights and special 

privilege granted by the Central Government to Bhutia and Lepcha 

communities as also of failing to secure similar concession for other 

ethnic communities living in Sikkim. He was accused of playing with 

sentiments of Bhutia-Lepcha minority which constituted only 25 

percent of voters. Despite the center's clarification that there was no 

political motive in his decision, the Sikkimeses still continued to be 

suspicious. Bhandari was accused to have played communal politics 

for his personal gains. Implementation of Income tax exempting only 

the Scheduled Tribes would have meant securing only 25 percent of 

votes and losing 75 percent majority votes of Nepali and therefore he 
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was accused to have made a 'U' turn and again opposed the bill to 

which he gave his consent earlier. (PSLA, 1994,p.87-88) 

There was a vertical split in the ruling SSP because of this 

touchy issue of Income Tax as all tribal MLAs and their supporters 

deserted the Chief Minister under the leadership of Sanchaman 

Limboo, the then cabinet minister of SSP. The ruling SSP was 

divided into two groups: SSP and SSP (Sanchaman) the latter with 

the strength of 16 MLAs. (Old Tactics, 1994) Bhandari was to face a 

trial of strength on May 17, 1994 when the Motion of Confidence in 

favour of the Chief Minister, N.B Bhandari was brought in the 

Assembly to put to vote.16 members voted against the motion and 1 

member Pawan Kumar Chamling abstained from voting. Bhandari 

lost, as the motion was rejected by the House. (PSLA, 1994,pp.154-

156) On that fateful day, Bhandari's absolute dominance received a 

death blow. It was his Waterloo. This change in politics of Sikkim 

was however not a sudden development but was an outburst of 

volcano, long simmering. 

Once Bhandari lost, his one-time protege Sanchaman Limboo 

occupied his chair and became the fourth Chief Minister of Sikkim 

on May 18, 1994. The then Governor, Admiral (retd) R.H. Tahiliani 

administered the oath of office and secrecy to the newly elected Chief 

Minister and seven of his cabinet colleagues. Since his ministry was 

in minority and as election to the Assembly was announced 

Sanchaman Limboo remained a caretaker Chief Minister from 

September 1994 to December 11, 1994. 
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CHAPTER 
5 

Emergence and Evolution of 
Sikkim Democratic Front as a 

Political Party 

1. Dissention within Sikkim Sangram Parishad 

It has already been discussed in the last part of the previous 

chapter about the feud between Chamling and Bhandari and the 

former's expulsion from the party on the ground of ideological 

differences. In this chapter, we will try to assess the reason behind 

the dissention and the emergence of a new state political outfit, 

Sikkim Democratic Front (SDF) and its role in the state politics. 

Pawan Chamling, a son of a farmer from Yangang, south 

Sikkim had first started his political career as the President of his 

village Yangang Gram Panchayat Unit in 1982 and became an MLA 

of Damthang Constituency in 1985. He slowly climbed up the 

political ladder to become a Cabinet Minister in SSP Government in 

1989 and was the Minister- in-charge for Industries, Printing and 

Information & Public Relations. (Commemorative issue:25 years of 

Statehood) On his days as the SSP minister for two and half years, 

there started growing a discord on principles and practices of politics 

between him and the then Chief Minister Nar Bahadur Bhandari. 

The differences between him and the leadership of the SSP were 

neither petty nor personal. There were substantial differences on 

issues of principle and ideology. (B B Gurung) 2012) (Bali) 2003) 

It was alleged that during Bhandari's rule, he ruled as a 

monarch without a crown. The fundamental rights of speech and 

expression granted by the constitution to its citizens became 
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imprisoned within the bounds of Mintokgang. It was also alleged that 

tyranny, repression and corruption knew no bounds during 

Bhandari's regime and press was completely muzzled. Chamling was 

dissatisfied with the functioning of the then government and was not 

willing to compromise with his principles. Therefore, he openly 

expressed his disagreement and discontent over every wrong policies 

of the then Government of which he was himself a minister. (B B 

Gurung, 2012) (Pahalman Subba, 2012) (Wangdi, 2012) His open 

defiance of the then government put them at loggerheads. The main 

issues of contention being tribal status to Limboo and Tamang 

communities, issue of implementation of Mandal Commission Report 

and most importantly, the proposal for extension of Central Income 

Tax in Sikkim. (SDF Dastabej-Khanda-I, 2002); (Bali, 2003, pp. 107-

109) 

Meanwhile, Chamling, who was projected as an OBC leader, 

along with Chamla Tshering, Tourism Minister and a tribal leader, 

were reportedly coming together to oust Bhandari. The two 

reportedly had at least 20 of the MLA's with them. Tribals and OBCs, 

two of the State's most powerful groups which constituted at least 

80% of the State's population were coming together and joining 

hands to pave the way for Bhandari's downfall. These developments 

were viewed as a direct threat to Bhandari by the section of the 

ruling party. (Kazi J. N., Inside Sikkim Against The Tide, 1993, p. 299) 

2. Removal of Chamling from Bhandari Cabinet. 

The Chamling-Bhandari hostility soon erupted into political 

clashes and became media headlines. Bhandari's own minister, 

Chamling opposed every step of Bhandari, with which he could not 

reconcile. Stories of blame and condemnation against each other 

were woven. Chamling obviously had no quarrel with Bhandari but 

he fought against his political philosophy and culture which seemed 
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anti-people to him. Chamling's performance and his activities 

certainly did not gain much favour with the CM. His links with 

ethnic groups and off-the-cuff remarks against the administration 

and the ruling party made him one of the most controversial men in 

the Cabinet. Unlike others, Chamling was a popular politician and 

did not depend on Bhandari to get elected to the Assembly. Therefore 

he was quite independent in his thinking and people appreciated 

this. Reacting to the Bhandari's autocratic style of functioning he 

stated to the media, «I'm a democrat, not a sycophant." (Kazi J. N., 

Inside Sikkim Against The Tide, 1993, p. 307) 

When their differences on principle deepened, Chamling openly 

started defying the working of the then Government which brought 

only wrath to him. As expected, on 16th June, 1992 Bhandari finally 

dropped Chamling from the SSP Cabinet and later he expelled him 

from the party. (SDF Dastabej,Khanda IL 2005) Thus, the battle lines 

were drawn between Bhandari and Chamling. The event did not 

come as a surprise for those who took deep interest in Sikkimese 

politics. Chamlng's expulsion came as a blessing in disguise for him. 

In fact he was waiting for this very event. His removal from 

Bhandari's cabinet and later from SSP opened new doors for him-a 

door to a new political journey. 

3. Candle in the Darkness: The Search for Democracy. 

With Chamling's sacking from the Government and expulsion 

from the ruling SSP, he was now the lone opposition member in the 

32 member Vidhan Sabha. In a democracy, difference of opinion is 

not peculiar and dissent not a crime. There is a room for parties and 

leaders with different ideologies and approaches to play their role in 

the policymaking and governance of a democratic society. Impatience 

and intolerance to divergent ways and views of people leads to failure 

of democracy. Pawan Chamling made use of the space provided for 
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dissent on September 9, 1992 in the famous zero hour episodes in 

the Sikkim Legislative Assembly which left its mark in the annals of 

democratic history of Sikkim. 

It was reportedly the one-day Assembly session 1n Sikkim. 

Chamling the opposition legislator took out a candle from his pocket 

and lit it in the House and marched slowly up to the seat of the chief 

minister Nar Bahadur Bhandari. The speaker reported to have said it 

was unacceptable by Assembly norms but Chamling charged that 

there was utter darkness and confusion in Sikkim, there was no 

democracy and that he was constrained to search out any leftovers 

in the Assembly Hall and he angrily thundered that where was the 

democracy of the people and whether it existed there or was in the 

pocket of the Chief Minister. Then Chamling reportedly staged a walk 

out with the commitment that he would go to every nook and corner 

of Sikkim in search of democracy and would search till he found it. 

(Statesl~n, April 6,2001) (Bali, 2003, p. 116) 

Chamling claimed that he had been a victim of Bhandari's 

dictatorial rule and alleged that the Indian Constitution including its 

democratic principles guaranteeing freedom of speech and 

expression and human rights had been given an "indecent burial" in 

Sikkim. He alleged that he was not allowed to speak during the zero 

hour and further added that the one-day session was called just to 

meet the constitutional requirement of Assembly meeting at least 

once In every SIX months. (Sunday Mail, 27 September-3 

October, 1992 ) 

"The Fire inside the House" episode echoed all over Sikkim. 

Later the question often arose whether Chamling had played the 

opposition for the sake of opposition or stood for it as a matter of 

principle and belief. The answer was soon found when Chamling 

floated a new political party, SDF, fought the election and formed the 
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government. "Fire inside the House" incident 1n the Sikkim 

Legislative Assembly underlined forever the fact that the opposition 

was an essential organ of democracy even if there was just one in the 

entire house. 

4. A Party Was Born: Birth of Sikkim Democratic Front 

Party 

The expulsion of Pawan Chamling from the SSP had already 

triggered a state wide wave of activities. Events that unfolded after 

his expulsion from the SSP Government and the party were 

precursor to some major events which became the milestone in 

Sikkim's political history. Distanced from the corridors of ruling 

power, he had an opportunity to come closer to the poor and 

underprivileged section of society in Sikkim. As time passed a new 

political outfit by the name Sikkim Democratic Front (SDF) was born 

on 4th March 1993. 

SDF was founded by Pawan Chamling on March 4 1993, 

registered under no.56/42/93/JS/II/29II dated the 13th May 1993 

with a recognition no.56/95(4) dated the 14th January 1995 by the 

Election Commission of India. Chamling was unanimously elected 

the President of the new party. The party had a cover line "Sikkim 

Democratic Front because Sikkim deserves better." The symbol of the 

party was an open umbrella with red, yellow and blue sections. The 

flag of SDF was of a tricolor and of rectangular size. The color of the 

flag was Sky Blue at the top Golden Yellow at the middle and Blood 

Red at the bottom, all of which were of equal size. The Sky Blue at 

the top symbolized determination, progress and national integration. 

The Golden Yellow symbolized purity, sacrifice and humanity. The 

Blood Red symbolized auspiciousness, social change, courage and 

liberty. Hence the party was formed with a clear and open 

commitment to uphold democracy, justice and developmental 
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aspiration of the people. (Constitution of Sikkim Democratic 

Front, translated from Nepali) 

5. Ideology of the Party 

Concise Oxford Dictionary defines ideology as "a system of 

ideas and ideals forming the basis of an economic or political theory." 

In Social Studies a political ideology means the doctrines that 

political parties and other organizations are committed to, or which 

they used in their endeavors to get power and influence. A political 

ideology largely concerns itself with how to allocate power and to 

what ends it should be used. In this sense, it is deliberately 

formulated and exploited. 

Many political parties base their political action and election 

program on an ideology. Political parties in India as elsewhere are 

never tired of proclaiming their faith in ideology. Political battles are 

fought on ideological stances. If we look at the major national parties 

1n India like Congress, BJP, they adhere to different ideological 

beliefs. While INC stands for populism, Indian nationalism, social 

liberalism, democratic socialism, social democracy and secularism, 

BJP stands for progressivism, Hindutva, integral humanism, 

nationalism, economic liberalism and free market. Integral 

Humanism has been its core philosophy and identity ever since its 

inception. 

The ideology of most of the parties are influenced by the 

prevailing situation of that particular time and place when the party 

was formed and where the party belongs. Same is true and relevant 

with SDF's ideology. It is alleged that in Sikkim of yesteryears there 

was intense injustice, tyranny, suppression and exploitation on 

public. With a pledge to bring changes to that situation SDF came 

into being. The party believes that it is formed by the oppressed, 

harassed and neglected people to liberate themselves from the 
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shackles of bondage and to safeguard their political, economic and 

social welfare including their interests. Therefore, the party has a 

revolutionary ideology to transform the society to give justice and 

right to the Sikkimese people by removing the oppressors and 

handing over the political power to the oppressed poor people, as the 

party ardently believes in the principle, "In popular regime, people 

themselves are the rulers." 

As the party upholds Socialism as its guiding principle, it 

works towards maintaining unity among people. The party has a 

slogan which runs like this -=Barefooted, Rubber Booted, We are one. 

In Sikkim, the bare footed represents farmer and rubber booted 

represents Mazdoor. Without the unity among them, the Party 

believes that it is impossible to bring about any change in the 

society, to mobilize the vast population and build a "Naya ani Sukhi" 

(a new and happy) Sikkim. (Party Literature of Sikkim Democratic 

Front) 

As opposed to 'Old Sikkim',lthe new and happy Sikkim would 

be a society where a man cannot exploit his fellow being and inflict 

injustice or discriminate each other. The state would have a 

democratic atmosphere where the people could express their views 

and opinions without any fear or favor. The ((Naya and Sukht (newer 

and happier) Sikkim as visualized by the party would be "a haven of 

peace and tranquility, where every citizen is safe and secure and 

conscious of his or her rights and duties, where the poor and the 

deprived get equal opportunities to grow and prosper:· Where every 

family has a roof over its head and each member is assured of two 

square meals everyday, where everyone can live with dignity and 

without fear or discrimination." 

1 
The period beginning from the monarchy and even the long spell of Bhandari's reign after merger 

with India is termed as old Sikkim by the Party. 
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The party wants to establish a "Naya ani Sukhi" by bringing 

about "Kranti"(revolution). But this kranti is different from that of 

political procession, agitation and violence. The party wants to bring 

revolution in the mental setup of the people in general, to change 

their mental attitude and make them self-reliant. The welfare of the 

people and the country is considered as party's top political agenda. 

Since, SDF party branded itself as a party of the poor, the policy and 

programs of the party remained pro-people, pro-worker, pro-youth 

and pro-poor, to make Sikkim strong economically and every 

Sikkimese economically self sufficient. The party is committed to 

make every Sikkimese a Lakhapati and Crorepati. The party pledged, 

no one below the poverty line and Roti, Kapda aur l'v1akan for all 

Sikkimese. (Party Literature of Sikkim Democratic Front) (Pawan 

Chamling -Man of the Masses) (Bali, 2003, pp. 179-185) 

6. Aims and Objectives of the Sikkim Democratic Front 

Party 

According to the constitution of SDF, the following are the 

aims and objectives of the party: 

1) To bear true faith and allegiance to the sacred Constitution of 

India as by law established and to the principles of Socialism 

and Democracy and to uphold the sovereignty, unity and 

integrity of the Indian Union. 

2) To uphold the political, social and economic rights and 

privileges of the people of Sikkim as provided under the Indian 

Constitution and to work for the progress of socially and 

politically backward people of Sikkim. 

3) To work ceaselessly to promote peace, progress and communal 

harmony amongst the people of Sikkim and make utmost 

endeavour to promote fraternity, tolerance and harmony with 

all other communities of the country. 
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4) To giVe equal opportunity to all the sections of populace and 

also to work for the emancipation and upliftment of Sikkimese 

women giving due honor and dignity to women. 

5) To fight against all forces that threatens to disturb the unity 

and integrity of the nation. 

6) Giving due recognition to the principle of human dignity, the 

party pledge to fight against all kinds of injustice and 

inequality perpetrated on ground of caste, creed, colour, 

religion and gender. 

7) To promote and safeguard the economic interest and well-

being of the deprived sections of the populace; to work for the 

safeguarding constitutional rights of the scheduled Tribes and 

other backward classes. 

8) To foster unity, friendship and harmony amongst all sections 

of the people in Sikkim and to preserve, protect and promote 

the age-old customs, traditions and the cultural heritage of the 

people of Sikkim 

9) To hold enduring faith in the "son of Sikkim" policy and 

sincerely safeguard the interests of the Sikkimese people. 

10) The party is also committed to wage struggle against poverty, 

illiteracy and internal backwardness in the state. 

11) To bring upon improvement in the existing situation in Sikkim 

and resort to all possible means to raise the average conditions 

of Sikkimese of all levels so as to make them educationally, 

socially and above all, economically self reliant and self

sufficient. (Constitution of Sikkim Democratic Front,translated 

from Nepali) 

One of the foremost objectives of SDF party is to give justice, 

right, peace and happiness to the Sikkimese people. It is alleged that 

Bhandari's Government was dictatorial. Therefore, the aim of SDF 
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was to remove the oppressors and hand over the political power to 

the oppressed poor people. It is also the essence and basis of party 

president's slogan, «Jn popular regime people themselves are the 

rulers". It is to create a system bereft of injustice and oppression, to 

create "A newer and happier Sikkim. Restoration of democracy was 

therefore one of the priorities of the SDF Party. Sikkim which had 

merged into the Indian union now had a democratic set-up. Yet, it is 

alleged that power mongers had long monopolized the new freedom. 

The new party was committed to restoring and strengthening the 

principles of democracy in the State. Other mms included 

decentralization of power to make people stronger so that democracy 

could be practiced at the grassroots level. (Party Literature of Sikkirn 

Democratic Front) 

7. Organization of the Party. 

The SDF constitution distinguished between the party's 

pnmary Membership and Active Membership. The Primary 

membership is given to person having firm faith and belief in the 

rules and regulations, policies, aims and objectives of the SDF and 

has attained the age of 18 years and who is not guilty of any kind of 

social, political or economic offence or associated with crime. The 

person should not be enlisted member of any other political party. 

The person who fulfills these qualifications is considered eligible for 

primary Membership of the Party irrespective of sex, caste, creed and 

religion. He shall have to pay membership fee of Rupees Five per year 

and have to renew their membership by 31st January every year. 

Active membership is given to person who must have been a 

primary member of the Party for a period of at least one year. He/ 

she must have been actively involved in the implementation of the 

policies and programmers of the party. The President of the Party 

can in the interest of the Party, use his discretionary power to confer 
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Active Membership to such Party workers who are committed to the 

objectives of the Party and who are working sincerely as per the 

directives of the President. Active members of the Party shall have to 

pay a membership fee of Rupees one hundred fifty one per year and 

have to renew their membership by 31st January every year. 

The President of the SDF Party on his own or the Central 

working Committee can terminate the membership of a person if he 

or she is found engaged in anti-party activities or guilt for serious 

breach of discipline. On receipt of any complaint against any 

member, Primary or Active or office Bearer I bearers of Various 

committees of SDF and if the President finds the person or persons 

guilty of the offence reported upon President will have the power to 

demand resignation or terminate him from party membership. 

Members can also resign from the party membership by giving the 

President a 30 day's prior notice in writing. 

S.D.F has the following committees to look after the smooth 

functioning of the organization:-

a) All Sikkim Democratic Front Committee. (ASDFC) 

b) Central working Committees. (CWC) 

c) District Committees. (DC) 

d) Constituency Level Committees. (CLC) 

e) Block Level Committees. (BLC) 

All Sikkim Democratic Front Committee(ASDFC) has sixteen 

hundred members including the President, Vice President, General 

Secretary, Office Bearers, 50 members each from different 

constituency besides office Bearers of the Central working 

Committee. The Committee meets at least once 1n a year and the 

meeting is convened, conducted and presided over by the Party 

President. The meeting, besides self-analyzing the role of the Party, 
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also makes necessary amendment or improvement in its policies. The 

Party President may also convene an emergency meeting of the 

Committee. 

The Most important committee lS the CWC which consist of 

President, Vice-President, General Secretary, Joint Secretary, 

Publicity Secretary, Treasurer, Assistant Treasurer, two 

Representatives from each district and Executive Members. Its total 

strength is 58. The members are from among the members of the All 

Sikkim Democratic Front Committee. The President is the head of 

the Committee and have the special power to nominate members for 

the ewe and the meetings are convened presided over by him. The 

Committee meets at least once in three months however emergency 

meeting can be convened by the President under special 

circumstances. ewe has the responsibility of formulating all policies 

of the Party and accomplish its aims and objectives. It has the power 

to make necessary amendments to the prevalent rules and 

regulations of the party and to provide necessary guidance to the 

working of the party and to prepare Annual report of ASDFe. It 

conducts the affairs of the party and ensures its smooth functioning. 

The ewe holds office for a term of 5 yrs. The President can also 

make additions and alteration or prematurely dissolve the Committee 

in the greater interest of the Party. 

The CWC is a highly powerful body. But more powerful is the 

party President who is placed at the top of the Committee. He is 

elected in the General Convention held once in every five years by the 

ASDFC. He has the power to cast a vote in case of a tie in the 

meeting of the ASDFC and CWC. He not only nominates the office 

bearers of the ewe but also has the power to appoint or withdraw 

appointment of office bearers of the Committee or any other 

Committees when occasion demands. He can also constitute any 

Committee or Committees in addition to the existing ones. The 
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president can tender his resignation without assigning any reason. 

In such situation he shall hand over his resignation to the vice 

president of the party. However he will be eligible for reelection to his 

post if he so desires. He may be removed from his office by the 

ASDFC by tabling a motion of non-Confidence at the voting. 

Below CWC there are District Work Committees. (DWCs) These 

Committees hold office for a period of three years. The total strength 

of each District working committee is 32. Below DWCs there is CLC. 

The total number of member of this Committee will be based on the 

number of BLC of each Constituency. Lastly, there is BLCs 

throughout the rural areas of Sikkim. It has the strength of 30 

members and holds office for a term of 2 years. These Committees 

can be dissolved prematurely by the president in consultation with 

the higher level committee for valid reasons. These Committees look 

after the functions and organizations of the party falling under their 

jurisdiction. 

Apart from working Committees at different levels, SDF Party 

has the following frontal organizations under the direct control of the 

Party President: 

a) Women's wing (Cheli Morcha) 

b) Youths' Front (Yuva Morcha) 

c) Students' Front (Vidhyarthi Morcha) 

d) Labours'Front (Mazdoor Morcha) 

e) Farmers' Front (Kishan Morcha 

f) Scheduled Tribe Welfare Front (Jan Jati Kalyan Morcha) 

g) Businessmen's Front (Vyapari Morcha 

h) Scheduled Caste welfare Front (Anusuchit jati Kalya Morcha) 
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These frontal organizations will act as the bridge between the 

masses and the party and present the demand and views of public 

before the party and convey the policies and programs of the party to 

the people. 

8. Sikkim Democratic Front: An Alternative to Sikkim 

Sangram Parishad ? 

With Chamling's dismissal from the Cabinet in June 1992, and 

his subsequent ouster from the party, political climate in Sikkim 

changed dramatically in favour of the opposition. For the first time in 

many years, public expectation of an alternative to Bhandari was 

high after Chamling's dismissal. They saw in Chamling a man 

capable of mobilizing the masses and making a bit for the highest 

seat of power. (Kazi J. N.) Inside Sikkim Against The Tide, 1993> p. 

349) 

Corruption in high places became one of the SDF's maJor 

issues. The party soon emerged as a viable force, pulling along with 

it not only supporters from other parties and organizations, but from 

the minority Bhutia-Lepcha and Bahun Chettri (Brahmin-Kashtriya) 

communities as well. This was seen as a great blow to the ruling 

party, which depended on the vote bank of these two minority 

communities. (Kazi N., Inside Sikkim Against The Tide, 1993, p. 

349) 

While Bhandari, being a Chettri, expected support from his 

own Bahun-Chettri community, he was also quite confident that the 

Bhutia-Lepcha tribals would also back him as they had done in 

1979, when he first came to power. However, within a short span of 

less than two months since its first public meeting in Jorethang, the 

SDF's popularity in Sikkim began to trouble Bhandari. The anti

Bhandari movement, spearheaded by the SDF was gaining ground all 
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over the State. (Kazi J. N., Inside Sikkim Against The Tide, 1993, p. 

350) This indicated that SDF was not just a 'Rai party'. 2 

People started speaking openly against the government and 

Bhandari. The pro-democracy and anti-Bhandari slogans became 

common. June 22, 1993 was an important day in Sikkim's recent 

history. Jigme N Kazi in his book "Inside Sikkim Against The Tide" 

sums up the event thus: "It was indeed a day when the Sikkimese 

people, fed up of the long years of repressive regime of the Bhandari 

Government, stood up and openly defied the 'dictator' in a manner 

which took everybody by surprise." (Kazi J. N., Inside Sikkim Against 

The Tide, 1993, p. 350) Anti-government public rallies, 

demonstrations, anti-government placards and sloganeering which 

were absent for nearly one and a half decade suddenly became 

common. Retaliation, repression, raids and arrest by the government 

also became common. The State was swept by anti-Bhandari wave. 

9. The First Plunge: Assembly Election of 1994 

In this atmosphere, a newly formed SDF participated 1n the 

election to SLA which was held in 16 November, 1994, after 22 

months of its formation. The Party stated in its election manifesto 

that "It is important for the party to form the government with pro-poor 

ideology to serve the people. By remaining in opposition, the party can 

only raise voice against injustice and fight for the right of the people 

but the party cannot fulfill the long cherished dreams it has dreamt for 

the poor, deprived and exploited lot." 

Following are some of the important issues of the SDF Party in 

the Sikkim Legislative Assembly elections, 1994: 

1) Local Protection Act to be enacted for the protection of 

Sikkim and Sikkimese people. 

2 
One of the castes of Mongoloid Nepalese.Chamling belonged to this caste. 
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2) Sikkim's special constitutional prov1s10n and character to be 

fully utilized and maximum benefit from the centre for Sikkim 

as a backward state with special status to be availed. 

3) Remove the "immigrant tag" put to the Sikkimese Nepalese. 

4) OBC's like Rai, Limboo, Tamang, Gurung, Mangar, Sunwar 

and Bhujel to be accorded Tribal status and Chettri, Newar, 

Jogi and Thami to be accorded OBC status. 

5) Provide social, economic and political justice to Sikkimese. 

6) Safeguard of democratic institution; provide corruption less 

clean governance. 

7) Democratic values, culture and tradition to be 

institutionalized, democratic right, unbiased benefits to be 

given to people. 

8) Women empowerment, women to be entitled to enJOY 50% of 

the total developmental benefits in each district and female 

education to be taken as social revolution. 

9) Schools, books and teachers in every nook and corner of 

Sikkim, college in each district and state's university to be 

provided. 

10) 10. Daily wage of Rs.SO/- to the labourers and equal wages for 

man and women laborers to be given. 

11) Safeguard the spirit of secularism and Foster national 

integrOation. (Election Manifesto of SDF for the Assembly 

Election of 1994) 

Six political parties and independent candidates were in fray. 

National parties such as Indian National Congress, Communist Party 

of India (Marxist), regional parties viz, Revolutionary Socialist Party, 

SSP, SDF (registered unrecognized) and independent candidates were 

in fray. Out of 276 candidates who filed their nominations, the 
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number of actual contesting candidates became 186. The following 

table shows the number of candidates who contested on behalf of 

different parties. 

Table 9: Number of Candidates of Different Political Parties in 
the Assembly Election, 1994 

Sl. N arne of Party Number of candidates 
No. contested 

1 Bharatiya J anata Party 03 

2 Communist Party of India (Marxist) 02 

13 I India."l National Congress 31 

4 Revolutionary Socialist Party 11 

IS Sikkim Sangram Parishad 31 

6 Sikkim Democratic Front 32 

7 Independent 76 

(Report on the Elections to SLA, 1994) 

10. Sikkim Democratic Front in Power 

The election result of 1994 in Sikkim forced everyone to lend 

their attention and take note of. It was neither Congress (I) nor SSP 

but a third forced - the Sikkim Democratic Front led by Pawan 

Kumar Chamling, swept the poll. December 12, 1994 was a historic 

day for Chamling, SDF and the people of Sikkim. The people gave a 

massive mandate to Pawan Chamling and his party. SDF swept the 

poll by winning 19 out of 32 seats. Chamling again won convincingly 

from Damthang and retained his traditional seats. Bhandari's SSP 

came a distant second with ten MLAs. The Congress (I), which never 

had much of presence in the state, fared poorly and managed to win 

just two seats. The following table shows the party positions in the 

election-
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Table 10: Performance of the Political Parties in the Assembly 

Election, 1994 

Name of Party Number of Seats 
secured 

1.) Bharatiya J anata Party Nil 

2.)Communist Party of India (Marxist) Nil 

3.) Indian National Congress 02 

4.) Revolutionary Socialist party Nil 

5.) Sikkim San gram Paris had 10 

6.) Sikkim Democratic Front 19 

j 7.) Independent 1 

After 15 years of Bhandari's rule (SJP from 1979-1984, SSP-

1985-1994) and the brief interregnum of the Congress (I), led by 

Sanchaman Limboo, the Sikkimese opted for a new party. Chamling, 

a former minister in the Nar Bahadur Bhandari ministry, sacked 

from the cabinet by Bhandari in June 1992, worked at cultivating 

the people to finally emerge a clear winner in the volatile politics of 

Sikkim. He adopted a very simple strategy to highlight the rampant 

corruption during Bhandari's decade- long regime and promised to 

usher in a clear government. The SDF was also helped by the fact 

that Congress (I) had a very weak presence in the State. 81 % of 

voters, the highest in the state history, voted in this election which 

also benefited the SDF as a three ways split in the vote allowed the 

party to emerge winner in many marginal seats. The Sikkim voters, 

tired of Bhandari's politics and the ineffectual Congress (1), sent a 

clear message by defeating two heavyweights, 1 each from the SSP 

and the Congress (I) Sanchaman Limboo, the outgoing Chief 

Minister, lost the Yoksom seat by a slender margin of 145 votes while 

SSP candidate, Dil kumari Bhandari, wife of Nar Bahadur Bhandari, 

was defeated from Jorethang. (Report on the Elections to SLA, 1994) 
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During Bhandari's tenure the higher caste Nepalese dominated 

every sphere of governance. The pradhans captured higher echelons 

of the administration and representatives of the bahun and the 

chettri communities dominated Sikkim's political scenario. These 

upper castes were referred to as the NBCs (the newars, the bahuns 

and the chettris) or the non backward classes. A large section of the 

Nepalese especially the other backward classes (OBC) among them 

remained neglected. However, when Chamling broke away to form a 

new party, he projected himself as the leader of the downtrodden. 

The SDF emerged as the representative of backward classes. The 

tribals, especially the bhutias and the Lepchas who were earlier loyal 

to Bhandari initially, deserted him believing he had ignored them. 

(Chakraborty, October,2000) Therefore, the support of a large section 

of OBCs and tribals to the SDF party paid off well in the election. 

11. The 1999 Election 

Unlike the previous election, In 1999 Assembly election, there 

were only two national parties: Communist Party of India (Marxist) 

CPI (M), Indian National Congress (INC), two regional parties: SDF, 

SSP and Independents. There was a sharp fall of the independent 

candidates. In total, there were 105 contesting candidates. It was a 

triangular contest among INC, SSP and SDF. 

The Sikkim Democratic Front was swept back to power with a 

two-third majority in the 32-member Assembly. The SDF also won 

the lone parliamentary seat, forcing the Bhandari - led SSP and the 

Congress to bite the dust once again. The SDF, led by Chief Minister 

Pawan Kumar Chamling, which contested 31 seats, won 24 seats. 

The Congress (I) and the SSP contested all the 32 seats but the SSP 

was left to contend with seven, three less than in 1994 and the INC 

failed to capture even a single seat. The country's only non-territorial 

seat, the Sangha (monasteries), was won by an independent, Palden 
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Lama, who was backed by the SDF. In 1994 the SDF won 19 seats 

but its tally was increased to 25 when it admitted six SSP deserters. 

In this election, the SDF excelled its 1994 tally. The following table 

shows the number of candidates of different parties contested and 

the performance of parties in the election. 

Table 11: Performance of the Political Parties in the Assembly 
Election, 1999 

Party Number of Number Number of 0/o 
candidates of elected votes 

Communist Party of 
2 

I 
0 398 0.19 India(Marxist) 

Indian National 
31 0 

,_,,.......,r\ 0 C:.'7 

Congress IO.l.<: J.V! 

Sikkim Democratic Front 31 24 107214 52.32 

Sikkim Sangram 32 7 85827 41.88 Parish ad 
-

Independents 9 1 3976 1.94 

Total 105 32 204927 

(Report on the Elections to SLA, 19941 

The SDF's dual victory not only shattered the hopes of SSP 

chief Nar Bahadur Bhandari to regain power but also reaffirmed the 

domination of regional forces over a national party, the Congress (I). 

The Congress (I), which was responsible for the State's merger with 

the Indian Union 24 years ago, has never been elected to power in 

the State. It ruled Sikkim thrice in the past by co-opting a ruling 

regional party into its fold. 

Chamling was elected from his home constituency of 

Damthang for the fifth time in a row with the highest margin of 72 

percent of valid votes. However, two of his ministerial colleagues, 

D.P. Kharel (Health) and Ram Lepcha (Finance), lost to the SSP in 

the Central Pendam and Pathing constituencies' respectively. 

Bhandari, who ruled the state for almost 15 years until 1994, made 
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it to the House from Rhenock, a constituency dominated by upper

caste Nepalis.3 However, he was defeated in his native Soreng seat by 

the SDF's R.B. Subba, by 66 votes which was the biggest victory for 

SDF. His wife and former Member of Parliament, Dil Kumari 

Bhandari, lost to State Tourism Minister Garjaman Gurung in Temi 

Tarku by more than 1 ,300 votes. The key Gangtok seat in East 

district went to the SSP's Narendra Pradhan for a second time. 

(Report on the Elections to SLA, 1994) 

The results of the 1999 Sikkim Assembly elections reveal that 

caste factors did not play a significant role favouring the opposition 

SSP. Only in constituencies like Central Pandem, Rhenok, Loosing 

Pancheykhani, Pathing and Rakdong-Tintek where the upper caste 

Nepalese (the NBCs) were dominant, the SSP was able to maintain its 

stronghold. But in most of the other constituencies across the state, 

the Sikkim Democratic Front swept the polls. This result confirmed 

that the SDF had further consolidated its OBC and the tribal base 

which helped to an extent by the pro-poor, pro-rural and pro-tribal 

image of Chamling and his party. Bhandari was unable to maintain 

his hold on the NBCs of the east district where the SDF captured six 

seats, two more than 1994 election. Votes 1n these two 

constituencies exercised their choice that went beyond caste 

boundaries. 

The election result: came as a great setback for the Congress 

too - the third political force in Sikkim politics. None of its 

candidates figured in the list of elected candidate. The party lacked a 

firm stand on any issue. Also it failed to find the right candidate. 

Congress stalwarts like former chief minister Sanchaman Limbu, the 

former power secretary L. P. Tiwari could not resist the SDF wave at 

3
Bhandari belongs to upper-caste Nepalis. 
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all. Electorates' apathy toward: the Congress (I) was clearly 

discernible in its performance at Rakdong-Tintek where its candidate 

secured less votes than the CPI (M) and the independent candidates. 

In Dzongu constituency, the Congress candidate got only 17 votes, a 

mere 0.36 per cent of the valid vote. The party had lost its support in 

the tribal base. Most of its candidates could not even save their 

security deposits. (Chakraborty, October,2000) 

12. The 2004 Election: 

In the 2004 Sikkim Assembly election, three national parties: 

BJP, CPI (M), INC, three regional parties: SDF, SSP, Sikkim Himali 

Rajya Parishad(SHRP) and Independents were in fray. SHRP was a 

new party, contesting election for the first time under the leadership 

of Dr. A.D. Subba. There were in total 91 candidates contesting the 

election, lesser than the previous two elections. The SSP contested 

only one seat from Gangtok constituency this time as Bhandari had 

left his party and joined INC and was also one of the contenders from 

the Gangtok constituency. 

The Sikkim Democratic Front almost had a clean-sweep 

winning 31 of the 32 seats in the state. Chamling led his party to 

victory in the Assembly election for the third consecutive time in 

2004. The verdict showed that electoral support for his party had 

increased over the years. Even before the state went to the polls, a 

pre-poll advantage to the SDF was clear. It started with a clear edge 

over its rivals, winning four out of the 32 assembly seats 

uncontested. These were the Damthang constituency of the chief 

minister, Kabi Tingda (North Sikkim), Melli (South Sikkim) and Wok 

(South Sikkim). In three of these constituencies, nominations of the 

opponents were rejected, and in the reserved Kabi Tingda seat, there 

was no one to file papers against the SDF candidate. The election 

was held in 28 constituencies. Thus, while SDF started its campaign 
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on a winning note, a breakdown of the opposition parties was evident 

even before the race had begun. 

The SSP, which ruled Sikkim for two consecutive terms under 

Nar Bahadur Bhandari had almost become non-existent by this 

election. In the 1999 election it had secured seven seats but over the 

years, all SSP legislators except Bhandari defected to the ruling SDF. 

Later, before the 2004 election Bhandari himself joined the Congress 

(I) to become the lone opposition member in the assembly. Weakened 

by Bhandari's departure, the SSP contested only one assembly seat 

winning only 0.05 per cent of the vote share in 2004 election. In the 

Lok Sabha election,its candidate Rajendra Upreti won only 1 per cent 

of the votes. (Bora, December)2004) 

On the other hand, Bhandari's appointment as the state 

Congress (I) president, which was considered to be a boost for the 

party, actually weakened the Congress internally. His appointment 

was highly resented by senior Congress leaders in the State and a 

total realignment took place just before the election. Many senior 

Congress leaders and about 200 primary members left the party and 

joined the SDF in protest of Bhandari's appointment. These 

developments had affected Congress (I)'s performance in the election. 

Its vote share in assembly election was 26 per cent and that in the 

Lok Sabha election it was 27 per cent. The party contested 28 

assembly seats and managed to win only the Sangha seat reserved 

for the monks & nuns of Sikkim's many monasteries. (Bora, 

December,2004) 

Bhandari could not make it to the House this time. He had 

contested from Central Pendam and Gangtok and lost in both places. 

In Central Pendam, SDF newcomer Somnath Poudyal won by a 

comprehensive margin of 3,455 votes, and in Gangtok, N.K. Pradhan 

defeated him by 3,123 votes. The BJP contested four assembly seats, 
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gaining a meagre vote share of only 0.34 per cent. The party didn't 

contest the Lok Sabha election in the state. The following table 

shows the number of candidates of different parties contested and 

the performance of parties in the election. 

Table 12: Performance of the Political Parties in the Assembly 
Election, 2004 

Party Number of Number of Number of 0/o 
candidates elected votes 

BJP 4 0 667 0.34% 

I CPI (M) 
-·-0 

I 1 () 144 I 0.07% I I j_ v 

--

INC 28 1 51329 26.13% 
--------- --

SDF 32 31 139662 71.09% 

SHRP 9 0 1123 0.57% 
--

SSP 1 0 90 0.05% 

Independents 16 0 3450 1.76% 
-

Total 91 32 196465 

(Report on the Elections to SLA, 2004) 

In spite of the poor performance of all these parties, an 

important point to be noted is that the number of political parties 

and independents in the electoral arena this time was greater than 

ever before. The huge victory of the Sikkim Democratic Front in both 

the assembly and Lok Sabha elections could be attributed to a pro

incumbency wave. The party took strict measures to avoid any anti 

incumbency sentiment that the Congress was hoping to take 

advantage of. Nearly 50 per cent of the sitting MLAs (including four 

ministers) were not given tickets, and more than a third of the 
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contestants on the SDF ticket were completely new faces. The SDF is 

a well-organised party with strong electoral support in the rural 

areas. Over the years, devolution of power to the panchayats has 

greatly contributed to this. (Bora, December,2004) 

The pattern of voting in the upper caste dominated east 

district, one of the four sub-regions of Sikkim, revealed that the SDF 

had won over Bhandari's vote bank in a striking manner. In this 

region Bhandari, an upper caste Nepali kshatriya, always had an 

overwhelming influence. In the 1999 assembly election, his 

candidates won six of the 12 seats from this region. Earlier, in 1994, 

his party had won eight seats from this district. But in this election 

Bhandari could not manage a single seat. 

On the other hand, Chamling, who himself belongs to the OBC 

category, which constitutes the largest section of the electorate, kept 

his OBC vote bank intact. Even in the 1999 assembly election, his 

hold over the Nepalis of mongoloid origin was dominant as he won all 

the 16 seats in the south and west districts. With time the SDF 

garnered support from a sizeable section of the upper caste Nepalis

the NBCs and the jogis and sanyasis by supporting their demand to 

be included in the list of OBCs. Elections 2004 saw considerable 

support for the Sikkim Democratic Front across all castes and 

communities. (Bora, December,2004) 

13. The 2009 election 

The Assembly election of 2009 in Sikkim took place in April 

2009, concurrently with the Indian general election, third phase. The 

elections were held in the state for all 32 Assembly seats. In this 

election, the number of contesting political parties was the highest. 

There were as many as eight political parties and Independents 

contesting in the election. It was therefore, an eight cornered contest. 

There were altogether 167 candidates who contested in the 2009 
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election. A national party called Nationalist Congress Party (NCP), 

two regional parties called Sikkim Gorkha Prajatantrik Party (SGPP) 

and Sikkim Jan-Ekta Party were new in this Assembly election. The 

following table shows the name of the parties and the number of 

their candidates contesting in the election. 

Table 13: Performance of the Political Parties in the Assembly 
Election, 2009 

Party Name Number of Number of 
candidates Elected 

Bharatiya J anata Party 11 Nil 
--

Communist Party of India (Marxist) 3 Nil 

Indian National Congress 32 Nil 

Nationalist Congress Party 11 Nil 

Sikkim Democratic Front 32 32 

Sikkim Gorkha Prajatantrik Party 27 Nil 

Sikkim Himali Rajya Parishad 20 Nil 

Sikkim Jan-Ekta Party 6 Nil 

Independents 25 Nil 

Total 167 32 
'---

(Report on Election to the Sikkim Legislative Assembly, 2009) 

The SDF swept back to power for the fourth time, winning all 

the 32 seats in the Assembly elections. The SDF went from strength 

to strength and this time won even the single seat that had eluded 

them in 2004. The lone Lok Sabha seat from the State also went to 

the SDF's P.D. Rai vanquishing his Congress rival K N Upreti by a 

massive 84,868 votes. Not only did the anti-incumbency factor not 

work in Sikkim, but the party was able to win in most constituencies 

by a greater margin than in the previous election. Majority of SDF 
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candidates won by over 1000 votes with only its nominee from the 

Sangha assembly seat, exclusively reserved for Buddhist monks, 

having a narrow margin of 65 votes. Chamling, who secured a record 

sixth term in the state legislature after being first elected from 

Damthang assembly constituency in 1985, also won handsomely 

from both his assembly constituencies - Poklok-Kamrang and 

Namchi-Singithang in South Sikkim. Chamling won by an impressive 

margin of 5,956 votes from Poklok-Kamrang assembly constituency 

with over 70 per cent of the votes and inflicting defeat on BJP 

nominee Padam Prasad Sharma, who secured only 167 votes and 

from Namchi-Singithang assembly constituency by a margin of 5644 

votes. All the four women candidates of the ruling party ~Chandra 

Maya Subba (Maneybung-Dentam), Neeru Sewa (West Pendam-SC), 

Tulshi Devi Rai (Melli) and Tilu Gurung (Namthang-Rateypani) made 

it to the state legislature. Chamling was sworn in for his fourth 

consecutive term as Chief Minister on 20 May 2009. This 

Government included Neeru Sewa and Tilu Gurung who became the 

first ever women Cabinet ministers in Sikkim. (Sikkimese legislative 

election, 2009) 

The electoral performance of the SDF in 2009 elections was the 

result of series of policies pursued by the party in the past. Right 

from 1994, the party has been focused on finding ways and means 

for the economic development of the state. Given the geographical 

setting of the state, this quest was difficult. Topographical factors 

limited the development of heavy industries, leaving only a few 

choices such as developing agro-based industries, eco-friendly 

tourism and hydro-based industries although the last strategy came 

under scrutiny and invited much criticism. In addition, the opening 

up of the Nathu La trade route on 6 July 2006, and an 

announcement on 16 October 200 that an airport will be constructed 

at Pakyong have worked in favour of the SDF. The party appeared to 

be pro-youth in many of its activities. To encourage the youth, it 
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declared a Yuva Kranti Barsh in 2005, and many schemes launched 

by it were suited to the needs of unemployed youth. In the 

educational field, its soft loans to students going abroad for studies 

and its success in getting the Central University for the state have 

endeared it to the youth. Using state resources to the advantage of 

most sections of society, the SDF has managed to create an 

atmosphere favourable to it and its government. The SDF's policy is 

all-inclusive: there is no Sikkimese now who does not fall within 

state-sponsored categories such as scheduled tribes, scheduled 

caste, most backward classes and Other Backward Classes. There 

are reservations for all these categories in the posts and services of 

the state government and public sector undertakings. What remains 

to be explained is the low support among Lepchas for the SDF. This 

is probably due to the opposition of the Lepcha community towards 

the setting up of hydel projects in Dzongu.4 (Giri, 2009) 

14. Sikkim Democratic Front and Opposition Parties 

When SDF formed a government in 1994, its strength was 

19.13members; SSP -10, INC- 2 and Independent 1, remained in 

opposition. Sikkim's politics witnessed strong opposition yet again 

after fifteen years. The opposition was the strongest in the first term 

of Bhandari Government in the democratic history of Sikkim in 1979 

with its strength of 14. In SDF Government too opposition was quite 

strong in the first term. The House businesses were healthy and very 

active. Many opposition members were veteran politicians, they were 

4 From 20 June 2007, various organisations led by the Affected Communities of Teesta, 
along with concerned Lepchas went on a hunger strike in Gangtok. Their contention was 
that that the hyde] projects in Dzongu were defiling the sanctity of their sacred land, and that 
the influx of labourers would change the demographic profile of the area to their 
disadvantage. The government did not flinch and went ahead with its projected plan, 
pointing out that the project was for the greater good of the state and that the protestors 
represented only 10% of the Lepchas in the area. In course of time, the protest lost its 
intensity but it keeps resurfacing time and again. 
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very well accustomed with the democratic institutions and its 

principles and practices which proved to beneficial for healthy 

politics. The Assembly affairs in this term were healthy as opposition 

in this government too was strong and active to hold the Government 

accountable and answerable for its every action. Question hours 

were flooded with questions; there were many members participating 

in the House. In the very first budget session of the new SDF 

government in March 1995 itself, Bhandari, who was now the 

opposition leader, in the discussion on the motion of thanks on 

Governor's Address said that the Address was nothing but 

bureaucratic approach and total repetition of the budget speeches of 

SSP government and hence the politician's policy was nil in the 

Budget. He said that the infrastructure development more or less 

was completed during his government and the present government 

would just complete the work initiated by his government 

(PSLA, 1999, pp 72-77) 

There was a strong presence and participation of opposition 

members in the question hours and budget discussions. They very 

well knew that those Assembly sessions were their chance and 

privilege to nudge the Government once in six or eight months 

therefore they made the most of the opportunity .They asked 

questions on almost all important social sectors and other sectors 

which were very crucial for public. Discussing on the Demands for 

Grant of Education Department, an opposition member expressed 

his sadness over victimized transfer of teachers as a result of their 

affiliation with the opposition members. It was suggested that such 

blunt action would affect the studies of students and should be 

stopped by the ruling government. He suggested that quotas for 

higher studies should be awarded to poor and deserving candidates. 

(PSLA, 1995,pp.225,229) As it was committed by the Government to 

provide free text books and exercise books, it was asked in the 

question hour whether text books of session reached all the school in 
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time, and whether the policy of SDF government to supply free 

exercise books and uniforms to students will continue. It was also 

asked whether mid-day meal were being provided to the students of 

pnmary classes of Government school, if so, how often. 

(PSLA, 1999,p.38) 

The education sector remained very important and was 

discussed intensively in almost all the sessions. An opposition 

member and ex- Education Minister K.N. Upreti placed his views and 

observation before the House in 1999 session which was very 

important to take note of. He stated that facilities of free education 

up to college level and free text books were nothing new, it was there 

since the previous government. The SDF Government went a step 

forward and decided to provide free exercise books and uniforms. His 

point was that if the concerned department cannot provide these 

facilities in time that is before the session starts, the main motive of 

providing these facilities will not be accomplished. He highlighted 

that education budget had increased fourfold; accordingly the quality 

of education should also be increased fourfold. The ruling 

government had claimed that there had been increase in literacy rate 

in the state from 56% to 78%. In this connection the opposition 

member argued that the Government should focus on quality 

education and not just in quantity. He went on further and said that 

no doubt there had been expansion and up gradation of schools but 

he had not found any particular criteria of the Government towards 

education. There had been mushrooming of primary schools and up 

gradation of junior high schools to secondary schools and so on but 

many of those schools were run without teachers, especially math 

and science teachers, lab facilities, lab equipments, libraries etc. 

(PSLA, 1999,pp.323-326) 

In the discussion of Health Department, opposition members 

demanded that the hospitals in the state and districts should be fully 
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equipped and prescribed scheduled drugs should be made available 

for free so that the poor people can be treated in the state itself. 

There should be facility of modern technologies like computerized 

blood tests, pathology test, CT scan and dialysis. There should also 

be a cancer hospital in the state. They also stressed on educative 

programs on AIDS and its precautions, Hepatitis, mass education on 

health, mobile medical facilities for remote areas etc. 

(PSLA, 1999,pp.409-41 0, 414-415) 

Power projects were also discussed intensively 1n the 

Assembly. Opposition leader Bhandari questioned the delay in 

completion of Rangit power project which had been under 

construction for quite long time then. Government was held 

answerable for why there was no national tender on such big project 

like Nathang Hydel Project. He asked the reason for short tender 

notice which was supposed to belong .One of the opposition member 

charged and opposed strongly the action of minister-in-charge of 

Rural Development Department (RDD) when he violated the 

prescribed norms for awarding contracts by awarding such public 

work to selected few without the recommendation of the area MLAS 

and concerned Panchayats. This had created an issue in the 

Assembly and there was quite a long debate about this matter. 

(PSLA, 1995,pp.183, 154-157) 

Opposition was very strong and demanding about their rights 

and privileges in this term. A commotion was created in one of the 

Assembly session when some of their questions put up for question 

hour which seemed unpleasant for the Government to answer were 

removed from the list. They stated that some of the resolutions were 

also censored forcefully from the list. They called it undemocratic 

and against the rule and accused the Government that they want to 

conceal fact from the public that was why they cancelled the 

questions. (PSLA, 1995,p.225) Opposition again created a huge issue 
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when one of the ministers replied in English in question hour. They 

argued that all members might not understand English therefore 

there should be system of translation as there used to be in the 

previous government. The argument between the two groups was 

aggravated to extend that the Speaker and the Leader of the House 

had to settle the matter. (PSLA, 1995,pp.15-19) 

In the zero hour of 1995 September Session, opposition 

member K N Upreti drew attention of the House regarding law and 

order situation of the state. He stated, ((Speaker Sir, in this zero hour I 

would like to draw the attention of the House regarding particularly 

the law and order situation in the state. I want a statement from 

Hon'ble Chief Minister. Everyday there are assaults and ransacking of 

shops and various incidents of beating. Why is the action not being 

taken? So, I request through Hon'ble Speaker a statement from the 

Hon 'ble Chief Minister in this respect." The Speaker said that there 

should be prior notice before bringing the new topic but the 

opposition member refuted that in the zero hour he had every right 

and privilege to bring the topic in the house. (PSLA, 1995) 

Another instance of strong opposition was in August Session 

1997 when they brought to the House the weakness and naivety of 

the ruling party when the Cabinet had approved the Employment 

Exchange Act and requested the Centre to extend the Act to Sikkim 

without analyzing its consequence. It was also highlighted that 

according to Article 371(f) of Indian Constitution, any Act of this kind 

can be extended to state only by legislature or competent authority. 

But the Government did not place it in the Legislative Assembly and 

requested directly for Presidential Notification. This was regarded 

against the law and breach of privilege by the opposition members. 

(PSLA, 1997,p.SO) 
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The Opposition did not allow the ruling party to circumvent the 

rules and regulations of Assembly. It always acted as a 'watchdog'. 

The ruling party could not have taken opposition for granted. They 

always raised their voice when necessary. The opposition member K. 

N. Upreti demonstrated his opposition in respect of the conduct of 

business of the House. He pointed out that as per the rule of the 

House all the bills and demands of grants should be placed in the 

House at least 4-5 days before it is passed to allow the members to 

read, analyze and move amendments, if any in the bill. But the SDF 

Government placed the bill on the spot for approval and given only 

an hour to decide. The opposition members opposed that no 

sufficient time was given to them to discuss such important matters. 

They also stated that there was no democracy; the democratic 

principles of the House had been blemished by the ruling 

Government and they were forced to work against the rule. 

Opposition member K.N. Upreti staged a walkout in disagreement 

from the House. (PSLA, 1997,pp. 63-68) 

Not just the opposition, questions were asked equally by the 

ruling party members also. But there seemed to be a conflict within 

the party from 1997. The Deputy C.M. and Minister-in-charge of 

Finance P.T. Luksum was the black sheep amongst them. He was 

very active in the question hours and asked many questions like 

what steps were being taken by the government to make judiciary 

accessible to general masses particularly in regard to court fees 

which were very high for the litigant public to seek redressal? 

(PSLA, 1997,p.27) And what step was taken by the Government to 

normalize abnormal price rise of commodities? Etc (PSLA, 1998,pp.27-

28) The Leader of the House said to have replied contemptuously and 

did not take the questions seriously in both the occasions. In 

another occasiOn the Deputy C.M. accused Chamling of having 

double standard in the issue regarding the inclusion of Sikkim in 

North Eastern Council. The Chief Minister also replied mockingly 
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saying, "A person with double standard mind finds everyone like 

himself." (PSLA, 1997,pp.33-38) 

There is no democracy without opposition, but the role of 

opposition in democracy is not just to oppose every policy of the 

government. This was very well understood and followed by the 

opposition. They did not oppose all the policies of the Government; 

they appreciated the Government's good works too and extended 

their cooperation when necessary. They made it clear that if there 

was question of Sikkimese interest and benefit they would always 

extend their cooperation but wanted Government to inform them, 

wanted a forum or a meeting to discuss various issues of Sikkimese 

interest. (PSLA,1997,pp.l81-182) The opposition member K.N. Upreti 

in the Eleventh Assembly Session stated, ••Let there be no place for 

opposition and pubic to point out the weakness of the Government, 

that is our aim. Let us use the public fund properly which is meant for 

four lakh poor public of Sikkim. Let us invest it wisely and not waste it 

uselessly. ''He further stated, ••Let us not expect revenue from social 

sectors like education and health because Government is not for 

business. We must invest in social sectors with no return and we have 

nothing to say about that. But in other sectors where we can expect 

returns and do not get it and when the Government invests mindlessly 

in those sectors, the opposition is compelled to oppose. "He continued, 

••we discuss and speak in favor of people in the Assembly so as to 

suggest and alert the Government. In these four and a half years, no 

matter how big we talk in the Assembly, at the end when it comes to 

passing a budget we have always raised our hands in favor like the 

Government does. The opposition has never walked out against the 

budget." (PSLA, 1999,pp.234-235,238) 

Although opposition was strong in number and in practice in 

the House, many a times they complained about and opposed the 

misleading answers of the ruling party members, unparliamentary 
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practices and contempt of the house. A commotion was created when 

the starred question of opposition member K.N. Upreti was converted 

into unstarred without any reason. According to the rule, if 

particular question needs to be explained with long answer that can 

be converted into written answer. He argued that the answer of his 

question was supposed to be short still he was denied oral answer by 

the concerned minister. He demanded, "Why and what is the reason? 

I want to know from the chair, Hon 'ble speaker Sir. "He stated that not 

a single question of his had been admitted for oral answer whereas 

the ruling members had four- five questions which were in advantage 

of the Government and whose answers were all manipulated. He 

shouted in anger, (This is not somebody's party office, this is state 

Assembly and we have our privilege to get proper answer." 

He pointed out the unparliamentary procedure of passage of 

supplementary budget in 1998 to which he exhibited his vehement 

opposition. According to the procedure, a budget is placed before the 

House at least a day before its passage but that had not happened in 

Sikkim Assembly. The members were not even provided a budget 

book. Therefore, in his protest he argued, "How can we discuss this 

on the same day, unless I get reply I sit will not seat. I will stand up 

and I will not allow this house to continue." (This is the mockery of 

Parliamentary system. You cannot break the rule. Government needs 

money, an Assembly of one day, the session of two hours is called for 

passing of supplementary budget? Where is the budget book? How 

can we discuss?" He argued. The opposition member also stated that 

there cannot be monopoly in the Assembly. He brought to the notice 

that the opposition members' vehicles were not allowed in the 

Assembly premises but any vehicle bearing government number 

could enter the Assembly premises. (PSLA, 1998,pp.l-7) 

Again there was an issue of breach of privilege in the Eleventh 

Session, 1999.0ne of the opposition members from SSP asked 
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question to minister-in-charge of Food and Civil Supplies about the 

central food subsidy and in reply the minister asked the member to 

ask his party president Bhandari and not him. The opposition 

members argued that to ask questions in the question hour was 

their privilege, denial of correct answer from the Government was 

their breach of privilege. (PSLA, 1999,pp.215-222) 

In its second term in power, SDF had to deal with 

comparatively less stronger opposition. In the Assembly election held 

in October 1999, SDF, which contested 31 seats, secured 24 seats. 

The Sangha (monasteries) seat which was won by an independent, 

Palden Lama, was backed by the SDF. Hence, SDF was voted back to 

power with 25 MLAs in total to its side in the House of 32. Since the 

INC failed to capture even a single seat, the House had seven 

opposition members from SSP in the beginning. 

The Assembly sessions were very active and busy in this term 

also. The sessions were fairly longer and busier than the previous 

terms. Debates and discussions were very lengthy and intensive. 

Each department's performance was discussed and evaluated. They 

were held accountable and answerable for their performance and 

also their non- performance, delay and slackness. Though less in 

number, opposition members were responsible enough to 

their duty well. 

In the discussion and adoption of the motion of thanks on 

Governor's Address of 2000 session, the opposition leader Bhandari 

while appreciating and supporting the Governments policies, 

questioned and suggested on some of their policies. He specially 

focused on power projects. He asked the reasons of handing over the 

project to National Hydroelectric Power Corporation (NHPC) in spite 

of nine global tenders. He asked whether the Government had 

agreement with the NHPC regarding employment generation, whether 
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it was discussed what percentage of tax of power project would be 

given to state etc. In the education sector, he opined that upto class 

XII is the foundation of education, if foundation is not strong, 

implementation of education polices In the higher level would be 

useless. He also asked the reason for very poor performance of junior 

level students in the examination and inquired whether the text 

books are distributed in time or not. He also drew attention of the 

House to the poor condition of roads and bridges and drinking water. 

He stated that the State is very poor in the health sector too. The 

Cardio machines, CT scan machines in the hospitals were out of 

order and thus people could not take benefit of such expensive 

equipments. 

In discussions on grants in aids, unlike the previous term, 

opposition members rather than pointing out the weaknesses and 

faults of the government suggested them in different fields wherever 

and whenever they found it necessary. In fact, the members showed 

more maturity in the House. The social sectors like Education which 

is very vital, finance which is the backbone of administration, Health, 

Public Work Department (PWD) etc were discussed at length as 

usual. 

As already mentioned, education Is a huge and vital 

department with a very high budget allocation it was in the front 

of discussion and debate in the Assembly. It was pointed out by the 

opposition that degree colleges had very poor performance with only 

20-30 percent of pass performance. The condition of schools was no 

better. There were number of schools cited by them which were in a 

very dilapidated condition in all over Sikkim. Students had to study 

on the ground because of lack of furniture. The opposition members 

requested the Government to fulfill at least minimum requirement of 

each school. It was suggested that teachers should get their salaries 

and allowances on time so that they do not loiter around education 
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department to chase after their money instead of teaching in schools. 

The shortage of teachers in many schools was also brought to light. 

In some schools, they cited there were only one or two teachers and 

some schools were closed down because of lack of teachers. (PSLA, 

2000, pp. 246,248,253-256) (PSLA,2001, pp 334) 

For many years the issue of poor quality of results in 

education kept on surfacing frequently in the House. The Governor 

in one of his Address attributed this to absenteeism of school 

teachers and high dropout. In this context, an opposition member 

requested the Government to appoint an Expert Committee to 

formulate a comprehensive report on improving the existing 

education system. Other suggestions like distribution of text books 

on time, avoidance of teachers' transfer in the middle of session as 

this would ensure undisturbed learning to students, surprise 

inspection of schools etc were also suggested by opposition members. 

(PSLA,2002,pp.44, 156, 158) 

The opposition members had much to complain on Roads & 

Bridges Department this time. Although, problem of bad roads and 

bridges and incomplete, uncarpeted road had always been a topic of 

the House since its inception. This could however be partially 

attributed to hilly topography of the state. In this term too, issue of 

poor condition of roads and bridges, incomplete construction of 

roads and demands for approach roads, jeep able roads in remote 

areas surfaced very often in the House. (PSLA,2000) pp.176-187) J 

(PSLA,200 1 ,pp.,276-281 ). 

One of the opposition members placed in the House that he 

had been given assurance in the previous year that a road in his 

constituency would be carpeted. But he informed that the road had 

not been carpeted till then. He referred from the book "Vision-2000", 

which contained recommendations to the Government in various 

i' 
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aspects of development. In the road sector it was recommended that 

new roads have to be very carefully planned and should be 

sanctioned only after rigorous environmental impact analysis. They 

cannot be built based on short term goals such as employment 

generation or saving fund. Such an approach could prove more 

expensive in the long run as poorly built road get washed away and 

have to be entirely replaced. The opposition member asked the 

concerned minister whether the department had complied with the 

recommendations voiced in the book, cited by him. He also referred 

to the vision 2000 recommendation wherein it said, «Much of the road 

network is a relic from the past, they are narrow, have numerous blind 

curves." The opposition member asked whether there was any 

priority given to that aspect of the roads where reconstruction or 

cutting down of the curves and drainage as recommended were to be 

taken up on priority basis in the forthcoming financial year. (PSLA, 

23rd -30th March,2002) 

The question hours were hectic with many questions targeted 

to almost all the departments. Opposition members put the spotlight 

on the ground reality and asked offensive questions in the House. 

One of the members, for instance asked minister-in-charge of Power 

Department as to why there was irregularity of electricity in Singtam 

Bazaar (one of the main bazaars in East Sikkim) whereas the 

electricity bills were regular. Questions like what steps were taken by 

the Finance Ministry to bring about financial discipline, whether the 

department was successful in its endeavor etc. In many schools, till 

the mid-term session and half yearly examination, teachers were not 

sent to fill up the vacant posts where necessary, the opposition 

asked the Education Department as to who were teaching those 

students and if they were not taught, then how did they write their 

examination and how did they fared etc. (PSLA,2000,pp.l55,160,470) 

The Central Tax was regarded as 'black burden' to public by SDF and 
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opposed it. But when it imposed Sales Tax on 199 commodities, the 

opposition asked whether it was 'a white burden.' (PSLA,2000,p.140) 

Although opposition members were not many, they did not let 

the ruling government to circumvent their privileges by tempering 

the rules and procedures of the House. Nevertheless, unlike the 

previous term there were very few events where opposition raised 

their voice against breech of their privilege, but whenever there was 

any, the opposition was quick to raise their opposition. In one of the 

session, an opposition member expressed his regret over cancellation 

of his question placed in the Secretariat of the Assembly. He stated, 

"Rule 46 of the Procedure and Conduct of Business of Sikkim 

Legislative Assembly says <that a question may be asked for the 

purpose of obtaining information within the cognizance of the minister 

to whom it is addressed.' And I find that my question has been 

dropped but I have been given no ground for rejection. I want to hereby 

put on record that my right of privilege has been suppressed and 

would like to appeal to the hon 'ble chair that my question which was 

dropped may be taken into consideration in this session. "Other 

complains of cancellation of questions by opposition members 

followed then after. (PSLA,2000,pp.17-18) 

Nevertheless, unlike the previous term this session was not 

dramatic and chaotic. The previous session was full of arguments 

and chaos. Opposition members even staged a walk out from the 

Assembly sessiOn. There were 1ssue of breach of privilege, 

unparliamentarily procedures etc. But in this session, there was not 

a single instance of chaos. The sessions were smooth; more than 

argument, there were healthy discussions and debates. 

In the 2004 assembly election, since SDF almost had a clean 

sweep by winning 31 seats out of 32, the opposition in this term was 

the weakest as compared to previous two terms. An INC candidate 
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Acharya Tshering Lama who won from Sangha seat reserved for the 

monks & nuns of Sikkim's monasteries was the only opposition 

member in the assembly. But this did not hamper the assembly 

sessions. The sessions were more active and busier than usual. This 

term witnessed busy question hours, discussions on grants in aids 

and proposed bills were lengthy and intensive. In fact, the sessions 

in this term was perhaps more busier and active as compared to 

previous terms. 

Apart from opposition, the party members themselves were 

very active in the assembly affairs. In the question hours, questions 

were asked to different departments which were significant. For 

instance, tourism department was asked as to what steps were taken 

by the department to attract the maximum tourist in Sikkim. Human 

Resource Development Department (HRDD) was questioned about 

the recent rate of drop out students in Sikkim, the recent ratio of 

students and teachers in Sikkim, whether there was any action plan 

or program for improvement of quality of education, for employment 

generation and any mechanism adopted by the Department for 

assessment of quality of education. (PSLA,2004 ,pp.146, 160). 

Assembly sessions are replete with these instances. In each question 

hour of every session, questions related to social sectors, industries, 

agriculture were inescapable. 

In discussions too, party members put the spotlight on delays, 

weaknesses and failures of different departments. Members provided 

suggestion to augment efficacy of different departments. A party 

member suggested that developmental work at the grass root level 

should not be generalized and implemented from the top as different 

blocks and units have different necessities. Therefore, there should 

be change in the policy to implement development work in the grass 

root level on priority basis. (PSLA,2004,pp. 79-80) Most of the 

members suggested on further augmentation in quality of education. 
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Some members opined that there should be counseling programs for 

dropout students. Some suggested that there should be career 

counseling from the higher secondary level, moral education and 

kitchen-garden class should be included in curriculum, some also 

suggested for publication of monthly educational journal. 

(PSLA,2004Jp.164J376-378). In the same manner, many suggestions 

were offered by members for augmentation of various departments 

like Health, Tourism, Agriculture, PWD, Power etc. 

There was just one opposition member amongst 31 odd 

members in the assembly. This however does not imply that 

opposition was non functional. The opposition member did his best 

to discharge his responsibility as an opposition according to his 

capability. In the discussion on Motion of Thanks on Governor's 

Address, he criticized the State Government's move to grant the Most 

Primitive Tribe status to Lepchas of Sikkim. He argued that during 

the Chogyal's Regime, number of firm laws and proclamations were 

enforced to protect the Lepcha culture and traditions whereby no 

outsiders, including the people of Sikkimese origin could enter and 

settle in Dzongu, the Land of Lepchas. Such Laws have been 

provided under article 371 (F) of the Constitution when Sikkim 

merged with India. However, he pointed out with implementation of 

NHPC Projects, acquisition of lands for different schemes etc have 

not only diluted these laws but also caused reasons of displacement 

of Lepchas from their native lands. The people of Dzongu have also 

objected to the NHPC project. He argued, «If it is really committed to 

the protection of the Lepchas while proposing grant of the Most 

Primitive Tribal status to LepchasJ the State Government has to bear in 

mind the most important and sensitive issue of protecting the political 

rights of the Lepchas. The proposal of the State Government is silent 

on this issue." (PSLAJ2005Jp.56), The opposition member also pointed 

out in one of the sessions in 2007 that for Sikkim and its people's 

secured future, article 371 (F) should be given priority. But he 
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stated, neither the Governor nor the Chief Minister have ever 

mentioned the article even once in any of the assembly session. 

(PSLA,2007,p. 76) 

He raised questions and made his dissatisfaction known in the 

assembly over the Government's step of victimized transfer of 

teachers affiliated to opposition Congress Party. He accepted the fact 

that Government servants should not get involved in politics, but his 

question was why did only Congress supporters were victimized and 

why not the ruling party supporters? This had created an issue in 

the Assembly. He again created a commotion when he was not given 

time to speak in the assembly and when one of the ruling member 

said opposition has no work in the assembly. (PSLA,2005,pp.63-

65,195) 

Although the opposition was active and unfaltering, many a 

times the opposition member showed his helplessness of being a lone 

member. In the discussion on the demands for grants of PWD 

department in February session, 2005, he welcomed the demand and 

said, ''I have also welcomed the budget because my opinion alone will 

not prevent the budget from passing. Therefore, my work is to welcome 

all the sanctioned budget." He also stated, ((When public come with 

complains and grievances, opposition member has to speak, but when 

I speak, rnling members do not appreciate it and get angry. " 

(PSLA,2005,pp.l84-185) 

In number of sessions, opposition member placed his 

grievances of taking him for granted. In the zero hour of February 

session, 2005, he argued that the Government always stress on 

transparency and accountability but it could not even provide a 

simple list of names of people belonging to Below Poverty Line in 

spite of his repeated requests. He also pointed out that most of his 

questions were never answered in the question hour. It was always 
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put to the back seat and said it will be answered later. Even if they 

were answered later, they were always incomplete and 

unsatisfactory. Hence, for him attending assembly sessions were 

useless. He urged the ministers-in-charge of different departments to 

take and follow his suggestions seriously instead of considering it as 

a radio broadcast. (PSLA,2005,pp.226,204). He brought to light that 

he had been requesting for White Paper on grant of the Most 

Primitive Tribe status to Lepchas of Sikkim since the 2004 assembly 

session but he was not provided one till 2007. (PSLA,2007,p. 77) 

From 2004 till 2007 Assembly sessions were very busy with 

long question hours, debates and discussions over demands for 

grants and proposed bills. Both ruling members and the lone 

opposition member participated in the affairs of house. But towards 

the end of the term, there was a decline in participation from both 

the parties. Moreover, the lone opposition member Acharya Tshering 

lama won the election from Sangha seat. He was basically a 

Buddhist monk before stepping into politics. In number of assembly 

sesswns we find him encountered with language problem. He was 

not well versed with commonly spoken Nepali language and had 

command over Tibetan and Lepcha language spoken by section of 

minority in Sikkim. This acted as a handicap to otherwise 

handicapped opposition member. 

Hence, in this term, the opposition was the weakest. Although 

very weak in strength it put its best effort to fulfill its responsibility 

and represent itself in the House. The opposition could not perform 

such roles as performed by the former opposition in the previous 

terms due to its strength, but its role was not ornamental and it was 

not a liability in the House. 

SDF's second term, as we shall see later, was favored by a 

majority of population and the key to this success lay in 
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manipulating different sections of population in identity terms under 

the provisions of Article 371 (F) in The Constitution of India 1 g~~5 

that reads as follows: 

(f) Parliament may, for the purpose of protecting the rights and 

interests of the different sections of the population of Sikkim make 

provision for the number of seats in the Legislative Assembly of the 

State of Sikkim which may be filled by candidates belonging to such 

sections and for the delimitation of the assembly constituencies from 

which candidates belonging to such sections alone may stand for 

election to the Legislative Assembly of the State of Sikkim; 

Bhandari's regime rose and fell with the issue of income tax 

exemption. SDF's trump card was accommodation and recognition of 

ethnic diversity through reservation provisions. The coinage that SDF 

wanted to seek 'democracy within democracy' stood for this. The 

second term of SDF government guaranteed 23% reservation to the 

Brahmin, Chettris, Newars abd Sanyasis by including them in the 

list of state OBC categories. In the same vein SDF granted 23% 

reservation to the Most Backward Classes, 38% to ST, 7% to SC and 

kept 9% unreserved. Sikkim also reserved for the first time 40% of 

panchayet seats for women. Similarly, SDF took special care of 

recognizing linguistic identity of different groups. Time and again 

SDF leader refers to Article 3 71 (F) in order to alley the fear of the 

original Bhutia and Lepcha communities of losing their special 

status by proposing that without disturbing their position other 

Sikkimese too could be given benefit of protection and reservation 

under Article 371F. This assurance of retaining the balance has been 

one of the most stabilizing factors for SDF. 
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Summary and Conclusion 

As we noted in chapter 1, the primary objective of the proposed 

study was to make an intense study for deeper understanding of 

political democracy in Sikkim. SJP led by Bhandari swept the 1979 

elections with 17 Assembly seats including 1 Sangha seat and 

formed the government. Since then, from 1979-1994, Sikkim's 

politics was almost dominated by Bhandari and his party, SJP 

(1979-1984) and SSP (1984-1994). Thus for 15 years Bhandari was 

the uncrowned monarch of Sikkim (Chakravartti, 1994). After the 

end of Bhandari's regime, Sikkim Democratic front led by Pawan 

Chamling swept the poll by winning 19 out of 32 seats and formed 

the government in 1994. In the same manner like SSP, SDF also 

dominated the Sikkim's politics from 1994 till date. The victory of 

SJP and later the SSP and SDF without much resistance means that 

there was and still is a one - party -system and one - man - rule in 

Sikkim for almost 30 years. 

The objective was also to analyze the reason behind the 

political domination of one party, first SJP/SSP and second SDF, for 

long phases in the state policy of Sikkim till date and its implications 

for Sikkim's politics. The other related objective of the proposed 

research work will be to make way for a better understanding SDF as 

a regional party. These areas have not been covered and received 

adequate attention from research scholars and the academia working 

on Sikkim earlier. The Study on these particular areas would help us 

to understand the state of the state from 1994 till present day. More 

particularly the study was undertaken to understand the 
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performance, governance and achievement of the SDF as a regional 

party and its role to bring about political democracy in Sikkim. 

The path of democratization in one country is different from 

that in another. However, democratization in Sikkim took not just a 

different but an unusual path. It was not effected through national 

conferences or through military regime nor it was similar to the 

process of its neighbouring country Nepal, where after several 

popular movements for decades to establish democracy people finally 

succeeded in putting an end to the powers of the King in 2006 nor 

like Bhutan, where instead of people demanding for democracy, it 

was gifted by the king out of benevolence. While different factors 

played a determining role in bringing about transition to democracy 

in different countries in the world at different phases; most of those 

factors like colonialism, economic development, rise of the middle 

classes, political culture and external factors like role of international 

financial institutes were not relevant in this tiny kingdom of Sikkim. 

As it has appeared, More than any other factor external threat and 

role of outsiders played an important role in Sikkim's transition. 

Sikkim was spurred by very real external threat. She faced hostile 

neighbors from all directions. This threat put pressure on elites who 

saw both state capacity and economic growth as key strategies to 

maintain independence from external, existential threats. In the early 

years Sikkim's foreign contact was entirely with her northern 

neighbor Tibet. Both the countries shared matrimonial relations too 

but the attitude of Tibet was uncertain. With her Himalayan 

neighbor, namely, Bhutan to the east and Nepal in the west, her 

experience had been none too healthy. Bhutanese forces in history 

invaded Sikkim and occupied the capital Rabdantse and Kalimpong 

was snatched from Sikkim. Nepal was no less on the western border. 

They made frequent attacks into Sikkim's territory in their 

expansionist pursuit. They almost succeeded in annihilating it and 

would have perhaps permanently done so had it not been for the 
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British who came to the scene well in time. The popular dissent and 

demonstration of 1973 in Sikkim was to abolish monarchy and to 

establish democratic form of government but Sikkimese had to pay 

handsomely for democracy. Transition to democracy occurred in 

Sikkim with heavy condition: it had to lose its sovereignty and 

become a part of India for democracy. Although Sikkim became a 

part of India in 1975 through a 'Special poll' which was held on 14 

April, 1975 to seek public opinion on the issue: the abolition of the 

institution of Chogyal and Sikkim's merger with India and the result 

went overwhelmingly in favor of the merger; some Sikkimese 

admitted that they did not want the Chogyal but they wanted even 

less to be a part of India. They were allowed no choice." (Datta-Ray S. 

K., 1984, pp. 308-309) Hence, Sikkim became a part of India by 

default. A liberated country often adopts democracy as the best form 

of governance the outgoing century has known but what happened in 

Sikkim was just the opposite. Sikkimese had to exchange the 

country for democracy. A merger with India was the price the 

Sikkimese was to pay in exchange for democracy. Probably Sikkim's 

is the dearest democracy in the world. 

As the subsequent chapters have shown, the hypothesis that 

we put forward was largely borne out by our study. In Chapter 2 we 

have tried to analyse the beginning of political democracy in Sikkim. 

For analyzing this, firstly, we have tried to trace the evolution of 

Sikkim as a kingdom. We have tried to examine how the land of 

Lepchas came to be ruled by Bhutias. We have tried to discuss the 

reign of all the twelve Chogyals of Sikkim, underscoring the 

important events that occurred in Sikkim under each Chogyal in the 

perspective of internal administration and external relations with its 

neighbouring countries. The chapter also tried to examine the impact 

of its proximity with Tibet and British India and tried to explore the 

implication of Indian independence on this tiny Himalayan kingdom. 

The chapter attempted to study as to how people in Sikkim like in 
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many other princely states also became restless and conscious of 

their political rights after 194 7 which resulted in formation of some 

political parties for the first time in Sikkim and demanding for 

political rights and democracy. In course of time more political 

parties came into existence and they started pressurizing the 

Monarch from time to time for political rights and democracy which 

culminated into the popular agitation of 1973 for democracy. Since 

Sikkim was India's protectorate after the 1950 Indo-Sikkimese 

treaty, the Chogyal sought the Indian intervention to control the 

situation. As an outcome of the agitation, a Tripartiate agreement 

between India, the Chogyal and leaders of different political parties 

was materialized. This was viewed as Sikkim's road to democracy but 

the agreement could not meet the aspirations of people and also the 

Monarch. This further led Sikkim becoming an "associate state" of 

India and later a full-fledged state of the Indian Union. The quest for 

democracy ultimately led to the merger of Sikkim with India m 

1975.The chapter tried to evaluate in detail the state of affairs In 

Sikkim after the Indian Independence till the merger of Sikkim with 

India and tried to place the conflicting views and opinions of the then 

political leaders and people on the controversial merger and its 

unusual approach. 

The third chapter focused on the immediate events in Sikkim 

after its merger with India. It highlighted the difficulties faced by 

Sikkimese people to accept and adept to the new changed 

circumstances and tried to underline the insecurities faced by 

different communities of Sikkim in their own homeland. The naivety 

of the political leaders in hitherto unknown democratic setup 

coupled with dissatisfaction and insecurities of different 

communities of people in Sikkim made this phase quite grim and 

hazy which has been tried to highlight in this chapter. The chapter 

also highlighted the emergence of different regional political parties 

after the merger and most importantly focussed on the volatility of 
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Kazi's approaches which became the main factor of attrition of his 

credibility. The chapter also evaluated the first ever democratically 

contested election of 1979 after Sikkim became an Indian state and 

discussed different stands of political parties in the election, giving 

special emphasis on the emergence of SJP led by N.B. Bhandari 

which captured the seat of power in the 1979 election and tried to 

analyze how Bhandari could use the predicament in his favour. 

Chapter 4 focussed on the period after 1979 in which we see 

the domination of state politics by a regional party SJP (later 

changed its name to SSP) The chapter is entirely focused on 15 long 

years rule of Bhandari in Sikkim during whose time Sikkim 

underwent a metamorphosis. The chapter consecutively examined 

and evaluated the events that proceeded after Bhandari came to 

power. Bhandari's dismissal from the post of Chief Minister in his 

first term, his bouncing back to power with even more popularity and 

power has been discussed. The chapter also evaluated the 

performance of SSP vis a vis other political parties in the elections 

that followed after 1979 which shows SSP becoming stronger with 

each election. We have 1n this chapter tried to study how with 

absolute power B,handari Government became corrupted and 

dictatorial in course of time and which later proved to be one of the 

main reasons for his downfall. The chapter also tried to assess the 

challenges faced by Bhandari Government to retain its position and 

in this context the role and position of opposition political parties in 

Bhandari's rule has also been assessed. The focal point was to 

assess growth of democratic politics and safeguarding of democratic 

values and principles under Bhandari rule. 

Chapter 5 focussed completely on the SDF Party. It tried to 

map out the background and emergence of SDF led by Pawan 

Chamling. Chamling was a cabinet minister 1n Bhandari's 

Government who was expelled from the Cabinet. His expulsion was a 
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watershed in Sikkim's political history. The chapter tried to examine 

the reasons of dissention and expulsion of Chamling from SSP and 

has outlined the development in Sikkim's politics after his expulsion. 

It discussed in detail about the origin of Sikkim Democratic Front 

whose policies and programs were pro-poor and pro-people which 

was the demand of the day. The chapter summarized the Assembly 

elections in Sikkim after 1989 and tried to assess the performance of 

different political parties in the election while stressing on the 

performance of SDF as an alternative to SSP. It examines the issues 

and policies that SDF banked on to win the popular mandate in the 

1994 election. The chapter also focussed on all the Assembly 

elections that followed after SDF came to power in 1994 and tried to 

stress on how SDF went from strength to strength with each 

consecutive election. It provides an assessment of performance of 

SDF Government comparing and contrasting with that of SSP and 

also the role and function of opposition parties in the SDF rule. The 

chapter in fact attempted to trace the journey of SDF from its origin 

till the last Assembly election in 2009. On the basis of this chapters 

we can find support to our main hypothesis that neither political 

party in Sikkim nor the political democracy in Sikkim have been 

institutionalized in the real sense of the term. The hangovers of 

monastic-feudalistic past are still strong and political leaders cash 

on the subject culture of the region. The geo-strategic factors, 

particularly China's proximity has eased cash flows from the Center 

that do also help in maintaining status quo in every sense of the 

term. Political dominance of regional political party is an inseparable 

aspect of this process. Therefore, political parties founded and 

controlled by one charismatic leader and their absolute domination 

of state politics when in power are the natural outcome of such a 

state of politics. 

Discussion on SDF in chapter 5 was supported by interviews 

and survey where we wanted to find out the reason behind long spell 
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by SJPjSSP in the first phase and SDF in the second phase. We also 

wanted to assess the future prospect of SDF as the dominant 

regional party. Before we make some general comments along this 

line let us make some observations from our interviews. 

Most of the male respondents were literate even among the age 

group of above 60 years but female respondents of this age group 

were illiterate. Even among the age group of 40-60 years only 50% of 

females were literate. Among the 20-40 years age group, 90% of them 

were literate. The overall percentage of people who have stayed 

outside the State for more than 1 year is dismal. Among them, the 

percentage of females is lesser than that of males. Most of the males 

of all age group do not -vvant to contest in the election if given a 

chance. Some would contest only if the ruling party gives them 

tickets. They were not sure to contest from the opposition party, only 

a section want to contest in the election from any of the party and 

those were especially from unstable constituencies. 90% of females 

above 60 years do not want to contest in the election. Remaining 

10% would contest only if the ruling party gives them tickets. None 

of the female respondents of age 40-60 want to contest in the 

election from any of the party. But More than 50% of female 

respondents of age 20-40 would like to contest in the election from 

any of political party. 

In selection of candidates for elections most of the male 

respondents above 60 years gave first preference to the candidate 

projected by their favorite party. 50% male respondents of age group 

40-60 and 20-40 years also gave preference to the same criterion but 

the equal percentage of respondents were experimental and opted for 

independent candidates who are prom1s1ng about bringing 

development. Second preference was given to local candidates by all 

of them. The female respondents of all age group were not sure 

about their preferences.(! felt that their choices are influenced by 
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their family heads) Although the female respondents of 20-40 age 

group were also not specific about their choice of candidates but the 

candidates from their favourite party, and the candidates from local 

area were their preferences. Among all the respondents caste was not 

a determining factor 1n selecting candidates. Most of the 

respondents, both male and female of all age groups agree with the 

view that the word 'Sikkim" may be dropped from the names of either 

SSP or SDF without any consequences provided that the party does 

good work for the State. But the female respondents above 60 years 

were unsure and had no insight about its consequences. 

Most of the respondents (approx. 80%) both male and female of 

all age groups agree that there should be change in the government 

every 5 years. The percentage was higher among the young 

respondents. Rest of them disagreed or were not sure. Most of the 

respondents have worked together informally with someone or some 

group to solve a problem in a community they lived. They were 

socially active. The participation was less from among the female 

respondents of 20-40 age group. All the respondents of all age group 

have always voted in all the local and national elections. 

Both male and female respondents above 60 years rarely 

followed government and public affairs; even if they did, they 

followed only those affairs which affected them directly. Some 

followed what's going on in the government most of the time but they 

failed to do so due to the lack of communication. A high percentage 

of male respondents from other age groups followed government and 

public affairs most of the time. Quite a few followed sometimes. 

Female respondents were less interested in these affairs and kept 

track of only those affairs which affected them directly. Small section 

of people never followed governmental affairs. But almost all males 

and females were aware about which party was controlling the 

Assembly. General awareness about India was least among the male 
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respondents above 60 years. It was higher among the other two 

groups, the age group of 20-40 being the highest. Among the female 

respondents, almost all of them except the age group of 20-40 had 

no general knowledge about India. They were not well informed 

about Sikkim either but they had some idea about Sikkim as 

compared to India. Most of the females of 20-40 age groups were 

aware about general knowledge of India as well as Sikkim. 

Looking at three successive governments formed by the 

regional parties in Sikkim, 50% of the male respondents and 100% of 

female respondents above 60 years feel that life of common man has 

become better. Most female respondents above 60 years do not find 

much difference in their social status due to change of governments. 

Only some women found some differences but not drastic changes. 

Most of the females of 40-60 age group find some change in their 

status in the society and only small percentage feels there is not 

much changes. Most of the females of 20-40 age groups find great 

deal of changes and some find some changes. 

Most respondents both male and female above 60 years think 

that during SDF's rule there has been much development in their 

local area and in the state. Some think it was during SSP's rule 

instead of Kazi's and Chogyal's. These people had mixed views in 

scoring the two regimes they have seen. They scored them randomly. 

A handful of them scored Chogyal rule 100 out of 100. Most of their 

answers were irrelevant. But SDF's overall score was higher 

Most respondents both male and female of the age group 40-60 

are of the view that during SSP's regime most of the developmental 

work had taken place. They feel if it was not more than the SDF 

government it was not less either. They are of the view that 

infrastructural development had taken place in SSP Government and 

it is continued in SDF government too. These respondents of 40-60 
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age group could not make rational and relevant comparison between 

SSP and SDF government yet they viewed that there has been much 

· development in SDF government. The male respondents of 20-40 age 

group also have varied views regarding the development in their local 

area. 50% of them feel it is SDF and the rest feel it is SSP. Whereas 

All the female respondents of this age group feel that most of the 

development work in their local area has been done during SDF rule 

and scored SDF more than SSP. 

Both male and female respondents between the age group 20-

40 had diverse views towards the work of SDF government. Most of 

them feel that this government is doing good or fair job but not the 

excellent job. Some feel that the government is going on a right track 

, some says it depends on policy to policy and few of them 

feel government is going towards wrong direction. Among the male 

respondents between the age group 20-40, landslides and 

earthquake, the building of large residential complex and high rises, 

lack of effective opposition party followed by construction of dams for 

hydroelectricity generation, corruption in high places and promotion 

of economic growth were very serious issues. Although the females 

had diverse views about these issues, construction of dams for 

hydro-electricity generation and landslides and earthquakes were 

very serious issues. For 50% of both male and female of this 

category, the entry and presence of outsiders in Sikkim is somewhat 

serious or not too serious. 98% of female respondents taken together 

strongly agree with the view that 50% of our leaders should be 

women and they all were most likely to vote for women candidate in 

the election. Only a handful who were above 60 years were not sure 

or find no difference between men and women. Some are more likely 

to prefer men candidates as they find women candidates may change 

their residence after marriage. 
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Most male respondents gave their opinions on the absence of 

effective opposition party in Sikkim. Their views were diverse. Some 

opined that it was the weakness of opposition leaders that they join 

the ruling party or support them for their personal benefits. Some 

viewed that it was because of lack of political awareness among the 

people and absence of strong opposition party to make them aware 

and some opined that it was because people are pressurized by the 

ruling government in terms of their job and other benefits. Therefore 

even when they know the weaknesses of the ruling government they 

do not take risks and opt for opposition parties and bend towards 

the ruling party at the time of voting. 

Among the female respondents, 90% of them could not give 

any reason of lack of opposition. Only 1n one of the stable 

constituency reasoned that the good work and good quality of the 

leaders in power does not necessitate other political parties. Below 

we present some of our data in the forms of tables and charts to 

arrive at some general observations. 

Table 14: Distribution of Age Groups in the sample 

District 
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Table 15: Domicile of Sampled Population 

District 
Staying In this place 

Table 16: Distribution of Religious Grouping 

Religion 

District 
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Table 17: Social Composition 

District 

Table 18: Literacy 

District 
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Table 19 : Functional Literacy Profile of Districts 

District 

Table 20 : Schooling 

District 
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Table 21 : Level of School Education 

Table 22 : Mobility of Population 

District 
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Table 23 : Political Orientation 

District Like to contest as member of ruling party 

Table 24 : Political Preference 

District Like to contest as member of Opposition party 
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Table 25 : Attitude to Regional Label 

District 

Table 26 : Incumbency 

Justification regarding Holding of Office for more than 5 years 
District 
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Table 27 : Community Participation 

District 
Effort to solve problem in the community where you live 

Table 28: Voting 

District 
Casting Vote in elections 
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Table 29 : Public Orientation 

Follow Government and Public affairs 
District 
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We tried to check the nature of political orientations with reference to 
following question : 

[(whom would do prefer to vote (indicate your order of 
preference, by putting number 1-5}] 

Question No.1 : 

Question No.2 : 

Question No.3 : 

Question No.4: 

Question No.5 : 

A candidate from your local area 

Candidates from your own caste/tribe 

A candidate put up by your favourite parity, 

regardless of caste or tribe consideration. 

A candidate who is local, from the same caste/ 

tribe of your own and put forward by any political 
party. 

A candidate who IS 

castejtribe of your 
independently. 

local, 
own 

from 
and 

the same 
contesting 

The way they ranked their preferences were as follows : 

Table 30 : Preferred candidate 
--

Rank 
Question Question Question Question Question 

No.1 No.2 No.3 No.4 No.5 

1 160 30 150 70 50 
f--- --

2 140 50 120 50 50 

3 120 130 50 140 30 

I r--- ---------

4 10 100 80 170 100 

5 20 140 50 20 220 

Total 450 450 450 450 450 
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The computed preferences can be seen in the following table. The 

results were not significant. 

Table 31: Preference of Candidates 

Political party Independent 
A candidate Candidates 

Question Type from local from own Candidate on Candidate who Candidate who 
favourite party is local and is local and 

area caste/tribe 
same caste same caste 

450 160 140 120 10 20 

I 

1-----------b--------~~---------r-----------+----------+-----------l 

~----:-:-:----+--1
3

-5:---f----1
5

:-o-----t--~-
3

o
0

---~r- : ~: j 

~
1 _____ ~~--- ---~-- ---~~--+-~----t---17_o ___ + __ 2_o _______ .j 

450 50 50 1 30 100 I 220 j 

____ Total ___ 46_0 ____ =--- 410 --~--- 470 
2
4
0

6.
4
0
4 

_ £. ~--2-~05_.__-000 _____ ~~~---_l 
_________ _«&____ 20.44 18.22 20.89 -- -- ------ _j 

Candidates preference for election 
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The respondents when asked to evaluate present regime responded 

to the following question positively: Would you say that the Present 

government is doing an excellent, good only fair or poor job? 

Table 32: Regime Performance 

Excellent Good Only fair Poor Don'tknow l 
20 70 50 00 20 

12.50 43.75 31.25 '---- 0.00 12.5d 

Performance of Present Government 
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This positive assessment was checked with another question: Would 

you say things in Sikkim are going in the right direction, or have 

they pretty seriously gotten off on the wrong track? The result was 

the same 

Table 33: Regime Evaluation 

Right direction Wrong track Depends Don't know 
25.00 12.50 50.00 12.50 

!------ --
40 20 80 20 

-

Is Sikkim are going in the right or wrong track? 

Right direction Wrong track Depends Don't know 
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The sensitivity to outsider's presence was found to be high. 

Table 34: Nativism 

Attitudes to the entry and presence of outsiders in Sikkim 

Very serious Somewhat Not too serious Don't know 
serious 

100 30 30 00 
ooo ·-

62.5 18.75 18.75 00 I 

The entry and presence of outsiders in Sikkim 

serious illl Somewhat serious Not too serious a Don't know 

0% 
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Certain local issues were identified for respondents' reaction by 

asking them how serious the issue they would consider. Below we 

present them. 

Table 35 : Attitude to construction of dams for hydroelectricity 
generation) 

v ery serious Somewhat Not too serious Don't know 
serious J 

140 10 10 00 
87.5 6.25 6.25 00 

~-----------~-------

-~ 
__ j 

Construction of Dams for hydroelectricity generation 

Very serious Somewhat serious Not too serious illil Don't know 

0% 
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Table 36: Attitude to Landslides and earthquake 

-- --
Very serious Somewhat Not too serious Don't know 

serious 
150 10 00 00 

93.75 6.25 00 00 ____] 

landslides and earthquake 

Very serious II Somewhat serious Not too serious !ii Don't know 
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Table 37 : Attitude to Corruption in High Places 

Very serious Somewhat Not too serious Don't know 
serious 

130 20 10 00 
81.25 12.5 6.25 00 

-- ------

Corruption in High Places 

• Very serious • Somewhat serious • Not too serious • Don't know 

0% 
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Table 38 : Attitude to building of large residential complexes and 
high rises 

Very serious Somewhat Not too serious Don't know 
serious 

130 20 10 00 
81 .25 12.5 6.25 00 
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Table 39 : Attitude to lack of effective political opposition 

Very serious Somewhat Not too serious Don't know 
serious 

100 10 30 20 
62.5 6.25 18.75 12.5 

Lack of effective political opposition 

• Very serious • Somewhat serious • Not too serious Don't know 

l_ -
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Table 40: Attitude to promoting economic growth) 

Very serious Somewhat Not too serious Don't know 
serious 

130 20 10 00 
81.25 12.5 6.25 00 

Promoting economic growth 

• Very serious • Somewhat serious • Not too serious • Don't know 

0% 
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The aged respondents who experienced both the SJP /SSP and SDF 

regimes were asked to score each regime out of 100 and SDF 

received higher cumulative scores: 

Table 41: Regime Scores 

SSP SDF Not sure/Refused 
750 850 00 

46.88 53.13 00 

--------- -, 

• SSP • SDF • Not sure/Refused 

I 

I 
Score of the two regimes as given 

0% 
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This was not the random thing. Other questions also fetched the 

same kind of responses. For instance they were asked the following 

question: Looking at three successive governments in Sikkim formed 

by regional parties in Sikkim would you say that life of common man 

has become better or worse or about the same. The responses were 

generally positive. 

Table 42 : Evaluation of Regimes 

Better Worse About the same Don't know 
140 0 20 0 
87.5 0 12.5 0 

Successive governments in Sikklm formed by regional parties 

• Better • Worse About the same Don't know 

0% 
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SDF was preferred comparatively too by persons who were old 

enough to have witnessed the three successive regimes. The question 

was: Which regime did the best as far as development of your local 

area is concerned? The answers were as follows: 

Table 43 : Assessment of successive regimes 

Chogyal Regime Kazi Regime SSP SDF 
0 
0 

l_ 

10 20 130 
6.25 12.5 81.25 

The regime did the best as far as development of Sikkim's 
local area is concerned 

• Chogyal Regime • Kazi Regime • SSP • SDF 

0% 
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The same trend was shown when the respondents were asked to 

distribute 100 marks according to works of the two regimes that they 

had seen. 

Table 44: Comparative regime scores 

Point Chogyal Kazi Regime SSP SDF 
Regime 

Total 445 452 605 763 
%of point 19.65 19.96 26.71 33.69 -

Scoring according to works of the two regimes 

• Chogyal Regime • Kazi Regime • SSP • SDF 
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Sikkim's population has low mobility. Very few have stayed outside 

Sikkim. Those who did, however did not feel the Sikkim situation 

was bad when they were asked to compare. Only 14.58% of the 

respondents stayed outside for a period not less than a year. They 

assessed Sikkim in this manner: 

Table 45: Sikkim in comparison to other states 

Least Developed As good as any other Developed somewhat Don't know/refused 

r--- 2 
28.57 

state/country but not as good as 
any other 

state/country 
4 1 0 

57.14 14.29 0.00 

---·- - ---·-· 

Compared to other states/countries where would you place 
democracy in Sikkim 

0% 
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Asked to compare the two successive govemments by SDF the 

respondents gave higher scores to the second phase of SDF 

Table 46 : Two phases of SDF 

Score First phase of Second Phase of 
SDF SDF 

Total 195 205 
% 48.75 51.25 

As far as development of your local area is concerned give 
score to 

• First phase of SDF 

• Second Phase of SDF 
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To those who saw both the SSP and SDF regimes SDF scored better 

on developmental work. 

Table 47: Attitude to lack of effective political opposition 

Score SSP Regime SDF Regime 
Total 370 485 

% 43.27 56.73 

As far as development of your local area is concerned give 
score to 

----------
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The oldest of the respondents were asked to compare all the three 

major regimes that they had experienced and give score to each of 

them on the basis of local area's development. The result again went 

in favor of SDF 

Table 48: Comparison of three regimes 

Score Kazi Regime SSP Regime SDF Regime 
Total 605 1193 1950 

% 16.14 31.83 52.03 

--- -- ------ -- -- - -- -- --

As far as development of your local area is concerned give 
score to 
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As the above data have revealed regional party's hold is going 

to stay in Sikkim and strong opposition is unlikely to emerge. In fact 

SDF may actually have a third term of government. When we look at 

the strategies of SDF government we begin to understand that this 

kind of support has something to do with a sure and steady turn 

towards consociational politics, something which Article 371F 

introduced and which was extended by SDF through Manifestos and 

Acts (vide last two appendices). In our survey the younger section of 

population expressed greater support for SDF. This has a great 

electoral significance. Because, in terms of age pyramid, this 

section's support makes the crucial difference between retaining and 

losing power. The following data shows the predominant role of this 

age group. 

Table 49 : Population distribution across age groups from RCHS 
(Round 2) and Census 2001 

5 to 9 years 10 to 19 years 20 to 35 years 35 to 49 years 50 to 59 years 
60 years & 

above 

<:0 ' <:0 <:0 <:0 <:0 ("") 

C> C> C> C> C> C> 
C> C> C> C> - C> C> 
~ 0 ~ 

.,-... 
~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 C> 

State N C> N C> N C> N C> N C> N C> 

-o- ~ -o- ~ -o- ~ -o- ~ "0- ~ "0- ~ 
c"<~"" (J) c"<:t" (J) c"<~"" (J) c::"<~"" (J) c::"<~"" <n c::'<t" <n ~C> ~ ~0 ~ ~C> ~ ~C> ~ ~C> ~ ~C> ~ e (J) e (J) e (J) e <n e (J) e <n c c c c c:: c:: 

(f) Q) (f) Q) (f) Q) (f) Q) (f) Q) (f) Q) 

I (.) I (.) I (.) I (.) I (.) I (.) 
(.) (.) (.) (.) (.) (.) 
ex: ex: ex: 0.:: ex: ex: 

-- -

Sikkim 13 13 24 28 29 29 17 18 4 6 3 6 

India 12 10 22 24 25 32 16 21 6 7 8 6 
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% population in each age group - Sikkim 
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Table 50: Population distribution across age groups from RCHS (Round 2) and 
Census 2001 

5 to9years 10 to 19years 20 to 35 years 
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One can see that with the solid support of the young-middle age 

groups, say 18-35 SDF can secure future support. Further, if we 

assume that politics of recognition under Article 371 F can continue 

to consolidate the communities such politics will not allow any viable 

opposition party to grow. We may reason like that because Sikkim 
" has shown a demographic growth trend not different from the rest of 

India. Following Table may be noted: 

%of projected Population - 2001-2051 

25.00 

20.00 

15.00 

.....o-lndia 

10.00 . ...._Sikkim 

5.00 

0.00 

2001 2011 2021 2031 2041 2051 
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Keeping the above facts, we seem to have reasonable answers 

to our research questions. We found that income tax issue sustained 

the domination of SSP from 1984-1994 and a men tal shield against 

the fear of being marginalized that was crafted under Article 371 F 

secured, inter alia, domination of SDF from 1994 - till date in the 

politics of Sikkim. At the end we may remark that political and social 

aspects of Sikkim's democratic experience furnish an interesting 

lesson for the efficacy of consociational politics for India in general. It 

also reveals that political stability achieved through careful balancing 

of social and cultural identities need not automatically enhance the 

prospect of wider choice to the citizens or a competitive or turnover 

political system. 
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Appendix-1 
Speech of H.H. Chogyal 

An_. ~:.:x:nt..tmo:n:aL 91 1$m1M m ;nm·· §Dil!1 ~$LX. . . 

s'ICQX'Qd t.'!l.sk of .J;r~ng 'li1; Constitution tor the country vhioh idll havi11 far 

Na~ et'tii!et oo ~ oor peop-le and bar 71'fJt .. J cloS!I Nlationship vith 

IrMa, oue. 'protecting ptJ~Wr. , Th:ta ia 1141cubtndly .a ·l:!:isto:d~ linas~ ~:id1 the; 

Hon'b'k':l l~i:Mrm, :•.s tho '.lloctrod rvJprz;;x.mt'ltives of th? paopla, and Th:l Chogy:U . . 

h~v:. a Nspcnsibilit')r to &t.udy a!!d undarstn'lil. V¢'Cf c1r0fully bofor:.l adoptirlg the 
": . t 

propoo.oo ~ill •. 'l'llara h'lV>it bu·;)n 'di:rfornneos of opinion l:>.c£tW$>en different soctions 

too pooplo on the :Sill wh:tch is itr.o-nhbl.:'l in •1. dcmoorcctic. prooo:ss ana w must 

1earn to MoOpt :m.d tohr;.to th':s:. in th0 lar;pr c1use of' 01~ cou."itry Rnd our 

p;,opl!:i~· ·OUr duty h "to ;Joo!ll'r) tr~1.t th•'·"" di:tf'm•on<:r:::s do )lot ultim>,t<i1l.ybring 

~:nha.ppilv:>.s$ md auff$ri!:lg~a tc tbu · poo?b at l:uogcii. 

$:!.nee t:M Rt:-ntbla Ma'lll.b~:~rs had or:!d.or.s.1.d th0 dr~~;f'b "Cio""'rnmont. qf: Sciil:ll::hll 

Bill 197411 4lld. bad J?l";;'pos.:'d a;r~Y<mdm.>nts throlll!r~ t:» rol!o1utbns j)!tSOOd :in the 

oth!:ir eonsultatioM llO thtlt tb.:; Hon'bh ?!0ml:kl'!'l ~,y hw<J :. f'ull.G:r ::~pprill~ 

of too V~1riol:!s implitn.t:l;qns in ti>.o 9i11. .; CC)nstitution nhtH:lld b;;l in 

I ' . 
fkm blo lfuu.so hilv.:: l'ud thO"J <>pportunity of 'b•.lki:t~.g up th;; Bill on !!Oth Jurl:;, 1974 

1U,ld l:'Ot?J'nad L::u~t n!ght >J;t thG .;!i.r1h:d• Oj:Oortunit;r, :lft:)J' r:r:; l:1.at maoting 

vitJ:t tho !'l:':Wo Miniat.:r of India on Sf>th Jimo <:w;~ning. I hwo, tl:v:rn::fore, 



-2--

! a placing :OOf'ore the Housa fliT detailed c~nts on the 

" 

~6 ~parad with leg!U._ -;.<lvie-"> could show tho import<;,nt lacuna and 

anQI:QI'Iliel; as h:\19 ~!l notiaod. i>Jh:U:s Pl?~cing thas;;; CQ!llr.ants b<lfore tho 

lbn1bl$ House I would liks to t'opY;;t o:Jc-:;, c:g dn trot f do not ceok t

a:t:J:i rsse~tions for llytt;;lf pe:rson:<ll:;. Tho thre-e_ bcwic pt'inciplos 

I hsva kept in mind, vhlch '\1-sc h w> bacn oonroy-ed to the Prlti!.a !>iinistar 

24th J'u.ne'1974 to tho PN:!%1:Jnl:c c:f' tho A~>e-:;:idy a'1d to 'Jhieh I nm 

~~ comiiuttod ,;,:r::. -

:1.. the n!UdJll'Un by th:i J>:;,opl<'-' oi' S;lkki,-n ;in the 
g;:overn"lnOO etmntr:· •,rhict: moav.s thii~ cst:J.blishing 
of: .::>. fuU. rB ;><:>mlibl•> n.nd .:.:.,f,l(Xl'-"ltic G01romEGnt of Sikki;n. 

2. 1tnd r-usponsibilititw of 

5 , , Sll15P.tri;;Jg 

Hili:::im 

! 

"lrid 

;vJto-riomy. of ... ~~ 
Tru:r<~.tY. 
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Dear suo, 

Appendix- Ill 
Letter of Mr. L.D. Kazi 

~=~~::E!t~ttt=-... t . . . . .. . . .·· - . .... '14h 
on. 1Uti'tl"'1~ "~ii:W;l,; ~.,n:;0 k*l't~·· 

.~fir:, Dattv • .~J.t' 21ot <Q•J'rOM' ot· the ,..u·qest 

.-_.. or: tJ:te'~-·~·•.._.1,. · -~· ebotcea:UJ Ul'JlfJI'ace 
'< ' ~ 

ala,ot .haf<de• •--•"•··~·~• adoptd•.aoa> he u :a.lso 
th~ offt•lal .• ift:~;;;a ..... ,.,( '"''tall>> to' 'tiuWataad ·x• .... ·. . . . 
this. appl:)#l~-t~- lfO.Ji,.e~~ a.t,.up}. 

,· ~f::.' c _.: • • •• :·._ "._-__ ·_.:,.·.. ~ 

It l·iJ uli4•f'!t:lit&~IJ;;~I:'~- bb euthin; Cl"1Uo1us 

l>l". K4al ~' ato~"~··~~~ ~ ~1!~,~11: ~·• &die 
ptoinotp:t.l ~~1•:· . 

'>. ···"· .. ;·>f<.{_C'·' 

1) ~~,.~Jt~t',_,.M,.,,otl ~~~•· 

· ,;;t; .~h• cwnby w1~·~ the 
.. 

eatablu~ f>f a f\al.].1 reapOQJ.ble aRd 4e1110v&t1o .. ·~.~ ·'. ·, , ~ 
pverr~~~ent Of ~ld.ll!\j · 

~· ··-,~~~l:- :,: __ ,~>~·,,, __ ;_." -~ 

2) ~•p•u~,,.~._.,. ~1-r.ht• • reap(n:us1b1l1U•• 
. -· .. · .. 'j . 

ot the Qo~t, of India .bl. S1klt.ba t 

3) Z..stlr,! ••fi't' ,.,....._. ldent1tJ and tntt:tnal aato:noJIIf · 

••'«•·ot'~t~"'PaftJd;•.a \Ul.d.U' tile. Jh'do ... Stltlt;tm 

D'~\~"':'8; 
Ml-. :raat aia &b ~~h:cs have been ory~ a.ca!nst 

ea1-aatovat!O »'tale and rt1f ia stra~ely silent Qn the 

role of the QU.f l'i.~~~WJ a 'b~~at, appoJnte4 by 

tb• ao..e~ 6t ·rn.ua. at&i~u ~- tne ChJ.•t 

ixe!:Uttn, b": u ;aliao the sptlakfJI' ot the Stklda A.ueribly 

and venu IIIQ\"e mo povvs tban the Choual "" uerci:~ed. 



Appendix -IV 
Press Statement of Chief Minister Mr. Nar Bahadur Bhandari 

7/te. o.d:J.on ol §oveh.n:o/1. 1~f'han. bt ~~ ihe. rdeded 
Clt.ief Pl~bM havi.ft9 a.. maJ.o~ iA ihe. ,;;fade fU.demblv. wakod ,;~ 
tlJ'1fJ Jt~on ~t lt.JA. pl.e:a.Ju~te\%0 do .Jo -4 W1fUUu:.e.deA:ted 1A ;the ~· · 
qf ciJru:tJ.J.u.ll.()m:J. et.orVtac.J• A ·9'1-etU CIJM~nal. b.;Ue; hop fl4L&en 
ihM«fft tku a. · ·' . !/leave. .U £o :lh.e. fXJ4pk of #te u~J; £o ;judgg 
J.,;t. The §ove!tno4•4,. ve~~., clbl iuJ:l C~ae.</:q m.e ~· a. 4~14 9 tlKU 

a.6ketl bJ · ~· ni~nbu, of £lrnu i1d.tA t:Ae. fw(MI-6 o.rul a..piA.a:UoM of . "' 
tile people df51kldm'. · TAU) ~jgkotd !J +e«. HQIII .cmt .. !l ~p~e. 
r0Uh .Nt4 d~ r4 ... ~ ~e!i.~n ·fq,.,. fli.tt Ht.u~ e,.;tk.~ caM!.~ :... 

Bhtdhz1 Lflpi:h4 mu1·N~e ... , ~·.of f!l;:f;t~kip ;&, A~~ ptiVti6c>lW 
•. . . ·.·. . . . . p ...... ~ 

anJ JL«CQ~n. of N~ ~!}e~ !J tWt p~ :l:t:l .,.~ ev~ btd 
'n.o:t tAu• .J.~ ·dem~ of :J:he p~T#l-. ORJ.v.. ~:t .. ~, :Ma ~u:t 

foJt ~~taniAe. ~ JLy«decl b:t; :lh.e. (/~ fft.IAlA:tetL o/! S.~ Slwti Jl~ 
SubbaiaA End:. :J piJ:J.J.b!l.flc ~~.&{.t.ufltl ·to ~t h..U 411,~~ !J lta,ve ~·· 
been tti.l.ilk 11Zfrpe.ople o.nd !I .,.lu:J.l. eve.tt ~ .,.o,. ~vu.. b.ti & ;6at!ll.i/J..ce.. 
!It ~ me to 40:flc :tlud 4ome o~ m11 ~ and: co~u have c.omp~ed 
on iltru.e ba...lc. .l.64u.u .. of ike people.. · 

· 71te ele.d..i:.oft6 an.e n.oi. faA off.. 11at el.ee:U~ wUl. '~ve :J:ht!.ht 
veNLJ.d.. We .wJJ.l :J:hfUt be JutiJed tulto (liUl I.IJJ..tk :.the people tmd uJ;..i> a,..u. no:t.. 
One. :th,J,ru; luu a.lmr.tff6 been. iAflt.ll..f!;. o.nd ~ L'J Xk<d ;M.e peopbe .h.a4 lle.V¢4. 

,lo/tfil.:ven :dttnJe. wlw have. JfOM. ~:l Jt/tebt. ~.t. 
·~ !1 /wwl· f/te ~t;eaethJf! of 114~ p~~ # ~ d¢v~~ !J w>ftld 

~te.quui. them irJ ~ c:s,lm anti ~uful. 11t.l.. llliil be 1.rt :lite be.6i ~t 
o/. the 'peop.l.e of JJ.Aklm. 9 IJKJt4J. ·~· uk Htem :to 11.~ aiimt· a~£ :tire., 
mcu:h.J.nai.U:m of :I:Juue wl<o 4ILe ~i Ji.e 1JJ.Uh.u1 hofH'A tmd OAp~ru of
.th.e 5 J..kkenue peopl.e.. , 

§~It; 
11-5-19811 

. ' 



Appendix-V 
Letter of Chief Minister Mr. Nar Bahadur Bhandari 

~-.:v:t\u.,XUL p~~ ~~L,y; 
!"- ~-;- r- ~.-Thill }' regiU'd~ng exemJ>tiOn of Indian· li:u:ome . . . 

Tax tl' the esl.'i of Sikkimese origin wbieb hu now 

·· f e~ch ~pok• .and cOl'l\iU" Q<f the Statp. l ~ 

in rtry ~uty to bN..ng to the tnotic.e of 

rnment all is&Ues, which directly or 

indirectly affe~t the lives of the people of Sikkim l!llld 

,would further: d;p so when the proposition· to impose the 

tax :fall$ mar• J aeverely on the 
inclucHng the S"'hedult«l Cutet~. 

poor ethnic Nepalese 

2. Today ••veral thousands of people of the State 

gathered at Gan.tok and held a lllassive rally against t?e 

impo!id tion of Indian Income Tax. The Sikkim Peoples' 

Forum which has organised the rally submitted a 

memorandulll which enclolle herewith. ·While strongly 
recompending tte' rnetnoran~um 1 l:'eiterate that the 

Nepal!flie of Si:Jkimue oTigt.n h• treated in an equa~ 
footi~g with dtpe:r ~thntc eolPllupHies oti the basi's of 

·~ 
Article 371 (F)·-\;()f the Cobstitution of lndia. 

~~~~~ 
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Election Manifesto of SDF, 2007 

PANCHAYAT ELECTIONS 2007 
Sikkim Democratic Front 

ELECTION MANIFESTO 



, PAizRT¥ ;PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 

The'SI:)R'parcywas fonnedonthe4~hofMareh :1993,in .arderto 
bting'an entltothedark;ariddmconian Sik,kimand to,tnmsfer 

· the,people!spowerinthe hantls of the people. Theunp:re~edented 
, supf;rort:ofthe'people ofSikkim·helped th~movementtorestore 
the'democraey;inthe state. It, was democra.tibspattetn that al-

·lowed:us ;{Q elect thegovernment;through .~p:tdar mandate 
eversince wejoined,Jhe national.!Tlainstream,in"19'J5~ but as a 
· stunningfact the voiceand aspiratians ofthe,,people ofSikkim 
seldom ge~reflected in the government duringthe,firsttwo dec
ades:o£ the;. ~democratic rule'. It was all about we:raised the 
voice of dissent on behalf ofthe whole eletorate o:t)he Stat~, We 
ha,dto ~ek~~~¢Y;~tiftin demoonte}'~ Those;politicians who~ 
;-antechoisnatch the,rights~ liberties,~quality and democratic 
values. ofthe people;could not, even for tw-o years, stand .. against 
therising.tideofSikkimesepeoplem.obilizedunderthe·SDF 
flag. But even today those vanquished and expo~edfeudal Jac;:k-

.. eys.are stillin exist~nce indifferent forms and .. shapestowyaken 
the:·unitedJorce.o£ tlw people : to fulfilltheir selfish end their 
d~e.dand stunted fot:m still liyes on tp incite the people. 
l]}e8¢N,est;ig~s of feu®lism. whose.political present and future 

. are in shambles are stilLthe biggest o!)stacles for the well being of 



thep®ple.lheepisodeof~~n)'ber 19'1 amply·pmves'ihe 
levet<lth~rigoomneeam:ttheitQ~ti9Rto~yy}~m91 
~w~~d.~b~1ationmnoog~p¢()pieQf~i~im .. 
Dear people, you are well aware of the fact that in spite of their 
hmniliating defeat in every election, these divisive elements and 
their anti people adivitie5stilf)llers1st"BY beitig;Nigilarlt to such 
elements and their characters we can reach the goal of our move
ment. It was not easy for us to reshape the Sikkimese society. 
which had been tamperedwitbfor years together. It was cer
tainly not easy for us to mouldtheSiklcimese society with anew 
value system. We struggled aloftotransferasociecyfr()rn that 
condition into astagerespectedbyaH the peopleo£thenation. 
We have struggled day and riightto changethe economic, social, 
political, cultural and educational sphere of the Sikkimese peo
ple. Foryearswe·havestruggled to brirlgitback to the track of 
development and progress and t~ tum it into a society which 
respects the ideals ofthe modem world. The people have al
ways supported us in our endeavor. Because of your unfailing 
support, today we have beenable to achieve historic successes 
in establishing the rights ofcitizens in Sikkim. Because of our 
honesty and dedication towards the people and the state; be
cause of our political fmdideological commitments, we,have been 
able to gain many valuable achievements for Sikkirn; The previ
ous govefrunent was also elected by the people and so is the 
SDFgovernment, but the all-round developmentofSikkim has 
been possible only ul1der the SDF because of its policies and 
able leadership. Tills proves that the right decision ofthe people 
is always necessary forprovidingjustice to the people; this type 
of right decision at the right time has enabled us tOday to be the 
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1st state in the country that has taken the decision tq,reser:ve 
4(JiJ1> ~~b~~t s~ re~rvedfotili~wnmen. Cfo;i,iUpl~~nt 
··S{)C~-j~oo.we~v~~WNootl)Qittiqd ~~~enf%~bPn~· 
~i.;fn~n$\oo.·witil:durPQint<J~~~i~eJt:.t~~(}nd 
~t,nl'91'®DP~t>~tnme~f~~nt~23~.·reseNatit}n:t<Jthe· 
B~hm~€jwttri$t'Newa,rs~~ya5is.nyincludin~th~ill 
~!iiSt'of~tt\t~G~~~·ltJt~same·vein:~-ehatit':~ed 
23% reservation to MBC, 38% to ST, 7% to SC and kept 9% 
T.Uireserved:Sikkim has become·the '1st state to grant reserva
tion in proportion to its population in the whole country. 
After the re.:.establishment of democracy, fox the third time. 
~ba.ym·~I®U<JJ1~~e bei~g h~lQ..<:ill.~ basis; Thepepple 

·· ~if.of~ol\Village•m~qnat 
t. . .. ~:~~pntic~ofP~ayti;~.t~® 
ct}~on~l~ate~nsit\tat •. ~ding~ir'ijghi$ .. ~hi$~le(}. 
ti(;}~iis•a~ f()tWartlin:thtt~~se{)fthedglitS:<>fd1e p«>pie 
fOr t~sakeoffhe·reoon~(;tionof:their:<>wn$tateaadsoeiety 
by themselves. This election is a move towardS carrying on the 
duties and responsibilities which· go hand in hand with the rights 
given to the people for the developmentoftheir villages, state 
~dtlle country. 
l:he.SDFparty isoommitte<H(:) maketbevillagesselfretiant and 
e#tpowered by devolving powers to them through the 
~bayms. Th~eltSCtedpancha~ nowsoould·ootofilydistrib
utel~®tit.s,to tbepe9ple1 butthl!'yshouldalso fimctipn~ the 
v~of!h~peopt~d.ttthcirecooomic, socialandinttl~ 
de.Vel~t. We wisbthiseiectiQtlto be amovetowat\hmak~ 
ing thevillal¢s indepe:ndent..We wish to chang~thethought 
pattemsofthepeopie wru~h Would subsequently playanactiye 

s Panchayat Elections, 2007 



role in the creative transformation of the society and in heralding 
the adventof a new era. 
We would like to transfmmour dream;ofvillage administtatic:m 
through this election;. <Air dream ofivillageadministnlti~n ~oui~ 
be possibleonly witlHhe ·partieipatiop o:ffue.people;Wecshal~~. 
ableteifulfillithls•dremn onlywhenpeople from alLthe elas~Si~e · 
represented through.the instrumentofpr0pertirinab:epresetlt~,.. 
tion. 
Unless Sikkimattainsfuil de:velopment its viUagesand its people 
ca..'1 neither develop nor become s:elfsufflcient. In thesarwe 'W!l.Y 
unless the people ofSikkim as a unit become alert regar:ding1its 
rights, its all round development would not be po~jl;>l~~ I)evel
opment andpeople compleroent~ach other.<fhe pe,ople.sll~}l;l4 · 
manage and.dire(1tdeve,lopme~t• the~] and then only·y,rQe~ltide7 
velopment raise the life.stan~d eftl:}e peppl.e,.lje,nce.t,Q. Cf\~!1-fe 
the. widest representatibn of the peq.plewe:havedeviseci\tohold, 
this panchayat election in. consistent with the principle ot'propor
tional representation .. 
We would like to further demqcratizc the.process ofdeve}op:
ment. I feel development should gath,ermon;wnturn eyep at the. 
remotest comer ofthe state. Vv'ben the remotest viHagy)s lip ked 
with the district headquarter and the capi~l thenon~y;wiH the 
most backward individual stand in the forefront of dt?veloptJ\~nt. 
Today it is necessary to remove th~ hurd1es.ofqevelop:tpel}t to 
bring,about.equality. When thevillftgesq.re~!ly equipp~d,,'llvl}h 
the infrastm~ture of deveiopmentthen a.ne\V et;a ofprogr:ess 
wouldda\\'fl over Sikkim, and the~ onwards Sjkkim'wHl:,fu!J:1 
into a city .state. A city ,is a place which is equipped yyith all facili
ties and urban amenities. Hence the panchayat should ~riv~ for-
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. . . . . . .. 6rt'tieSDFg~ 

~~~~~~,· .... . . ···'·"~ .·• · ... ~i? 
aclfie~e·stdl epochhl goal~ llie]JfWc .. . • . ·.. . . d 9Q~tmh1Ms&!s 
sho.ilJ(i move'f<)fward tinitbdly. The si,(}j~''•Janui·Rajm~ Jan!<U 
R.ija" shohld betransftnmed into reality l>y gi\rifigslkkim in the 
h~&ottne'Siltt&tm~. ·· 
Thf!devel~¢rtt~tiid~fiiStmcturesmlllie~pl~ted·i~ti·few 
y~rs:tiine .. tn ~on~i~t·wifti:diis.pj~~·:th~s~ i~~in.~¢9h
~mtnthe•resfoftheoounby~ugli.~landair'Ml}swiiliiq 
tb~i¢om:ingtw(}-thre¢y~.·W:ifhin;fiWto'~<lijj-~~win 
~··everyviiltige;. fhft'f\10V¢t6·\\ii4oo'!he~oootlSi~~haS 
bt:!Anl:timtftb.e coll$ttucti()ftdt~oft1er·~offfie*sta't~t£tct>.l1ned· 
d\wviii~e5~aJ~y~.w~nave·<=Q~letootll~~kof 
e~Ji~biiiga tentm1Um~ttyih;$ik'kifuiWiflaveSti5tmbre 
pf~ifi'siotef<trtbe'devei~entoft~s~in.fumre,·In·mture 
~ices like supply ofdrihldngwatetanduninterruptedsupPiy 
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·~~r-%t":~~t4l<e,<;~~ 
~t,f<?tm~ .~~~t wo x~cu:s· 

<8faie, ihe:st.ate s , iitiliz~ 
';,.·• p~tkl~~·g .(}Cort~~!b 

· ''ceifiiin tliat · . · 

~·~~,&.;m/. . . ":.,~:; ,<r~~L~ 
de.r i:h:storttons, w ·1ch are prevalent m the advanced.we~tem 
co~n;tr~.~~~!Hf q~m~tt:pppJis,e~; l]~~s~r~~e\<;>fde~el~. 
ORW0tit{Qr~ .i$.f!JP911ij]x §tx\>~g S9~i~wl:t~e~Piigbt method 

-~_1>~·,.<: .. ·-:,;;.f.,;_,,_--,·.·::'>, :~ ~,.,- ·>. ··"-~ ·---:""--:'-·· <~·_:; -<:·_~ ...... _;: .t:·~v~. ~( ,,_,.., ... ·-~:,~'--.·:;.,.',.,?-. · 

ot~pg.lp~~~·.e~i,~aJld.wh,ere:stroJ1gc~~ql~rsists ..•. 
6W'~itter.e~l*~~n~e.ipfii~ l~(l4¥~~~q({Jur~~ggl~ior:de
velgpmeitt~¥.Ulattlte.s.<hcalfedqppp~tio~s.were .. ~~t.he~fuy 
p<;>litteai.C?,~~&tors,~ut 1he en~ie&pf't~eiie,ople. They blindly 
opposed every epochal steps takenhythe.gqyeqnnentwithout 
<mY C?I'lCrt;tt!~I\.~CS,e itrunQral, W~iti~i.~ and~~loitersfbrge 
p<>litical gro'Q.pll,.g to oppose ourr,noyeoutofsh~r jealousy. This 
youaUknow. . · · 
B11tiour~U!l(eseven ~uchipeoplecol1$Uct~vely. We value 
mor¥.()ur,link with the;peqp'e and ()Ur p9licy ofpeve.lopmept, 
which is'fiep~l1dentup<.lt;t tht; partipipation of th~ people. We 
car~}es&,forJJ?~ anti ~o:gle sqppor,t and C()f:O:pHn;tertts of the so,
C<llied opposi,tjon.;The very l~n!< of()ursiwit:Q fr:te people fiDd their 
ris.\ng consciousness has ~i(jeJip:edour enemies. Theyhaye no 
•~ltem~tiyethat,l. to-~ a,yel)ic}e, ()f rum()rs. We want to le,ad Sikkim 
towards new ideas and trends but these anti people activists wish 
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to take Sikkim back to the age of feudalism. 
We have provided a strong and timely leadership, we have 
worked hard. We visited foreign lands in order to gather teclmi
cal know how and to increase investments to free Qurselves from 
the limitation of central grant and limited resources. lbrough our 
various contacts, seminars and workshops we have gathered 
enough experiences to open up areas in the state where external 
investments are possible. Our works are painful to those who 
have failed in the eyes of the people but the same work provides 
a new dream, new reality to the people ofSikkim. We are send
ing village 1"presentatives a..'ld panchayats to study various infra
structures at the national and international level to understand 
and implement them at the village level. We shall continue this 
program because in the 21st century, knowledge is power. 
Therefore this panchayat election is an election for eradicating 
the mafia elements and the revisionists. It is an election to estab
lish the foundation of reconstruction-a decisive moment of your 
participation. I am confident that you will be a part ofthe recon
struction program ofSikkim by making our ideology victorious. 

With Revolutionary Salute, 

Paw an Chamling 
President (SDF) 
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ensuring the participation of every class of villagers in the proc
ess. 

3. PEOPLE WILL HAVE POWER TO REJECT THE DECISIONS 

OF GRAM SABHAS. 

The Gram Sabha will be as important as the State legislature for 
a village/ 1-I~f!C~ia,lltbe~ m~~tings ofth~ Gr~w: ~apha shall be 
conducted follo'v\jggt~~ ~?~hti?g lfOE!Jl~.i~."strict manner. If the 
procedures are"1l()i' fono~~ an~t6e'meet1ngs are held only to 
meet formalities, ilierithe t)e{)ple ~ih have 'the collective power 
to reject such decisions in the greater interest of the villagers as a 
whole. 

4. INCREASED ROLE OF p ANCHAYATS IN THE PROCESS OF 

FR.AMING POJ:.;ICU:S. 

rnerole ofpanchaya,tin the decision making proc~ss at the vil
lage levelshall be in~reased~ Thepanc.hayat memberswilfbe 
impaped with adtlunistra,tivetraining to ensure their effeetive par
ticipation in the decision making process. 

5. p ANCHAYAT WILL BE MORE RESPONSIBLE AND VIGI

LANT TOWARDS VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT. 

The panchay(lts have been empowered with tl1 ... ~ 1gnt to· frame 
plans for1he.developrn.ent of their respective villages. They should 
also act as a watchdog of the developmental activities. From 
now on, the panchayat should compulsorily subll1ittheir reports 
to the government on regular basis. The panchayat members, 
apart from &aiDing de~elopmental plans for their villages, will 
SDF Manifesto 1 2 



have to manage and utilize the infrastructure created in the area 
while strengthening >the process for the economic de.Vetopment' 
of the village. 

6. THE PANf:HAYATSWILLBE Fl:Jl_,LYAC£0UNTABLE<TOTHE 

PEOPLE. 

Tile panchayats will be tbe:true senNmtsoftbe~{'}pie; ~r-w 
sponsibility-r.othepeople wiJl.befurtherwi~~ned~ ~~;~pl~ita~ 
tiont~fthtpeoplein any:fonn·~n'~'Qft'be~c£ooya.tR"Wilfn0t 
be tolerated. Strong legal action w:ill be taken against anydrie 
found involved in such.practices. 

7. THE PANCHAYATS WniL BE THE TRUESERVANTOF THE 

PEOPLE. 

Thepanchayats are the linkbetweeri the people aildthe govem'
ment Apart from developmental activiti:e8~the panchayatS 'Will 
also fight actively against thecemmunal'atid casteist forces to 
safeguard the social fabric ofthe Sikkimese society at the grass
root leveL 

8. INCREASED PARTICIPATION OF WOMEN IN PAN£HAYATS. 

The SDF government has provided 40% rese:rVationto women 
in the Panchayats. This is a unique opportunity for the women 
not only in our country but in the whole world. Nowhere in any 
democratic nation have the women been given so much of reser
vation in local administration. This trend will be continued to en
sure the participation of women in other spheres of socio-politi:
cal activities. 
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9.,zn.LA PAN«HAvArr 'fe BE 

To make the Zilla Panchayat more active, effective partxel
patory, the Zilla Panchayat representatives -will be imparted \vith 

ar~a.:.of <n>~nttion:af Zilla· and 
Panchayats will be dearly defined to discern their resp!itcti;ve. 
po1<ve:r 

' ' 
" ! ' -

l O •. TJ-iE FANCH1WA't ~Hl:M.~E~.W;It,GBi,MAqE:l\lQR~ ~OM-

make panchayat members convers,antwiththeir areas 
v..ill be trained in the Block Administrative'-'""'""''" 

''*'\J'UU!l0 rrnmecu.atei) afterpanei}ayatdections~ . 

1 
ROLE in the agricultur~d m~rketing," · 

entrustechwiththe r~sponsibHity .of re-
moving·the man and to helpthe poor agriculturists:tosell· .. 
their products in proper marketing zones. For this, panchayats 

to the .,.....,.,..v .. t·c 

No TAX SHALL BE 

ucrs. 
Theproduce.ofthe villagers will: not be taxed. 

13;.: MARKETWNG CE~·rnu::s AND COLD &fORAGE fACU.:IUES 

AT GRAM PANCHAYATS. 

To enable the Sikkimese peasant to receive the right price for 
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li'Pr>Tf'l<l'l'>t" cardamom,>,~,., t·c .. c ''•'•''-"·''"',. 

etc. a will set up . fttn pancheyat 
area. To preserve th.e produce a cold storage\•>'i I also be set up 
in the area 

16. FARMERS TO BE SUPPORT 

fanners of the support price will be 
products. 
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horticultureandfloriculture activity· In doing so, greenhou.se.tech
nolbgy }llld other modem methods off:irrrimg wilt be ihthxiuced 
atthe·pan~fuyat level. · · · . 

18. MARKET MANAGEMENT 
,..; 

The Partchayat )\'ill be entrusted with thetaskof en~urin~ n~es
sary. market for the products producb:i by the Villagers. · 

19• INDUSTRIAL STATUS TO UVEStOCI(. .· .. . 
To boost the rural economy of the state, the livestock activity 
will bemQdemized and developed as anindgs.try ... In this task,the 
pan:chaya~ will be entrusted with more resporiSibmzy. · · 

20. CoOPERATIVE MOVEMENT Of/ THE 'STATE \VIU, BE 

TRANSFORMED INTO THE MOVEMEjln OF THE;P~<:OPLE. 
The co-()perative movement will beholstere4 from th~ viilage 
level.. The.co-operative movement will be organised and m~
aged with greater participation of the village people making it an 
economic, social and :ideological movement of the society. 

21. VILLAGE PRODUCTION TO BE LINKED WIJ'H TOURISM 

The link between tourism and cottage industry will be strength
ened. The Panchayat will be given the responsibilitie~ to utilize all 
the locallv ~vail~ble resources such as horticulture and floricul
ture along. with local heritage for the developclent of village tour
ism.n will be made compulsory to utilize the local products in 
the hotels. cafes and other toUrist establishments to help the growth 
of economy. Further it will be made compulsory to plant flowers 
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andorchards in village tourism locales. !twill betheprinmry 
responSibilitY of the pahcliayats toehSt.Jrethe d:riploYn'ientdflo-. 
cal people at the local level. The Par1cl1ayat will also be entruSteU 
to manageand<iil1Plement•developtl)elitalandtdurisni•related .· 
activities•in the villages. ·· 

VELOPM.ENT. 

The panchayats Will be trained to deal Wflli"*anobs environment 
protectiorimeasufes. They wm alsb wrirk towards siistaina:bte 
developmentthroughjointforestlaiJ(hton•tiJrtber forest w~ruth 
management: Afilie village level~ panctiayatsWiUinitiatemassive 
awareness programmes in respect tO garbage disposal and solid 
waste management. 

23. TOURIST SPOT AND PARKS 

The panchayats Wi B establish and manage gardens and tourist 
spots in their respective gram panchayatwards. 

24. CAPACITY BUILDING PROGRAMME 

in many areas, the resources ofthe state are not being properly 
utilized because of lack of capacity among the people. Having 
understood this, capacity building programmes are being imple
mented as one of the major programme of the Govt. Our gov
ernment has launched various programmes creating ample op
portu.nityto every individual to have capacity building training. 
The parichayats Will organise such programmes in each ward 
and unit. 
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carried~ut:andpanchavatswiH also be givenntb.etask to,chartm 
road mapfohrinage d~velopment duly- . the carrying 
ca~1ty ~~nnetlr·re~~~~tw~~Jlm!Sill10tton. 

27. EMPU)VMENT OF LOCALS iN ALL H\DllSTRiAL UNHS. 

direction of the SDF party ani] employ,loc~l Jeo-:-
unitsand will be ex-

28. SKFi:.HDEVELOPMENlT~iNiNG. 
rt.:;rn.~:~Qw p.JlwamiS, skill development programmes will be held 

with the active participation of the 

29~:~~M~~~f~.ED·TE~,~ER PROCEDURE. FORCON.TRA,CTS 

lo~~~~ 'iill~vs to tW<e up village leyel works the tender I?ro
c~~eaf.;th¢ viUagelevetwill be simplified. amend the.present 
norrris st!ggestions will be taken from the panchayats. 
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Panchayat \Vill 

amtcne:Ilc<::s and inequalities prevalent 

AWARENESS CAMPS fORJOB 

panc~y~twiH hr.td P!lm:r,.c. 

, 
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35 .. p ANCH~Y,<\l~STO SUP:EitVISE }\LL LAND !RANSACTION. 

Toprevents~tife~· '~rilillglintnes~·llie'~B~~lti~erii 
hmi fiameda~ficycfi!baff1lig~]?I~hitW:tg'le$kllian'~ie'aer~ 
ofland fromsetiUig:tH~1t·plbiS~Tms'decfsion·of't1feghvemru~t 
canbemadesuccessfnl only ifth~ panchayat remain vigilrm.t in 
their respectiv&areas :r'egluffilig2land'tiansactiort . 

36. PRoiEertoN'oii rat LANDLEss · 
Henceforth, the la11d.k,ss will be given land only through .the 
pancliaycitS.'The'pafich'ayatwiU·a~t·a~ a f~t1litator'tow<irasthe 
economic, educational and inteUectual development ofthose·lan-· 
dless wbohavereceived halfan acre ofland. 

37. p ANCHAYAT IN THE FOREFRONT OF DEVELOPING PEO

PLE1S CONSCIOUSNESS. 

There will be peace ih the state if there is continuity in develop
menml aetivitie~: Without developmenml actiVities the eConomy 
cif the state remains stagnant. For the sake of peace and pros
perity developmenml projects are essentiru. The panchayat should 
sensitize thepeopletegardfug tlieriedessities for developmental 
activities in the village and the State as a whole. 

38. PANCHAYATS to CHECK THE IJSE OF INTOXICANTS'AND 

ORUGS. 

To'k~ep one'sare~dean, in allrespect, is the elementary duty of 
the 'parichayais. So the pm1chayats wi II take up the task oferadi
catirig all social'evils indudiiiggambling, drug aouse and· traf
ficking. 
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39. ANTI CORRUPTION MOVEMENT WILL BE 'INITIATED FROM 
THE PAN~HAVAT It.EVEL. , , , , 

Sternlegat-~cti~~~ll be taken against P!iPC~~yatr~PF~~J1\a
tixe~,iffY~~v~,m~ptpr:ac,ti~;-Li¥,e~~ theproic~y,~ s,liaU 
·g~e(;~cqrw}?U,~~:in;~I gRv;en1we~t.~d·n~;m-gov<?I'Ill1l~nhll dr
~onsf~IJpgWilliilltW~jurisdiction. 

4Q. ,£ANCHAY.t\JS AGAINST :REACTIONARIES. 

The reactionary elements try to sprea<i 11.UllOfS 8.111ongt}le;vill~
ers every now and.tlien. The pancliayat w-Ill now work against 
such t;eac,fion~ elements m1dcontroltheir activities and ~e 
action agamst them. · · 

41~· MANAGEMENT OF' RURAL LIBRARI.ES • 

. Librarieshave;peen' ()pened. in.evezy <h:am Pra~as~tnKendra. 
This is an hnportant $kr,towards making tlie Sikkiplese ~ety 
a knowledge based society. The Panchayat will play an impOr
uwtrole in mapagipg !heselipraries to transform tlie village into 
anlderu knowledge based village. ' . . 

42. RURAL LIBRARIES. 

Intlie village, libraneswillbe provided witli facilitieslike com
ml.Ulityinfonnation centre to enable the people to be infonned 
about the local, national and global happenings. 

~ 

43. STAFF APPOINTMENT IN THE LIBRARIES. 

The panchayat will appoint necessary sta11 ,, ':~··.-:--~·; 1 :' """~mage 
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the established 
f ;'{' 

;;COMPlJtER 

USHEDATTHE 

46. 

LEVEL~ 

DEVELOPMENl'Al ACTIVITIES 

SDF ,'r,4'anifesto 

OF M~NI~HYDEL PROJECTS, 

mini-hydel projects in 
ofthe local people. 

22 



TO CONTROL ENCROACHMENTS fN HJE 

V~LLAGES. 
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52.,PANCHAYATS T? SEARCH RURALTALENTS. 

In'tne peJ{fofereati\'e arts al1d sports there are many taie11ted 
,youth,butfl!ey ·are beihg\vasted9wirig to t;l?'e 1~ck of raci1Wes. 
,,~e*gciy~fnfi{enth&'be~n,pf()vfdii}g eri~ugtr~ric'cnrrag~t'and 
extelidihlBelp,tb these yofiuls. , . · · · · · . 
The panchayats will be entrusted to ;search dlitstich hidden tal
ents. Besides this the p~chayatshall also hono1Jreveryyear;the 
chniri1Jl.S.ti6ns of oodal a~fivistS ofdh4ererit spneres'at the ViiiJge 
level. Apart from this, the panchayat shall holdregul'rtr pro-

. gra.rhrries to Whefthe'1alents1ofthe undetprivilege& . 

5~. PREsERVATION OF SoCIO-'CULTUML HERITAGE. 

The panchayat will be entftisted ¥lith th~fusk of codifying folk 
song, folk tales, folk stories, and idioms, and other traditional 
folklores ofdiifererltethnie group~ Th~}xfuchayatslia11 aloo&fuke 
up the task of preServing traditional medicine and the tradition of 
spiritualhealer like Bongthing~ Mangpa, Theba, Negum, Pao, 
Fedangba, Bejuwa, Hornay, fue, Jhankri, Baidang,Dhruni;janapa 
etc. 

54. OLD AGE PENSION. 

The government has been giving old age pension to 14,868 old 
personsofthe State till date. Keeping in continuity this important 
policy of the government, thepanchayatinfuture shall recom
mendthe names of the beneficiaries. 

55. ERADICATION OF CHILD LABOUR 

lbe pfUichayat will eradicate completely the system of child la-
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hour from ever¥ vi1lag~.'Tfiet panchayrtt shalfarsAtak~ legal ac
tion against those who aid and abet this crime. 

. ' ' ' . 

56. COMPlll.SORV EDVCATION AND HEALTHY ENVIRON;..; 

~~~~- - -

The p~nchayatwfll beg~aded' to pt~y1<i~ ~cUre .~ryir6&n(!11t 
and social protection to all Sikkim~~k· cffilrlten:Tl1ey'W111 also 
provide them \Vith basic health f~ilities and compulsory e~l\lca-
ti'Ort · - · -- · -- · - : · ' · · .· 

AFTER. 

The pancha¥~t ~jlllQ?:k ~~,~~~c~ij)f$. 
mothers. TI:l~Y \'!till 
cine and nutrltibUs food. Theip~c 
ditional midwives of the villages to recogni~ theirse,rvic.:e$:. 

,' .. ' ' ·' . ' •. • \ ~ -. : -·· ; ~- i' !' . ' ·• :~· ,-~ -." 

sa~ PRoTEttmN To woMEN, P»YgicALl.Y cH'~LLENcE:o 
AND AGE:ilPEOPLE.: 

The panchayat win be made responsible to look after the wom<:;n 
the aged and the physically challengedmembers of the society. 
TI1e panchayat will protect them from denigration and exploita
tion. 

59. EXTENSIONS Of. GOVERNMENT HELP l'O THE POOR AND 
'· '·' -··- - . . . . . - ' 

MERITORIOUS STUDENTS. 

Whenever the guarcJ.ians ofmeritotious stude!lts are. unable to 
finance their studies the panchayat should take the initiatives to 
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provide the benefits ofthe gov~mment to the~dents. 

60. RECOGNITION OF SENIOR CITIZENS AND SOCIAL WORK

ERS 

Senior citizens and social workers of the village wi.ll be annually 
honoUl"ed. F 9r thi!>., congregati~:ms will be a.rranged w,,ith the ac-
tive participations ot;fue viJia,gers. . . .. . . 

61. MEMOIRS OF HONOURABLE ELDERS TO BE PRESERVED. 

To preserve the memories of honourable. elders the panchayat 
sha)I have t11~ pow~rtq~hri~Ji~ tl;le C.~.FOP,tpatbs, rural. bridges, 
and Panchayatbhawan after their names. 

62. MomLEHEALTHSERVJCESIN THE DISTRICTS 

Mobile Health SerVices will be started in every distri.ct. 

63. PANCHAYATS TO MANAGE ADULT EDUCATION. 

Adult education wiH be ,initiated from the panch,ayat leveL The 
education of the illiterate 11.111i1 masses will be conducted by the 
panchayat in a routine manner. This task will be hnmagedby the 
panchayats in every village. 

64. SOCIAL.FENCING 

The panchayats will be given the power and responsibility to 
take stern action against those who indulge in anti-social activi
ties such as dfug peddling, black marketeering; adufterntiori etc. 

65. TRANSPARENCY IN THE DJSBllRSEMENT OF DEVELOP-
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MENTAL AiDS/GRANTS. 

Within the area of their operation, the panchayat shall maintain 
t~Mr~~py~~,~~i$~~ti~not1{1~;.(¢m$e~t;~~~~;.tr~y 
~~t~oeen~ven®p:>wert{}m~~m~~p~thrg.~: 

r(~ilb.,h1.~ ... ·~ th~lll,~h~~sbould¢fJ8Ur(!·tll~hO:f~~llf 
. abhasafleastonc~a month. . . .· ·. . . 

66~ 'SEC~ftri'Y ,~1t~Sl)RJ!:S ~GAI~SJUAM."(:;ES .CAUSED. BY 
,·;. _·(. ;· '-.-F ,, "'- '·;; . ,- ' ;.. < , ' 

Thtt.Pan<?haYtitS,.$hf!.,l\ 19oJ<:. after, the. menace.caused. by wild and 
' . ' - - . -

domestic animals. The panchayat shan take.strict security meas-
ure whenever the animals run amuck. 

67. 00CllMENTATION OF ASSETS FALUNG wrnU~ THE 

PA~Cll~ Y~l; W;R~/~NJT. 
The panchayat shall: 
i. Keep record of government properties. 
ii. Document detail$ regarding different types of agricultural prod
ttCt, fruit~.andvegetables. 
iii, K~eprecon:i of:live$tqck. 
iv, Keep records ofbiodiversity including medicinal plants and 
trees. 
v. Keep rect~rd offltiraand raunaincluding aqttatic animaL 
vi, Ktt,1)recordpfaltreligi9usi~~titutjqns,~t1l\)tlie:i,fe~;~i:vals, 
dressesenei cmQrr~~nt~~suruly wom. by the various communities 
of the area. 
vii. Keep record of various social, cultural and natura] attrac
tions. 
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viii. Prepare a data base for each village. 

68. RECORD OF1 ALL WORK FOR€£.' IN' THE VILLAGE DIREC:.. 

TOR\-'. 
The: PanchayatWill keeptne, record of aU helpers,letUU1tSarl.d 
other forms of workers who are'being used by the individual 
houses. The details of these workers wiU.be registered in the 
nehrby police statibn i,ator\gWith tneir'phbtographs: If the 
panchayats fail to keep such informatio!lJdata~ tlie panchayat 
and the cohcernedhouseholdishall'be1hetd responsible;in ca8e 
any untoward incidents. 

69. PRESERVATION OF PEACE AND HARMONY. 

'llie pane hay at shaH functitinas a watch{Iog againsfaU those in:. 
dividuals working within the panchayatateaand it wmtake ac~ 
tion against any body indulging in anti social J)ropagatiol1s. 

70. KEEP TRACK OF NEW COMF:RS IN THE VILLAGE· 

The Panchayat shaH immediately report to the nearby pblice sta
tion if any suspicious new comers are found prowling in'thevil
lage. The panchayat shall work iri tandem With the villagers to 
bar such individuals from remaining within the village. 

71. DETAILS OF OUTSIDER TO BE RECORDED. 

The panchayat should enquire about the background of all ten
ants and lease holders appointed or working under landowners. 
Panchayat shall keep a record of such seasonal workers. 
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72. PROPER lJTIUZATION OF GOVERNMENT BENEFITS. 

The panchayats will not only ensure the proper distribution of 
government grants and benefit to the people but shaH also ensure 
the proper utilization of the benefits. 

73. StMPUFICATION OF GOVERNMENT RULES. 

The government rules and' regulation are meant for the common 
people. Hence suggestions would be sought from panc!'layats in 
simplifYing government rules and nonns. 

7 4. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

The task of people's awareness with regards to intellectual prop
erty rights will be initiated at the village level. 

75. PANCHAVAT HONORARIUM TO BE INCREASED 

The SDF government was the pioneer in giving honorarium to 
the elected panchayat members. In the coming years the gov
emmenthas planned to raise the existing honorarium. 
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PEOPLE REIGN SUPREME IN DEMOCRACY! 
- Dr. Chamling 
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Party President's Message 
to the People of Sikkim 

Respected Citi7..ens of Sikkim, 
Let me extend wann greetings to you in this bright spring month even as buds'sprout and new 

leaves take shapeiJJ.ol.n'fotests'and fieldshei<ilding a neW beginning. 
It is election tithe once again sigriifying aimther new begi:[mJllg, We are here to seek your 

man4ate foranetherterm. 'TherefOre, it is crucial to reflect on our ownaehievements. 

Whafand~ow much wotklias ~n:a(!hi~vedtlurmgtbela8tl'5 yeats?Howmanypromises 
given to tflepd)ple'be,fore 1994'flave'oeen k~pt? Wfutt:lrin<fofcba.nges',haveeomeup in the 
matetialanilmehta.tdevelbpmmtm'1fieSildrunesepeoplee8pe¢iallytheyorilli?Howmuch capacity 
arkl capabllity·or·om,people; es"Pecfatlythe'Ybutll~h'ilve:been,bunt?ftoweasy; crintended, and 
healtbyhavethe live'S:oftheSikkiDiestpeople bebome?Hbw mucb.ha:pPmessfutd,welfare have 
the,poorteceivoo?WhetekiJJdef!i'festyletlieSlldijn:tesepeople have auamed:thtisfar? What kind 
ofprotectiontbepeop}leofSikkimbaveteeeivaifromourGovemment?'Howmanypeoplehave 
got johs.andemployment opportuni~es?/ijow g<X><f ~our:ro~ps,el~tti9ty and water supply? 
These and other such critical questions need to be answered at this point1

, 

In a democracy weare, answerable tqthe people. We are.a~cc;mnjab~e. 

We appeal for your involvement to seek answers frolll;;theSBE;Eru;ty so they become .an 
il:pportant partofthedemcx:raticinstitut:ionalizationpx:<Jee$8 l;hereby~};rering in a progressive and 
responsible tradition in Sildcim. 

For seventeen years now the Sikkim DemocraticFrontParty has withstood all the trials and 
tribulations ofleading the Sik:kimese people without compromising ,the principles on which the 
party is foun~. Much rnore, wehavenotlet down the trustrepose:don us by you the people. We 
have not strayed in any otherdirection, constantly upholding ourpro-poorpolicies and worked 
toward the overall development of Sikk:im. 

Unlike other parties and leaders we have not changed our party, our principles, our colour or 
our flag. We are still a Sikkimese Party, a regional Party. We have remained steadfast in the 
principles on which we are founded and will continue to do so for generations to come. We 
recognize that keeping politics free from undesirable, criminal and anti social elements is a huge 
responsibility. In fact it is a major problem in other parts of India. We have heen able to do this thus 
far with the support of the people. 

We havedevoted ourselves to fulfill the aspirations and expectations of the people through 
well thought out development programs constantly upholding democratic ideals and empowering 
our people, both young and old, men and women and from all walks of life. 

We have restored the true· spirit of democracy and allowed it to floUrish in the best possible 
and dignified manner. 
' Please see our Document on Achievements 
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We are still struggling against those elements who do not value the principles of the SDF 
party. In a Parliamentary deiJ,\oeracy the power of t,he people is patainount. People have handed 
this power to our party to run tli~ GovemmentforJhe ~tfifteen years. \ye have done so unflinchingly. 
We have been able to lay the foundation of a newSikkim agaillst all odds through deep struggle. It 
is not easy to build and develop a modern, peaceful and prosperous Sikkim and yet we have 
perseveredagfl:inst al1 oO.ds. 

On the one hand we have lxtel).t()iljngdayand night for ushering sustainable deyelop~ent and 
on the otherhand our ideolqgicalstrug!P-eis on against anti democratic $-danti people forces. 

S:ikkimis poised today on the threshqld of attaining comprehensive development We will 
attain f:h!s by2015. T'nus, the dyvelopmenta1 pace .. gen~rated is. not to be delay~ or derailed. This 
pace has to .be sustained. and coptinued. Above all, we in Sik:kim must be delighted that W(l are 
abpve theecgnoJllists' narrowdefinitiqnofdevelopmentvia per capita GDP. We have built strong 
socia} C(lpitalth:ruugh ourproces~ of development and vision. We have happiness related indicators 
and the:reis Mu:itY inbuilt in \'!Very process of development. We will continue to have a broader 
meaning.ofdevelopm(lntin the years to come keeping the happiness content of our citizens upper 
most in ourminds;Centrnl:tohuman happiness and wellbeing is good health. 

It is out mission that every citiZen of thisState will become healthy, aware, capable, wealthy, 
wise and above all happy. 

In the field of hydro power projects, in promotion of responsible tourism; organic farming, 
industry, floriculture,and horticulture we have spared no effort. The results are therefor everyone 
to see. We have also prepared the capacity and human resources to commercialize these sectors 
that have begun in all earnest. The people ofSikkim should benefit from all the opPortunities that 
are being created through the development process; Accordingly we have framed stringent laws 
and guidelinestoward this end which we are administering strictly. 

Changes in professionalism due to globalization are taking place rapidly and we need to take 
cogtrizanbe of this. Capable people ate highly valued and their demand grows. In adilition to giving 
a huge thrust to good education we have created the Directorate of Capacity Building to enable 
our youth to take advantage in this scenario. They have been tasked to conduct sufficient and 
effective frainfug programs to ensure that our youth build the capacity to soak up the opport:unities 
that arise due to the rapid pace of development. 

Our womenfolk have been emancipated from drudgery and trailitional hardships. They are 
now emp()wered and given enough opportunity to grow in their own right Wome11 are encouraged 
to do all creative work and develop opportunity with selfrespect and fudeed their golden era has 
started. Weare also satisfied that we have achieved this because now the sikkim(lse women are 
free to aftaul their social, eeononiic and political aspirations through this empowerihg process. 

Decentralization and devolution of power and the empowerment of ih.e rural people which 
we had started in the 20lh century has now been fully achieved. We have set an example for the 
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country by institutionalizing the Panchayati Raj System. We have received accolades in this regard. 
However, we still have to promote decision making power to be taken at the grassroot'>level. We 
have to free the people from the clutches of the :mti people and .anti social elements who do not 
allow the. grassroots people to take decisions. Sikkimese rural people are nqw participating in 
every project 70 percent of the annual State budget is be.ing spent in the rural areas. This is now 
a norm. 

When wetook over the governance ofthe State.in.l994 the State was{ully dependent. 
Sikkim was not even able to run for twomonths fromthe annual budget. The finances were so 
poor."\\festartedworkipgbarqtQmakeSikJrimaself.reliantstate, . .f?!Ump1ltownaudnat.urairesources 
and utilizingitWe proudly announce that ourrevenuewillbe by Rs.1,200Ciores by 2014. 

Thus, we become self reliant on one hand and onthe other hand in the nationaltourism map 
we will become number one, And we will be able to provide.5,000 MW to the nation; The people 
of Sikkim will supply fruits and flowers to the national and international market. 

We have beensuccess:fulin making S:ikkimamemberofthe North Eastem Council. We have 
beensuccessfulm.keeping Sikkimese free from Income Tax. The LirnbooTam.ang communities 
are now part of the Scheduled Tribe. We have recognizedNewar~ Bahun andChettri communities 
as OBC in Jhe Sptte rutd,recomm.ended them to be on tl:l,e Central List. as well. 

We have constituted the Burman Commission which has recommended that allSikkimese be 
bro;ugh,J under ,the scbe.Q.ulesitribe category. 'Ihe.J.;egi~l~tive.4\sselllbly;h~pas~ed tll~l3urman 
Commission recommendations. and we have sentittpCentre forgivingquerecognition~ This 
process has started on a strong note. 

_<,,,:': .. 

In.evezy fie,ld,Sikkim' s name hru} become a house-hold one. Natipnalleaders, a.<i,ministrators 
and eminent national intellectuals appreciate the develoPment achieveme,ntsofS~.Thus naturally 
Sikkim has been COnfyn:ed with many national and international awards for economic, social and 
political development of the people. 

In the present scenario there are many .adm.inistrators and managers but principle centered 
leadership is very scarce. The kind ofleadership that is needed is one which gives \rision, opportunity 
and hope to the people. Appropriate guidance is absent. Principled centered leadership is absent 

My respected fellow citizens, it is important for the people ofSikkim to get the right leadership, 
We say with confidence that the SDF Party will continue to provide exemplary leadership. Our 
past has indeed improved the economic and social condition of the people. 

We have to admit that the Sikkimese people have supported us fully to fight against undesirable 
elements. Their unstinted support has enabled us to carry on with our creative grassroots politics 
to attain massive milestones in our march toward full development. 

I therefore salute the people's awareness, wisdom and whole hearted support. 

As is clear to all, I have kept the promise of not hav.ing a single member of my family joining 
in politics and will continue to do so. We know from the past deeds of others and as is evident even 
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in the national scene, grooming of family members by those in position of power is all pervasive. 
Jbis in politics is another form of corruption~ 

Now, we have arrived at a deCisive moment at this time; We are confident of your vote and 
we will win \\lith thumping majority. However, we have to translate this victory into a decisive one. 
The revolution we have started is not merely to form the government but to eradicate the obstructions 
that are posed by anti people and anti democratic forces. 'This will enable us to give good governance 
and freedom to the people; Oiily then will real,democracy be ushered in. Only then will the 
conspirators, oppressors and communal elements be sidelined. 

So frJs is the time for choice and the time of electing a good and safepartytogovem Sikkim. 
We come to you from a position of strengl:h wherein as outlined· before we have shown and 
delivered on all the promises made to you before. 

We atSDF Party are comn.liti:ed to an ever-green, modem, food and water secure, prosperous 
and self reliant S:ikkirn~ No effort will be spared. to tr..msforrn our youth into resp()nsjble citizens of 
the future through goodhealth; education and capabilizybuilding. Our three pillars of development 
for the future are growth with equity; cost and green effectiveness and excellence intenns of 
quality and delivery. Vote us in on this plank 

Please read our marrifesto wherein we have detailed the mission and challenges that we will 
undertake toward this end. 

Please remember thatwe are a party that was founded in Sikkim, is for the Sikkimese 
identity and for a greafSikkimese future. We stand steadfast. 

I am before you all, my respected fellow citizens, in all humility and I would like to reiterate 
that my political ideology and philosophy is not just to win the elections and to gamer your support. 
Politics is a platform for positive socicial transfor1Ilation. I am. present in the political arena with my 
core political ideology which is to create better opportunities and future for all our citizens. Ensuring, 
alongside for the people supreme freedom, prosperity, peace and happiness. Tiris is my ultimate 
and honest mission. Therefore, I am confident that you have understood our mission and ideology 
and that you will vote as earlier., giving aresounding mandate to the SDF Party. You will show your 
complete support for this all important mission by participating in this electoral process. I am fully 
confidentofyourcontinuedsupport. 
I dedicate this manifesto to the people of Sikkim in the 21st Century. 

A revolutionary salute to the people of Sikkim 

Jai Sikkim, Jai Sikkimme Janata 

j) ~)~ 
<:::::if~. ·~ 

r (~ 

Pawan Cha.mling 
President, The Sikkim Democratic Front Party, 
Gangtok, March 2009 
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WHY SDF? 

1 SDF is the frrst regional political party in the country to provide non-controversial and 
stable government 

2 Mter remaining in power for 15 years, our Chief Minister kept his integrity and not 
discredited the people of Sikkim 

2 We are sincere and steadfast in our words, ideology and conduct 

3 SDF government has madeSikkim one of the most progressive states in the country. The 
number of awards that we have received is an indication of national recognition of our 
effort. 

4 Steps are afoot to uproot poverty through initiation of schemes in areas like housing, 
education, health, and employment generation. 

5 Rural upliftment has been pamm.ount importance by undertaking various welfare 
schemes. Our government has eased the urban-rural disparities to a great extent by setting 
up urban facilities at the grass root level. Seventy per cent of state plan budget has been 
earmarked for rural welfare measures. 

6 All old issues with regard to the state of Sik:kim have been settled. Sikkim has been 
integrated into the NEC, Natlmla trade route is opened, tribalstatushas been granted to 
Limbus and Tamangs, with the inclusion of Chettri-Bahun-Newar-:Sanyasis in the list of 

OBC and the resultant facilities, all Nepalese communities have been recognized as OBC. 

7 Our government has established fully transparent rind responsible governance. People's 
rule is fully established. 

8 Our government guaranteed full political protection of the Sikk:imese people and economic 
freedom and equality. Tenets of social. justice are fully :instituted. 

9 Massive work has been done to establish physical connectivity connecting every village 
with every other village with road. 

10 The SDF government has accomplished historical achievement in area like women 
empowernient. We have successfully implemented our policy to distribute aU welfare 
schemes in the names of our mothers and sisters. 

11 Sikkim has established itself as one of the pioneering states to carry out power 
decentralization to the grass root. Rule of the rural people has been practically put to 
practice. 
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12 Nowhere in country is there any such scheme like free distribution of school uniform, text 
books and exercise books. The SDF' government is the first government in the country to 
s-uccessfully implement this scheme in S:ikk:im. 

13 Our governmentisthe first government to give poor people the very first chance in the 
distribution of welfare schemes. 

14 Conservation and preservation of environment is the first priority of the SDF govemment. 

Our government has brought about evolution in material, cultural and spiritual development 
of the Sik:..kimese people. 

16 The SDF government has provided to the government employees the :freedom to conduct 
themselves in a fully democratic env]ronment Today, Sikk:imese employee.~ are the best 
paid employees in the entire country. Our government has affected a record increase in 
their salary structure by over 300 per cent. We have also given promotion to them on a 
historical scale. 

17 Education and health facilities have been made easilyaccessi])le to theSikki.mese 
people. 

18 Employment avenues have been created for the educatedunemploye& The government 
has provided for a wide rage of means and opportunities to the people to take up business 
and private entrepreneurshlp. 

19 During :fifteen years in office, our leader has matched his words with deeds. His work and 
achievements amply reflecthls ilmnense love and respect for the people all these years. 
Our revered leader has not changed- in his simplicity, transparency, humility- very much 
like yesterday. Neither the 'chair' altered him nor power made him conceited. Our leader 
is committed as ever, humble. Hardworking, thinking and giving -living in hrumony with 
the ordinary Sikkimese and sharing together in their sorrows and joys. 

20 Neither has SDF bartered its flag nor has it Ghanged its party and colour. \Vc have fulfilled 
the promises given to the people and will continue to do so to make Sikkim a fully developed 
State by 2015. 11 

• 

Please remember that we are a party that was foun(}ed in Sikkim, is for tbeSikkimese 
identity and for a great Sikkimese future. We stand steadfast. 
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Our Pledge 

On behalf of the Sikkim Democratic Front part)~ all candidates 

pledge before the Sikkimese people that we would be fully committed to 

address and fulfill all the issues raised in this Manifesto. No personal 

interest or self-seeking motive will corr.e in our way and dilute our endeavor 

to fulfill the promises and aspirations of the people. We shall stand 

unrujjled under the SDF tri-colour flag with a complete sense of devotion 

and sacrifice to accomplish our mission. 

In order to realize the dream of 'Naya Sikkim and Sukhi Sikkim' 

of our respected party President and friend of the masses, Dr. Pawan 

Chamling, we rededicate ourselves in our mind, body, thought, word and . 

deed to support the cause undertaken by him. We shall never betray the 

people. 

We shall humbly accept the public mandate and continue to commit 

ourselves to selfless public service to Sikkim and India. 

All Candidates of the Sikkim Democratic Front Party 
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Political and, Ideological Stand 

• Complete safeguard under Article 371 F of the Constitution of India for the people of 
Silddm 
Security to all the people;ofSikkimis ensured by the provisions unde:t Article 37lF ofthe 
Constitution of India. ,We have been successful to'ensw:e the' administration offullpolitical 
rights of the people as per, tlJjs Constitutional provision. Furth.ermore, we will protect and uphold 
th~se provisions so .that it is not tampered wiLh or diluted in letter and spirit. 

We are fully protp~ted under th~ spirit of the Article taking into accountthe feelings and 
aspirati(;)~s of the p~ople. inserted~ the Constitution at the time ofSildcim' smerger wjth the 
Indian Union. Today. this A:ltide ~as be~ome more explicit and strongly expre~sed. we will 
continue to see that these provisions are fully used to enhance the protection underthls part of 
theConstitution of India. ,. 

• Sikkim.'s Special Constitutional Provisif.>n and character will be fully utilized 

we wm ensure complete enforcement ot an constitutional provisions protecting the interests 
and identity of Sikkim and the people. Sikkim as the constituent State of the Indian Union is 
protected 'by speCial constitutional' provision as a speciaf category State'. The especial 
constitutional,rightsandprivilegesgranted to the Sikkimese Bhutia, Lepcha andNepalese is 
fully safeguarded~ The SDF party will continue to ensure protection and promote the special 
constitutional provision with respect to the State ofS:ikkim in terms of safeguarding the political, 
social, economic and. constitutional rights of theSikkimese people. Our government shall in this 
way continue to uphold the dignity and honour ofthe Sikkimese people. 

• Safeguard of democratic institution 

A democratic system is the only way of achieving the overall development of the Sikkimese 
people. That is why we are running the government in the true spirit of a democratic system. 
We have always upheld the democratic rights, dignity and honour of the people and we will 
continue to do so. 

We will create a positive atmosphere for the establishment of a democratic state in all its 
nuances. We will continue to guarantee people's rights offreedom·of expression and belief. 
People are today free to speak, write and assemble anywhere without any fear and intimidation. 
We have taken upon ourselves as prime duty to uphold this principle. 

lh fact, it was the SDF goverrunent which restored the full spirit and meaning of democracy in 
the State in 1994. It was again the SDF government which began the culture of investing 
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government's resources and means for the welfare of the people in an equitable manner with 
its pro poor policies with resounding success. 

• Continued democratization of our 8mte 

To develop Sikkim into a fully modern and developed state, we will implant the democratic 
values, culture and norms in the collective psyche of the Sikkimese people. We will promote 
awareness and capability to Ifl3ke the Sikkimese people the master of the society and the State. 
We have come here fighting against al.itocmtic tendencies of.the regimeS of the past. Today we 
ate fighting a decisive war against the anti-democratic forces. We must and will defeat all such 
forces in the copling elections. 

We will fully safeguard people's rights and human rights. We will set an example in the country 
to show that there is no force more powerful than that of the people. 

Democratic Values, culture and tradition to· be institutionalized 

In the corning days we will establish Sikkim as a fully developed modern State wherein again 
democratic values, culture and tradition Willbe fully institutionalized. We want to make the 
people masters and protectorS through awareness a:nd capability building. The principle of 
making the peopie the masters willbe formulated in democratic'Sik:klln. We are against the 
dictatorship, against those who aie anti democratic and ariti people elements. In the elections 
we are going to destroy these reactionary powers. 

We are going to protect the right'5 .and human valuesfor the people of Sik.ldm. There is no 
greater power than people in this world and we are going to realize this dream in the not so 
distant future. 

Protection of Sikkim and the Sikkimese people- our primary con~ 

In the last fifteen years., our government has consistently worked for political rights, economic 
bettennent, social upliftment and educational advancement of the people. Together with 
preserving the distinct identity of the Sikkimese people, we will continue to safeguard the rights, 
dignity and respect. All necessary steps will be taken up for development, progress and security 
of the local Sikkimese people. We will hold discussion and debate fromtime to time to find the 
best way out to serve them. We will take various measures to work for the welfare as per the 
Constitution. 

Safeguarding the spirit of secularism~ 

There is equality and freedom of religion and religious practice of all classes and communities 
in the state. We have guaranteed full freedom of faith and belief to all our people. Every one 
can exerciSe his or her Constitutional and legal rights to follow his or her own faith and religion. 

The SDFparty will continue to adopt the same policy to respect all religions and safeguard the 
spirit of secularism. We have fully established what is often referred to a..<> unity in diversity 
dictum in the state. Secularism is central in founding principles of the SDF party. We will 
continue to uphold secularism in the State giving protection to all communities and religious groups. 
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• Complete safeguard. of constitutional rights and privileges of the minority Bhutia• 
Lepcha community 
We have guaranteed full safeguard of the political, econorrric, social and traditional rights of the 
minority Bhutia Lepcha communities in the state. We have not allowed anything that may 
dilute the special provision with regard to their political protection. We will continue to safeguard 
their const!tutipn.al rights and privile~es. 
We sh.all mal\e a strong case for rec0~tiun uf Bhutia, Lepcha and Limboo languages as the 
I:Pod~gt.i.rlqig~nol1s languages l')yth,~Sahitra Akademy which would then be used toinclude 
tllese tfuee languages of SikkiJn in the 8th Schedule of the indian Constitution, 

• The llw;m~ ~~nlJl1ission Reoomme,ll~f;ion ... Sikkimese Nepali Commllllity will be 
a~orij.etJ Sch~ule~ Thibe Status and Sikkim to b~ declared a Tribal state. 
Our commitment to protect the political rights of aU theS:ildcimese people will contin.ue to be our 
watchwor<:I~ We a,re &()ipg to prp~t and aJl~w all the communiti~s to enjoy equal political, 
econ<J:miC m):d S<JCial rights, in ?CCQ~~With the recommendation of the ~unnan Commission 
which \vin'beLmnlementedin full in S:ikklm. · - .: ', . .~ 

The Lim boo and Tamang communities ofSikki:m lmvealready been awarded tl'le Sch.eduled 
Tribe status. Now from the left over SikkifueseNepali communities to be accorded tllis Scheduled 
Trib'estatus 'are Bahun, Chettri, Newar, Jogi, Sanyasi, Rai, Gurung, Man gar, Bhujel, Sunuwar, 
Yak:ha;DeW-an, Mukhiaetc. 

According to the recommendation uftlle Commission all these Sikkimese Nepali communities 
ofSik:ldm will be givenScheduledTribe StatuS; Furthemiore, the State ofSikldmwill be declared 
as a Tribal State. 

• An righf$;p~ViJeges and protection accorded to Sikkimese Bbut:fu. Lepcha C()imnunities 
wilfbe thlly protecled . . 
AIItherigl].tS, prlvileges and protection accorded to the Sikkimese Bhu~aLepcl1~1 communities 
will continue to be fully protecteq by our Government. The twelve seats provided in the S:ikkim 
Legislative Assembly for the Sikkimese Bhutia Lepcha communities \vill continue to be protected 
for eternity. 
The B'urman Commission has further protected and strengthened their rights and privileges. 

• The ~pddm~· Lirnboo and Tamang communities will be provided seats in the Sikkim 
LegiSlative· Assembly 

The Burman Commission rCCOl11IJ;lendation has strengthened the seat reservationdemand for 
the Sikkitriese Limboo and Taniang corrunuriities who already have been accor~ed the SU\tus of 
scheduled tribes. In the next tenn we will provide the seat reservation in the S1kki:J:h Legis1ati ve 
Assembly for these communities on the basis of their population census. 

• Lepcha Community iS recognized as 'ptinlitive (indigenous)' Tribe of Sikkim 
Our Government has recognized the Lepcha Community as a 'primitive (indigenous)' Tribe 
of Sikkim. For this we have passed a resolution in the Legislative Assembly~ During the next 
tenn weare going to take up this matter at the Central Level to ensure that this is also recognized 
at theNationallevel. 
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• Adequate representation to the Sikkimese people m the. Parliament 
We will place our demand \Vith the central government to fulfill the aspi:ration of the Sikkimese 
people to enhance the numberofseats in the State Legislative Assembly from the existing 32 to 
40 and 2each in both: Houses of Parliament from thepresentl each. Our Members of Parliament 
shall also workt0:fulfill this demand. 

111 Complete safeguard of Revenue Order No. 1 and aU old laws in Sikkim 

fn the last frfteen years we have guaranteed complete safeguard ofall old laws pertaining to 
Sildciffi as providedunder Article 371}7 (k)of~<:: Constituti0n. The ffi1tl-peop,le so;veminent 0f 
the yesteryears had infringed upon the very basis of Revenue O~;detN0, 1. Ourgovemment 
has now' given explieit protecti0nto this old law. The earlier govermnefit had dollb away with 
the traditiunal 'Dzumsa' and 'Pipon' system in North Sikkim. We have restored the system to 
maintain and protect our histmy,tradition and culture, 

We will continue to protect all old laws ofSikJqm iJ1eluffing theRevenueot1er r;ro. l. We will 
further deliberate on various measures that W()ul<l bestprotect the iriteresi§ ~drights of the 
Sik:kim~se people and if necessary, we will bring pro-people legislation to this effe.Gt. 

• Reservation in Edueation and Appointmen~ 
Our Government has strengthened the mechanism of reservati<;>n of seats/fhis :~.yill be further 
enlargcit Based on the population census, reservation for Scheduled Trihesin,higlu~r education 
and employment will Pe 31 percent; for reservation for Scheduled C~tef) 6;percent;fol; MBC 
21 percent; for OBC 21 percent And forLimboo and Taffial).g community &S ,schedpled tribes 
will be given 15 percent separately. In the higher education the Old Busine:Ss C:ommunity will 
be provide 5 percent reservation. fu employmentfm $eSikkimese :women 3Qpercent.reservation 
will be provided. In similar vein for women 4o percent reservation in the PanF~:Yats i~ provided. 
For ex-servicemen, physically challenged and sports persons reservationin Governm~,nt service 
is provided. In addition to this our Government willmake appropriate laws and r~gulations to 
fully protect the rights and interests for the people of Sikkim. 

We will discuss and debate on the best options to give equal protection to the Sikkim~eNepalese 
along with other communities ofBhutia Lepcha. We will fully protect alllawswhichreflect our 
identity and 0ur individuality. We shall discuss and deliberate on the matter to enact legislation 
and provide for alienation/sale/transfer of land belonging to Nepali oommunities except amongst 
the Nepali communities only. 

• ~omplete safeguard of dignity of Sikkimese Bhutia, Lepcha, Nepal,i and tbe old 
iJusm~mett and traders · 
The first responsibility of our government is to safeguard the identity and dignity of Sikkim and 
the S~epe people. Our government through.jts pro peopl9 policies and progran'l$ has won 

... manY accolades which has enhanced the irn?ge of Sikkim at the national and international level. 
~ ' .... ;_t)u"-Y,:.-.. , , ·.,: 
, Q).lr,.p~i,iiess. community has contributed immensely toward the overall development of our 
. ~tat£.: J)}is has peyn. made possible by their. hard. work in an atmosphere of peace and security 

which has been provided by our Government. Their hard work has been recognized by our 
Government and citations and awards have been given to several prominent and old citizens of 
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the community. We will continue to adopt the same policy and shall protect their interest in the 
state. We have passed a resolution in the Legislative Assembly for exempting them from Central 
Income Tax by the Old Business Community. Our'SDE Party has, also ratified this stand with 
the support of the people of Sikkim. 

In schools and colleges, they enjoy the same privilegesatparwith other communities in the 
state. Reservation is granted to them in higher studies. The same shall ,continue. 

~ North-Eastern Council and Sikkim 

The inclusion of Sikklmin the North Eastern Council (NEC) is a truly exemplary achievement 
of our Government After inclusion, we have bene:fi.tea both economically and in terms of 
institutional supfK>rt. 
From NEC, we are getting Rs. 400 to Rs. 600 Crores annually as financial support for the 
development ofState. 

Wehave till datebuiltup a good reputation wiffi, the NB(;: ~ we11 as good relations with all other 
North Eastern Sti~tes. We are exporting om develop:menrparadigm as well as achievements 
which inClude a peaceful andlaw abiding citizen's charter.. 

\Ve wH}f:ol1tintie to foster good relations with NE.9 rujd:tp~,Ptlu;r NQrth Eastern States. 

011 Sikldm~se polities, shall rem~nfree of c.rjm.in• Wid power bn~kers 

We consider eriminalization of politics to bl;tlastst:agem the demise of a politi~al party and 
affiliated organizations. Therefore, our effort will continue to keep Sikkimese politics free from 
criminals and power b~oJ<.ers. 

@ Our Gove:rnm.ent's Holistic Approach to development 
Our Government, in the next term, will adopt; a. holistic as well as a realistic approach in 
developmentplanningand policy fonnulation. Wh.atwiUour people do or innovate in terms of 
new livelihood generation will be a central theme in ottr'progiam. Participatory approach will 
include the people and will fom1 a huge and important part in our endeavour to realize our 
developmental goals. In this way the people'Will getempoweredto realize tlieir potential and 
responsibility. Thb Government Will function oruy as afacilitator. In the process of policy making 
we will ensure that there is sufficient self introspection and situation analysis so that this holistic 
approach will be fulfilled. Moreover, the people wi1J,be empowered so· that there. is no more 
exploitation. 

$1 Development with quality -our top priority 

The next generation of development will be done in a manner that will ensure that every sector 
will be developed ensuring quality, with quality input<> and quality output Our Government will 
continue its mission of imparting quality health to our people, quality education to our youth and 
increasing the capability and skills of all. This will ensure that they will be able to take up 
professionaljobs. Infrastructure of all kinds will be. of the highest quality for example all roads 
will be fully carpeted; aU bridges will be permanent structures; stable electricity and high quality 
drinking water will be made available. All villages will have proper waste management and the 
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protection of the envjronmentwill be fully secure<t This will transfonn the quality of life of the 
people of Sikkim for·the better ensuring a harmonious and happy .society. 

Decentralization and devolution :ofpower shall be fully carried·out 

Development in real sense is possible only when every single individual is part of the entire 
development process. With a view to involve• every man in the whole development process and 
give it more dynafuism, we have opted for power decentralization. The Government has 
delegated more administrative and financial powers to·the Sikkimese people. We have established 
the rule ofth,~ rural Pt!opl(!:. Now th~ villagers and the Panchayats are capable of running 
village administrati~n .. People will,u,ow haye the power to prepare, sanction, supervise and 
implement variol.ls schemes in their own areas. 

Govemme~tof thet>COI)lt; is now fully realized ~ 
Our government has taken a historical ste.p to take away power from the oppressors and 
diCtJttor artd hand i~ QVer back to the people. W~ hay~ de~t a death blow to the autocratic 
tendency ?fthe previous gqyeffiiU~l)~tohold onto pow~nw that the poor are born .to suffer. 
Today, people's power determine~ how th,eStat~ is;gqvel11ed· So much, so that influenced by 
our pro~ poor prograiiJS' policyand principle, even the ()ppt:essorshave changed their ~e to 
sing m favour of the poor people. We will continuetoempriwer our people so that tl1e autocrats 
may continue to tiow dowrtto thf:ni. • The interest of the pO:Or, their hopes andaspirati'ons has 
been fully appreciated by our Party andwe.have succeeded in addressing them in many ways. 
This trend will c.ontinue forever. 

People's rule shall be made more vibrant and empowered~ 
We have guaranteed people'sparticipationingovernance through the Panchayati Raj institution. 
Today, people are the. master of their own destiny. Now we will concentrate onskill development 
measures for the Pap.chayats and people so that governance becomes effective and complete. 
Everyone shall be made accountable to their responsibility. In the next government, we will 
continue with the process of power decentrali~tion, all programs and schemes shall be handed 
over to people for implementation at the villageleveL We will create opportunity and means in 
each village and.make each village self-sufficient and self-possessed. We will hand over more 
power and responsibility to the people for the progress of the.people. 

Government of the grass root: rule of the rural people ~ 
We have set up government offices at the Gram Panchayat level. We have set up Block 
Development Offices and manned them with responsible officers. For speedy progress and 
easy access to a large number of facilities, we will make Panchayat office as the administrative 
centre for local governance. Thus, we will provide basic facilities from the Panchayat office 
itself. 

Panchayat<; and rural people shall be made wholly responsible for rural development. We have 
elected Panchayats by holding Panchayat elections so that they can take care of development 
of their own village. They have also been empowered to undertake development schemes in 
village by earmarking financial package for them. As per the recommendations and suggestions 
of general public, the Panchayats shall undertake welfare scheme in the interest of the majority 
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people. Rural schemes .are prioritized as recommended by people at the gram sabhas. We 
have launched a state-wide campaign to build 'villagehyvillagers themselves'. We will continue 
to grant more power to the people in the future. 

Pro,.poor and pro·people (;Gvernme~-· 
Since SDF party is the party of the poor, law-abiding and the democratic forces, the policy and 
programs of the party has always remained pro-people, pro-worker, pro-youth and pro-poor. 
Our politics is based on thi.s principle and ideal, and WS?: wantJo make politics dean so that 
societywill be~efit from thisd~movratic exercise. We have been able ,togiveto the oppressed 
and tl1arginali#d ~ople, in all sectors, respect, social and political justice, rights and dignity. 
Wllile fratrnng rules, we take care that such rilles address hopes and aspirations of the weak 
andVU.lrierable section of tliepopulation. We have worked out plans and program in such a 
way that we secure rights for ourpoor and justice is done to them at all levels; We'have always 
made our policies that go to. serve.the people and the poor people in particular. Pro-poor and 
pro-people pr:inciple shall be the basis of all politics in future. 

We ;will contin:pet() work for t_he marginalized communities within Sikkimese society. Many 
small,c()~pnities do not have a voice in Government. We will. be identL.fyL11g them and giving 
th~lfleiT1poW:eiTilent t,hrough mechanisms that exist and which will be specifically created . 

. s:ikkim.~ flDg bearer 
:Siklcimwill be:thetlag bearer among the natural resource endowed·driven economies of India. 
Natural resources induding water, magnificent beauty of the .valleys and mountains, lakes, 
hor:ticulture3llciflo:ricuJtl1re, fore&.t based products, medicines and herbs, minerals and human 
re~oirrce~ MJl :QeJhe lllaiilsray of our d~velopment strategy. . 

Weare of thy firm convktion that in an independent nation like ours the term patriotism(4Ul no 
longer be understood in the traditional sense of winning indepen.d~I,lce .. In the changed 
circumstances, we can reflect our patnotic spirit to contribute in our individual capacity to 
winning economic independence ofthe country. In the present context, every individual and 
institutioncanjointlycontribute towards building economically strong and prosperous nation. 
We wantto contribute by our own measures towards the development process of our state and 
the country as a whole. 

Sikkims~allbe economically self~reliant~ f:_jl"'¥ ert .;;).. , 
Our program and aim hasalw:a!s QeM tti.Jru'lke Sikkim ~·· • •. y. . :take 
e~~ffii"l~econo~illy self-sufficient. We believe that unless we raise the income of 
~p~im})r€l'"feiipt@iittionmefuods, the economy ofSikkim can not be improved in 
true sense .. Immediately after we assumed power, we eannarked seventy percent of our 
budgetforrirraldeveloprnenL Along with studied developmental intervention, we provided to 
thepooq)eople innnediate relief packages. We launched some short'-term schemes for meeting 
the immediate requirements of the poor and on the other hand we also initiated many long-term 
strategies based on our natural resources for the overall progress of the state of Sikkim. While 
we decided to tap on the huge natural potential of Sikkim, we have not compromised on our 
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culture, tradition, fhlths and environment Today after fifteen years, we have seen a perceptible 
change in state economy and the state is far advanced.on its path to self-sufficiency. 

We have put development of hydro-power, natural resources, animal husbandry, horticulture, 
agriculture and small scale industries as our pporities. As a result, state etonomy is on a sound 
footing today. We will maintain this economic momentum and :make S:ikkim fully self-sufficient 
in the near future. 

9 Implementation of monitoring & evaluation mechanism 

The SDFp-drty shall fully implementthe Monitoring and Evruuation mechanisms as recommended 
in the Report on tlte Monitoring and Evaluation submittedby the Council for Social Development, 
New Delhi. The Sta~ Planning Commission will be cha..-rged with implementing this very important 
program in the next tenn. 

~ Sikkim to generate internal revenue of Rs. 1,200 Crores 

The Net State Domestic Product (NSDP) was Rs. 426 Crore in 1995. In 2007, we have 
improved the figure toRs. 1,730 Crore at current prices. During the same period, the per 
capita income ha<> also almost tripled from Rs. 8,905in 1995 toRs. 29,561. With a growth rate 
of 10 percent during the Tenth Plan, Sikk:lm has shown impressive progress in :fiscal terms. 
When we came to power in 1994, the state's revenue was only Rs. 44.72 Crores today the 
same has gone up to Rs. 410 Crores for Tax and Non Tax Revenue and Grants in aid is at an 
impressive RS. 975 Crores1• By 2015, we intend to improve this figure toRs. 1,500 Crores. 

Fiscal deficit has been drastically brought down from 11 percent in ·1999-2000 to 4 percent in 
2002-03. Tax-GSDPratio has increased from six percent in 1999-00 tonine percent in 2002-03 
and non-Tax GSDPratio from eight percent to 14 percent during the same period of time. 

In the next government, we will increase our internal revenue toRs. 1,200 Crores by 2014. 

• Central Excise Duties shall not be implemented in Sikkim 

The previous government put economic burden on the people ofSikkimthrough cigarette scandal 
and the Central govemment extended the Central Excise Duty in Sikkim. Our state incurred a 
loss amounting toRs. 10 Crores, which otherwise would have been collected as tax revenue. 

After Sikkim was made the member of NEC, we have been exempted from paying Central 
Excise Duty for the initial ten years. We shall maintain this status. 

• Exemption of Central Income Taxes to Sikkimese people 

The Sikkim Subject Certificate holders have been exempted from paying Central Income Tax 
and this demand has been fulfilled by SDF Govemment during the last term. This achieve:tnent 
can be called historic as the demand was pending for a very long time. \Vhile prote.cting this 
achievement of securing exemption from the Central Income Tax, our CJ:ovemment has not lost 
sight of the genuine demands of Old Business Communities, old residents and old Government 
employees, both State and Centre. Our Govemment is seized of this problem and we are going 
to strongly plead for equal rights of the old business community of Sikkim. 
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• Border Trade via Nathula - a historical achievement 
Our demand has been fulfilled by opening border trade between India and China through the 
traditional Nathula pass. An agreement has been reached between India and China to resume 
trade through Nathula. Sikkim will draw many economic benefits from this trade route. The 
Chief Minister, Shri Pawan Chamling played a very crucial role in this historical breakthrough. 
Border Trade with China via Nathula has now been operationalised. Though initially we shall 
strengthen.al1 the f~cets.ofbordyr~trade, the lon~termi~ea would be tomove;to transit trade 
regime. EmphaSis win be on integrating trade and service sector activities like tourism. 

The SDF Government is committed to make every Sikkimese a Crorepatt- .· .. -~· 
~ 

During the last 15 years of SDF led Government we have been able to provide all types of 
facilities to every Sikkimesewhichcan be valued at saying that allSikkimesehave been made 
~is. If we can utilize all the natural resources and other assets in a scientific and 
sustainable manner gaining profitability for which we have alreadyprepared documents. Besides 
weh~v:e alsc;> prepared appropriate programs and policies. We are now on the path of progress. 
We do not want to .make. the people only consumers but they have to be producers for which 
we have already given them adequate facilities and infrastructure. With this policy we can give 
a new direction to the economy of Sikkim. 

Sikkim (;()J.llprisesm~yvillages and in order to makeSikkim a progressive State we have to 
ta.ke c~e oft,he I1.lralpe()ple and their c:tSPirations: For rura1 development we have already set 
aside 7Qp(!rce:nt of the. annl1albl1~get. .we have also decentrali~egp~:r,vers and we h~ve given 
en 911gb J:igllts to thePat1Chay~ ai1Qvj.ll~ge adlninistration, With th~sep()lices we are confident 
that the rural people ~ll be yigila:nt and will work for their own success. 

In or,dertoraise.thestandar'd pffi;Ving, the SDF G,overnm~nt hasp;rf!p~f!g.many meaningful 
programs. Tourism, hydro proj~!s, horticu!ture,,animal husban(lry, agriculture, trade and other 
sectqrs are prioritized. \Vith the implement,ati~n of all these programs we. are going.to make 
every Sik:kimese a Crorepati. · . 

• Rurru participation has been ensured in the development process 
Our party President Dr. Pawan Chamling maintains that unless we bring out improvement in 
the life of our rural poor, meaningful development of society and the country is impossible. 
Therefore, welfare of poor and the downtrodden is our government's priority. Our program to 
initiate development process from the remotest corner of the state is, indeed, based on the 
same principle. 
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Promotion of industry and RrQ9rams 
In the last fifteen years. the following economic sectors like eleclri,city, tou;rism, horticulture, 

:Uoriculture and agriculture the Government has spent over Rs~ 30,0()0 Grores. JJ:t the industrialization 
and economic development process our Government will continue to give solidemphasis. Our policy 
is for inclusive growth which amounts to growth with equity. 

Our Govemment's policy is for bottom up growth that empowers the hard working people of 
Sikkim to climb the ladder of success and security and raise their hopes for a better future which is 
full ofopportunitie..<;. 

Our govemment has taken policy decision to promote only such ind~strial units that best 
complemenflocal topography, cultufe and envirOnment which benefits ouryassrootspeople. In 
order to encourage private investment in Sikkim, we have already held~larg~ fi.umberof meetings 
between Sikkim government officials and the NGOs (non-govemment(l} ot;gapizations) and other 
institutions in Delhi, Kolkata and other international forums like in ~iJlg~p&e, Lond~n.New York, 
Amsterdam andAlsmeer. In these meetings, we have apprised thepotehtiafinvestors about the 
promising areas, our clean environment, social and legal status in Sikkim: ·.Many of the investors 
have evinced keen interest Some of them have already come to Sikkirn sfurtfug industrial units. 
The Confederation of Indian Industry (Cll) is aU praise for this endeavoili:ofthe State government. 

"' Promotion of new environment-friendly units 

Our government has given all-out support to the existing industrial units in the State. We have 
also given an support at the government level for setting up of feasible industries in the State. 
We have given preference to setting up of agro-based industries, animal husbandry-related 
industries, horticulture, tourism. hydro-power and software technology. 

Sikkim has huge potential to tap these areas for economic development of the state. We have 
adopted a new Industrial Policy for the State, wherein we can reap dividends in the long run. 
All prospective investors will immensely benefit from this new policy. OurGovemment -.will 
continue with industry friendly policy so that they can create more employment opportunities 
for our people. However, we will also ensure that they are units which are environmentally 
friendly and do not pollute our rivers and our atmosphere. 

• Promotion of hydro-power potential 

Sikkim is endowed with huge hydro-power potential estimated at 8,000 MW. We must tap into 
this judiciously. This natural resource can change the economic condition of our state and its 
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people. We therefore have evolved a comprehensive policy to utilize this resource judiciously 
to ensure full advantage and economic upliftment of the Sikkimese people. 

The national effort and policy is also to tap into all the hydro power potential in the Himalaya 
and the North Eastern States. This is on account of the huge deficit in power generation in the 
country. Therefore, Sikkim has to play its part in this national effort. 

The 60 MW capacity Rangit project has been commissio,ned. 510 MW Teesta Hydroelectric 
Project Stage-V was complet~d in 2006. The government has also begun construction of a 
number of macro, mini and micro hydel projects within the state sector. The result of all this is 

that our internal revenueh'?:~ 9-1l~drtJ.ple(}.lln~;th;~~~plepf S~IJlat:~ ,bep.efited l]ysteady 
power in their homes. This has also created avenues for economic develop!llent for our Sikkimese 
youth. · · · · 

All thesehydw po'7Jerprojects \\'hen commission~ :Will generate close• to 5,000MW and will 
contribute close toRs. 1,000 Crores to the State exchequer. · 
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Tourism industry 

"' Tourism in~!J.Si!Y will be developed as a new profession. 
Jn order to generate revenue ~d~rilployment tourism can play a vital role. Therefore we have 
made policie~ a..11d programs to ~velop a)l fon:IlS of enviror.,.Jnental friendly to~rism in SiJr-J:im9 
With the development of eco-tourism the Sikk:im Government has started generating substantial 
revenue and employment · 

® Peacefw atmosphere, natu:ral beauty and various types of flora and fauna 

Our government recognizes that the tourism industry will generate local employment and earn 
revenue for the state. We have started promotion of this industry in aU earnest. Sikk:im's dean 
environment, natural beauty, flora and fauna, various streams, rivers, lakes and the Himalayas 
are our natural endowment. 

The other important factor responsible for development of tourism is our cultural and traditional 
heritage. Together with a peaceful environment, our culture and tradition play crucial role in 
the promotion of great tourism products. 

Our efforts have indeed borne fruit and the industry today is the backbone of our private sector 
economy providing jobs and money to many people. Furthermore we have been winning the 
Best Performing State in tourism for the many consecutive years. 

e Sikkim to be developed as a Eco-Tourist State 

For the overall. development of the tourism trade, we will encourage Village tourism, penetrating 
into the remote parts of the state. We have prepared a blueprint to develop one tourist spot in 
every village. Our aim is to develop Sikkim as a wholesome eco-tourisr:n state. 

c New tourist spots shall be established 

We have eased the restricted areas likeN athula and Gurudongmar for the tourists. Taking into 
consideration security issues we will further relax some hitherto prohibited areas for the tourists 
in the future. 

Construction of 135 :ft high statue of Guru Rllnpoche at Samdrupste has become a main attraction 
for the tourists in South Sikk:im. In West Sikk:im the construction of the Statue of Sri Janga, 
statue ofBhanubhakta at Geyzing and Statue of Shivaji along with 12 Jyotilinga Char Dham at 
Solaphuk, Namchi, have become attractions for tourists. The statue of Cherinji will be constructed 
in the coming term. The Statue of Lord Buddha will be commissioned in the next term and is at 
present under rapid construction. 
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"~~ We -will encourage private investment in tourism sector 
We will increase the pemrit period for the foreign tourists. Tourism industry shall be made more 
environment.:.friendly and people-centric. More ropeways shall be constructed. More parks 
and garden along with artificial lakes shall be developed. More water falls and' trekking routes 
shall be identified and developed. 

• One constituency: one tourist spot 
In order to transform Sik:kim into a Tourism State and provide employment to local Sikkimese, 
one tourist spot in each constituency shaH be developed. Some are alrf?ady in an advanced 
stage of development whilst others have been completed: · 

11> Villagf!-centtictomism 

We have,Il1a<fu toUrl~U1.trflde in the State increasingly village-centric. We will continue with our 
policy so that the resultant benefit of tourism shall flow down to the village people as well. 

• Tmnism-relat~.b:aining 

We !ilialltraif}ou.r yol:lthsin the professional management of growing touris-1nindnstry. Intensive 
training shall be c;ondnctro to equip our people with the requiredknow-howandbasicinformation 
to handle tourism business at the village level. 'I"fo..is will improve their individual capacity to take 
advantage of this trade. 

• New developme:nt.partners 
Our government shall continue to base our development strategies on the available. natural 
resources,. To tap on, these huge natural resources, we shall increasingly involve international 
donor agencies. as Ot1f development partners. 

Furthermore, like in the past, NGOs will be our main partners in the development process. We 
shall consciously promote the committed NGOs in the delivery of rural services and for larger 
goals of development. 

·~~> Establishment ofsoftware units 

Given the fragile ecology and geographical location, establishment of heavy industries in the 
state is practically untenable. In such a situation, establishment oflow volume and high value 
industrial unjt.s is the only distinct possibility in the state. Our government shall go ahead to set 
up as many software units in the state. Software training shall be imparted to the youths of 
Sikkim to take up such ventures. 

"' Every household shall be promoted as an industrial unit 

Every single household in Sikk:im shall be promoted as a producing unit taking each household 
as an industry. 

• Establishment of industries as the grassroots enterprises 
We will establish feasible village industrial unit keeping in mind the area-specific climate, 
atmosphere and environment The nature of such units shall depend on available manpower 
and people's interests. The government shall provide consultancy service, loan, technical support 
and marketing facilities for setting up such units. 
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Extensive cultivation of cash crops like orange, passion fruits, pear, banana, pineapple and 
orange shall be promoted among.the rural population. To further promote horticulture,see.ds of 
different vegetaple $haJ1 b~develo~d in the state. The g()vernment shall extend necessary 
support tlu;oug~ the COOJ?erativesJor cultivation of ~h crops. 

e Establishment of new industrial units based on local :resources 
Different industrial ullits shall be established in every co~stituency to improve the living standard 
ofSikk,imes;epoorandforir!ipr()ving thy very e~ono@c health ofth~ state. Our government 
has also start~ sectqit:y ink-mai\ufacturing ngit in the s~te- ·· 

e Protection of employees, wo:r~e.rs and labour in Sikkim 
We have passed a Bill in the Legislative Assembly wherein 100 percent, of tl}e jobs in the 
Govequnent sect<;>! are totally reserve~ for the locaJ, Sikkimese~pple. In ,the" priv~te sector it 
will be 80 percent reservation oflotal people and.20 percent of those who ha,ve their name on 
the voter list. · 

Furthermore, we are going to set up a Labour Board to start education and training for our 
workers. The purpose of this is to impart high technology training, ensure better qualit:y and 
methods as well as to oversee the health care and work environment of the workerS in factories 
and.Govemment·departrnents. 

Our policy and programs reflect our pro-worker and pro-youth stand. We will do everything 
\\rithin our powers to ensure the full security of the rights of the workers and our youth at large. 

• Agriculture shall be promoted as an industry 
Sikkim has been recognized as Agriculture Export Zone. This is a big leap forward for the state 
of Sikkim. Locally produced flower, ginger and cherry pepper can fetch good prices at the 
international market Our government has been able to arrange for international marketfor the 
sale of local produce. 

Agricultural activities in the state shall be promoted as an industry. Cooperative farming at 

the grass root level shall be encouraged and necessary support shall be provided by the 
government. Steps are also afoot to develop agro-based industries on our natural resources. 

e Scientific farming of all cash crops 
Our government has been trying to encourage people to change their trade to live a more 
productive life. In this new century, our people will modify their traditional ways employing 
new methods and technology to their advantage. Our government's endeavour has been to 
inject modern means and technology into the agricultural sector to enhance productivity. Our 
idea has been to promote cash crops on priorit:y that would fetch better price and other income
generating farming. 

• Price support for the p:rodu~ of farmers 

SDFGovemment will provide adequate price support for the produce of fanners in Sikk:im 
including for flowers and fruits, vegetables and cash crops. 

• Marketing Management 

Our government will arrange for marketing of our locally produce at the domestic and international 
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market. Together with fetching a competitive price at the international market for our local 
produce, we will also aimatsecuring competitive edge among our farmers. Besides, we have 
provided all possible incentives to bolster local production in our rural farms. We will also 
arrange for good market for local crafts produced by local artisans. 

• Seed producti9n will be given priority 

Sikk:im will be made,amajorcproducing centre for high quality seeds such as potatoe, cardamom, 
fruits and flowers. Furthermore; the surplus of the fanners will be exported. 

• Cardamom and Ginger Processing Centr_es 
We can· effectively improve the. earnings of ourfanners if1ocal products like ginger and 
cardamom are processcil'into a finished product locally in the state itself. Prosperity of rlli\jority 
of mral farmers is dependent on these cash crops. . '

1 
· 

Cardamomantlgingerprbces~mg centre shall be set up in the state to make best use of these 
cash crops tlirough proauction of finished products wiili these crops.· This way we can give 
best price for the fanners for their products as well. 

• Encouragement to ~d :Pf~inoti6nof collective cash c~op farming 
'- ·- 0- ' ,._ ,, 

The gov~mment shaiJprov~de aU support to farmers for undertaking c\lltivation of cash crops, 
like orange, passii'>ti i'iili.t, pearS, etc. The government shari also giveal1 sD:ppoi;t tO villagers for 
undertaking collective farming of cash crops itltheirrespe¢ve area on apri()rity }Jasis. We will 
also support them through free distribtition ofagrlculturaifuOlS and implements. We Will ootitinue 
to supportourfartnersih aU ways possible in the future too. 

• Ru,rai compostblg scbe~es for the people 

We will promote Sikkim as a total organic State to keep our people away from possible health 
hazards in the future. Therefore, we shall grant runu compospng schemes widely for the 
people to prepare IT/-anure locally. We will further promote agriculture sector by fomring a 
continuous chain of coordinated action with various agro-based industries. 

"' Most progressive farmer award 

Our government shall coritinueto grant the most progressive farmer award to the committed 
and progressive· farmer of the state annually. 

• Agricultural fair 

Paddy, wheat, millet, buckwheat, oilseeds likerayo, mustard, soya bean and sunflowers will be 
given empha~is in cultivation. 

Agricultural fair shall be held in the state for wider exposure of fanners. Quality seeds and 
tools shall be provided to people in such fair in a subsidized rate. · 

$ Technical support to farmers 

Steps shall be taken to impart training on modern technical knowhow to people. Devoted and 
progressive farmers shall be deputed to agricultural centres and institute for 'Wider experience. 
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• Earthwormfarming 

The government shall provide technical support and encourage people to take up earthworm 
fanning to improve the fertility ofland. 

• Assistance for promotion of tea plantation 

Additional tea plantation shall be encouraged in the state. Economic assistance shall be given 
to people desirous to take up tea plantation. Adequate assistance shall be granted to people to 
open tea factories in consultation with the Tea Board oflndia. 

We will give all support to small growersirl thestate. 

We sh;;lil also initiate coo~rative tea farming on a large scale. W~ shal1intt:oduce organic tea 
far;nting in the state, to establish a distinct quality brand of the t~ produce. 

• Mushroom fanning 

The state has potentiaHormushroom farming on a large scale, with all available~resources 
and markets. The government shall give all support io people to take up mushroom farming on 
commercial scale. · . . . . .... 

• More terracing grants shall be extended to the rural poor 

More terracing gr~t~ shall be extended to the rural poor to fildke their f~andmore stable 

and. fertile. The government sh<ili also finance schemes toimprove fertility of their lands along 
with technical suppOrt:. 

o Agriculture based village industries will be setup 

With the establishment of agriculture based industries the Government will heip the people so 
that they can earn better prices. In higher altitude argeli and in lower altitude hathibar plants 
will be cultivated. Orange, passion fruit, banana, guava, papaya, apples, turmeric, theldphal 
will be t-'Ultivated for more self reliance in fruits. 

• Land reforms and proper utilization oflands 

Our government has worked sincerely for judicious distribution of land its productivity. The 
landless Sikkimese has been provided with half-acre of land at Government's cost thereby 
addressing the need of the landless Sikkimese people. 

In the next government,.we shall further pursue this policy. We will introduce appropriate 
legislation against the oppressors to curb possible exploitation ofpeople with minimum land. 

We shall improve the quality and fertility of land in the state. 

• One Cooperative society in each GPU 

One cooperative society shall be established in each Gram Panchayat Unit ensuring international 
price for fanners' products, and we shall protect the interest of the farmers locally. We will 
effectively arrest the monopoly ofblackmarketers. 

• Animal husbandry shall be promoted as an industry 

The government shall give maximum support and assistance for development of animal husbandry 
in the state. Assistance shall be extended in areas like poultry, dairy, angora rearing, piggery, 
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goatery and fisheries. Additional units shall be set up to diversify dairy production in a mass 
scale. Additional cheese plants shall be set up. 

Additional egg production units shall established. 

Industrial units for augmentation of animal husbandry-related products shall be set up. 

An all inclusive Veterinary Hospital shall be established in the state. Demonstration farms shall 
be set up in throughout. 

lit Greater H1vesinlent lliiagncUihlre,hbrtic1ltiure and aiilinai:hliS&ah&y; 
Our government shall pump in ~r;~Ytr~tm~ntjnagricultural sector, horticulture and animal 
husbandry to develop these sectors as industries. Our government shall further make these 
sectors more attractive for our younger generations so that they take up self-employment 
ventnres in these areas: ' 
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Transportation , la:frastructure" development 
. is:·our priority 

Infrastructure plays a key role as an enabler for overall developme11to(ow I::Q.ounta:ip.State. We 
are well senred internally due to the construction of rural roads. 'This has enabled many of our village 
people to sell the:ir produce on the roads, reach medical and educational facilities and take adva..'ltage 
of banking and other such instruments. TQday, the jeeps and buses ferry Lakhs of people every year 
from district towns and villages to main towns. 

We have serious challenges with our connectivity with the rest of the country. Due to :many 
disturbances in the immediate neighbourhood the National Highway 31A is closed for many days. 
Tiris isbecoming a bottleneck. Quick access for high quality tourism is another issue. For this we 
need our own airport. 

We have managed to bring this to the attention of Central Leaders and within the next term we 
will have Sikk:im better connected internally as well as externally. This will provide greater fillip for 
education, economic activities and health access. 

• National Highway and alternative hlghways 
National Highway 31A which is the lifeline of Sikkim connecting Siliguri will be widened right 
up to Nathula. An alternative highway to connect Sikkim will be started soon. 

• Alternative state highways shall be constructed 
We will continue our demand for construction of state highways and connect Sikkim with 
alternative roads. 

• Bus Senice to Mansarovar lake 
We will also explore the possibility of Bus Service to Lake Mansamvar and Mount Kailash in 
the Tibet Autonomous Region of China for pilgrimage purpose. 

• Connecting Sikkim by rail network 
The Government of India has agreed to bring rail access to Sikkim. This will be completed in 
the next term. This will really facilitate people from visiting other parts of the country through 
the wide network of Indian Railways. 

• Connecting all districts by state highways 
New state highways shall be constructed and where necessary broadened, carpeted to connect . 
all three districts with the capital. Additional bus services shall be pressed into service aU 
across the state for the benefit of poor commuters. 
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• Concrete bridges 
All existing ordinary bridges shall be renovated or repaired and transformed into concrete 
bridges. As per necessity, many of them shall be improved into RCC/steel bridges as well. 

• Sikkim in the air map 
The dream to connect Sikkim with the rest of the country through an air link has become a 
reality. Constnlction of new airport at Pak:yong is going on in full swing. The project will be 
~wPl~·gy4rJl~:~,\- - · ! , ,c ,,, --

• Helicopter services shall begin aU over the" state 
Our government has started a regular helicop~r sf!!Viceplying )Jetween GallgtoJs and Bagdogra 
We have constructed seven additional helipads ~oss the state, heliropi,er servic~ shall 
commen~ein all these locationduringthenext!exm'of ouigovemm~nt It has lJ~fonnd that 
the helicopteiseNices ate very use:ffilduring roadbloc'ks and sight seeing'fortotirismpurposes. 
More viableoptionswillbeexplored. 

• Rope ways opernti~md, additional\ropeway services shall be expanded 
Our government has constructed ropeways and ropeway servicehas commenced inGangtok. 
Feasibility test has been successfully completed at Namchi for installing one,moreprestigious 
ropt{:Way;\ TJ:l~ co!lst:ructi9IJ work has co,t11menced. ,, Sirn11;ar ropew;ws at strateg4; tourist 
destinations like Varsey and Mainam shall be constructedin,th~ n~xt;gove~t;n;t Ro~ways 
will be expanded to create more transportation facility for people where roads have not reached. 
These will be operated by the Panchayats. · 

• Construction and expansion of roads 
Our government will undertake expansion work ofali exi~ting)itatelljgJ;tway~Jn{lll the four 
districts. A}l roads sh~l be developed as gr~nroads by planting phints and flowers in both 
sides of mads. 

• Roads hr ea:ch village 

Our government has already initiated tangible steps to construct roads in all villages. In the 
next tenn of government, all villages shall be connected by ail~weather roans: Carpeting of all 
existing roads has commenced. The carpeting of all remaining roads inthe state will continue 
to create access for our poor to reach all kinds of facilities and amenities like' education, health 
and sales of village produce. 
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Welfare and Grants Distribution -Social Justice 

SDF GOvernmentnas pronrl'sed tdpro\ridetlle foUowfug: 

1. Rura1 Housijig Scb,eme 'Vill be contiiiued · . . 

2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

' ~ • ' ' <' ~ • ' : ; • ' • • •• ' • , ' • ' • ·' 

HouseUp-gradationwillbeincreasecl:from:&s .. l5,QOOto.Rs .. 30.000pera.-mum 

Chief Minister's Housing Scheme from Rs. 3 Lakh toRs; 5 Lakh per annum • 

Those villages where tourism activities have increased and promoted two rooms will be added 
for every interested household 

In aU households bathroom along with bathing :room will be constructed 

From two it will be increased to three pointS· electricity will be provided to the villagers free and 
up to 100 units will be free of cost 

Rice will be given to BPLfamilies atRs. 3 per kg 

8. All necessities food commodities like rice, salt. oil, pulses, sugar will be provided to the people 
at a reasonable rate. 

9. PeoJ?le will continue to get roofing sheets. 

10. While distributing facilities the poor and BPL families will have the first chance. 

11. Whilst distributing these facilities it will be based on the status of the people but not on caste 
basis. 

• Let the rnral poor get rich faster 

Our govemmenthas drawn up both short-term and long-tennprograms in the state foralleviating 
poverty in Sikkim .. We are also providing all support to the poor for taking up productive 
schemes and giving them all possible opportunities. As part of our continued effort to address 
the problem of poverty, we shall vigorously pursue another pro-poor campaign under the title 
'let the poor get rich faster'. We shall concentrate on the following policies to achieve rural 
prosperity. 

In Sikkim's rural economy small businesses are creating employment and self employment 
through small entrepreneurial ventures. To spur the development of small businesses and value 
added agriculture we want to increase the funding during the term of the next Government. We 
will create a Value Added Producer Grant Program which will provide much needed capital for 
the productive farmers. They in tum will create value added enterprises such as Cooperative 
Marketing initiatives tO!' high value crops and livestock produce or even farmer owned processing 
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plant<; like milk chilling. We will provide training and technical assistance :lor small rural businesses 
and also provide price support. 

• Universal Financial Inclusion 
We will be providing Universal Financial fuclusion to all the households in Sikkim. This will be 
done by using modem banking extension technology. The bank accounts will lJe opel}edin the 
name of themother of the household, The Government :will seed the account with some grant 
There will ~ a paid forinsunince which will cpver healt}l for. 5 filembers of the family, life 
insu:tance.for 5 members of the family and loss of property. Sikkim will be the first Stateto get 
this full cover. · . 

• We embarke.d on th~ }lew con<;ept .lmo~ as Ja1UJ/I,l Mell.l - this will c.:mtinue 
The SDF government has been ~illing to go to any extent for the welfare of the poor Sikkimese 
people. Our. govermn~nt has embarked on a new concept calle(i Janata Mela to qeliver 

. governmenfsinJmediat~ benefits apd schemes tothe turn1 poor at their own doorstep. Nowhere 
else in the country is this system is practiced. These incb.ide ~ural Housing scqemes •. Indira 
A was Yojana, LPG Cylinder, GCI sheets, Chief Minister's Self~ Employment Sc4emes; Chief 
Minister AntodayaA .. 11nadanYojana, OldAge Pension, di~tribution of quality seeds, agricultural 
implements, sewing macQ.ines, cows and piglets, lund fqr the. lanpless, so. on. and so forth. 
Besides, all government departn1ents hold demonstrations and yisual communication of their 
res~ctive departmental programs and schemes forthe benefit of people. This has been found 
to be very effective system forreaching benefits to the poor. 

Our govem1hentwi.ll covpnue to hold such Janatal'!lel~ in the future, ~ei: increas,1ng the 
quantum of benefitS/schemes for the welfare of the people. . 

• Rnrallumsing for the rural populace 
After our partY came to power, we bave granted land to the ].andless Sik:kimese giving them the 
comfort and warmth of owning a home .. Our government also started program to grapt Rs. 
20,00() and 30 Gel sh~ets for construction of rural ilouses. Thousands.orpeqpkhave benefited 
from this pmgrarl1. We have moved further to dtwelop one compact model village in. each 
constituency. WhiTe developing such model village, one single house cost Rs. 31akhs. The 
Sikkimesepoor shall own such homes costing 3 lakhs. ·Apart from dwelling puipose; this will 
also promote village tourism giving benefit to the poor Sikkimese. In the 1999 elections, we had 
committed to the poor to grant 1 Lakh each for construction of houses. ·Today, the poor are 
getting 3 Lakhs each by owing one concrete home. 

We shall continue with our policy to extend housing grant to the needy people. For those who 
are unable to construct homes with the government grants, the government shall volunteer to 
build houses for them with these grants. 

• Land to the landless Sikkimese 

We have helped poor homeless people by granting them land as well as financial support for 
construction of their houses. Our government has provided them with means of survival and a 
house to live in. Under this scheme thousands landless Sikkimese people have found their earth 
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and hearth. This program to grantland to address thelandless issue of every Sikkimese shall 
continue in the next government 

• Land to the landless urban Sikki:mese 
The government shallalsoprovidehousing or goverrunentsi~etc. to the landless urban Sikk:i.mese. 

• Eratiieatioll ~fPrivefty1With prosperity life scheme 
·Our ~rin{i;~ to~ia ·')!~ poV~IJx. ~Rili:Sil&int.Ji18;very~.hprt ~e ~e are gowgto 'tree the 
¢optesikkin1 .. . . tfie·cru-s¢ ofPiJveitJ. ':f'hat'is:wl!Y wefiay~ft>1WW~t~dvari9us~velopment 
schetnes··so that we ¢a.h fre~· them tfom poverty: :Out atm.is'tci niak:e' the poor}le6ple' q~h as 
soon as possible: By i~1plementing these sche:m~s we want to make our ~oJ?l~ self sufficient 
and self relianr:7FortiDs we·have•·arteady·fonniilateda sclfeme' dilled Piosperity:Llfe'Scheme 
which will be started in our nexttenn; 

1. We will ~akethe people industrious and producers. We \Vant tobrirlg about change froili the 
old professions and we wantto givetbe~newprof~sions so~at ~ywill:progtessin life. For 
this we have alreadyextendedfacifities and we areprovidfug t}1em\Vit1lptofes~onal trn:imng 
also. Those who want to go·for creating'\vealtlrspeCj;alatteiitionwill begiventolliem, 

2. A vill~ge centric policy is away ofmaldng;ptir~opl¢ ~ , .•....... ··1l~iliit!"seJfre11ffl1t iillth~BPL 
fanilliesdonotcomeupiiilifewewillcontinueia~tve~m ..... ·. '.Policeshhdprograms. 
That is whY even· in the next government this J?r6gfill11 w)ll 15e . 

3. We have ;uso made a plan to prevent the.enterp~ingvillage yo~thfr9m migrating to the urban 
centres. That is why we want to create livelihood prt?Uams in the villages itself. The amenities 
which are available in the cities will be made available in the villitge itself. 

-<t Once we can generate development projects in thevillagyst~ereis bcmnd to.iJe a ~arrowing of 
the gap between the village and the city. When opportunities are not available ili the village then 
village youth willhave a tendency to seek opportunities in the city. 

5. Unemployed youth will be provided every opportunity by giving them necessary facilities. This 
program will be implemented so that there will be no employment problem in the future. 

6. Our Government has already made a plan by giving empowerment to the Panchayats to 
tender up toRs lOLakh, BDO office up toRs 20 Lakh, Subdivision up toRs. 50 Lakh 
District level up toRs. 10 Crores. With the implementation of these rules and regulations the 
contractors of district level will get all the opportunities. 

• Lending continuity to our '\'illage-centric policies 
Our government shall move further to lend continuity to o.ur village~centlic policies to make 
every Sikkimese prosperous and self-contained in the true sense. Until we establish peace and 
prosperity in every hearth of the simple and innocent Sikkimese, we will continue to pursue this 
program. In the coming Government, this program shall he further consolidated. 

• Contractual work in village to th~ villagers 
Our government has established the system of gr<mting contractual work in village to the villagers 
themselves. We will carry on with the same system. Contractual work amounting toRs. 50 
lakhs and Rs. 20 lakhs respectively shall be sanctioned and implemented at the ZiUa Panchayat 
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level and Gram Panchayat level itself. We will create more avenues for other contractual 
works at the village level and execute such works involving local contractors and youth. 

• Industries in every village 

In order to make Sikkim a producer state, we are working out plans and programs to set up 
productive industrial unit.;; in every village. Our programs shall aim at creating such opportunities 
that would encourage productive venture. We will continue with this policy. Further, cooperative 
tea plantation units, shall.be set,.up. ·:One industriaLuriit shall be established in each Gram 
Panchayat unit 

• Library shall be establi,shed in. e~ch village 

Our g~y~rnmentshatiopen_up one library in e~cb Gram J>anchavat: Many of the units have 
now'exclusiv~ li,bfa:fy bttheir dwn. the8ec~ntie~ ~hrulbefiirtllet expanded, 

• LPG Cyliijder,io every: villager . .. . . . . .·. 

To over<;ome fuel prpblem of rural people lind_ to ease growing pressure on our ecology, our 
gove~ntha$ started:thescheme(ordistributionof freeL:fG cylinder to the rural people. In 
the next;goyermn,ent.we willcontinueto cover. all villagersunder.this scheme. 

• Toiletand.bathroom in every household 
We made Sikki.m into a pure State in the area of total· sanitation. We received the award 
"Nirmal<Rajya:Purtiskar'ln2008-;Witha viewtoprovide;andmaintain mral sanitation and 
quality puhlic.ht<alth;.tlle goV¥Plffientw()Uld yolunteex;t()t;onstru~ttoiletandbathrooms in each 
housebold ~n .the y;illage$; We will COJ)tinue our drive to see that our State progresses much 
more in tl1is dire;;::tion. 

o Facilities ofdrinkingcwater and electricity 

We ~'uive affhlned HXrpercent cover~e in providffig'electrification and safe drinking wate• 
hoili'in utban and rural hal)itations .. Anyleft-outhouses'andlocalitY shan be compulsorily 
coveted in the next government.' We willcontirim:~·oureffortsto provide high quality safe 
dri:riking watetand stable electricity connection.'>. 

• Free electricity to rural· people up to 100 units 

We will c;pntinue to provide fre~ electricity to the rural peopl~ inthe next government. Each 
household shall get 100 unit free electricity. Each rural household shall be covered with 
electrification. 

• Health centres in eac;h GPU 

Health centres imd sub-centres shall be established in each GPU all over the state. 

• Support to poor people at time of birth and. death 

The government shall provide fmancial support thro1fgh the Panchayati Raj to the helpless and 
needy families on occasions ofbirth and death and other social obligations. 

• Human resource development centres at the village level 

The government shall construct one Panchayat Bhawan, libr;rry, nurseries and play ground in 
each gram Panchayat ucit to develop the culture of reading, 'Vvtiting and sportsmanship at the 
village level. 
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• Community Centre in each Constituency 

One corfun\lnity centreshall be constructed in each constituency ofthe·state. 

• Stadium at the sub-division level 

One stadium shail be devel()ped at the sub-division level. 

l. Our Environment Pol.icy 

• Conservation of ecology together ~ith sustainable development 

Our party is of the :fum conViction that all development programs shall be meaningless unless 
·vle protect o'ut environment. We are concentrating on the long-temi developmental programs 
giving emphasis to conservation measures. Our govennnent has so modi::ledour development 
prQjectsthatmayQJ:ingminimumpossiblenegativeimpactonour~vironmeht··Wehavediscarded 
a few such projects With negative envitonmentalfallouts .. Wewillhaveto contitme with this 
policy because we cannot risktheexistenceof posterity for some immediate developmental 
gains. Development should be such that it ensuresthe'security of fuefuture generation as well. 
This is indeed sustainable development. 

". . ! ~ '~ ,~ f . : • .· { ,. • .-~ 

• · .Sikkim shall be promoted as·.the first total Organic State in the·country 
OI.Ifgovetmnent shall promote S:ikkifn as the fttsttotalOrganicStare in ilie country. Tills will 
be fully completed by 2015. We have been guided by our realization to care for our fragile 
ecology to reach this decision. The use of chemical fertilizers shall be discouraged in a phased 
manner to encourage use of organic manures. Tiris way; our local production shall be more 
hea!th:-I1ourishing and lesshazardous .. We will establish a new brand at the international market 
for ail org<mic productsproducedin Sikkim. We will fully protect animal wild life in the state. All 
fue .medicinal plants, herbs and shoots found in Sikkim shall be conserved and promoted for 
posterity. We will promote cultivation of medicinal plants to create a stable medicinal base in 
Sikkim. Many of the medicinal plant system as used by the Sikkimese people from time 
immemorial are being ruined today for lack of enough conservation measures and 
commercialization. We wiU conserve these plants and promote this medicinal system as an 
industry in the state. 

• Conservation of forest 

If we cannotbalance om environment, all development gains shall be temporary, and our society 
shall head towards destruction. In order to ensure sustainability we have done the following: 

1. Carried out massive plantation work. 

2. Launched the concept of SrriritiVan to improve forest cover. 

3. Increased the area under Reserved Forest. 

4. Put a complete ban on the use of plastics. 

5. Declared South and West districts as the drought-prone areas. 

6. Initiated the green revolution. 
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7. Convinced the centre to close dov.n the proposed anny shooting range in North Sikkim, 
which would have, otherwise, impose environmental disaster on our en-vironment 

8. Hunting down of wild animals has been banned. 

9. Felling of green trees has been prohibited. 

10. Revived precious flora and fauna by banning grazing in all reserved forests in the state. 

H. Eam1arked and developed a dumping ground for urban wastes. 

12. Have a very strong intellectual Patent Committee and State futellectual Law Committee 
to deliberate and decide upon intellectual property rights (IPR) related issues. 

The program of hariyo pariyo kosh will further be strengthened in oruerto directly involve the 
·school cJ;illdren anucollege students in the environmental management program. All the national 
and intemationailegal regimes and conventions will be strictly implemented. A high level 
Committee led by a renowned scientist of international repute has been constituted to assess 
the impact oflikely glacial melt and other phenomena on the hydrology of Sikkim. We are 
moving ahead to make our state pollution-free state by givingsttess ·on conservation measures 
atid environmental cleanliness drive. 

~ Clean Development Meehanisn1 

In our effort to get more resources to fund our conservation efforts we are going to use 
Kyoto I?rotocoljnitiative to sell our CERs and VERstoEuropean buyers. This will enable us to 
find funds for many programs that can be taken at the grass roots revel and Panchayats can be 
involved. 

• Green roads 
• We have promoted and implemented the green roads concept throughout the state. We shall 
continue to carry out the campaign through area specific plants/flowers ili both sides of the 
roads. 

Our Comprehensive Education Policy 
Our education policy is not only to make Sikkim a literate State but it is to transform every citizen to 
be fully educated in a holistic sense. Furthermore, every citizen has to be knowledgeable, capable 
and creative. This goal can be achieved by making the education policy simple, of high quality, 
modem and with scientific temper. Sikkim'seducation system should be so oriented so that it will 
make our children competitive and world class citizens. 

Good character, skilled manpower and an informed citizen is the way forward for success: We have 
to create, through our education process, manpower for the 21"' Century. 

So we will have a competitiveness agenda wherein we will educate and energize our Sikkimese 
people. They will be made more capable so that they can innovate and feel empowered. This will 
also ensure that in the knowledge economy all can be accommodated. 

• Setting up University in Sikkim 

Our government has already set up a University and all necessary formalities are tied in. We 
want to make this institution world class. We want to develop Sikkim as a centre of excellence 
ili higher education. 
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• Practical Education 
After school, college and universityeducation our student<> will be able to take practical training 
elsewherein the field of their choice~ fu order tofacilitate the youth to buildtheir capacity a 
new Capacity Building fustitution (Finishing School) will be establis}Ied. 

S:ikkimese youth ~!l.studelltswho w~tto pursue higher education in any part of India and the 
world will be facilitated byourGover:tll:flent. 

• Additional colleges in Sikkim shall be ~tablished 
;_ : ,: .'' • •,v,, '0;'' ··',. •, ' 

Our govl(m.ment w:ill establisb;~coll~ges ip al1thefouulistricts. One de~ College and Sanskrit 
Ma}Iaviday;alahas~n esu.p~~he{iai;I"fctll1chi a,nd Oeyzing.resiJCC!ively. Two~bniqll institute$ 
havebeen·set up in the s,tate, ope ~t:S~ang.in Hast Sikkim ~dan~tqer at !;llisopani in South 
Sikkim. Our govell}llent,has· also set up Medical College and an Engmeeifug College in the 
state. Our government wip,further establishmore professional colleges in the state. · 

We will set up an Agriculture College and Science College. One Art College is established at 
Rhenock, a Science College at Soreng, degree coJleges at Mangan and Geyzing. 
fu our colleges we will start Post Graduate courses in Microbiology, biotechnology, Statistics, 
Tissue Culture etc. 

• Free education up .to College level 
With a view to make education easily affordable for the poor people, the govemrrient sponsors 
free education up to Class V with additional incentives of free school uniforms, free exercise 
books and free textbooks. For students up to Class vm, free education, exercise. books, books 
are free. Education is free up to the college leveL We have also increas~d the .number of 
students and scholarship grant in the state. We will continue with our policy to make education 
easily affordable and accessible to the poor children in the State. 

e Meritorious students to get scholarship, loans, fellowship and f'mancial aid for pursuing 
higher education 
The Government has been providing financial aid to students who want to pursue further education 
in national aud international colleges and universities in the fields of their own choosing in the 
form of scholarships, loans and fellowships. This policy will be continued and expanded in a 
larger scale. 

• Chief Minister's Free Scholarship for Student 
If a student gets admission on merit in one of the 20top universities in the world then she will be 
eligible to avail the facility of the Chief Minister's Free Scholarship program. 'This scholarship 
will be continued. 

If poor and needy students get admission in any good and recognized universities in the world 
then they are eligible to getinterest free loans to pursue their education. Those poor and needy 
students who want to pursue higher education iu any nationaily recognized universities they are 
also eligible to avail this interest free loan. 

Those poor and needy students who getadmission in Sikkim Manipal Engineering and Medical 
College are also eligible for the interest free loan. 

During the next term this will be continued. 
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• Quality Education will be imparted starting from Primary Education 

In order to ensure that our children get quality education our Government in the next tem1 will 

initiate new programs to facilitate this starting with the primary education. The result of this will 
be that the quality of education imparted. in the Govepnnent schools and colleges will become 
the best in the country and will have world class educationst<mdards. 

School leaders today, need not only manage schools but they also need tofocus on high 

quality professional development. They need to design such cmrithlaandschool organization 
so that both the teachers and students can·geteffective learning: 

• Teachers shall be· given grade on the·basis· of qnalli'ication 
Teachers shall be given grade 'and scale on the basis of their educational qualification. The rate 
of scholarship shall be increased. · 

• Education slmJl be made more life-oriented 

Education shallb'e .made more life-orient~~ qualitative arid age~grientect ·The human rights 
provision for all~e children in the state sftall be safegUarded includingtiieirriglitfor edtj<;ation. 

Sikkim shall be developed and promoted as the education destination of the coll!ltDr· We will 
invite reputed educational institutions in the country atJ_d al:>road to set up therrinstitution in 
Sikkim and promote the state as the education destinaiidn of the courifrY.' . . .· . 

Our government will provide all assistance to the urtemployed youths totake up such venture. 

• Adult education shall be turther consolidated· 

In'ordertoliben1te our citizens fromthe .clutches ofignQrance, our gove:rprn~n(hasputijlaXimum 
emphasis Oil the promotion of adult education for the adUlt citizens in !GeState ...• )Ve Will further 
consolidate our effort to support our elders. . . . . .. 

• Secondar. School in each GPU and Senior Secondary School m eacb''constituency 

Every Constituency shall have at least one Senior Secondary School arid every P~cliayat unit 
one secondary school in the state. 

• Compulsory Computer education and environment education in schoolS 

We have included environmental studies in the school curriculilm. We have also made computer 
education compulsory in secondary school and above. In the next government, we will make 
computer education compulsory at the primary level as well. 

• Financial aid to BPL student1;0 
College students who are from BPL fanrilies shall be provided ~i.th Financial Aid. 

• Technological Park 
To keep pace with the advancing age, we have given priority to the development of information 
technology. We have established forty Community Information Centres which are fully 
computerized. The rural people are getting support from these centres. In~chools, we have 
made computer education compulsory so that our students can prepare themselves for the 
global competition in the future. Our idea has been to keep pace with the changing time. To 
promote scientific temper, we are setting up technological park in the state. 
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"' Services of Ad Hoc teachers will be regularized 

The services of all Ad Hoc teachers will be regularized by,our Government. 
• State:Education PolicY;,,andiEducation:lloardwill be established:oJ 

We need our own Education Policy and Ed.abati0D:Board since Sikkifu.lias it$ own history and 
culture. Our educationpolicyha.Stobeholistic.'Thus, in order to attamthisigoal we need our 
own Education Board and!Education.policy; We wiH make our polibyand for ±hat we are in 
seru:ch .ofc~pablc inte,llectuals and teachers. 

• World Class Education·' Institutions will be established 

We will set up world class education :institUtions so fuat,;there 4saccess to such education for 
our citizens ~9 Y:QUth. Our peac;eful atmosphere ;.md natural environment will f~cilitate this 
process of establishment. · 

We will strive to create world class schools as w.e :.,:ealize,th<ttt.he only way to prosperity is 
througl;l W-s kind ()fhigl;lly effective edUcation, We reco~e, ~oo th~f this leads to.,.Wgh quality 
employment.Strong,local coinmunities will be develo~d ~o W<iefut<? ~pcount thi~ process so 
that we· are able to do a betterjob. with our schooling program 3;11d educating our children. 
Successful programs Will be scaled up significantly. · 

• Computer Education to be intenside<I' 
,, . .'; ;· !/·:,.:;,?. ,·· ,· 

So far we are;teac~g computerJi.~e,racy up to middle s<;hoollevel. We are now going to take 
this to the level of the primary section. . . .. . 

' . . . ; ' 

In this digital age not knowing how to use and take advantage of computers is illiteracy. This 
skill is now required in almost every sector and work environment and bci:()mes critical for the 
overall sucfess of our economy. 

* Professional Education in Schools 

In all the senior secondary schools professional courses will be offered. These courses will be 
as follows: 

1. Tourism and adventure sports 
2. Medicinal and aromatic plants propagation 
3. Localhandicrafts 

4. Bee Keeping 
5. Video and photography 

6. Milk production and marketing 

7. Poultry 
8. Floriculture 
9. Mushroomcultivation 

10. Modern office management 

11. Watch repairing 

12. Computertraining 
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13. Telephone and internet cafe 

14. Automobile repairing 

15. Hotel Management 

16. Typewriting 

Health for ALL PoUcy 
Health services shall be macte availaple to every~ingle citizen. We have w?rked hard to make quality 
health services accessible to one an~ allfreeofcost. ·wh littY:~ alsd provided.govemment assistance 
to patients visitirt~ o1ggerli6altb &;nttes outsi~th~ state. \Vehaveinsililledhi-tech medical equipments 
in the state Itself to proviae oestmerutal oiag!losis and loealfadlities. . 

A Central Referral Hospital has been esfublish~din the state. Large district hospithls have been 
constructed each'lri Geyzing and Mangan. Alargeriumber o:fhealth centres arid sub-centres have 
been established 'across the's tate. 

Our Health Policy will also take care of any medical malpractice that is going on and we will fully 
protect the patients' rights. 

~~ Mnkllya l"Ylantri·Jeew.an RakshaKosh 

Mukhya Mantri Jeewan Raksha Kosh, Mukhya Mantri Netta Jyoti Yojna, Mukl;.ya Mantri 
Shrawan Shakti Sarnriddbi Yojna and social health schemes sector welfare work rrave'been 
started. Since 2004Hepatitis 'B' vaccinati<;~n st:arted.:Sikkirn..was thefust state in the country 
to initiateHepati~s 'B; vaccmationrocbildtenbetWeen the age groupof0-1 year at Government's 
expense. Similar.vaccinationprogram shall be carried outin the state to cover all children in the 
age group below 15 yqar~. 
All the citizens ha,ve ac<;essto sub~idiz,ed.rate ofgetting vaccinated. 

* Medical treatment for Poor Families free of cost 

BPL families are facilitated for all kinds of medical treatment whether they are within or outside 
the State free of cost. All s<;hool sUJ.dents are provided under IFA comprehensive ~edical 
treatment for removal of worms. M()thers and PWWJant women are provided with iron folic 
medicineS and other medicines for their complete treatment.Calcium tablets are given to women 
below the age of 25. 

Children below the age of one year are provided with DPT treatment. 

Mobile hospitals have been started for the benefit of the rural people. Spectacles are also given 
free to people with eyesight impairment. 

This mobile hospital will be continued pndstreJ;J.~ened in.all four districts ofSikkim during the 
next term. A mobile medical team will be provided v.ith all the equipments for complete diagnosis. 
TI1is facility will be provided at the doorstep ofevery villager. Every citizen will be checked up 
for medical issues free of cost. 

Furtherinore a 500 bedded super-specialty hospital is being started in Gangtok for all the citizens 
of the State. 
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• Hepatitis 'B' Vaccination 

All children from the age of 1 to 10 will be vaccinated against Hepatitis B,free ofcostby our 
Government in the next term. 

• We will strike at th'C very root cause of an diseases 

01lf government subscribe~ to the Qille-tes!edadage that prevention is better than cure. Hence, 
we have worked out a corilprehensive health care delivery sys1em to protect our people from 
contractlllg ~y.disease in the ~rst pla~e. 

~e~,tWlp~toe~~~~J~~·~ fli,!Iyh:aitl!yHfe for our people, not only:physical ~~t also social 
~ea.lth. J;IJ.e,P:!ii!Jieai~iJi?oral;md spiritual. .For qeation ofa health society and cifu:e,ns, we, have 
dfafted a.na·im:plementedanwli9er of ]?oli~~a1, economic ami cultural reforms 1ntbe syst;em. 

e . SP,~cial. ~for ~e. sertipr citr,;ens, children .and. women 

Out gov~rWne11tl1~ g!vell. ~pe,dal emph,;asisonfue quality ofhe,alt:IJ;for our senior citizens, 
chil~n and women. Our government is committed to take care for. the weak;md infirmed on 
Govenprtent's expense. W,e will filrtherconsolidate our efforts. 

• Health mela 

For creation of awareness and to make health services accessibletothe poor people, health 
mela s~all be, {)rganized atmually in the state. · 

• Healtb~ce 

In order to· ensure maximum health8ecurity to the people ofSik:ldm, our government will 
institute Health Insurance Policy forall theSikkimesepeopleabove.45 years. All pepple who 
attain the age of4:5 will be given a full and comprehensive health checkup. 

This is to take care of the health care disparities that exist in the present day system. 

Fllfthermore, we willcontinueto buildmore health care in:frastructllfe iri villages and districts to 
take care of the ever increasirig load. 

• Modernization of hospital 

The conversion of SirThutopNamgyal Memorial (STNM) Hospital into an ultra modem 

Hospital equipped with sophisticated and the latest equipment will be completed. This hospital 
wiUbelink:etl with tluiAli India Institute of Medical Sciences (AITMS), New Delhi through 
Telemedicine for both treatment and research. 

• Improvement of distriCt hospitals 

Modem hospitals in 6ther districts have been constructed. These hospitals shall be equipped 
with modem facilities. 

• A Super-speci8Ity hospitai·shall be established 

A 500-beddedSuper-specialty Hospitalshall be established atRishithang, Ranka in East S:ikkim 
with all modern facilities. The S:ikkimese people need no longer go outside the state for advanced 
medical treatment. Our government will continue to make health services easily accessible 
and free of cost to all 
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Sports and Youth Management policy 
Our sports policy will encourage and incentivisefor promotion of sports in the State. Our 

govenunenthas given topmqstprlority to development ofsports. Sikkim hasproducedmany talented 
players in different :fields, who have successfully represented the country in ma!ly national and 
international sports meets. Our government has encouraged many of our youngsters to bring out 
their latent talents. We have also given them due honour and respectable place in the society. Our 
government created an independent Youth and Sports Department in the.state and a self.;-contained 
Youth Hostel is already in operation. More youth hostels are being constructed in the state. Today, 
we have rnany outstanding sports persons in the state. · · · · 

• Establishment .of natihn~:U·ltvelKhel. ~on/SportS Villiig~ 
Our gov<trnmctnthas a1feagy pr<lmotedyouth ~~d wod~~J1ltbnationa11twelsports persons 
in the state. Fodmparrmg quality training and l:nin~.outth~irpat~~. the Stat:e yovernment 
has already established a holistic 'Khel Goon' in the st~te .. The 'Khel (jaqn; will b.<tve state
of~ the-art sporting facilities of international standard for ai1 gaines 'includfug agolfcoutse and a 
research centre for sports sciences. Tills is going{o bethe:fu'Stsl.lehfacility in the country. 
Besides, providing ihfra:structure au sports facilitiessh~Jlbe'built'at the Panchayatand sub
division level in the state. 

• Improvement of stadiums andspl)rts infraStructure 
Upgrading Palzor Stadium to a full-fledged stadium iscomplete.a:nd!:the fruits ofthls,have been 
reaped by ouryonng and,talented sports persons. The stadium with all modern facilities is fully 
utilized for various regional and national games. Our govcmmentbas named theAhaleyground 
after the ace football player of Sildtim, M:f.ffh(l.iehungllJizHtiQ:ap,d.(joY,e,tno~'s (jold Cup is 
being held in this sta(ihun .. Playgr~:mnds a:re bein~pr~videFJ in a1J tl;le<Jr,~ Pan,chayat Units. 
We will continue to build modem sports, in.ffastriictqre in eyery. district of Sikkim so as to 
encourage out young people to become the best in the world. · 

• Stadium shall be developed in all four districts 
To encourage sporting activities in the state, stadium shall be de,velopedin all four districts. We 
will complete this work in the next government. 

• Gymnasium halls shall be established in e~ch district 
Out govenunent will establish a gymnasium hall in every district in addition to what has already 
been established to provide a congenial atmosphere to. our sportsp«rsons and also to encourage 
healthy life and living for .all citizens. In the nextgovefAlllent, we will finish the work of 
construction of such halls in each district. The gymnasium will be for au :kiil.ds of indoor games 
and activities. 

Youth Power Management Policy 
• Competent guidance, orientation and direction to educate youth 

Youth power is the backbone of any given society. If youth power is channelisedpositively, our 
society can progress indeed prosper. Keeping this :in mind, our government decided to encourage 
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and assist them to ~e up creatiye and productive ventures. In the State~ oungovemment has 
diversified their options to prove their worth besides government service employment. We 
have launched the first ever scheme providing oppOrtunity and option of Self'-employment for 
onr youth: The Chief Minister's Self-employment Scheme is one such scheme. We have 
devised many such innovative schemes· for our youth so that they are not led astray by many 
negative forces operating in the globalized world. 

We will cont,inueto ol'~n upinoreopp:Ortu'nity to the y~uths in a wide range of areas like arts, 
literature, spa:lt.<s; tr~de anti businesses. 

• Profession~ Train.ing to th~ ymith 

Our Government has been .. p.;~ging thrt yol}th ~fS~ t9 pfp~ess ii1 thjs ~o,demera. In 
this competitive age m~n""' .. ·.· 'd physical development is neRessary. We have taken all the 
necessary steps toward'thiseii~ We will continue to promote intlttStry amongstthe youth by 
giving them relevantequcationa.Iid training. 

• Sikkim Youth Aft~ P~gt'arit 
Talented youth of ~:ikkimw:ill be given every opportunity to progressin their chosen field of 
interest. They will.proyide the much needed human resource for our State. 

• Skill Development Fund of Rs. 5 Crores 
The Skill Development Fund with Rs: 5 Crores shall be earmarked to build a range of skills 

among the youth in the state. Youth can take advantage of this fund to undertake varieties of 
skill building trainings, professional courses and other capacity building exercise anywhere in 
the country. 

• Ca:reer Development Fund of Rs. 5 Crores 
Career development fund of Rs. 5 Crores shall be earmarked in the state. This can be accessed 
and used by all the graduate unemployed students and youths of Sikkim: 

"" Vocational training to the youth 
Our government has always stood fast with youth to help them keep pace with the new age. 
Our endeavour is to develop the competency level and mental fiber of our youth to take up new 
challenges in the coming generation. 

We will continue with our program to impart vocational trainings and support them in their 
endeavour to take up different vocations in the future and truly be able to compete for jobs that 
are being created by our Government's development program. 

• Establishment of Youth, information and counseling centre 

Our government will establish information centres and counseling centres to provide the youth 
information regarding the emerging business opportunities around the world over and proper 
counseling to rYposition them to take advantage of all emerging opportunities and challenges. 

Educated youth will be provided with training and awareness especially on subjects such as 
environmental protection laws, trade related laws, banking laws, insurance regulation etc. In 
addition production, marketing, packaging, production identification, bank management, export 
import rules, consumer laws, warehousing, transportatjon management etc win be taught. 
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• Check on urban migration 
We will create various business opportunities at the village level to check the tendency of our 
people to move outofthe village in search of means of livelihood in the urban areas. Under the 
'providing urban facilities to rural areas i.e. PURA' policy, our governments hill adopt all means 
and measures to provide urban facilities right at the village level. 

• Employment totbe unemployed . 
~·government has been extending all support to. our yeuthfor taking lij? Q.i,f{ei'!:'J1t.~~ and 
{)u$wess. w~ will crea~ .a.n enyirqn~~nt wh~re everyon~is sa#1fllll:v~~WR19Ye4W:~·~ocie~. 
Our govem1nentwlll provide all support and assistance w'311 the prdnnsmg ehttep~w·~us 
to s.e,tbis{ll~r.own Yt\\nt.ure, Th~ tlmtsts~ be on creatingo!JP:()~t;y ~ w~~ tm:allthe 
creative youth to oo<furnike self"ep:tploymentventures. Th,eabi.Jity, capfleity,and c~ativity of 
the younger generation $h~ ~promott;Q.;t() makp .~ir!.~~lf],:yli~t· . , 

0 oO > >,' , C O J~ ••''' •,< 0 'i oO' '. -~ 0 o • 0 ,: ,; ,;A 0 0 ,, '.!:' '•' '< ,o '<, ' < "; ;.- ,< O 
0 
·, ) 

• You~ to be pro~d~d lO,percentor more of tb~ 1;0.if:ll )l,:udget r~l" Cfip~bility;building 
m order to transform thecapabilities:and skills oftneSikkirnese youth our <aov:emmentwill 

spare rio effort ru:Id will provide tenpefcehformore'ofthetotal: budgettowardtllise{fort. This 
will result m.making·themcapableandse1f reliant and to tomp~te1b th,~:preseiii:c~mpetitive 
aget~hnolo$ieally.Forthlsiraining andsKill b~g ll1echams~ w,ffibe<ievelope<J . 

. We will .setup .a Finishing SchQol \vmciiwm pe s~Jl~4 manag~D:l?~tde;\i~Iopfi\ertt tr?ining . 

. This seh00lwill. enatJleour yquth tonotonly buildJhyir,<;;:,.pacities butW;t; W;ID ;us~ place them in 
diffei:eriHpctors w;h~~they can pursue a career.oft.he.it 9hoice .. 

• Capable and Skilled Youth to be given jobs and business opportunities 

In the next term our Government will provide alleducatedyouth witl:ropportuhlties to improve 
their skills and capabilities through good and effective training and education. These youth wm 
be further provided with employmentopportmtities .in al1 the sectors and for setting up self 
employment business ventures. 

Religion and Cultural Affairs PoHcy 
• Equal regard for all religions- equal protection of all traditio.ns 

Our government has adopted a policy to protect and preserve all religions, culture, traditions, 
social norms and ethos in the state. We have guaranteed to the Sik:kimese people the freedom 
to follow any faith and religion of their choice. We have adopted this policy with a view to 
protect our indigenous identity. We will continue to follow the same policy in the future. 

• Protection and :regard for all cultural aspects of Sikkim 

Traditional healers of Sikkim like the Dhami-Jhankris, Bijuwa, Bongthing, Janapa, 
Phedangma, Yawa, Baidya and Pandit are the inseparable part of Sikkimese culture. Our 
government has fully recognized their contribution and given them due honour and prestige in 
the state. We are presently providing them Rs. 500 per month as financial aid. We will further 
protect their identities thereby strengthening our religious and cultuial heritage. . . 
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• Equality of religious belief and practices shall be the hallmark of our policy 
Our government believes and works as per the policy of equality of religious belief and pl'"<lCtices 
in the St<l,te. We will continue .to follow. the same princ~ple; No. one'"will be discriminated 
against on thebasis.ofreligion, sex, caste. and creed.. We will $main .stead£~ to this democratic 
principle and doctrine. 
Our government has been requesting the centre to brll,lg th~,J71b JfH 9Yal.\Va J\:.¥fUapa to 
Sikkim. We shall continueto impress upon the centre to bring the l7tli HH Gyalwa Karrilapa to 
Runi,tekMonastery to occupy Bls seat .·· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

~ Adi Kavi · Bhanubhaktil Acharya's statue and cUltural museUm. to oe established in 
Geyz:fug . . . . . 

InG~yzing the ;\di Kavi"sstatl.ltiscompleted an(l Nep~li language, literatUre and cultural 
· nius~um cumstudy centJ:e·i~~in~~ta'blistled: . · . > ••. ·.. . ·.· · · · ' 

• Complete protectimfand·ptoltiMioli::t>tsik.kimeseidial~tS 
TheSDPgovdn:ineninas•n:een:p~omotiit~:the~siKkiiri<:tse Cib:I~antN:raidi:ton'aridthcir distinct 
identities~· Nepali lang'llag.ehas been made'a.S compulsory subject in aU the schools. Bhutia, 
Lepchaan(i~iml?oolru!~.(Igf?Sarel>e~.ta'llg!l~.at~'fCI?lle,geJ':y~~,T~elve,])ll:Qll;Jers.Sanskrit 
High school.anqMahavi!"fai#yahave~e~~&~Ji~e<LOfh~r 1<\!calsli~ectsiik~ ~Tamang, 
G~g •. Rai, Manger, NeW;ar, ~\tl,lll~ar~l2t~~erpalja~~,~~ ms?~~d,~s~e languages. 
Our governmenthastrl~ tod~velopa1,11 . ·.·· cultu;teafia t:ra<ation!o. efuichthe collective 
social life of the Sikkimes,epeopie". Wit . · .. ·. ·. lllake astrmrg case fu~ !hb!~ogirltion ofahutia, 
Lepeha and LimbOO'langriag~sis thf mooeh.l:mdigenbus·Iangha'ges by tlie'Sruutya Akademy 
which woUld then be usedto include'•these tbreelanguagesofS:ik:ki:in in the Eighf Schedule of 
the ConstitutiOn, 

• Promotion .of Sikki.Ineselangu~ge and Uterature 
The earlier government used .theissue of language <:mdlitero.turefornru:row political gains. 
The then leader tried to take sole cre(ijt for the constitutionalrecog:nition.ot'Nepali language. 
But no serious thought was given to the develepment and enrichment of 1;11el~guage and the 
benefit that comes with constitutional recognition. We have undertaken to develop all languages 
in the state including the Nepali language. fu order to promo~ literature, artS•and music, S:ikkim 
Akademi has been established in the state. 
We have started a culfutetoawardandfelidtatewriters, artists and musicians of repute in the 
state. Our government has startedtohonourandfelicitate all Sikkimeseveterans, social workers 
and people who have made considerable c.ontribution to the society. 
Our government has undertaken many creative activities for promoting language and literature 
which include publication of significantbooksandmagazines. Our government has also undertaken 
translation works of many his~g~al409UJ11e~fs~ ()urgovet"!llnenthas institu~ various awards 
like the Creative Perfonnance Grant, Positive Journalism Grant and State Appreciation Grants. 
All artistes and sportsman wiUalsb be g:lveh fmancialgrant and awards. 
In the next government we will continHe to promote the All Sikkimese languages and literature 
of tbe various communities that constitute the Sikkimese people. 

• Sikkim Study Series 

All the publications under the various heads of the Sik:kim Studies Series initiated in the last two 
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years will now be published, Our effort will also be devoted to mobilize, collect and publish as 
many historical documents lying in the State, other archives and libraries of India and abroad 
for further dissemination. We shall encourage the translations of the major writings of the 
Sikki!llese W,ri~rs jn qth~rindia:nlanguages. · 

• Barahi•Mizong as govemment·gazetted holiday 

The traditional festival of the Mangar community has been declared as a Government 
gazetted holiday in the state as committed in the last manifesto. 

• Protection of historlc3l and cmturalb.eiltage .·· 
Webavepreseryed ihe'historic~ an(fc~ftltalh-brltage pt S~. The. hlstorical.place of 
R{t~~~tsef}~ !J~~ te,n~vated aJ]dpre~~rVed. J'hehnmed.l~t¢ visi!Jity borqijring the fort has 
beenaeciared asa Buu'sanctilary. We ~eundertakitig cqnstrpction of aLepchaMuseum at 
~~ctinalong with the ~torical s;varga-jane-sidi. SirljungaManghim has ~n const;ructed 
at Hee-'Bernnok hr West · §ilililfi~ · ··We 'J:jave /installed a 13 5~fe~t tall statue. of Guru 
Pildmxisainll6ava atskudrt!pt;~ill.NailieHi :We'ltiyest<med <;onstruction work of a cultural 
paf:k af&9Iap~uk. W~h~ve ~nise~ tbe'stahte~'?r (;h;gyalp.T. Namgyalin Gangtok. The 
different fes~"ats ot£iiffereitfw~~tt~ !iaye ~n de<:Iwect<!S governn1entgazetted holidays 
·in the. s~te. Teidtoh~~ihi>-J?'ufr?:-Fa'at,Szrijunga, Lliochar, Sakewa, Barahi-Mizong etc 
hay~ ~n ~ 4~c\ar¢ti g()yemmen~ h()litlhys. · · · 

ln~~deJ?t~p~~ntS-'s.~~~h~ptag~.tothfi,~orl!l comrpmuty, a special effort will 
~de to il;l~gra.te t;9e jptt;Jillati}!pa{toijr•pro~o:till1d,i~ (.:ouncilJor Cultural Relations and 
sinillar othyrbodjes to incorporateSjklci;mese ciJ,ltu}"al,fiesta intheirregular,programming. 

Aami·n~~~r~~i.~~·.,pafic.y 
Gopd governance is going to be a keyfdeus areafor reforms. Weare goinglo bring more. 

innovative and productive concepts to instittttionalize,reforms and tty out corporate governance. 
Weakgovemanremanifestsitself inpoorsetvicedelivery, excessive regulation, red tape, uncoordinated 
and wastefulpublic expenditure that impinges ripon growth and development. It will be increasingly 
replaced by effective, efficient, transparent and simple system of governance. 

We will undertake massive reforms in governance particularly in following three areas. 

Enhancing the productivity of the civil. serVice manpower and .make certain thateach employee 
is petr<?nnifigsociallyrelevant tasks, Asubstantiveeffori: will be made to reorient andre-skill 
the gov~entemploy~s. 

Re-enforcing proce~11r(:)sfor rewarding .,and promqting merit, disciplining malfunction and 
misconduct and strengthening accountability mid performance. We will ensure quality delivery 
of services to the p()or. 
Evolution of a new work culture at all levels of our bureaucracy. 

• Right to Infonnation fully imple1nt!nt,e4.-;:- grea~er ~e of technology 

The .SDF Govemm~ntis fuliyawax-eoftb.e J:leed to provide transparency in Governance. Toward 
this end all :infrastrUcture and processes have been put in place. The people's right to information 
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is a tenet fully respected by the SDF and we will spare no effort to ensure thatthe,Govemment 
systems: are strengthened to give the information in a speedy and effective manner to the public 
at large. 
We will further enhance transparency through the use of Information Technology so'that anyone 
can see the working of Government as the ~business of Government is really the people's 
bush1ess~' - Thisis our credo. 

• Pro-employees government 
To the Government employees in Sikkim. our government has given d'U,e:honpurand prestige. 
The gov¢!;1l1Jlent fe~ls that tht1 gove:rmnent employees are the invaluable partners.in the 
de'vy~OPffi~n(of the State. Purin~ ?ur gov~rnance we have, given grade C andD employees 
l~<lve encashineJJ.t, Sdwolmofue:t, ICD~ village worker and monastic school teachers have 
been given scales by our Govemmerit. , ' 

'ti,le g~?Ve~entgrat}tedpromotipn 011 an unprtX;edented scale to all qual~fYixJg.employees, in 
.~yea~~. overeotnillg sJ:agnanons;Wferedm the past. jhe qu~g Y~.ofadvap.cement 
grad~ f9r.P,rinuicy.Teachersand Sch9o1M,o~ers.b,ave byen rooli~ed fr?pt:fi~l1 y~ to ten 

,' Yt({ll:lj- · entWent hl1s giflrirpd ~e~~e flnc:aslln1ent be1Jefit tPthe G~~9elll 'Wd. GJ:ade IV 
empl . . .. , .• · allow~Ge@ Rs. 400penl!onthha8 ~ngiyentO.Folice.Pe~l\nel: J>hysicaUy 
Cfu:UICrig . Employees of Goveiiunent andPubliijS~torUnde~g:s.areb~!qgp~dmonthly 
conveyance allowance ofRs. 100 perhead. 'fhl! govemmentaiso; for the rust tiffie,. introduced 
Coinpassionateappninun:ent schemefor the n:on'-gau:tted employees: Wilen the sole bread 
earner m'a family passes away, employment is·giVen to the wife of the deceasoo or the next of 
kitrofthedeceased for family sustenance; We pledge to keep up the same spiflt so that all the 
government employees can work with more.conunitrnent, qedication and enthusiasm. 

* 50% Sikkimese in the administrative serVices 
Our government has given to the Sikkimese administrators a greater say. in the running of state 
administration. We.will further depute our employees for other professional and orientation 
t:raining ru;idmake them able administrators in the state. Our governmenthas made representation 
to the central\govemment to appoint state administrators on the basis of 1: 1 ratio in the State for 
the next fifty years. 

• Administrative Reforms 
A~~tration is an important part of our ref onus agenda. We want to make it clean as well as 
productive, We will ensure responsible, transparent and efficient governance. Adminis.trative 
services will be made easy and highly facilitated. A new culture of administration willl:>e ushered. 
Employees will be given new direction and new thinking. Their capabilities will be enhanced. 
The a£hninistrative machinery will be made completely people centric. 
We will. further enhance transparency through. the use of Information Technology so that 
anyone can see the working of Government as the 'business of Government is really the people's 
business.'-Tiris is our credo. · · 

• Induction of democratic' spirit into bureaucracy 
Our government shall inculcate democratic values among the employees. They can carry out 
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their duties in a fully democratic environment without fear or favour. We have, indeed, already 
started this process in the state to benefit the employees. 

• 4th Pay Commission constituted 
Our government has constituted the 4111 Pay Commission. In the next term we will implement 
the recommendation of the Pay Commission. In many other states the pay hike of employees 
has been based on the recommendation of the Central Pay Commission recommendations. Our 
Government has setup an :independentcommilc!f)iou in order to ensurefullrationalization and 
protection of aJl ca.tegqries of e?llployeys t11erehy; ~nsurffig proi*f justice. The entire process 
will he on the basis of full hearing of alllev~ls pf~rnploy~scin order to ensure proper gradation 
whipfl a.tp:resent i~ affecting different sets of employees hol9ing same level ofp.osts. 

• E~p~oy~~UA, allowance 
OurGovemn1emhascreated a norm by whichtheDearnessAllowanceis given to the employees 
without them asking for it. We have done this for the last 15 years and in the next term we will 
continue this practice. 

• :MR, Adboc Teachers, Work charge employees will be regularized 
MR and work charge employees, ad hoc teachers. and;other temporary. employees our 
Gove~e11t willfind that50 percent of the new P9~ts will be filled from. their existing lotwhilst 
the rest would be selected from open competition. This p.olicy wlllcont#J.ue tp give reliefto the 
existing :MR, work charge and Ad hoc teac}l~ for regularization in the new posts created from 
time to time till all such employees are fully absorbed: . . . 

Home Guards will be regularized 
Home Guards will be regularized against the vacant post in Police department, Forest, Excise, IRB 
and SAP and preference will be given in all private ind.usti:ies and compames. 

ce Die,;, :in-harness 

Police persollflel, electrician (lineman), meter re~r and drivers who die in harness will be 
given a die in han1ess compensation ofRs. 2 Lakh. 

Before we came to power in 1994, the die-in-harness grant for the police persmmel was Rs. 
20,000/- only. 

'* Private Drivers' Compensation due to accidents 

Our government will provideRs. 1 Lakh as compensation against accidental death for private 
drivers. 

0 Pension to labourers 
Our government shallprovide pension benefit ofRs. 1,000/- to labourers who sustain permanent 
disability during working hours. 

• Dignity and protection to labourers- full recQgnition of their contribution 
The SDF government increased the daily wage oflabourers by 100 percent from the mere Rs. 
20 in the very beginning. Keeping in view the incidence of rising price and in the interest of the 
working class, our government has further increased the wage up to Rs. 100 per day. Our 
government is committed to give justice to the p.oorpeople who earn their bread through their 
sweat. Our government was the frrst government to declare May Day as the restricted gazette 
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holiday for the workers. Our government has put to end the irrational practice of penalizing 
workers with two-day wages for a day absence. Compared to 1994, the daily wages oflabourers 
has gone up five-folds. We have given dignity and protection to.labourersrecognizing in full 
their contribution in the society and nation. 

• Complete protection of colle.ctive interest of the. working class people 
As the party of the working class, the farmers and labourers, the SDF is always·conscious of 
their rightS and protection; In the nextgoveinment, we Will fix working hour for the workers in 
teehnical'field. Wewill also institllte theThsuranee Policy for them, The interest and privilege 
of the workingpeopleshall be fully 'guarantee& · · · 

Furthermore, weare' goil'ig'to set ilp a UlbourBo~dto start educationand traim:rtgfor our 
workers. The purpose of this is to impart high technology training, ensure better quality and 
methods as well as to over see thehealthcare and work envirorunentof theworkersin factories 
and Government departments. 

Our policy and programs reflect our pro-worker and pro-youth stand. We will do everything 
within our powers to ensure the full security 0f the rights of the workers and our youth adarge; 

• Labourdai)y.,vage to beenhancedto·.Rs. 250 per·day· 
We will,'in the riextterin~ increase the daily wage toRs: 250keeping in view the rising prices of 
all commodities'and cost ofliVing. 

• Guest House in Namchi for C & D Categpry employees 
This kind of guest houses for C & D Category employees will be set upin all. the districts of 
Sikkim. .. 

@I Check on corruption 
Before SDF party assumed power, corruption was the order of the day, 1brpugh corrupt 
means, some people became millionaires overnight, while the majority of poor contin~ed to 
become poorer. Our party went against the system and after we came to power, we have 
enforced many laws to check corruption. Today our government ha.sbeen able to contain 
corruption. Our govenunent ha5 been trying to arrest all forms of corruption including economic, 
moral and social corruption. We have been trying to present to the Sikkimese society a clean 
administration and conuption-free environment 

Without arresting corrupt practices, we cannot accelerate the pace of our development and 
bring about real progress in the state. Keeping this fact in mind, our government shall continue 
to adopt measures to wipe out corruption from the state. 

Communalism is recognized as terrorism 
Our political arid philosophicalideo1ogy considers that communalism is a form ofterrorism. 

Communalism is t,he ultimate result of exploitative thought. Such thoughts and acts result in societal 
breakup which results in stopping of the development process. This is why the Presidentof the SDF 
Party has defined that communalism is a form of terrorism.· Communalism influences.society ensuring 
there is division amongst the people engendering hatred and this gives such people the necessary 
support and incentive. With such negative thoughts the society tends to break up and not integrate for 
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the common good. That is why such feelings of communalism do not help in state and nation building. 
This only helps,but a few of the perpetrators of groups that spre~d this virus. '!hat is why we are 
resolute to oppose this kind of anti people and anti social elements. Wherever, whenever orin any 
form such elements exist we will firmly oppose them. In Sikkim we )¥ill never allow such anti people 
elements to take bnth or grow in stature. · 

Social Welfare 
• S9C.ial and Eo~d Security 

Today the world is facing acute guarantees on the social ru;td;fOQd seo~t¥ issues~, The world is 
hard pressed to find solutions to these burning issuesiflvenin these.global!.1balleng~s we want 
to find local s~Jlutions. For the people ofSikkim we will continue to.work for the social securicy 
and social justice through equality of:measures, State'slocalfood production will be enhanced 
to ensure food security. "" 

til Rights and dignity to women 

Our govemmenthas granted full political, social, economic and educational rights to the women. 
Today women are fully conscious inS:ikkim. They·havemoved ahead in all fields at par with 
their male counterparts. Women have been ·freed from traditional bondage and are given 
freedom to develop their talents and potentiaL The SDF government is the only. government 
which is cOmmitted to liberate and empowerwomeninsociety; • We haveeamed this distinction. 
Policy of empowering women shall continue in our next government as well Which will translate 
in a:ffihnative actionJor the women. 

• On whose side are we? 
It is the SDFqbvernm~nt which started to give PostBU:th, fiJ1af1.cia1relieftotq.e popr women. 
Maternity leave increase to three months is also the SDF Govemment's.concrete action. 

• Women-child welfare scheme 
Our government has adopted certain schemes :(or the welfare of women and children to ensure 
disease-free society in the state. Through undertaking various welfare measures, we shall 
make our future generation healthy and strong. At the tune ~e assum~dl??wer, theinfant 
Mortality Rate was 72 per 1000. We have now brought down the figure to 39 per 1000. 
Next termwe will ensure that it is less than 30 per 1000. This policy willbe taken on a war 
footing to ensure health for all and especially for the coming generation. 

• Welfare Commission for senior citizens 

Our government has ensured dignity and respect for our senior citizens. For the welfare of 
senior citizens, our government shall institute the Old Age Welfare Commission in the state. 

• We will increase Old Age Pension grant 
We raised the old age pension grant from Rs. 100 toRs. 400 and also increased the number of 
beneficiaries by many fold. In the coming government, the rate of Old Age Pension shall be 
increased toRs. 500. We shall continue to provide for free traveling to the senior citizens in the 
state-owned buses. 
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• WinterAllowance· to the old 
A 3,-month special winter allowance shall be given to the alder citizens ofthe state to cope with 
harsh wfutercon:dition. 

• 'We respect you' grant to continue 
We have instituted the 'we respect you' grant for the Sikkimese people above 70 years of age. 
We will continue to give this grap.tjn. the future. · 

• Felicitation of senior citizens 
Our government is committed. to bring about all-round developfuentof the Sikk.imese people. 
We are worltingliar<Ho achieveoirrtarget However, out government haS also paid handsome 
tribute·ru1d felicitated: aU the senior citizens who contributed ilieirmightforbuilmugSikkimese 
soc:fetyto its present status: We have begun the process ofrecognizingtheircontributions and 
felicitaretheminequahneasure. Our·govemment willfurtherconsolidate onth:is tradition in the 
future as well. 

• Protection and respect to the Old Business Community of S&kin:r 
The SDF Government has givenrespectand justice to the old busine~speople•of Sikkim along 
with the rest of the Sikkimese. communities. This community" wllich;hres cont;ributed a great deal 
tfrthe overalldevelopmentofSil.clcim has•been recognized.forthe firsttime by our Government 
They have also•been given a proper.business environment to flourish ina democratic manner 
and setup. They have been given dignity,respect andrights. to live andpractice,fueir business in 
the State. We will continue and ensure that our business community members receive this 
respect and positive business environment In addition to other facilities and rights provided to 
our business community it is the SDF Government which has for the first time provided higher 
education facilities (quota) for their children. This will also continut;. They do not have to face 
any obstruction, disrespect or difficulty in carrying on their business and exercising their 
fundamental rights. 

e Guest House for ex-MLAs 

A Guest House shall be constructed at Gangtok for the benefit of ex-!v'II.As. The government 
shall reimburse the medical expense incurred by them. 

e Guest House for ex-employees 

A Guest House, with facility of in-house offices shall be built at Gangtok for the benefit of ex
employees. 

• Guest House for ex-Panchayats 

A Guest House shall be constructed for the benefit of aU the ex -panchayats in. the state. 

• Parents'Home 
The government shall also construct a parent's homeatGangtok; All elderly parents from any 
part of the state can come to Gangtok and stay at the home free of cost. 

• Appreciation grant to dedicated professionals. 

Appreciation grant shall be given to Sikkimese professionals who would continue with their 
service even after retirement. 
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Adarsb Ghar puraskaar 
Adarsh Ghar puraskaar shall also be given to ideal family who would keep their house neat, 
clean and beautifuL 

Ensuring Social justice 
The SDF government has establishe~ social justice in the state. Theinterestand human rights 
of all castes, communities and all classes of people have been guaranteed. We have given full 
justice to the weak, disadvantaged section of the people. 

In our next government, we will continue to give jl!stice to the exploited and marginalized 
people of the state. ·· ·· · 

Protection to p~ysically~ballengoo citizens 
~goVernrP~~t~.:~rpyi~eg~~ia1protyc,tl~~tq~~ p~ysic~yc,h~eng~ctci~ns in tenns 
ofimmediate'welfare measmes and seat reservation to them in govetnment employment. We 
will continue with\O\lfpfOgamJO ~d.!} a(}ditional welfare 1IleaSur~s. 
Abolition ofbondett~b~ur ud child b~ur .·. . ... 
~ OY~f·ftl cf¢s~y~ #l~~ly of\ft;e" ¥fl~ntcl~sse~ and tne <JvPtessorS~ jVC.llaVe ~ensure 
· el1lpowerment&foutR~and:'~iilizedPe6ple: Rene~ ourprfu1aryconcem is to ensure 
the econdnlic uev~lbpmenfruid palititru cohsciousness of our pobr citizens. Together with 
empowerment, we have to improve their soCiafcondiiidn iliroi.ighcreation ofvarious means 
and opportunities. · 

This we will accomplish .. Through tbisvariousways and means, we will abolish the inhuman 
practicesofbondedlabour and'child·labour ftOmthesoil:uf Sikkim. 

AIDS and Drugs Free Sikkim 

Our Govemmentistakingall necessary steps to make' Sikkim an AIDS and Drug frees State in 
the country. Innovative measures will be tak:e:tlto enhancestheefforts toward this end"Awareness 
programs, counseling and stringent legal measures are being taken up by the Government to 
eradicate this social disease from Sikkim . 

. We will continue with enhanced conviction and energy in the nextterru. 

& Prohibition of drugs abuse 

The government will keep youth away from drugs and narcotics to maintain peaceful environment 
and tradition of the State. Our government will provide creative opportunity to engage them in 
gainful enterprises. 

Protection of Democratic Institutions 
The SDFParty has fuUyrespected the democratic institutions in the State. This principle will 

continue to be a guiding one. Democratic institutions that strengthen the democraticprocess will be 
protected and strengthened. 

• Establishment of modem media centre 
Our Government established the Press Club. We shall build a modem Media Centre for the 
State in which we shall also provide premises for the Press Club of Sikkim. 
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• The development of the profession of J ou:rnalism 
Our government shall give all support to improve the quality of journalism in the &i.ate. We shall 
sponsor our educated youth for training to reputed institution in Journalism. 

• Anllual media awa:rd 
•· We,shall instituteannualmedia award for best practice of journalism and media. They will also 
·be·gi;Ven>financialsupport 

• Advertisement budget 
· the.::aaveMselnen!budgerwm be increased further by double. 

• Appointment of Ombudsman 

The State will alsoappq,i,nt ~ ombu~sman (chosen h-om the Civil soCiety or ~y eminent 
pep;o~ty)M~dokirtto the dompl~iits Ofpeople againstthe press'art<brlMa. 

Urban Development Strategy 
All tl1e ~aq cen,tJ:esJ? Sikkim w:ill be upgracied~ beautifie<i filld wpd<;mize,d t9reflect the world 

class staillre·4-U tqese ce~i;res will be endo\Ve.d wjth modem a:wenities't Using world claSS architects 
and con,~~ta,lftS wewillmake.the blueprintS to see thatwe'build hlghteqh sliopp)ngmaJ1~ and trading 
centrt!s· 'fhe~r wilLbe

1
developed into mO(}el urban centres. · · · ·· · 

• Urban Homeless to be provided with homes 
Sikkim' surban housing problems will be solved by creation of an UrbanHm.:u~ing Board. We 
will take the consultation of experts from all over the world to mak~ this happen. 

e '!own plan development 

To develop weU:-;planned towns in Sik:k:im, we will set up Shopping Centre, taxi and bus parking 
and otherfacilities at the sub-division level. This will'bring planned development beginning with 
small towns and markets. 

• Wholesale vegetable mandi in urban centres 
For proper upkeep of urban areas and for the benefit of the people, vegetable stalls shall be 
established in each market. This will also provide an easy outlet for the locally-produced 
vegetable inthe state. 

• El~tions to urban bodies 
For further development of the urban areas and for proper upkeep of our town, elections to 
rounicipalitj.essha1lbe !J:eldin all the notified bazaars anq in Gangtok elections to the Municipal 
Corporations shall be held:in the next govermnent. 

Our government will further arrange for better supply of quality potable water and electricity to 
all markets. 

• Development of model urban ma:rket 
All modem facilities will be provided in the urban areas and markets. Our government will 
develop all markets into model markets. Beautification of market.;; shall be undertaken. Proper 
steps shall be taken for laying of better sewerage system in the towns. 
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• Fly-over bridges for pedestrians and pedestranization 
Our Government has made good progress in pedestranisation of the city of Gangtok. This is a 
model exampleforthe nation. We have done this to ensun< that our pedestrians are not hampered 
due. totheincrease in the traffic congestion in the city. The main beneficiaries are; the school 
students. 

We will continue to build more such amenities wherever needed. 

• Smoking in Public Places is banned 

As per the National law and directive the SUJ:Okjpg,i}:i;Jmb),i,p,pla.c~~js fullyb~e<i and 
imJ:>lem~~· 

~· l'{e~ .. :Oe~,i:wiUh~re'qttJeSi~.<s.~~D1·~9~)' 
0ur§ove~t~.e~~1JJ!sh.~S~.'f;~~i!Jm~s,~~~ ,J~ail~1ihtN~w,I?elhi. 
TNs Vlill ~aplas~w~re.$®ci~~sepEQdu~ ~(lprp<l\1~·~ . . . . avaiJabl~Jo~eNew 
J:}eJ~i res!~en~.l'h~y will ~~t~~es~)#t • ' ' aY9ur~P~9~ C~s~~u~.;geqo,buy our 
handicrafts and prOduce and experience'otlr ··· .. This wm also be a place which will 
enable our Tourism Agents to market thCir tourism prod.ucts. 

• Guest Houses for Medical Patients in South Extension, :New D.ellii 
A 29 Room House has been purchased by our'Govem1llent to fulfill thelong standing demand 

of patients who reguladyvisitNew DelhiAHindiairistitute OfMctiiea1Sciences{AIIM8) and 
other major hospitals. This will indeedfulfill a major gap and facilitatfl ourneedyJ>eoplc;:;All the 
rooms are fitted wi1h air conditiopillgfof.~~ oom{o~.o~ourpeople. The r~1,1t V{ill be su~sidized. 

• Guest Bouses. for .eilgrim~ge for }Juddhist. Devotees 
We already have built a wonderful place· in ]3odh Gaya, for our BnddhistDevotees. We will 
build another one at Samath so that the entire pilgrimage centres are covered. We \vill also see 
that they are better administered for the benefit of the pilgrims. 

• Guest•houses in Kolkata, Bangalore, VeUo:re.and .Mwnbai 

We already have a good guest house in Kolkal:a in Middleton Street. We have another one 
coming up in the Salt Lake City. We will complete this one. 

We are planning to build or buy guest houses in Ban galore, Vellore andMumbai in the next 
term. 

All this is being done since more and more of our people are traveling to these cities for 
education, medical reasons and toUrism. Thls will facilitate their visits as well as they become a 
home away from home. \Ve will ensure that aU these places are kept clean and managed well 
for the comfort of our people. 

Rule of LAW Uanta raj ma jantai raja) 
In the area of maintaining law and order and maintaining peace, the Sikkim State is the number 

one State in the Nation which has been duly established. Our Government has ensured that S:ikkim is 
fully secured and safe. This positive mechanism will be maintained in the coming term by the SDF 
Government 
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• Legal regime shall be strengthened 
Rule oflaw m the state. has been strengthened and institutionalized: There is: no law and order 
problemmthe1Stare; 8ri:l:nerate mSikkimis the lowestever m the entire countty. We have set 
upi:.hkAd::ilafs to deliver justide at the doorsteps ofevery Sikkimese people. ·we have set up 
Atrocity Court, Consumer's Court, Human Rights Court, Family Court, Women's Coll1Iilission 
etc. in the state. · 

• Righftoll:lfonnation fully ilnplemented 

The SDF Government is fully aware Rfthe ne~dtopJ;ovide tnmspa;-~I1¥Yitl. 9~X~a!lpe. The 
l}ght~()l1J:lation t~ the people is one'ofiliidhasic piinciplesof aemQGracfTowardtmsepd aU 
ififta5tti1G~arlcf~~~seshave ~n puiinpi~ce. The !Je0ple'sli~tto ln.foiffiafionis ~tenet 
ful1ytes~tea·~y'!heSDFJ?artY and we wi11 spare no effort to.ehsip:~ ihattJie~(}~~erriment 
systtfins.are~st:f~!tgtl:leriedtQ &ive the inforr11ation in a speedy and'effediye ~et to.tfiepublic atlarge. .. . . ' . . . . . . .. 

• Free legal aicUo tpttpoor .· 

01J!:.gpyemmept has aJ.so made ~gement to provide £ree legalaid to economically poor 
citizens. Legal awareness programs have been initiated which have reached the doorstep 
the people e:veninre,mote areas. This program will be furt!'ter strengthened in the next tenn. 

>l Legal inf:rastro:cture 

Together with maintenance of all existing infrastructures, our government shall further create 
additional legal infrastructure forthehenefitofthe :peOple. Undefthe SDFGovernment some 
districts have.been provided with new Judicial. Court Buildings. We will be constructing such 
facilities in al.lthe left over districts. 

• Easy access to legal remedies 
Our govemrnent shall further press the Judiciary to make all legal aids easily available and help 
people through quickdisposal of cases. 

Nati9nalism 
In our sovereign country nationalism's connotation is for a citizen to contribute in the progress 

and prosperity of the nation. Nationalism in my opinion is to build a secure and strong and prosperous 
capable nation. Therefore self ru1e.and sovereign nation building, is relatedtooveraU development of 
nationalism Today tb,e challenges faced.by a nation due to outside forces in conjunction with internal 
elements gives a different colour to nationalism. 

There is no, ~~at froP?-~u~~~~deforces ii1 geographical and IJ?litical, ~erms. So every citizen's 
duty is to contribute tOward the overall development of the nation. In order tO remove all the difficulties 
from society we have to makework our passion. Knowledge and technology must be adopted and 
used. Economic freedom and progress is the main force and we need to work to make the country 
an economic superpower. Therefore nationalism is defined by one who is continuously giving time 
and effort in this direction. 
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This is the new perspective on nationalism and the coming generations mustreflect on this. 
Silddm and Sikkimese people must understand this new perspective and align with this at all times to 
foster a greater sense of nationalism. 

Pawan Chamling 
President 
The Sifldm Democratic Front Party 

Gm1grok. 

Water Security 
According to scientists and other intellectuals, the greatestchafi~rig~ of~e 21"•t(:en~ is 

gomgtobe se~ityofw~er. Climate changeisa1feady upm1 us and mdica~J:),itl;i~l,qss~~pction 
offoq9.~uul severe. wateJ:sho£tag{} in 111any Part•Pf tl1e glqbe in(ieedwittll~·Illcq~ i\8 welkJ1ttshas 
resu.l¥~ in huge eC,Q~oilricdhalleJ)g~which'is evid~nt(j~e~(tl,le fa1J o(l~q~~obahv · .. ·.·· · · n the 
sacx;ed}Iitnalay~r~gion ~S!P.~ ili:pletion of glacial wat~r s •· · lt::Uis me~~~~· ... SQf 
Party~ staif~ worltiil;g r,e8pp1JSibly to ~~kle thislui~e. • · .....• ~ge ~tti:J.el~ar "• '<c' ,,. • .•.•.. , ··... . '''"''• 
lli. Pawan Chamnng, has contrlbutediinmensely in many int'emational fori.nriS ondm;iate.cMrfge 
and water scarcity issues. .. .. ' · .. · ... 

Our Party will continue to be seized of these important issues of w~tfr scaititY aJd: wiJii:Jr~rk 
toward solving this for Silddmese people. 

Water harvesting and conservation programs will be taken up. We have to etuiourage and 
inspire our people toward this end. Each hoUsehold will be educated ontheissueofu8e and conservation 
of water. 

The Hirrihlay~. re~i?n does not have presently a shortage of qqality. w,~t~t~ }!ven then our 
people must undeis,tand: tliat dean .water can lead to bett~r qhaJ1tYof life andHealth~For tlll:s we 
must rise up to the challenges and do all we can to ensme'conservation of our biodiv~rsity which in 
the fiist place gives'usthb water we use everyday. ·· ··· ·· ·· 

EDviromnental Security 
Sikkim is a part of oneof!:he greatest biodiversity hotspot~ of the world. We have give? top 

priority toward protection of the flora and fauna, wildlife, forest and other natural resources in our 
State. In addition to this we are giving protection to medicinal plants, lakes, rivers etc. and to keep it 
more natural. In order to preserve the ecosystem the farming systems will have to be modified 
suitably to become more natural and organic. Even in the development work we>will tninimize'the 
carbon foot print which will ~e <;levelppment more eco;fi;iendly, This will ensure a, b~t;:e between 
man and the environment. We have to mqve from a mateP.ai;sm pevelopJJ:lentparadigm toqn~w))ich 
is ,totally eco friendly in order to bring about the balance that we w,m tai<e evento the classrooms. 
This form of ed1fcation of opr young mindS will ensuresus~a})ilitY. All ourpro~ams and p<Jlicies 
will take the environmental impact into consideration duri.tig time of form,uJfttion,l:lllddesign. 

As part of the past legacy, the Government in its .next term shalL pursue our green goal with 
renewed zest and energy by ensuring full-proofprotection:of all ourrichbiodiversity,forest areas,. all 
wildlife both terrestrial and aquatic, artbopoda and avifauna. Ban on felling of green trees, grazing, 
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use of non-biodegradable materials shall be as usual strictly enforced. Coupled with massive 
afforestation drive under different innovative projects like Smriti Ban and GreenMission initiatives, 
we will continue to make significant contribution m the environmental conservationofthe eastern 
Himalayan region of the country. 

Sikkim has become the first ever State m the Country to constitute Glacier Coll}lnission under 
the chairmanship of Prof. S.I. Hasnain. The Comrnission,willun.qe~e scien~f.i~ ~tuqy on the 
environmental changes taking place. in the State. We will significantly contribute tow!:~fds r~alizing 
the goal of the centre with regard to Eight Missions spelt out under the National Mission Plan to 
tackle Climate Change challenges . 

. .. In}h,e.area of .. ;~Ma,nag(\:lfl~~t, \~e williwpmve upono~exp~rie)lce ~()~gl:l increased 
jhora Vainfug wqr, ... ·. • . j~g,.\vdrlq;}ncludi!igiiv~f c.ows¢ devel~pm~~t. ~~··have aJrYa.dY 
initiat&i organic r~g:ptactices'lri ilie :St:ate to (\{y away witbllie us~ ofcherincat ... ·· · · · er and 
pesticides. As part ofqle. Peati·P~v.elo~~~Ut ·. · · ·'"s¥(CQMJ wi4~Iy di~cuss.ed by climate 
experutooay.weareal~·~dy lnt oW' way 'to.~ ..... e~lOO~tit org~c ce~cliDon~or:ali our 
product$ ~d5'urprac'ti¢es.Which)Vil}fi~cl~lli!d eilYVo~We)lt-'ftiendly;A.ta Ifiore psyc~ologkfi! 
level, we~ prepare orirpeople mehf?liyto 'ddOpten.vfrbmnenUilly susramaole developrtient measures 
in the State. · · · ·· · · · · 

Human Security 
Human security has emerged as a huge issue in the world today especially after the glob<JJ 

economic downtux:n. Human life andexistenceis being threatened from all directions and evidence 
of this is seen in Africa. This has .resulted in a serious challenge for human existence. The SDF Party 
is seized of these global challenges and phenomenon. On our part our endeavour is to work at the 
local level to address this issue. We are workin~ towards guaranteeing forour citizens a civilized and 
libeJ7ated hu~ life. Otrr(lovernme~t todaY has ens~~ that all ~ommunities aqdclasses of people 
are fully secure to live in dignity ina S.tate full Qf opportunity and where rule of law prevails. Every 
citizen of our Society is fully empowered to live in ari environment whlch allows her to prosper and 
fulfill her aspirations. Consequently it has provided the people of Sikkirn the opportunity to he proud 
of the emerging living standards. Even though there are such global concerns bur work and policies 
have ensured that. the Sik:kimese people are protected 3lldfreefrom these challenges. Our Government 
has set an e:X:mnpl~ and djrection as a solution for !hese global challenges which results in deep 
human insecurity. We wilfcontinue to struggle against such challenges and also give leadership in the 
interest of ilie people of Sikkim. · 

Food Security 
In a world whet{ifood seyurity has become a major issue the Sikkitnese people are livffig very 

well. However, thereis Cl serious challenge to our own food security issues. We are dependent on 
imports at this time. We will have to make otrr people more self reliant in food production leading to 
food security at llie local' level. We have to use high technology to increase productivity since the 
cultivable land iS very limited. In our traditibhal way of fanning we have applied new methodology to 
increase the yield of food production. We are giving priority to distribution of seeds, cash crops and 
training to our farmers. All these measures will certainly allow our farmers to adapt and produce 
more food in an environmentally friendly way. 
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Health Security 
It is well said that good health is wealth indeed. Our people's good health has to be maintained 

and programs toward this end needs further strengthening. This is the pillar for economic and other 
forms of progress. Importance of the aforesaid statement should be practiced in our day to day life. 
Educating our people, taking preventive measures, adequate medical facilities prior to birth and after 
birth, and medical facilities access throughout life is to be given. Such like programs have been taken 
up in order to ensure total high quality health of our qitizeris. 

C ' ,, •C •) ,,• •A~ 

Social Security 
Our Ptirty Pfesidelifb:a:s always maintained' that if society is weak, each individual and every 

casteltoll'i1.rlum:t:Y Wi:Ifibe,·weak:~' Therefore,· to strengthen our society would mean3mak:ing every 
castelcommunitystronger;'Th~samepiinciple and related program shall·be further strengthened and 
institutional.Ized in thenexrtermo:fthis·gove:rmnent. During the lastfifteen years, our government 
has adequatelydeveloped the regional language, literatute, culture and.tradition belonging;to different 
people following different faiths. In the next term of our government, the same program will be 
fu..~er consolidated,.s0 t'llatno, person or caste or commu.rrity lags behind due to the ac.ci!ilent ofbis/ 
her birth and her ci:J;crunst~ce~. 

Peaee Security 
We the *~1pese m;;;per}f~p~ the rare br~ ofJ;i~an.bei~g wl1o .. are in an advantfig~ous 

position to develop pea.Ce l.ri the. State and in the country: The SDF Governmeptdo~YS recognize the 
need for further development of peace in the Country. The SDF Government will continue to promote 
Sikkim as thepeace rnak:er ~tate, With over 200 t~rrorist§. ?1Jtfit ii1 the co11;ntry, Sikkim has the 
dlstinctionto }?.ave none. Thetiime rate in. SikJruriis'tneldV{est in the countrf' . . 

Peace, however, does' not and will nofcorne oni platter. The '¥DF Government has worked 
steadfastly to keep peace even in the face of extreme provocation~ We have firmly promoted 
democratic values in the State with each citizen enjoying full freedom and rights as provided under 
the Constitution. 

In any case, Sikkim' s security is our No. 1 agenda and peace that prevails in State has greatly 
enhanced the sense of security amongst the population. 

Women and Child Right security 
The SDF Government has already created history in the area of women empowerment and 

granting their due in a given society. The same will be further consolidated in the next term of 
government. The SDF Government shall make our women folks the equal stakeholder in every 
sphere of State development journey. Excise licence to run shops shall be issued in the name of the 
female members also. Similarly, child rights security shall be given topmost priority in the State. All 
privilege and opportunities shall be granted to the children in the State at par with best facilities 
available in developed countries for child's development 

1 Source: 
Sikkim 
A Statistical Profile 2006-07 Department of Economics Statistics Monitoring & Evaluation 
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Nationalism 

In our sovereign CQUntryn,f\tiOQ.alism'§conn(}tatiop. is fora,qtUe!l,tO contri:Quteintheprogress and 
prc::>sperity of t:b,e nation.JS[at;~nnalism inmy<>p'U:rion is toh~l..:! as~ure atid~trong;~dprq$p~rous 
capable nation. Thereforeseifi;Uleaud s:oyereign natiOQ. bulldin,g,isrelated tooverall,dev~lopmentof 
nationalism .. Today,; the challengesfaced by a nation due to outsideforces in conjtmctionwithintemal 
elements gives a different colour tm1ationalism. 

There is no threat from outside forces in geographical and political terms; So every citizen'sduty is 
to contribute toward the overall economic development of the nation; ·rn order tO remove all the 
difficulties from society we have to make this work our passion. Knowledge and tecpnology must be 
adopted and used. Our freedom and progress is the main force we need use to make our country an 
economic superpower. Therefore nati01xalism is defined as one who is continuously giving time and 
effort in this direction. 

'This is the new perspective on nationalism and the coming gene:r-.ttions must reflect on this. Sikkim 
an~ Sikkim.ese people, must understand this new perspective and align with this at all times to foster 
a greater sense of nationalism. 

Pawan Chamling 
President 
The Sikkim Democratic Front Party 
March2009 
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